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CHAPTER 1

Prelude: An Outline of Research 
Vision and Accomplishments

The m ain themes of this dissertation are the formal modeling and the rigorous analysis of large- 

scale multi-agent systems (MAS). By large scale we mean those MAS with anywhere from thousands 

to possibly millions of autonom ous agents [193, 202], By autonomous agents, we mean physical, 

biological, software, robotic an d /o r other entities tha t, at the very least, possess the properties of

(i) persistence, (ii) reactivity, and (iii) some degree of control of their internal state , as well as of 

their execution (tha t is, behavior) as observable by an outside observer, such as another agent [201]. 

In particular, insofar as our agents’ individual properties and capabilities are concerned, we do not 

make any assum ptions beyond what is captured by the notion of weak (autonomous) agency as 

defined in [201], and further elaborated upon in [195].

We particularly  have in mind large ensembles of reactive agents tha t either are actually known to 

exhibit a rather simple behavior (for example, certain control devices would fit into this category), 

or else can be approximated as having simple determ inistic individual behaviors for the purpose of 

studying their ensemble behavior, th a t is, the collective dynamics at the granularity level of large 

agent ensembles [192, 206].

Reactive autonom ous agents, th a t are also often referred to as situated agents in the distributed 

AI literature (see, e.g., [155]), are characterized by the ability to perceive and be affected by the 

changes in their environm ent, and, in tu rn , to act and thus possibly affect the environment. Reactive 

or situated  agents are usually conceptually envisioned -  as well as, when applicable, practically 

designed1 so th a t they have very little internal structure. In particular, a common m athem atical 

and com putational abstraction for such reactive agents is th a t of a finite state machine th a t may be 

of a determ inistic, nondeterm inistic or probabilistic variety. In this work, we will prim arily focus 

on determ inistic individual agent behaviors, and hence determ inistic finite sta te  machine models.

T n the case of engineered, th a t is, usually either robotic or software agents.

1
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Moreover, since we are interested in large ensembles of many such interacting agents, the formal 

models of our interest will be all based on the communicating (deterministic) finite state machines 

abstraction.

One main purpose of this, introductory Chapter is to provide some broader context for and 

outline motivations behind our research approach. The other purpose is to briefly summarize all 

our scientific work since the late fall of 2000 until the completion of our doctoral research; tha t 

includes both the particu lar results th a t will be subsequently presented in the rem aining chapters of 

this dissertation, and our research efforts in other subfields w ithin the general areas of autonomous 

agents and multi-agent systems. The m ain and, as of early 2006, most complete line of that, 

“o ther” research, addresses the problem of coordination in collaborative m ulti-agent systems, and 

is presented in much more detail in the au tho r’s M.S. thesis [193].

Our overall research on autonom ous agents and MAS, while inherently interdisciplinary, has 

been prim arily two-pronged.

On the one hand, we have been interested for many years in discrete dynamical systems such 

as the classical cellular automata  (CA), as well as their various graph automata (GA)2 extensions 

and generalizations.

In particular, we have studied the behaviors, th a t is, the configuration space properties, of 

several restricted yet interesting classes of cellular and network autom ata. Our investigations have 

included both  determ ining under what circumstances would a cellular autom aton possess certain 

properties, and how hard it is, given the au tom aton’s formal description, to determ ine whether or 

not it would possess the properties of interest. Those properties are typically related to the global 

behavior of these cellular and network au tom ata  models, th a t is, to the collective dynamics of an 

ensemble of (typically, loosely coupled) autonom ous agents th a t the particular cellular or graph 

autom aton model is abstracting. Furtherm ore, we often focus on the problem  of what th a t global 

behavior is like in the long run. Thus, most of the fundam ental problems about the possible cellular 

or network au tom ata dynamics (or, equivalently, com putations) tha t we have been interested in,

2A 1so  called network automata in the literature; see, e.g., [63, 68]). We warn the reader tha t, throughout most of 
this dissertation, we shall use the two term s interchangeably. We will make exceptions when referring to the specific 
graph au tom ata models proposed by other authors (see C hapter 3 and introductory sections of Chapter 5). In those 
situations, whenever we have in mind more general models, we shall prefer the term  network automata , whereas the 
more specific models found in the literature will be called graph automata.

2
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essentially ask some variant of the fundam ental question: given the current state of a cellular 

or network autom aton, and given how each of its elements behaves individually, as well as how 

are these elements interacting w ith one another locally, under what circumstances, and at what 

com putational cost, can it be predicted how is this system going to behave globally, in the near or 

d istant future [189, 192, 206].

On the other hand, since joining professor Gul Agha’s Open Systems Laboratory (OSL) at 

University of Illinois at U rbana-Cham paign (UIUC) in the Fall of 2001, we have been also work

ing on modeling and analysis of, as well as developing sim ulation scenarios for, certain large-scale 

m ulti-agent system (MAS) applications. Among the prim ary domains for the OSL’s DARPA- 

funded TASK research project, completed in the fall of 2004, were param etric models and a 

scalable software sim ulation of large (103 — 104 agents) ensembles of small-sized, limited-resource 

autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles (also known as “micro-UAVs”). For more details and point

ers to bo th  research publications and software produced by the OSL group, we refer the reader 

to http://osl.cs.uiuc.edu  and especially to the information there tha t is pertaining to the TASK 

research project.

One of the u ltim ate goals of the OSL team  in the context of our research project on m ulti

agent systems (the TASK project) was to develop novel quantitative and param etric models for 

the large-scale MAS. The au tho r’s individual effort w ithin the overall team  work on tha t project 

chiefly focused on two specific issues. One was developing and analyzing some simple and scalable 

general-purpose models for an autonom ous agent’s local-knowledge based decision m aking (more 

specifically, task or action selection) in environments tha t are dynamic, m ulti-agent, m ulti-task, 

resource constrained and partially  inaccessible to the agent [197]. The second generic problem 

was tha t of multi-agent coordination, and, more specifically, of reaching distributed consensus in 

a scalable, reliable and efficient manner. The two particular types of these distributed consensus 

problems we investigated are those of leader election and group or coalition formation. The accom

plishm ents on one of these problems are outlined in Section 1.3, and presented in detail in our MS 

thesis [193].

The rest of this C hapter th a t summarizes most of our doctoral research is organized as fol

lows. Section 1.1 is dedicated to introducing cellular and network au tom ata, and m otivating the

3
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relevance and usefulness of these discrete dynamical system models for modeling and analysis of 

many im portant agent ensemble properties in large-scale MAS. The starting  point are the classical, 

parallel CA. However, w ithout some modifications, classical CA are an appropriate abstraction for 

only a very limited class of d istributed inform ation systems. In particular, the main properties of 

the classical CA th a t require appropriate generalizations in order to make thus generalized models 

relevant in a broader MAS setting are discussed in some detail in Section 1.1.

Section 1.2 then outlines our m ain results on various properties pertaining to the parallel and 

sequential threshold CA and their global configurations, and some possible long-term global be

havior patterns of such cellular autom ata. T ha t section also summarizes the m ain results on a 

particu lar class of the network au tom ata  extensions of the classical (both sequential and parallel) 

finite cellular autom ata; this class are Sequential and Synchronous Dynamical Systems. These 

discrete dynamical systems extend the CA model in two im portant respects: one, they allow for 

more general interaction patterns among the agents, and, two, they allow for some heterogeneity 

in the individual agents’ behaviors.

Section 1.3 approaches MAS in a more conventional way. In particular, the individual agents 

are not viewed as simple fixed programs with a very minimal internal structure any longer, but 

are, instead, autonomous decAsion makers w ith a much richer internal sta te  and a more com

plex interaction with their environments. The modeling and design challenges related to such 

autonom ous agents in complex, dynamic and bounded-resource multi-agent environments are then 

briefly discussed, and our work on one of the aforementioned multi-agent coordination problems 

summarized.

Last bu t not least, Section 1.4 motivates and discusses several promising directions for the 

possible future work, and outlines some interesting open problems.

1.1 A  C oarse-G rained  V iew  o f L arge-Scale M u lti-A gen t S ystem s

M ulti-Agent Systems (MAS) are commonly viewed as a research area where (distributed) artificial 

intelligence and d istributed com puting overlap. Hence, research in MAS heavily draws on the 

existing theories, tools and methodologies from both  AI and distributed computing. W hat we 

would like to contribute to the more thorough understanding and better design of large-scale MAS

4
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are some ideas, paradigm s and tools from another scientific discipline, namely, complex dynamical 

systems [189, 191, 206]. Among many abstract m athem atical models of discrete dynamical systems, 

the one class th a t we find particularly  appropriate and useful for addressing many fundam ental 

issues in parallel and d istributed computing in general, and in large-scale multi-agent systems in 

particular, are the classical cellular autom ata, as well as some of their graph or network au tom ata 

extensions and variants [192, 206].

Cellular automata (CA) were originally introduced as an abstract m athem atical model tha t can 

capture the behavior of biological systems capable of self-reproduction (see C hapter 4 and references 

therein). Subsequently, CA have been extensively studied in a great variety of application domains, 

bu t mostly in the context of sim ulation of complex physical, biological an d /o r socio-technical 

systems and their dynamics.

However, CA have also been viewed as an abstraction of massively parallel computers [63]. 

W hile most of the previous com puter science research on CA and similar models have used these 

models as an abstraction for the parallel an d /o r d istributed com puter hardware architectures [187], 

our research agenda is to use these complex system models as a more general abstraction for 

a variety of d istributed systems and infrastructures, including but not lim ited to (i) team s or 

coalitions of robots an d /o r hum ans an d /o r unm anned vehicles, (ii) socio-technical systems such 

as, e.g., city traffic, and (iii) software agents for open distributed environments. More precisely, we 

would like to apply CA as an abstraction for autonomously executing local processes th a t are coupled 

to, and interact with, one another and possibly also w ith their outside environment. Even when 

these individual processes are rather simple, their m utual interaction and synergy may potentially 

yield a highly complex and difficult to predict long-term global behavior [192], This property -  tha t 

the behavior of the “whole” (i.e., the entire system) cannot be easily deduced from the simple and 

well-understood behaviors of the “pieces” (individual components) -  is a hallm ark property of both 

nonlinear complex dynamical systems in physics and open distributed systems in com puter science. 

Thus, the well-known m etaphor tha t “the whole is [sometimes] more than  the sum of its p a rts” 

was w hat initially prom pted our desire to establish some closer links between these two fascinating 

research areas.3

3... Yet, until very recently, these two areas have been seldom if ever addressed within a single, unifying scientific
framework.
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W hat are, then, the im portant properties of large-scale distributed com putational and commu

nication systems in general, and large-scale MAS in particular, th a t can be adequately captured by 

the classical CA and CA-like models? L et’s consider a cellular autom aton from a MAS perspective. 

Studying global dynamics of a CA then translates into an exploration of the global behavior of a 

m ulti-agent system when (i) the individual agent behaviors are fixed, (ii) the pa tte rn  of multi-agent 

interaction ( “network topology”) is fixed, and (iii) both  the individual agent behaviors and the in

teraction patterns among the agents are highly regular and uniform (i.e., homogeneous) across the 

entire system [192]. In particular, CA and other related models capture the critically im portant 

MAS features of locality of interaction among the agents, and bounded speeds of information and 

im pact propagation.

Several modifications of the basic CA model along different dimensions can be readily argued 

to be required in order for thus modified CA-based models to provide appropriate abstractions for 

the large scale m ulti-agent systems [193, 202], We have identified the following four as the most 

relevant and im portant [192]:

• heterogeneity of the generalized cellular and network au tom ata in term s of (i) the individ

ual agent behaviors and (ii) the inter-agent interaction patterns, in contrast to the strict 

homogeneity of the classical CA in both  these respects;

• model of inter-agent communication insofar as whether the agents locally compute syn

chronously or asynchronously, and whether they interact (communicate) with one another 

synchronously or asynchronously;

• adaptability of the individual agents, i.e., are these agents capable of dynamically changing 

their behavior via, e.g., reinforcement learning, or are their individual behaviors fixed  once 

the conditions of the environment and the current sta te  of an agent are specified;

• dynamic changes of the MAS network topology, th a t would be captured by allowing the 

underlying cellular space of a cellular or graph autom aton to change as a function of time.

We will briefly elaborate on each of these extensions, and then focus on the two th a t have had 

the most prom inent role in our research, and whose study constitutes the core of this dissertation.
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Various models of graph automata (GA) have been proposed in the literature as straightfor

ward generalizations of the finite  classical CA. In these network or graph au tom ata  models, the 

agent-to-agent comm unication pattern(s) need not necessarily be regular, and the individual agents’ 

behaviors need not be uniform. Synchronous Dynamical Systems (SyDSs) are a class of finite net

work au tom ata models where the possible heterogeneity of individual agent behaviors is explicitly 

captured (C hapter 5). In an SyDS, while each agent is still a finite-state machine (FSM), different 

agents, in general, behave like different FSMs. This is in contrast to the classical CA, where each 

agent executes the same FSM program. Moreover, in SyDS the communication network topologies 

(tha t is, cellular spaces -  see C hapter 4) can be arbitrary finite graphs, as opposed to the regular 

Cayley graphs as the only allowed cellular spaces in the classical CA [63].

Classical CA are also characterized by the perfect synchrony of the parallel node updates. This 

perfect synchrony implies, in effect, logical simultaneity, and is hard to justify  on either physical or 

com puter science grounds (e.g., [198]). By allowing the nodes to update one at a time, one arrives 

a t a sequential version of CA, called Sequential Cellular Autom ata  (SCA), and sequential versions 

of the corresponding more general network autom ata; for instance, Sequential Dynamical Systems 

(SDSs) are a sequential version of the aforementioned SyDS model.

Much of our work thus far has focused on comparison and contrast between some restricted yet 

nontrivial classes of parallel and sequential CA (see Section 1.2 and references [191, 198]). However, 

these sequential cellular and network au tom ata  models, while more realistic than  their perfectly syn

chronous parallel counterparts, still fall short of being a sufficiently general theoretical model for 

the large-scale d istributed information systems. Namely, a global clock, and therefore communica

tion synchrony, are still assumed in all of those cellular and network au tom ata  models [198]. T hat 

is, the local com putations of agents may be asynchronous, bu t the inter-agent interaction  is still 

implicitly assumed synchronized. Therefore, the natu ral next step is to study properties of what 

we call genuinely asynchronous cellular and network autom ata, where no synchrony is assumed 

when it comes to either local com putations or agent-to-agent communication [198]. A thorough 

qualitative and quantitative comparison and contrast of these genuinely asynchronous models vs. 

the sequential models vs. the synchronous parallel models would enable us to identify some of 

those properties of the large-scale MAS that are prim arily or solely due to the tem poral and /o r
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causal nature of the interaction among the agents, as captured by various models of (a)synchrony 

of th a t interaction [198, 205].

O ther possible extensions of the CA-like models tha t would render those models particularly 

well-suited for the high-level m athem atical modeling of MAS, and hence potentially appealing to 

the autonom ous agent and MAS research community, also include allowing for some adaptability 

at the level of individual agents. (In contrast, the classical CA and other models of interacting 

finite state machines explicitly hold the behavior of each single agent fixed and only allow for the 

adap tation  and self-organization phenom ena at the agent ensemble level.) To th a t end, ra ther than  

requiring th a t a single node in a CA or GA be a fixed FSM (whether determ inistic, probabilistic or 

nondeterm inistic), one would allow each node to dynamically change its own behavior over time. 

W hile the resulting model arguably would not deserve to be called a (cellular or graph or network) 

automaton , this m odification would enable one to abstractly  capture the learning capability of the 

individual autonom ous agents.

Last bu t not least, another modification of the classical CA as well as the more general GA 

models under consideration pertains to those au tom ata’s network topology. W hat could be of 

a particular interest for various MAS, as well as ad hoc and sensor networks, are the CA-like 

models whose underlying graphs are dynamically changing. Com m unicating finite au tom ata on 

dynamically changing network topologies in general, and various cellular au tom ata  models defined 

on percolations in particular, are some possible approaches to abstractly  capturing the agents’ 

mobility, possible link failures, and a possibility of the new links being dynamically created in the 

system  [192],

Of the four outlined dimensions along which the classical CA can be readily generalized in order 

to increase their relevance for and applicability to the dom ain of large-scale MAS made of many 

locally interacting autonom ous agents, our work thus far has mostly focused on the first two [192], 

A brief summ ary of our most prom inent results in th a t context, accomplished over the period of 

five years (early 2001 -  early 2006) follows in the next section.
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1.2 Som e C onfiguration  Space P ro p erties  o f P arallel and  

Sequentia l C ellu lar and G raph A u to m a ta

The first dimension along which it may be worthwhile considering how to generalize the classical 

CA in order to make them  closer to “the real world” (of MAS), as discussed in Section 1.1, is to 

simultaneously (i) consider more general graphs as the underlying cellular spaces, and (ii) allow 

different nodes to behave differently, i.e., to change their local states according to different update 

rules. In tha t context, we have obtained some results along the following two main lines. One, we 

have characterized certain types of configurations in the SDS and SyDS network au tom ata models 

(see the introductory parts of Chapter 5 for definitions), and established some relationships between 

various properties of the SDS and SyDS global dynamics, and the existence of those configurations 

(or their lack thereof). Two, we have obtained several related results on com putational complexity 

of determ ining various configuration space properties of certain restricted classes of SDSs and 

SyDSs (see Chapters 5 and 6, as well as references [17, 188, 189, 190, 194, 196, 204, 206]).

The two types of configurations of our particular interest are the fixed points (FPs) as the 

globally stable states, and the gardens o f Eden (GEs) as the unreachable states [206]. Properties 

such as the existence of and the speed of convergence to a F P  configuration can be readily related to 

the stationarity  and self-stabilizing properties of a m ulti-agent system ’s long-term global behavior. 

Similarly, issues pertaining to the garden of Eden states in network au tom ata  can be viewed as 

abstract formulations of certain safety properties in d istributed environments.

W hile the focus of the research tha t is summarized in C hapter 5 has been on formally estab

lishing the hardness of counting the FPs and GEs in various restricted classes of Boolean SDSs and 

SyDSs, we have also obtained, as corollaries, the appropriate hardness results on certain decision 

problems pertaining to the F P  and GE configuration existence, to the existence of more than  one 

FP  or GE, as well as the problems about the (non-)invertibility properties of the global maps of 

appropriately restricted classes of these network autom ata.

The early stages of this work were accomplished while the author was visiting Los Alamos 

National Laboratory, Fall 2000 -  Summer 2001, under the supervision of Dr. M adhav M arathe 

and in collaboration w ith Prof. Harry B. Hunt and Dr. M adhav M arathe. Some of these, early
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results can be found in reference [17]. The extensions and generalizations of the results presented 

in th a t paper can be found in [188, 189, 190, 194], The results tha t have originally appeared in 

the aforementioned publications, and whose focus is on certain configuration space properties of 

the general Boolean SDSs and SyDSs, as well as those S(y)DSs with either monotone or symmetric 

Boolean update rules, are summ arized in C hapter 5 of this dissertation.

The more recent research (2005 and early 2006) on the com putational complexity of counting 

FPs and other structures in Boolean SDSs and SyDSs is summarized in C hapter 6. The common 

them e of th a t research is the persistent focus on severely restricted instances of Boolean SDSs and 

SyDSs under consideration w ith respect to all the model param eters, and especially the structure 

of the underlying graphs [194, 196, 206]. In particular, the #P -com pleteness of counting FPs as 

well as of most other fundam ental counting problems is established for the SDSs and SyDSs with 

restricted update rules and defined over uniformly sparse graphs [196, 206]. The com putational 

complexity of counting in the context of symmetric Boolean S(y)DSs over uniformly sparse graphs 

is originally addressed in [206], whereas similar results in the context of monotone Boolean S(y)DSs 

and discrete Hopfield networks are established in [196]. These two sets of results are given in the 

first two sections of C hapter 6. Among the most difficult technical results of the entire dissertation 

are those in the context of simple threshold update rules th a t are both symm etric and monotone. 

Those results are summ arized in Section 6.3. Finally, to contrast the homogeneous classical CA 

w ith those uniformly sparse SDSs and SyDSs th a t allow for only a m inimal am ount of heterogeneity 

insofar as the individual agents’ behaviors are concerned, we show in Section 6.4 tha t counting FPs 

is, in principle, easy for the simple threshold cellular autom ata, such as those whose nodes update 

according to the M a j o r i t y  function.

Thus, all our com putational complexity results about SDSs, SyDSs, CA and discrete Hopfield 

networks outlined above are summarized in Chapters 5 and 6 of this dissertation. Most of those 

results have been already published [17, 188, 189, 190, 192, 196, 204, 206], while a handful of them  

are as of yet unpublished4, but will be subm itted for a journal publication by the end of 2006.

The second m ajor line of inquiry has been to investigate and analytically characterize some 

of the consequences of the perfect synchrony assumption in the classical CA (see C hapter 4). In

4As of the early autum n of 2006.
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order to make the analysis tractable yet interesting and relevant, we have focused on the simplest 

class of the nonlinear totalistic CA update rules -  namely, the simple threshold functions. We have 

been investigating in some detail the configuration space properties pertaining to FPs, cycle states 

and transient states of such simple threshold CA in bo th  sequential and parallel settings. The 

emphasis has been twofold. One, we have characterized the main differences in possible behaviors 

(equivalently, dynamics or com putations) of such CA depending on whether the nodes update 

sequentially, or synchronously in parallel [191, 198]. Two, we have also shown some estim ates 

on what fraction of the entire configuration space of a threshold CA or SCA are the recurrent 

configurations (cf. fixed points), and provided several param etric characterizations of the cycle, 

fixed point and transient configurations for the simple threshold (S)CA defined over one-dimensional 

cellular spaces [200, 205].

In th a t work, originally initiated in [198, 200] and summ arized in [205] as well as in Chapter 

4 of this dissertation, we have also introduced the notions of fa ir  sequences of node updates, as 

well as of a new type of nondeterministic cellular automata, th a t we have dubbed nondeterministic 

interleavings cellular automata (NICA). These two new concepts are directly inspired by the notion 

of fairness and the interleaving semantics m etaphor in the theory of concurrent com putation, 

respectively [198].

The notion of fa ir  sequential cellular au tom ata  makes it possible to meaningfully study the 

properties of bo th  finite and infinite sequential CA beyond the mere (non)existence of particular 

types of configurations (or, in the infinite cases, of various types of finite subconfigurations). Some 

of those other behavioral properties of interest include, e.g., those pertaining to how fast is the 

fixed point convergence taking place in various sequential cellular au tom ata scenarios.

On the other hand, capturing all fair (alternatively, arbitrary) infinite node update sequences for 

the fixed determ inistic SCA by a single fair (resp., general) nondeterministic sequential CA provides 

a natural way to strengthen the results on comparison and contrast between the parallel and the 

deterministic  sequential CA. In essence, this type of nondeterm inistic cellular au tom ata  introduces 

the interleaving semantics of concurrency m etaphor to the world of cellular au tom ata  and, more 

generally, the world of discrete-time dynamical systems th a t are made of multiple communicating 

components. For more details, see [198, 200, 205].
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Last bu t not least, as alluded to before, we have been attem pting  to relate, compare and 

contrast the results on CA /  SCA /  NICA with our previous work on SyDSs and SDSs. Some 

prelim inary results in th a t framework are presented towards the end of C hapter 6, and several 

promising directions for the future work are then discussed in C hapter 7.

Most of the work on parallel vs. sequential threshold CA, com putational complexity of counting 

fixed point configurations of SDSs, SyDSs and CA, and other problems outlined in this section was 

accomplished between early 2002 and late 2005; during th a t period, the author was a full-time 

PhD student w ith the Open Systems Laboratory (Departm ent of Com puter Science, University of 

Illinois a t Urbana-Cham paign), under the supervision of his research advisor, professor Gul Agha.

1.3 A  F in e(r)-G ra in ed  V iew  o f Large-Scale M u lti-A gen t S ystem s

We have argued in Section 1.1 th a t many im portant properties of d istributed systems and infras

tructures in general, and large-scale MAS in particular, can be adequately abstracted  via discrete 

dynamical systems formalisms such as various cellular and network au tom ata  models. W hile these 

abstract models may suffice for studying many of the MAS properties at the level of ensembles 

of reactive agents, and their qualitative collective long-term behavior, clearly there are also many 

other MAS properties of interest th a t cannot be adequately captured at the granularity level of 

those cellular and network au tom ata  models. In particular, most interesting properties of indi

vidual autonom ous agents th a t are embedded in an environment, and are interacting with tha t 

environm ent (which, in the MAS context, includes other agents), are entirely abstracted away in 

the CA-based models.

The properties of autonom ous agents th a t require abstractions of finer granularity than  tha t 

provided by the CA and their variants include, among many others, the following:

-  any form of an autonom ous agent’s deliberation, such as reasoning, planning, and individual 

adaptation /learn ing , and th a t part of the agent’s internal sta te  th a t is capturing those aspects of 

the environment relevant to the agent’s deliberation (e.g., beliefs about how the world is, desires 

or preferences about how the agent would like the world to be, and so on [146]);

-  related to the above, some degree of distinction of an agent’s (internal) state from its behavior 

(tha t is observable and may have m easurable consequences externally to the agent itself) [201];
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-  resources (both those internal to the agent and especially those external to it, yet potentially 

available), and constraints on those resources [197];

-  bounded rationality [166] of autonom ous agents’ knowledge about the world -  more precisely, 

the aspects of bounded rationality  going beyond the mere locality of an agent’s interaction with 

some of the other, nearby agents;

-  the nature of an agent’s tasks, goals, utility function, etc., as long as these have something to 

do w ith the state  of the world outside of the agent itself, and, in particular, w ith the agent being 

driven to change some aspect(s) of the outside world [201, 229].

The participants of the DARPA TASK project meeting in Santa Fe, New Mexico (October 

2002) reached the conclusion th a t the three main challenges to be addressed, in order to enable 

the successful design and deployment of large-scale MAS applications in the foreseeable future, 

are those pertaining to understanding and adequate modeling and analysis of the following critical 

autonom ous agent capabilities:

(i) individual agent autonomy -  especially in the context of deliberative agents viewed as au

tonomous decision-makers;

(ii) multi-agent coordination and, in particular, the interaction between the coordinated behav

ior of groups of agents, and the autonom ous acting and decision-making of individual agents;

and

(iii) adaptability in MAS at both  the individual agent level and the agent ensemble level, and 

its interaction with autonom y and coordination (as in, for instance, the reinforcement learning of 

an ensemble of collaborative agents on how to effectively coordinate).

Our research on MAS beyond the work on abstract CA-like models has prim arily focused on 

the autonom ous agents’ capabilities (i) and (ii) above, and the interaction between those two 

[197, 199, 202], The goal has been to develop a modeling and sim ulation framework for the large- 

scale MAS such as large teams or coalitions of autonom ous unm anned vehicles or large-scale sm art 

sensor networks. This framework should be sufficiently general and broadly applicable, yet based 

on the realistic real-world assum ptions, as well as simple enough to be scalable, a t least in principle, 

to anywhere from thousands up to millions of agents.

The starting  assum ptions in our models of autonom ous agents’ acting and decision-making, as
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well as in the proposed m ulti-agent coordination strategies, have included the limited computational, 

communication and other agent resources, and the implications of those constraints on feasibility 

and scalability of various models of agents’ behavior [197]. Another ontological comm itm ent has 

been the focus on collaborative yet appropriately locally constrained m ulti-agent environments [193, 

202, 203]. Under these assum ptions, we have proposed several simple, scalable and realistically 

implem entable param etric models for how a bounded-resource autonom ous agent can choose an 

appropriate action in a highly complex, dynamic and partially  inaccessible multi-agent, m ulti

task environment. These action selection mechanisms are based on an agent’s local knowledge 

about the world, and are applicable in hard real-time, severely bounded resource, very large scale 

system settings. We have also proposed some simple quantitative param etric models of an agent’s 

environment, w ith an emphasis on the agent’s tasks and resources, and how the agent’s decision 

m aking is coupled to the properties of the environment [197].

The main goal of [197] is to address some of the m ajor challenges involved in understanding and 

adequately param etrically modeling the decision-making of autonom ous agents acting in dynamic, 

partially  inaccessible, m ulti-task and bounded-resource MAS environments. The emphasis in tha t 

work is on the three-way coupling among an autonom ous agent’s decision-making mechanisms, the 

nature  of the agent’s environment (cf. in terms of the environments dynamics, (in)accessibility, and 

resources), and the nature of the agent’s tasks, goals and rewards (i.e., payoffs). Two particular 

properties of the agent environments are identified both  as pervasive and (nearly) universal across 

the agent domains and application areas, and critically im portant to the agent’s decision making 

process in general, and action selection, in particular. These two properties are bounded resources 

and the physical an d /o r com putational constraints th a t they impose on the agent, and bounded 

rationality [166], insofar as the agent’s knowledge about the world is concerned [193, 197, 202].

Insofar as multi-agent coordination in the large-scale MAS is concerned, our main contribution 

thus far has been a novel, fully decentralized, local communication and local knowledge based 

algorithm  for (distributed) coalition formation. This coalition form ation algorithm  is based on (i) 

a simple model of the agents’ individual capabilities and resources, and (ii) the implications of the 

existing communication network topology among the agents. In particular, the algorithm  explicitly 

takes into account bo th  the locality of each agent’s knowledge about the world, and the resource
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lim itations of the agents [193, 202].

Coalition form ation in MAS is a special case of the more general distributed consensus problem 

[116]. M ulti-agent coalition form ation is one of the most im portant and frequently encountered 

coordination problems in many MAS domains, and particularly  so in the massively multi-agent, 

locally constrained, and collaborative such domains [202].

The proposed coalition form ation strategy is based on what we have named Maximal Clique 

based Distributed Coalition Formation (MCDCF) algorithm  [193, 199, 202, 203]. This algorithm  is 

a resource-aware, fully decentralized graph algorithm . Each agent is a node in the graph. A pair 

of nodes is connected by an edge if and only if the corresponding agents can communicate to each 

other directly (as opposed to via multiple hops). The crucial assum ption is th a t this underlying 

comm unication network ought to be sufficiently sparse. This, indeed, is a reasonable assum ption 

in most very large-scale MAS application domains th a t we are familiar with; we refer the reader 

to [193] for several examples of such candidate application domains.

Under the appropriate graph sparseness conditions, we have shown how can the agents efficiently 

solve variants of the (generally hard) set covering, set partitioning and m aximal clique problems in 

a local and fully d istributed fashion, in order to effectively -  and without assistance from any sort 

of a central authority -  self-organize into many relatively small, but tight coalitions; thus formed 

coalitions can be argued to be robust to the subsequent node an d /o r communication link failures. 

The generic version of the proposed algorithm  is envisioned as a basic coordination subroutine that, 

if certain assum ptions on the graph structure  hold, is sufficiently efficient to be repeatedly invoked 

by the agents. The agents may need to repeatedly call this subroutine depending on the underling 

MAS dynamics, where th a t dynamics may include the changing communication topology of the 

agents and /o r the changing distribution and resource requirem ents of the agents’ tasks [193, 202].

Insofar as other lines of our work on autonom ous agents and m ulti-agent systems are con

cerned, we attem pt in [195, 201] to address what are the appropriate ontologies and epistemics of 

autonom ous agency from the general systems science and cybernetics perspectives. The emphasis 

thus far has been placed on the problem of providing a hierarchical, broadly applicable taxonomy 

of various kinds of autonom ous agents. The proposed taxonomy is based on the fundam ental no

tion th a t an agent should be defined mainly in term s of its attributes th a t may have consequences
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for, and may lead to the agent behaviors th a t are observable, m easurable and testable by, an ob

server external to the agent itself. In [201], we propose a hierarchical taxonom y that, in our view, 

captures a broad spectrum  of autonom ous agents encountered, among other possible domains, in 

open d istributed software environments, robotics and autonom ous unm anned vehicles, agent-based 

com puter simulations, and elsewhere. We further elaborate on autonom ous agent ontologies and 

epistemics, as well as on what we consider to be a tendency in the agent ontology research com

m unity to over-anthropomorphize artificial agents, in [195].

All the work on autonom ous agents and m ulti-agent systems has been accomplished during the 

tim e period Fall 2001 -  Fall 2004, while the author was a research assistant w ith professor Gul 

A gha’s Open Systems Laboratory.

1.4 A  B r ie f O utline o f Som e Future R esearch  P lan s

In this section, we briefly summarize m ain directions for the envisioned future research. A much 

more elaborate discussion of those research directions, as well as a m otivation behind the proposed 

problems, will follow in C hapter 7.

The near future plans, insofar as our research ou the CA-like models is concerned, mostly 

include some extensions and generalizations of the already completed work on various classes of 

cellular and graph/netw ork au tom ata, and their configuration space properties. We also plan to 

explore some concrete ways of strengthening our claims about the usefulness of the CA-based and 

GA-based formal models for addressing many im portant ensemble-level properties in MAS (see 

Section 1.1). In particular, we intend to rigorously compare and contrast some of the fundam ental 

configuration space properties of the asynchronous cellular automata (ACA) with those of their 

sequential (that is, SCA/NICA) and parallel CA counterparts. The current plan is to focus on the 

nature  of nontrivial temporal cycles in the threshold ACA. We refer the reader to C hapter 7 for 

more details.

A nother potential future research direction is to apply the simple threshold (S)CA (and, down 

the road, possibly also ACA), such as those where the nodes update according to the M a j o r i t y  rule 

(see C hapter 4), to the concrete d istributed consensus problems -  more specifically, to the problems 

of distributed leader election and distributed coalition form ation  in simple network topologies such
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as rings, wheels or star-like graphs.

Down the road, we also intend to develop at least some very basic ACA /  SCA /  NICA /  CA 

based verification formalisms  for the open distributed environments, thereby indicating another 

potential usefulness of these au tom ata models for the MAS modeling, design and analysis.

Finally, we have some promising ideas on a comparative study of the stochastic vs. determ inistic 

threshold (S)CA an d /o r S(y)DS. Certain ergodicity properties [47] in tha t context can be readily 

related to the existence an d /o r development of collective memory  in MAS (or its lack thereof).

Insofar as research on the MAS models where the individual autonom ous agents are considerably 

more refined th an  in the coarse-grained CA-based models, the future work in the early stages of 

our post-doctoral career is envisioned to proceed along the following two m ain lines.

One, we would like to further develop and m athem atically formalize the individual agents’ 

local-knowledge based action selection models in complex and resource-bounded environments. 

In particular, we intend to cast all of our already proposed models [197, 199, 202] into a single 

distributed constraint optimization (DCO) framework. W hile several such DCO-based formalisms 

can be readily found in the MAS literature (see, e.g., [128, 231, 232]), it is our hope th a t some of 

the agent action selection models th a t we propose, simple and often sub-optim al as they may be, 

will be shown to be more scalable and readily implem entable in the very large-scale m ulti-agent 

environments than  the approaches found in the existing literature.

Two, our work on m ulti-agent coordination in the context of distributed coalition formation 

[193, 199, 202, 203] certainly can be further improved. One im portant issue about our M CDCF 

algorithm  [193, 202] yet to be addressed is th a t of robustness and some degree of fault-tolerance not 

only w ith respect to the node an d /o r link failures, bu t also w ith respect to Byzantine (including 

possibly adversarial) behavior of a small subset of agents in a large agent ensemble. In particular, 

the current version of the algorithm  is potentially highly sensitive even to a single cheater (that 

is, an agent acting as an adversary), assuming the rest of agents are not a priori aware of the 

existence of such a “bad apple” in their m idst [193]. Increasing the robustness to myopic or other 

forms of Byzantine behavior of individual agents during the coalition form ation process itself is 

an im portant challenge bo th  in the context of our work on coalition formation, and in the area of 

coalition form ation in collaborative MAS domains, in general.
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Another future research plan, insofar the M CDCF-based coalition form ation is concerned, is 

to cast our maximal clique based d istributed coalition form ation into the d istributed constraint 

satisfaction/optim ization (DCS/D CO) terms, as well. This would enable us to fully formalize our 

ideas about the interaction, synergy an d /o r conflict between the autonom ous agents’ individual 

decision making and acting on the one hand, and the m ulti-agent joint coordinated behavior on 

the other, into a single unifying m athem atical modeling and algorithmic framework.
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CHAPTER 2 

Introduction

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) are a research area where (distributed) artificial intelligence, software 

design and d istributed com puting overlap. In particular, research in MAS heavily draws on the 

existing theories, tools and methodologies from bo th  AI and distributed computing. We would 

like to contribute to the more thorough understanding and analysis, as well as (whenever applica

ble) b e tte r design of the large-scale MAS some ideas, paradigm s and tools from another scientific 

discipline, namely, complex dynamical systems [188, 189, 190, 191, 206]. Among many abstract 

m athem atical models of dynamical systems, the one class th a t we find particularly  appropriate and 

useful for addressing many fundam ental issues in parallel and distributed com puting in general, 

and in large-scale m ulti-agent systems in particular, are the classical cellular automata and some 

of their graph or network au tom ata  extensions and variants [194, 192, 206]. Therefore, the focus 

of this work is a thorough analytical study of a num ber of behavioral properties of several cellular 

au tom ata  based models, and discussion of those properties’ significance and implications from the 

viewpoint of large-scale d istributed com puting and m ulti-agent systems [191, 192].

2.1 M otiva tion  and Our R esearch  A pproach

Most of the large-scale biological and physical systems are inherently decentralized and distributed. 

Fully decentralized systems are growing in their num ber as well as im portance among various en

gineering, socio-technical and other man-designed infrastructures, as well. In particular, com puta

tional and communication systems and networks of various kinds are getting increasingly distributed 

bo th  logically and physically. The behavioral complexity of most such systems does not prim arily 

stem  from the sophistication of the individual components, since functioning of those components 

is typically well-understood. R ather, the challenges of good design and effective analysis of and
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forecasting about the behavior of such systems are prim arily due to the nontrivial interaction and 

synergy among the individual components at the system level.

Examples of decentralized information systems where the basic understanding of the behavior 

of individual components or agents is relatively easy, yet inferring or predicting nontrivial aspects 

of the long-term global behavior of the entire system very difficult or even virtually impossible, are 

abundant: the Internet, different m ulti-agent systems (MAS) made of software or robotic agents 

(e.g., [9, 219, 229]), team s of autonom ous unm anned vehicles [197], traffic systems [24], as well as 

various types of social networks [215, 216], to name ju st a few widely known such examples.

In order to understand the global behavioral properties of these and many other com putational, 

social, socio-economic, and socio-technical d istributed inform ation systems, and to be able to at 

least sometimes and at least approxim ately predict their long-term dynamic behavior patterns, it 

seems natu ral to apply the methodology, tools and paradigms from physics and applied m athe

matics employed in the study of complex systems and their (typically, nonlinear) dynamics. At 

the high level of abstraction, the standard  questions posed in the distributed computing systems 

context, such as those related to various liveness, fairness  and safety properties, the problems of 

reaching distributed consensus among the agents on m atters of common interest, and the like, can 

be appropriately formally phrased in term s of the basic configuration space properties of the corre

sponding formal complex system. Some examples of the fundam ental configuration space or phase 

space properties tha t are commonly studied in the complex systems literature include:

•  T y p e s  OF g l o b a l  b e h a v i o r  problems: starting  from an arb itrary  configuration, is the 

system guaranteed to converge to a stable or stationary configuration? Is oscillatory behavior 

possible? How long can the transition  take before the system settles into some form of 

recurrent behavior? Under what circumstances, if any, can the system diverge altogether?

•  REACHABILITY type problems: given two global configurations of the system, A  and B,  and 

assuming the system  starts  its dynamical evolution from the state A, is the state  B  ever going 

to be reached? Is B  going to be reached after a t most t discrete tim e steps?

•  C l a s s i f i c a t i o n  type problems: given a determ inistic discrete-time dynamical system, and 

given an arb itrary  system state  A , is tha t configuration a stable one? Is it recurrent or
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transient? If it is recurrent, is it fixed or cyclic w ith a period of 2 or greater? If it is cyclic, 

what is the period of re-visiting A?

•  C o u n t i n g  problems: given a discrete state  dynamical system, how many of its configura

tions are fixed points (or, equivalently, what fraction of all possible configurations are stable 

configurations)? How many are cyclic? How many are transient? How many configurations 

are unreachable? How big is the basin of a ttrac tion  of a given stable configuration?

To be able to predict the long-term behaviors of various decentralized information-processing 

systems, one may want to, first, abstract those infrastructures and translate them  into appropriate 

models of formal dynamical systems, and, second, answer a kind of questions similar to the ones 

listed above in the context of those complex dynamical systems. The com putational hardness of 

these idealized configuration space problems would then provide lower bounds on analyzing the 

dynamics and emergent behavior of the actual d istributed networks and architectures, and on how 

predictable their long-term behavior can be expected to be.

The formal discrete-time, discrete-state dynamical systems tha t we study are various types of 

(finite) cellular and network automata [192],

The first model or, indeed, class of closely related models th a t we informally introduce in this 

C hapter are the classical cellular autom ata. Cellular au tom ata  are the oldest and most studied 

discrete dynamical systems based on the idea of communicating finite state machines. In essence, 

a cellular autom aton is a finite or infinite collection of identical copies of some finite state  machine, 

where these copies are connected to each other in some regular and uniform m anner [134]. We 

informally introduce cellular au tom ata  (CA) in the next section; the formal definitions of CA, their 

configurations, and configuration space properties will follow in Chapter 4.

We then generalize the classical finite  cellular au tom ata  along several orthogonal dimensions. 

One of those dimensions is the interaction or communication model; in th a t context, we shall 

m otivate the study of, first, sequential cellular and network autom ata, and, second, genuinely 

asynchronous cellular au tom ata. Comparison and contrast between the classical, parallel CA whose 

nodes update their states perfectly synchronously in parallel on the one hand, and sequential and /o r 

asynchronous CA where the nodes update one at a time, on the other, will be the central them e of 

C hapter 4.
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Another dimension, orthogonal to the underlying communication model, is the interaction pat

tern among the reactive autonom ous agents th a t we abstract as finite state  machines. This mo

tivates the study of various network automata models, th a t are also often referred to as network 

automata in the literature [192, 196].1 In those graph or network au tom ata models, the assum ptions 

of regularity and uniformity  of the interaction pa tte rn  among the agents is abandoned, and more 

general underlying graphs th a t capture the communication links (or possibly interaction patterns of 

a more general nature  than  direct peer-to-peer communication) among the agents are considered.

Last bu t not least, many network au tom ata  models found in the literature also allow for different 

behaviors among different agents in the system; th a t is, instead of all nodes in a network being 

identical copies of one and the same finite state  machines, which is the case in the classical CA 

model, different nodes sim ulate different finite state  machines. Much of our study focuses on two 

specific classes of the network au tom ata  models, closely related to each other. These models are 

Sequential and Synchronous Dynamical Systems. After informally introducing them  in Section 2.2, 

we shall study some of the qualitative and quantitative properties of Sequential and Synchronous 

Dynamical Systems and their dynamics in some detail in C hapter 5.

C hapter 6 is a continuation of C hapter 5, w ith an emphasis on Sequential and Synchronous 

Dynam ical Systems (SDSs and SyDSs, respectively), as well as the discrete Hopfield networks 

(DHNs), tha t are severely restricted in two orthogonal respects: the kind of underlying graphs they 

are defined on (i.e., the underlying network topologies), and the nature of the node update rules 

(tha t is, each reactive agent’s individual behavior). In a sense, we move from the more general 

graph or network au tom ata  such as the SDSs and SyDSs studied in C hapter 5 back toward the 

more restricted, CA-like models.

Nearly all results in C hapter 6 are computational hardness results; these results can be inter

preted as lower bounds on the behavioral complexity of the studied models. Our m ain agenda in 

C hapter 6 is, therefore, two-fold. On the one hand, we show th a t complex and, in general, com

putationally  infeasible to predict collective dynamics can be obtained even via (uniformly) sparse 

couplings of rather simple kinds of individual behaviors and local interactions. On the other hand, 

we try  to bridge the gap as much as possible between those (abstractions of) large-scale MAS made

1We warn the reader th a t we shall trea t the two term s as synonymous, and shall continue using both  term s 
interchangeably throughout the dissertation.
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of simple reactive agents th a t have dem onstrably predictable collective behaviors (such as those 

studied through most of C hapter 4), and those, similar and descriptively only slightly more com

plex networked m ulti-agent systems whose behavior, under the usual assum ptions in theoretical 

com puter science, are provably infeasible to predict.

The properties we shall focus on in C hapter 6 are centered at a general question, how many 

different possible dynamics can a given networked system exhibit, assuming we have the full spec

ification of both the system ’s individual com ponents’ behaviors, and their m utual interaction p a t

terns, and assuming th a t the system behaves fully deterministically. In th a t context, we address a 

num ber of related problems on enumeration or counting of various dynamical structures of interest, 

including (but not lim ited to) the num ber of system ’s stable configurations or the num ber of its 

unreachable -  th a t is, inaccessible -  configurations. Due to severe restrictions on the underlying 

system s’ structure, yet such that, as we will formally argue, they still allow for very complex and 

in general unpredictable behavior, of the three Chapters with our original results, C hapter 6 repre

sents the technically most challenging part of this dissertation, and of our overall contribution thus 

far2 to the state-of-the-art in the areas of complex dynamical systems and theory of large-scale 

m ulti-agent systems.

2.2 D iscrete  D yn am ica l S y stem  M od els o f In terest

CA can be defined by first considering (deterministic) Finite State Machines (FSMs) th a t do not 

produce any output, bu t may change their state depending on their current state  and input. Such 

output-less finite sta te  machines are also known as Deterministic Finite Automata  (DFA) in the 

literature. An FSM has finitely many states, and is capable of reading the input signals coming 

from the outside. The machine is initially in some starting  state; upon reading each input signal, 

the machine changes its state  according to a pre-defined and fixed rule. In particular, the entire 

memory of the system is contained in what current state the machine is in, and nothing else 

about the previously processed inputs is remembered. Hence, the probabilistic generalization of 

determ inistic FSMs leads to (discrete) Markov chains. It is im portant to notice th a t there is no

2As of the spring of 2006.
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way for a FSM to overwrite, or in any other way affect, the input d a ta  stream. Thus individual 

FSMs are com putational devices of a rather lim ited power.

Now let us consider many such FSMs, all identical to one another, th a t are lined up together 

in some regular fashion, e.g., on a straight line or a ring or a regular 2D Cartesian grid or torus, 

so th a t each single node in the grid is connected to its im m ediate neighbors. We also eliminate 

any external sources of input stream s to the individual machines at the nodes, and let the current 

values of each node’s neighbors be tha t node’s only input data. If we then  specify a finite set of the 

possible values held a t each node, and we also identify this set of values w ith the set of a node’s 

internal states, we arrive a t an informal definition of a classical cellular autom aton.

To summarize, a CA is a finite or infinite regular grid in one-, two- or higher-dimensional space, 

where each node in the grid is a FSM, and where each such node’s input d a ta  at a given tim e step 

are the corresponding current values (that is, states) of th a t node’s neighbors. Moreover, in the 

most im portant special case, namely, the Boolean case, th a t FSM is particularly  simple, i.e., it has 

only two possible internal states, usually labeled 0  and 1 .

All the nodes of a classical CA execute the FSM com putation in unison, i.e., logically simul

taneously [198]. We note tha t the infinite CA are capable of universal (Turing) com putation. 

Moreover, the general class of infinite CA, once arb itrary  starting  configurations are allowed, are 

actually strictly more powerful than  the classical Turing machines; for more details, see [63]. There 

are many variants of the basic CA definition as informally stated  above, as well as many general

izations of the basic model; see the discussion in C hapter 3 or, for much more details, [63].

We will formally define all needed CA-related concepts in the early sections of C hapter 4.

Next, we briefly summarize the m otivation and history behind cellular autom ata. CA were 

originally introduced as an abstract m athem atical model tha t can capture the behavior of biological 

systems capable of self-reproduction [134], Subsequently, CA have been extensively studied in 

a great variety of application domains, mostly in the context of physics and, more specifically, 

complex physical or biological systems and their dynamics (e.g., [70, 224, 225, 226, 227]). However, 

CA can also be viewed as an abstraction of massively parallel computers (e.g, [63]). In C hapter 4 

we study a particular simple yet nontrivial class of CA from the parallel and d istributed computing 

perspectives. In particular, we pose -  and partially  answer -  some fundam ental questions regarding
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the nature  of the classical CA perfect synchrony, and th a t perfect synchrony’s implications.

Classical CA, among other properties, are characterized by (i) the uniformity of the interaction 

topology among the com puting agents, and (ii) the homogeneity of the behavior across the agents. 

As such, classical CA have been generalized in a few different ways and under many different names. 

For instance, in the theoretical biology literature, CA-like models defined over more general un

derlying graphs have been referred to as Discrete Boolean Networks, Network Automata , Random  

Boolean Networks or (Random) Automata Networks (see, e.g., [10, 6 8 , 69, 103, 105, 106]). In 

theoretical com puter science, various notions of Graph Automata  have been proposed and studied 

(e.g., [119, 135]). One particular type of finite network autom ata, where the individual au tom ata 

update sequentially ra ther than  synchronously in parallel, was proposed in [12, 19, 21] as a generic 

m athem atical model for com puter simulations of various decentralized large-scale systems. These 

sequential network au tom ata  are called Sequential Dynamical Systems  (SDSs). Much of our dis

sertation work (see C hapters 5 and 6 ) has focused on the study of some im portant qualitative and 

quantitative com putational properties of SDSs.

An SDS S  = (G, F, II) consists of three components. G (V ,E )  is an undirected graph with n  

nodes with each node being characterized by its state -  a value from some finite  domain. In the 

sequel, we shall restrict our a tten tion  to the Boolean (that is, binary-valued) domains and update 

rules. F  is the global map of <S; it is obtained by appropriately composing together the local update 

rules, each of which affecting the state  of a single node. Last bu t not least, II is a perm utation 

of (or a to tal order on) the nodes in V. A (global) configuration of an SDS is an n-bit vector 

(61 , 62 , • • •, 6n), where 63 is the value of the state  of node Vi (where 1 < i < n). A single SDS 

transition  from one configuration to another is obtained by updating the sta te  of each node using 

the corresponding Boolean function. These updates are carried out in the order specified by II. 

If the perm utation II is om itted, and all the nodes update  synchronously in parallel (the way the 

nodes of classical cellular au tom ata  update), we arrive a t the definition of Synchronous Dynamical 

Systems  (SyDSs). All these concepts will be formally defined at the beginning of C hapter 5.

Thus, it can be seen th a t SDSs and SyDSs generalize the classical (sequential and parallel, re

spectively) cellular au tom ata  in two orthogonal, bu t equally im portant, respects. One, by allowing 

arb itrary  finite graphs as the underlying cellular spaces, much more general interaction patterns
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among the communicating agents can be captured. Two, the property th a t different nodes of an 

SDS or SyDS, in general, are being allowed to behave like different finite sta te  machines, is one 

way of capturing heterogeneity in the individual agents’ behaviors.

One of the m ain themes of our dissertation work (see Chapters 5 and 6 ) has been the compu

tational complexity of questions concerning the stable configurations, also called Fixed Point  (FP) 

configurations. In particular, we address in detail the problem  of the FP  existence and especially 

th a t of counting how many FPs a given sequential or synchronous dynam ical system or cellular 

autom aton may have. We will show that, in general, the question about the num ber of FPs is 

hard, even when the underlying structure  of an SDS or SyDS, as well as the local update rules, are 

severely restricted.

In the most general Boolean SDSs, each node is an arb itrary  Boolean-valued determ inistic 

finite autom aton; th a t is, each node updates its current state  according to an arb itrary  (Boolean

valued) update rule. Several restricted versions of Boolean SDSs have been proposed. Among 

these, perhaps the most extensively studied are the SDSs with symmetric Boolean functions as the 

node update rules [16, 19, 20, 110, 204, 206]. Symmetric Boolean functions are characterized by the 

property tha t their ou tpu t depends only on EjZj, and not on which individual Xi are equal to 0  and 

which ones are 1. These functions as the update rules in dynamical systems capture the mean field 

effects in statistical physics and modeling of other large-scale systems [15, 16]. Symmetric Boolean 

functions have been extensively studied in com puter science, as well. The areas where symmetric 

Boolean functions are of m ajor interest range from the classical com putational complexity (see, 

e.g., [175, 217]), to the complexity of parallel com putation [46], to the combinatorial complexity of 

general circuit design [31, 234] and communication complexity [7].

Another im portant class of Boolean functions th a t we study in the context of SDS and CA 

update  rules in this dissertation are the monotone functions  [217]. Much of the com putational 

theory of monotone Boolean formulae has been developed in the 1980s (see, e.g., [1, 2, 147, 213]). 

Subsequently, the emphasis has been on the applications of these monotone theories to the areas 

such as the logical circuit design (e.g., [31]), machine learning [28, 108, 165, 230], and data  classifi

cation [3]. Perhaps the best known application of monotone Boolean functions, however, has been 

as the local update  rules in various types of artificial neural networks (ANNs) [76, 81, 142].
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Among a variety of the candidate monotone Boolean update  rules, linear threshold functions 

(w ith all weights wt] >  0 ) are particularly prom inent both  in the literature on artificial neural 

networks (see, e.g., [76, 81, 82, 137, 138]) and in the work on sequential dynamical systems [16, 17, 

194, 196]. Boolean-valued linear threshold functions can be used for the linear separation of the 

inputs: such a function evaluates to 1 if  and only if  a weighted sum of the inputs, Wi • X{, is 

equal to or exceeds a pre-specified threshold, 0 .  SDSs and SyDSs with linear threshold rules will 

be one of the most prom inent classes of discrete dynamical system models in this dissertation, as 

well.

The most restrictive type of linear threshold rules are the simple threshold rules [16, 198, 200] in 

which all the weights are positive and equal to one another. Therefore, simple threshold functions 

are both monotone and symmetric. The im portant special cases of simple threshold functions 

include the A n d ,  O r  and M a j o r i t y  Boolean functions. The relationship between simple threshold 

functions, formulae and logic gates such as M A JO RITY  on the one hand, and the more general 

threshold functions, formulae and gates on the other, has been extensively studied in the literature; 

see, e.g., [6 6 , 67, 78, 163, 213]. Our sharpest results on the com putational hardness of counting in 

SDSs and SyDSs will be in the context of S(y)DSs with simple threshold node update rules and 

th a t are defined over uniformly sparse underlying graphs.

Formal definitions of SDSs and SyDSs, their components, and types of their configurations 

will be given at the beginning of C hapter 5. Table 2.1 below summarizes the communicating 

finite sta te  machine based models of discrete dynamical systems th a t are studied in the rest of this 

dissertation.

cellular au tom ata network au tom ata

synchronous models parallel cellular au tom ata
Synchronous Dynamical Systems, 

synchronously updating 
discrete Hopfield networks

asynchronous models
sequential cellular autom ata, 

genuinely asynchronous 
cellular au tom ata

Sequential Dynamical Systems, 
sequentially updating 

discrete Hopfield networks

Table 2.1: Discrete dynamical system  models studied in this dissertation: variants of cellular 
automata and network automata, classified with respect to the communication model
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2.3 D isserta tio n  O utline

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. F irst, we briefly survey some related work in 

C hapter 3. The first section of th a t chapter gives an overview of some of the well-known work on the 

com putational aspects of classical cellular autom ata. The emphasis there is on various properties of 

finite  cellular autom ata, and com putational complexity of determ ining those properties. In the next 

section, some extensions and generalizations of the classical CA are outlined, and some pointers to 

the relevant literature provided; we mostly cite the research literature where the models studied 

are most similar to our network au tom ata  of interest, namely, SDSs and SyDSs. Relevant previous 

work on S(y)DSs and their configuration space properties is also surveyed in tha t section. Last but 

not least, the th ird  section of C hapter 3 covers the classical as well as some of the most relevant 

recent work on the com putational complexity of counting.

C hapter 4 addresses the comparison and contrast between perfectly synchronous parallel CA, 

and various sequential CA models. This comparison and contrast is done in the context of (simple) 

threshold update rules. Parallel and sequential CA whose nodes update  according to the most 

interesting simple threshold rule, namely, the M A JO RITY  rule, are studied in some detail in tha t 

chapter, as well. In the discussion part of the chapter, we m otivate and propose a definition of gen

uinely asynchronous cellular automata, as the ultim ate CA-based abstract model for distributed 

com puting and d istributed AI. Genuinely asynchronous CA are, in our view, a reasonable compro

mise between the simplicity of CA-like models on the one hand, and the need for a realistic model 

of inter-agent interaction applicable to the large-scale ensembles of reactive autonom ous agents, on 

the other.

Chapters 5 and 6 represent the core of this dissertation. In those two chapters, we undertake 

a detailed study of computational complexity of determ ining a number of configuration space prop

erties (that is, possible dynamic behaviors) in the context of Boolean SDSs and SyDSs. Among a 

variety of configuration space properties studied in the literature, we prim arily focus on the com

plexity of counting various types of configurations. In particular, we prove a num ber of results 

on the hardness of counting various types of configurations in several restricted classes of Boolean 

SDSs and SyDSs. As m entioned in the previous section, the emphasis is given to the problems 

of exact and, to a lesser extent, approximate counting of Fixed Points (FPs) and other dynamical
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structures found in these discrete dynamical systems. In particular, we show th a t counting FPs 

is # P -co m p le te  even when the underlying SDS or SyDS is sparse, uses only two different update 

rules, and these update rules are required to be symmetric, monotone, an d /o r linear threshold. We 

also establish similar in tractability  results for the discrete Hopfield networks. In contrast, we show 

th a t exactly counting FPs in one-dimensional simple threshold CA is com putationally feasible.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes this dissertation, as well as briefly identifies several open prob

lems, most of which closely related to the results presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 . The final 

C hapter of this dissertation also outlines some possible directions for the future research in the 

general area of cellular and network au tom ata  based abstract models of large-scale m ulti-agent 

systems and their collective dynamics.
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CHAPTER 3 

Related Work

In this Chapter, we overview bo th  classical and more recent research literature th a t is most relevant 

to the work presented in the rest of this dissertation. F irst, we will survey some (mostly classical) 

literature on various com putational and dynamical aspects of cellular autom ata. Second, we will 

briefly survey the work on those network au tom ata  generalizations of the classical cellular au tom ata 

th a t are the closest to the models of our interest. Third, we will provide some pointers to research 

on the com putational complexity of counting or enum erating various com binatorial structures, w ith 

an emphasis on those papers whose results are used in our (weakly) parsimonious1 reductions in 

Chapters 5 and 6 .

3.1 C om p u tation a l P rob lem s ab out C ellu lar A utom ata:

A  B r ie f O verview

Com putational aspects of the classical Cellular A utom ata have been studied in many contexts. 

Prior to the 1980s, most of the theoretical work dealt with infinite CA and the fundam ental 

(un)decidability results about the global CA properties. Some examples of such properties of infinite 

CA are surjectivity, injectivity, and invertibility of a cellular au tom aton’s global map; see, e.g., 

[4, 133, 150]. System atic study of other com putational aspects of CA, from topological to formal 

language theoretic to com putational complexity theoretic, was prom pted in the 1980s by the seminal 

work of S. Wolfram [223, 224, 225]. Among other issues, Wolfram addressed the fundam ental 

characteristics of CA in term s of their com putational expressiveness and universality. He also 

offered the first broadly accepted classification of all CA into four qualitatively distinct classes

1The notions of parsimonious and weakly parsimonious reductions, as well as other necessary concepts from the 
com putational complexity theory, will be defined in the introductory sections of C hapter 5.
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in term s of the struc tu ra l complexity of the possible com putations or, equivalently, dynamical 

evolutions. Another seminal work from th a t period, where the CA and one-way CA com putational 

universality properties and several other fundam ental com putability theory results are proven, is 

the work by Culik et al. [39, 41]. The sta te  of the a rt pertaining to a broad variety of com putational 

properties of CA in both  theoretical and experim ental domains at the end of th a t decade can be 

found in [75].

Since most interesting global properties of sufficiently general infinite CA have been shown to 

be formally undecidable, the com putational complexity proper (that is, as contrasted w ith the 

com putability theory) has been mainly concerned with the com putational aspects of finite  CA, or 

those pertaining to finite2 subconfigurations of infinite CA. Most work w ithin th a t framework has 

focused on the fundam ental decision problems about the possible CA computations; examples of 

such problems are the first three problem classes listed in Section 2.1. We provide below a very 

short survey of some of the more im portant results in th a t context.

Insofar as the com putational complexity of fundam ental problems about finite  CA and their 

configuration space properties are concerned, we single out the following. The first N P-com plete 

problems for CA are shown by Green in [72]; these problems are of a general REACHABILITY flavor, 

i.e., they address the properties of the FORWARD d y n a m i c s  of CA. Sutner addresses the BACKWARD 

DYNAMICS problems, such as the problem of an arb itrary  configuration’s PREDECESSOR EXISTENCE, 

and their com putational complexity in [179]. In the same paper, Sutner establishes the efficient 

solvability of the predecessor existence problem for an arb itrary  CA w ith a fixed neighborhood 

radius. In [48], D urand solves the injectivity problem for arb itrary  2-D CA but restricted to the 

finite subconfigurations only; th a t paper contains one of the first results on coN P-com pleteness of 

a na tu ra l and im portant problem  about CA. Furtherm ore, Durand addresses the REVERSIBILITY 

PROBLEM in the same, two-dimensional CA setting in [49].

Expressiveness and com putational power of various variants of cellular au tom ata  w ith respect 

to each other, as well as with respect to the classical models of (sequential or parallel) com putation 

such as Turing machines, Linear Bounded A utom ata (LBA) or Parallel Random  Access Machines 

(PRAMs) have also been subjects of a considerable research interest (e.g., [63, 8 8 ]). In particular,

2T hat is, finitely or compactly supported; see, e.g., [63].
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[8 8 ] provides a self-contained survey of most im portant results on the relative powers of several CA- 

based models such as linear cellular arrays (that are equivalent to the finite ID cellular au tom ata 

w ith fixed boundary conditions3), mesh connected arrays (2D cellular autom ata) and one-way cel

lular arrays (that is, one-directional CA in one or two dimensions), and on the power of those 

and similar CA-based models with respect to the classical com putational models and complexity 

classes.

Among the restricted versions of the classical parallel and sequential CA, perhaps the most 

studied variant are the One-way Cellular Automata  (OCA) [51, 87, 8 8 , 182, 209]. The central 

them e in comparing OCA with the ordinary, “two-way” CA is to analyze and quantify the impact 

of strictly  one-directional inform ation propagation; in particular, the concrete problems include (i) 

determ ining which properties of two-way CA can be sim ulated by appropriate OCA, (ii) identifying 

those properties th a t provably cannot, and (iii) for those CA behaviors tha t can be sim ulated by 

OCA, establishing how (in)efhcient are the most optim al one-way simulations of the two-way CA 

dynamics [87, 8 8 , 209].

Another approach to studying the expressiveness and com putational power of CA is to view cel

lular au tom ata as language recognizers (e.g., [44, 45]). Language recognition capabilities have been 

studied both  in the context of “two-way” one-dimensional and two-dimensional CA, and of their 

“one-way” (that is, OCA) analogues [45]. Examples of interesting languages whose recognizability 

and acceptance by (O)CA have been under scrutiny include, for example, regular and context-free 

languages (over binary or other finite alphabets), palindromes over finite alphabets, the language 

of strings whose lengths are prime num ber (over a unary alphabet), and many other.

Determ ining the language recognition and acceptance power of various variants of CA and 

OCA becomes particularly  interesting once certain constraints are imposed onto how quickly can 

a (O)CA of a given general or restricted kind recognize (respectively, accept) a formal language 

from a particular class. The two most studied com putational complexity classes of CA language

3We warn the reader of two rather different uses of the attribu te  linear in the CA literature. On the one hand, 
th a t term  is used with respect to the CA update rules: a CA is linear if its update rule is linear (or affine), th a t is, if 
it is additive. We will use the term  linear, when applied to CA, SDSs, Hopfield nets or any other model, exclusively 
in this sense. In contrast, the second usage of the term  linear, altogether unrelated to the first, is th a t found in 
e.g. [88]. It pertains to  the CA ’s cellular space, not update rule; i.e., a CA is called linear if its cellular space is 
one-dimensional. To avoid confusion, we shall strictly adhere to the first usage of a ttr ib u te  linear, and refer to those 
CA defined on “linear” cellular spaces as one-dimensional.
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recognition /  acceptance problems with respect to time bounds are linear time languages and real 

time  languages [45, 8 8 ]. A comprehensive survey of the 1980s and 1990s research on CA as language 

recognizers can be found in [45].

One of the most comprehensive monographs on a broad variety of m athem atical and com puta

tional aspects of CA in general, and the com putational complexity theoretic aspects in particular, 

is [63]. For a short yet fairly comprehensive historical survey covering much of CA research during 

the period from 1960s through 1990s, we refer the reader to [160].

Viewing cellular au tom ata  as a formal model of com putation is one standard  approach to 

studying CA and their behavior; th a t approach is based on what is essentially a com puter scientist’s 

view of cellular autom ata. From a physicist’s perspective, on the other hand, a cellular autom aton 

is first and foremost a discrete dynamical system. Hence, another m ajor body of research on cellular 

au tom ata  and their behavior is based on treating CA as formal discrete dynamical systems, and 

then studying those dynamical system s’ behavior the same way one studies the dynamics of, say, 

iterated maps and other common m athem atical models of discrete-time dynamical systems (e.g., 

[34]).

Among different kinds of dynamical system s’ properties th a t have been investigated in the 

research literature, we identify those th a t are of interest w ithin one (or both) of the two particularly 

prom inent approaches to CA as formal dynamical systems. One of those approaches is based on 

studying topological properties of the CA configuration spaces: what kinds of topological sets of 

configurations result from the repeated forward an d /o r inverse iteration of an update rule, as 

applied to all or a restricted class of the possible starting  configurations of a cellular autom aton. 

Most of tha t work has focused on one-dimensional CA defined on a two-way infinite line (e.g., 

[26, 37, 117, 118]). Studying topological properties of a CA’s dynamics, such as transitivity and 

sensitivity to initial configuration, are at the core of analytically identifying the possibility of chaotic 

behavior in dynamical systems; thus, chaos in cellular au tom ata  has been a popular research subject 

through much of the 1990s [34, 117, 121],

The other frequently encountered m athem atical approach to rigorously studying CA dynamics 

th a t has caught our a tten tion  is based on the classical m athem atical analysis and especially measure 

theory [27]. In particular, using measure theoretic concepts and providing appropriate characteri-
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zations of CA dynamics can provide some insight into which (among possibly great many) possible 

dynam ical evolutions for a given CA update rule lead to sta tis tica lly  robust behaviors  [8 ]. In this 

dissertation, mostly for illustration and the purpose of completeness of our characterizations of 

the possible behaviors of a particular class of CA, we shall only establish one result about simple 

threshold CA dynamics th a t uses probability theory and elem entary measure theory; see Chapter 

4 for details.

Both topological and m easure theoretic properties of CA dynamics are jointly addressed in [27]. 

In [109], the ergodic and topological properties of CA dynamics are related to the CA language 

recognition properties discussed earlier in this section. Good surveys of the most im portant results 

on CA as formal dynamical systems can be found in [34, 99].

We end the present section w ith summarizing our own completed research on CA and their 

com putational and dynamical properties. We have begun the study of possible com putations and 

configuration space structures of parallel and sequential simple threshold CA in [198, 200, 205]. 

The emphasis in [198] is on some com putational implications of the perfect synchrony assum ption 

in the classical, parallel CA and, in particular, on a comparison and contrast between the possible 

com putations of parallel threshold CA and those of their sequential counterparts. In [200], the 

configuration space properties of simple threshold CA are studied further, w ith the focus on the 

most interesting such node update  rule, namely, the M a j o r i t y  function. Among other results, 

it is shown in th a t paper th a t (i) an infinite 1-D M a j o r i t y  CA has uncountably m an y  FPs, (ii) 

almost all configurations of such CA are transient. Finally, [205] summarizes (most of) our findings 

on simple threshold parallel and sequential CA to date. C hapter 4 of this dissertation is, for the 

most part, based on [205]; however, it also expands on th a t paper, chiefly in term s of characterizing 

the speed of convergence  of (parallel) simple threshold CA (see Subsection 4.4.2).

3.2 Som e R ela ted  G raph and N etw ork  A u to m a ta  M od els

A considerable variety of generalizations of the classical cellular au tom ata can be found in the 

literature. One direction along which the classical CA can be generalized is to allow more general 

underlying graphs or cellular spaces. Another frequently encountered generalization of CA is with 

respect to hom ogeneity  vs. heterogeneity  of the node update  rules, i.e., whether all the nodes
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behave the same, or, instead, different nodes are allowed to update according to different update 

rules. The most common names for a variety of fairly similar graph or network au tom ata  models 

th a t generalize classical CA in those two respects th a t one encounters in the literature are network 

automata , random, (Boolean) networks and automata networks [63].

The m otivation behind generalizing the cellular spaces an d /o r allowing for the heterogeneous 

update  rules in one particular m anner or another typically depends on the particular research com

munity. For instance, Kauffman’s networks in theoretical biology [103] may elsewhere (say, among 

the complex dynamical systems research community) simply be referred to as random (Boolean) 

networks [63, 6 8 , 70]. In our own work, the m otivation prim arily stems from our interest in the col

lective dynamics of large-scale multi-agent systems made of autonom ous robotic, software and /o r 

hum an agents. We provide a more elaborate m otivation for the cellular and network au tom ata 

based approach to studying behavior of large agent ensembles in [191, 192, 196, 206].

Among a variety of network au tom ata models and their applications found in the literature, 

Sequential and Synchronous Dynamical Systems (SDSs and SyDSs, respectively) have been most 

prom inent in the context of com puter sim ulation of various large-scale socio-technical systems and 

decentralized infrastructures [1 2 , 207]. SDSs and SyDSs investigated in this dissertation are also 

closely related to the Graph Automata  (GA) models studied in [119, 135], and the aforementioned 

One-Way Celhilar Automata  defined on Cayley graphs more general than  ju st ID and 2D Cartesian 

grids, rings and /o r tori th a t are studied by Roka in [153]. In fact, the general finite-domain  SyDSs 

exactly correspond to the G raph A utom ata of Nichitiu and Remila as defined in [135]; more on 

the relationship between SDSs and SyDSs on one hand, and other graph au tom ata  models found 

in the literature on the other, can be found in [16, 17].

The main difference between the graph automata referred to above and the SDSs is the sequential 

ordering aspect. SDSs generalize finite sequential CA in th a t they allow arbitrary (finite) underlying 

graphs, as opposed to restricting cellular spaces to the regular Cayley graphs only [63]. We observe 

th a t the sequential cellular automata have been studied since a t least 1984 [89], bu t under the 

(potentially somewhat misleading [198]) name of asynchronous cellular automata.

In the mid and late 1990s, several other authors have also started  considering this particular 

aspect of the sequential vs. perfectly synchronous parallel node updates [60, 83, 153]. In particular,
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H uberm an and Glance [83] discuss how simulations of certain n-person games exhibit very different 

-  bu t probably more realistic -  dynamics when the cells are updated sequentially as opposed to 

when they are updated  synchronously in parallel. The issue of sequential ordering has been also 

discussed in [13, 19, 132] in the context of developing a theory of large scale simulations. We will 

address the issue of the communication model in CA in detail in C hapter 4.

B arrett, M ortveit and Reidys [19, 20, 132, 148] as well as Laubenbacher and Pareigis [110] ini

tia te  a rigorous m athem atical investigation of various properties of Sequential Dynamical Systems. 

B arrett et al. study the com putational complexity of several phase space properties of Boolean 

and other finite-domain SDSs. The problems of interest include REACHABILITY, PREDECESSOR  

e x i s t e n c e  and P e r m u t a t i o n  e x i s t e n c e  problems [14, 16].

Problem s related to the existence of garden of Eden (GE) and fixed point (FP) configurations 

in the context of Boolean and more general finite domain SDSs and SyDSs are originally addressed 

in [17]. In particular, the basic N P-com pleteness results for the problems of F P , G E  and non

unique predecessor existence in various restricted classes of Boolean S(y)DSs are proven in tha t 

paper. Algorithms for efficiently finding an FP  in certain other restricted classes of S(y)DSs can 

be also found in [17]. We rem ark th a t some of the most im portant results in Chapters 5 and 6 of 

this dissertation can be viewed as a natural extension of the work in [17]; namely, instead of the 

decision problems about the fixed points and gardens of Eden in SDSs and SyDSs, we focus in most 

of C hapter 5 and all of C hapter 6 on studying the related counting problems.

Among various restricted classes of Boolean SDSs and SyDSs, those with the local update rules 

restricted to symmetric functions  have received a particular attention (e.g., [20, 110, 132]). We 

address symmetric Boolean S(y)DSs in the context of interesting counting problems in [189, 204, 

206]. In particular, several of our results in Chapters 5 and 6 are about the complexity of counting 

the fixed point configurations of symm etric Boolean SDSs and SyDSs.

Another im portan t and broadly studied class of update rules are monotone  Boolean functions. 

We study monotone Boolean SDSs and SyDSs in [190, 194, 196]. Most fundam ental decision and 

search problems about monotone Boolean SDSs and SyDSs, including the problem of fixed point 

existence, can be readily seen to be easy to solve [194]; however, we will show in this dissertation 

th a t most fundam ental counting problems about monotone Boolean S(y)DSs, such as those of
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enum erating such an S(y)DS’s fixed point or garden of Eden configurations, are in the worst-case 

provably intractable.

Com putational complexity of the reachability-related problems in the context of, among other 

restricted types, symmetric, monotone and simple threshold Boolean SDSs and SyDSs is investi

gated in [16]. In particular, it is shown in th a t paper th a t different variants of the reachability 

problem  are solvable in polynomial time for symmetric  as well as for monotone Boolean SDSs. 

Thus, our results on the complexity of counting, originally proved in [189, 204, 206] and sum

marized in this dissertation, provide rare examples of intractability  for the symmetric Boolean 

SDSs and SyDSs (however, see also [17]). Furtherm ore, our hardness of counting results from 

[190, 194, 196] also provide, to the best of our knowledge, the only examples thus far of im portant 

configuration space properties th a t are provably intractable for Boolean SDSs and SyDSs (or any 

sim ilar graph or network au tom ata  model) with the monotone node update  rules.

3.3 A  B r ie f Survey  o f C om p u tation a l C om p lex ity  o f C ounting

As already mentioned, one of the m ain themes of this dissertation is the com putational complexity 

of counting fixed points, gardens of Eden and other types of configurations in discrete dynamical 

systems such as sym m etric SDSs and SyDSs, monotone S(y)DSs, discrete Hopfield networks and 

simple threshold CA and sequential CA.

The subarea of com putational complexity th a t addresses counting or enum eration of various 

com binatorial structures dates back to the seminal work of L. Valiant in the late 1970s [211, 

212]. Counting problems naturally  arise in a great variety of contexts. For example, in artificial 

intelligence (AI) alone, counting problems and their com putational complexity are of a considerable 

interest in subareas such as approxim ate reasoning and Bayesian belief networks (e.g., [43, 144, 

157]), constraint satisfaction [23], and autom ated deduction [79]. Exact and approxim ate counting 

problems arise in many areas th a t are not considered to “belong” to theoretical com puter science 

or AI, as well. Examples include network reliability and fault-tolerance (e.g., [100, 101, 210]), 

statistical physics [91, 93, 114] and theoretical biology [32, 159].

However, it has been observed th a t the progress in understanding the complexity of counting 

problems has been much slower than  the progress related to our understanding of decision and
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search problems [73, 210]. Since the reductions used in proving counting problems hard have to 

preserve the num ber of solutions, ra ther than  ju st whether a solution exists or not, they are in 

general more difficult to devise than  the reductions used to establish, say, N P-com pleteness of 

the corresponding decision problems. For example, most standard  reductions used to establish the 

com putational hardness of certain decision or search problems on graphs tend to “blow up” the 

underlying graph, thereby destroying the local structures th a t impact the num ber of tha t problem ’s 

solutions [73].

One area where this understanding of the complexity of counting was, until fairly recently, 

particularly  poor, is whether the general counting problems th a t are provably hard  rem ain hard 

when various restrictions are placed on the problem instances [210]. Some of the relatively recent 

results in tha t area, such as the hardness of counting in planar graphs [85], and especially in 

uniformly sparse graphs [73, 210], have directly inspired our work as summ arized in C hapter 5 and 

particularly  C hapter 6 .

Counting problems naturally  arise in the context of dynamical systems, as well. Indeed, being 

able to efficiently solve certain counting problems is essential for the full understanding of the 

underlying dynamical system ’s qualitative behavior. The most obvious counting problem is to 

determ ine (or estim ate) the num ber of attractors of the dynamical system [10 ]; we shall consistently 

refer to these a ttrac to rs and other stable configurations as to the fixed points throughout the rest 

of this dissertation .4 Counting the non-FP tem poral cycles and cycle configurations, or the garden 

of Eden configurations, or the sizes of basins of a ttrac tion  for different a ttractors, may also be 

of interest. For example, in deterministic  discrete dynamical systems with finite configuration 

spaces th a t are tem poral cycle-free, examples of which include the asynchronous discrete Hopfield 

networks with linear threshold update rules [81, 82], as well as the sequential CA and SDSs with 

m onotone threshold update  rules [6 8 , 69, 198, 200, 205], the num ber of fixed points equals the 

num ber of possible dynamical evolutions of the system. In the context of Hopfield networks, the 

interpretation of the F P  count is th a t it tells us how many distinct patterns a given Hopfield 

net can memorize [10, 81, 82], In more general determ inistic systems, the to tal num ber of possible 

evolutions equals the sum of the num ber of fixed points and the num ber of non-FP tem poral cycles.

4All types of configurations, such as the fixed points, cycle configurations, and gardens of Eden briefly discussed 
in this section will be formally defined in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Similarly, the num ber of GE configurations indicates what fraction of all possible configurations 

are unreachable [17, 190].

It has been observed th a t determ ining the com putational complexity of counting problems 

related to various static com binatorial structures, such as the CNF formulae or different types of 

graphs, tends to be difficult when compared to the complexity of the corresponding decision and 

search problems [73, 210, 211, 212]. Com putational complexity of counting in dynamic structures, 

in general, can be only expected to be even harder. This is particularly  the case with the dynamical 

systems with certain memory, sparseness and sym m etry properties, due to the constraints th a t those 

properties may impose on how different system components interact w ith one another, which, in 

tu rn , may have considerable implications on how complex the resulting collective dynamics can be 

[196, 206]. Consequently, it is not surprising th a t com plexity-theoretic results and characterizations 

of the fundam ental enum eration problems pertaining to discrete dynamical systems are few and 

far between.

Insofar as what is known about the problems of enum erating various structures in discrete dy

namical systems, there are precious few such results in the literature. We a ttribu te  th a t fact to two 

m ain factors. The first is the relative difficulty of either proving tha t a particular counting problem 

is hard, or actually providing an efficient counting algorithm  for the problem in question. The 

second reason is tha t, in general, solving com binatorial type problems about discrete dynamical 

systems tends to be harder than  solving the corresponding problems in the context of the ordinary 

graphs, Boolean formulae or other static objects. Hence, not surprisingly, most known results 

on counting different types of configurations or other structures of interest in discrete dynamical 

systems are essentially loose numerical estim ates based on statistical sampling and extensive com

puter simulations, ra ther than  analytically proven exact or approxim ate enumerations; see, e.g., 

[10, 81, 103, 105, 208, 218].

To the best of our knowledge, the only theoretical results on #P -com pleteness of some inter

esting (exact) counting problems about discrete dynamical systems are those by P. Floreen and 

P. O rponen in the context of discrete Hopfield networks. Namely, Floreen and Orponen prove in 

[55, 56] th a t the problems of (a) counting stable configurations (that is, fixed points) and (b) de

term ining the sizes of these stable configurations’ basins of attraction are #P -com ple te . However,
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the discrete Hopfield nets in the work of Floreen and O rponen are (i) dense, (ii) w ith negative 

weights Wij allowed, and also (iii) either memoryless (when the weights along the m ain diagonal 

satisfy wu — 0), or else w ith some negative weights along the main diagonal. In contrast, insofar 

as counting the fixed points of Boolean SDSs, SyDSs and CA is concerned, we will require tha t 

our restricted versions of CA and S(y)DSs be with memory , and, furtherm ore, we will not allow 

inhibitory effects (that would correspond to the negative weights in Hopfield networks). Last but 

not least, our main results in C hapter 6 hold for uniformly sparse network topologies, including the 

3-regular graphs for the linear threshold SDSs and SyDSs sim ilar to, and actually more restricted 

than , those considered in the Hopfield networks literature (Section 6.2), as well as the 3-regular 

graphs for the sym m etric Boolean SDSs and SyDSs (Section 6.1). For all these reasons, we find our 

hardness results on complexity of counting in linear threshold and monotone S(y)DSs and discrete 

Hopfield networks to be considerably stronger than  the comparable results on discrete Hopfield 

Nets found in [55, 56].
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CHAPTER 4

Parallel vs. Sequential Threshold 
Cellular Automata

In Section 1.1, we have outlined several possible dimensions along which the classical CA can 

be generalized, so th a t the resulting extensions become more appropriate as abstract models for 

d istribu ted  computing in general, and large-scale MAS, in particular. The focus of the present 

C hapter will be on studying the implications of the classical CA parallel node updates’ perfect 

synchrony. In C hapter 5, on the other hand, the assum ptions about the classical CA homogeneity 

when it comes to both  the individual agent behaviors and the inter-agent interaction patterns will 

be dropped, and a particular class of the resulting network au tom ata  and some of their interesting 

properties will be studied.

We now tu rn  to the nature of local com putations and inter-agent communication in the classical 

CA when it comes to the assum ptions about (a)synchrony of both  the local com putations ( “node 

updates” ) and interactions (i.e., how the change of state  of one node affects the nearby nodes). 

Namely, not only does the parallel CA model allow for physically unrealistic unbounded parallelism, 

bu t the nodes also update logically simultaneously. In particular, a single parallel “step” of a 

cellular autom aton w ith infinitely many nodes includes an infinite am ount of local com putation. 

A question, then, arises: what are the possible behaviors of a given type of CA once the perfect 

synchrony assum ption is dropped?

In order for the CA model to become a more realistic abstraction for d istributed computing, 

the nodes of a cellular autom aton would need to locally update asynchronously. Moreover, this 

asynchrony should perta in  not only to the local com putations, but also to the inter-node interaction 

(that is, communication). W hile one can find in the literature some examples of the CA models 

w ith the asynchronous local com putations -  indeed, physicists have been exploring such cellular 

au tom ata  models since the 1980s -  we have not found a single model anywhere where the asynchrony
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applies to both local com putations and communication. We find it appropriate to refer to the models 

where the communication among nodes is still synchronized as sequential cellular automata (SCA), 

while reserving the name of (genuinely) asynchronous cellular automata (ACA) for those cellular 

au tom ata  models where bo th  local com putations and inter-agent communication are asynchronous. 

It is the models of this, la tte r type, th a t are of the m ain interest in the large-scale d istributed 

com puting context. However, the sequential models are also interesting and useful, and, indeed, can 

be viewed as a first step towards the realistic, genuinely asynchronous models. The formal definition 

of bo th  sequential and genuinely asynchronous CA will follow in the subsequent sections of this 

Chapter. For the tim e being, we ju st make an observation th a t, as one would intuitively expect, 

the genuinely asynchronous CA models, where asynchrony pertains to communication , would be 

expected to subsume the sequential models where asynchrony pertains to local com putation but 

not communication. Indeed, the SCA we shall define in Section 4.2 can be formally shown to 

be a special case of the genuinely asynchronous model (ACA) tha t we will define later on in this 

C hapter, namely, in Section 4.5.

The rest of this C hapter will be devoted to considering the sequential version of CA, called SCA, 

and comparing these SCA with the classical, parallel CA. However, if arbitrary node update  rules 

(tha t is, local agent behaviors) are allowed, almost every interesting global long-term behavior 

of CA becomes intractable, in the finite cases, or outright formally undccidablc, in the infinite 

cases. Therefore, we will compare and contrast parallel vs. sequential CA in a very restricted, yet 

nontrivial and interesting context. In particular, we will show th a t there are parallel 1-D CA with 

very simple node state  update rules tha t cannot be sim ulated by any comparable SCA, irrespective 

of the node update ordering. Consequently, one possible interpretation, in term s of the theory 

of concurrency, is th a t the fine granularity of the basic CA operations and, therefore, the fine- 

grain parallelism, of the classical, perfectly synchronous CA, insofar as the “interleaving semantics” 

paradigm  is concerned, is simply not fine enough.

W hile interesting in its own right, this comparative analysis has an im portant additional pur

pose: to motivate introducing the aforementioned genuinely asynchronous cellular automata and 

rigorously studying their properties, and to investigate those properties’ implications for the large- 

scale d istributed com puting in general, and massive multi-agent systems, in particular.
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4.1 P rob lem  M otivation

Cellular automata (CA) were originally introduced as an abstract m athem atical model th a t can 

capture the behavior of biological systems capable of self-reproduction [134]. Subsequently, CA have 

been extensively studied in a great variety of application domains, mostly in the context of complex 

physical or biological systems and their dynamics (e.g., [69, 70, 224, 225, 226, 227]). However, CA 

can also be viewed as an abstraction of massively parallel computers (e.g, [63]). We study in this 

C hapter a particular simple yet nontrivial class of CA from the parallel and distributed computing 

perspectives. In particular, we pose -  and partially  answer -  some fundam ental questions regarding 

the nature  of the CA parallelism, i.e., the perfect synchrony of the classical CA com putation.

Cellular A utom ata are considered an abstract architecture model of fine-grain parallelism, in 

th a t the elementary operations executed at each node are ra ther simple and hence comparable 

to the basic operations performed by the com puter hardware. In a classical (parallel) CA, all the 

nodes execute their operations in parallel and in perfect synchrony, th a t is, logically simultaneously: 

in general, the sta te  of a node Xj at time step t +  1 is some simple function of the states of the 

node Xi and a set of its pre-specified neighbors at tim e t.

We consider herew ith the sequential version of CA, th a t we shall abridge to SCA in the sequel, 

and compare these SCA w ith the perfectly synchronous parallel (or concurrent) CA. In particular, 

we will show th a t there are 1-D CA with very simple state  update rules th a t cannot be sim ulated 

by any comparable SCA, irrespective of the node update ordering.

We also share some thoughts on how to extend the results to be presented in the sequel, and, 

in particular, we try  to m otivate the study of genuinely asynchronous cellular automata where 

the asynchrony applies not only to the local com putations a t individual nodes, bu t also to the 

communication among different nodes via the “shared variables” stored as the respective nodes’ 

states.

An example of asynchrony in the local node updates (i.e., the asynchronous com putation at 

different “processors”) is when, for instance, the individual nodes update one at a time, according 

to some random  order. This is a kind of asynchrony found in the literature, e.g., in [89, 104]. 

It is im portant to understand, however, th a t even in case of what is referred to as asynchronous 

cellular automata (ACA) in the literature, the term  asynchrony there applies to local updates (i.e.,
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com putations) only, bu t not to communication, since a tacit assum ption of the globally accessible 

global clock still holds. We prefer to refer to this kind of (weakly asynchronous) CA as sequential 

cellular automata, and, in this work, consistently keep the term  asynchronous cellular automata 

for those CA th a t do not have a global clock.

Before dwelling into the issue of concurrency vs. arb itrary  sequential interleavings applied to 

the threshold cellular autom ata, we first clarify the terminology, and then introduce the relevant 

concepts through a simple program ming exercise in Subsection 4.1.1.

Throughout, we use the term s parallel and concurrent as synonyms. Many program ming lan

guages experts would strongly disagree w ith this convention. However, a complete agreement in the 

com puter science community on what exactly concurrency means, and how it relates to parallelism, 

is lacking. According to Chapter §12 of [164], “concurrency in the program ming language and 

parallelism  in the com puter hardware are independent concepts. [...] We can have concurrency in 

a program m ing language w ithout parallel hardware, and we can have parallel execution without 

concurrency in the language. In short, concurrency refers to the potential for  parallelism” (italics 

ours). Clearly, our convention herein does not conform to the notions of concurrency and paral

lelism as defined in [164]. In contrast, [149] uses the term  concurrent “to describe com putations 

where the simultaneously executing processes can interact w ith one another” , and parallel for “[...] 

com putations where behavior of each process is unaffected by the behavior of the others” . [149] also 

acknowledges th a t many authors do not discrim inate between parallel and concurrent. We shall 

follow this latter convention throughout and, moreover, by a parallel (concurrent) computation 

we shall mean actions of several processing units th a t are carried out logically (if not necessarily 

physically) simultaneously.

4.1.1 Capturing Concurrency by Sequential Interleavings

W hile our own brains are massively parallel computing devices, we seem to (consciously) think and 

approach problem-solving ra ther sequentially. In particular, when designing a parallel algorithm  or 

w riting a com puter program  th a t is inherently parallel, we still prefer to be able to understand such 

an algorithm  or program  at the level of sequential operations or executions. It is not surprising, 

therefore, th a t a great deal of research effort has been devoted to interpreting parallel com putation
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in the more familiar, sequential terms. One of the most im portant contributions in th a t respect 

is the (nondeterm inistic) sequential interleaving semantics of concurrency (see, e.g., [42, 64, 80, 

123, 124]).

W hen interpreting concurrency via interleaving semantics, a natural question arises: Given a

parallel computing model, can its parallel execution always be captured by such sequential nonde

terminism, so that any given parallel computation can be faithfully reproduced via an appropriate 

choice of a sequential interleaving of the operations involved? For most theoreticians of parallel 

com puting1, the answer is apparently “Y e s ” -  provided th a t we sim ulate concurrent execution 

via sequential interleavings at a sufficiently high level of granularity of the basic com putational 

operations. However, given a parallel com putation in the form of a set of concurrently executing 

processes, how do we tell if the particular level of granularity is fine enough, i.e., whether the 

operations at th a t granularity level can tru ly  be rendered atomic for the purposes of capturing 

concurrency via sequential interleavings?

We shall illustrate the concept of sequential interleaving semantics of concurrency w ith a simple 

example. Let’s consider the following triv ia question from a sophomore parallel program ming class: 

Find a simple example of two instructions such that, when executed in parallel, they give a result 

not obtainable from any corresponding sequential execution sequence?

A possible answer: Assume x  =  0 initially and consider the following two programs

r f - r  +  l; x  f— x  +  1 

vs.

X  X  +  I  || X  *r- X  +  1

where “||” stands for the parallel, and for the sequential composition of instructions or

program s, respectively. Sequentially, one always gets the same answer: x  — 2. In parallel (when 

the two assignment operations are executed synchronously), however, one gets x  — 1. It appears, 

therefore, tha t no sequential ordering of operations can reproduce parallel com putation -  a t least 

not a t the granularity level of high-level instructions as above.

The whole “m ystery” can be readily resolved if we look at the possible sequential executions of 

the corresponding machine instructions:

: T hat is, for all “believers” in the interleaving semantics of concurrency - as contrasted with, e.g., proponents of 
true concurrency, an alternative model not discussed herewith.
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LOAD x, *m  LOAD x, *m

ADD x, # 1  ADD re, # 1

STO RE x , *m  STO RE re, *m

There certainly exist choices of sequential interleavings of the six machine instructions above 

th a t lead to “parallel” behavior (i.e., the one where, after the code is executed, x  =  1). Thus, 

by refining granularity from the high-level language instructions down to the machine instructions, 

we can certainly preserve the interleaving “semantics” of concurrency.

As a side, we rem ark th a t it tu rns out th a t the example above does not require finer granularity 

quite yet, if we allow th a t some instructions be treated  as no-ops. Indeed, if we define 4>(P) 

to be the set of possible behaviors of program P, then the example above only shows tha t, for 

Si =  S 2 = (x i -  x  +  1 ),

$ ( 5 ! \\S2) £  $ ( S i ;S 2) U $ (S 2;S i)  (4.1)

However, it turns out tha t, in this particular example, it indeed is the case th a t

$ ( S i | |S 2) C  $ ( S i ;S 2) U $ (S 2;S i)  U $ (S i)  U $ (S 2) (4.2)

and no finer granularity is necessary to model $ (S ’i||S '2), assuming tha t, in some of the sequential 

interleavings, we allow certain instructions not to be executed at all.

However, one can construct more elaborate examples where the property (4.2) above does not 

hold. The only way to capture the program  behavior of parallel compositions of the form 4>(Fj | |_P2) 

via sequential interleavings in such cases would then be to find a finer level of granularity, i.e., to 

reconsider at what level can operations be considered atomic, so th a t the union of all possible 

sequential interleavings of such basic operations, including those interleavings that allow “no-ops” 

for  some of the instructions, is guaranteed to capture the concurrent behavior -  th a t is, in order 

for the relationship (4.2) to hold. In other words, sometimes refining the granularity of operations, 

so th a t sequential interleavings can capture synchronous parallel behavior, becomes a necessity. 

We address in this C hapter the (in)adequacy of the sequential interleavings semantics when
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applied to CA where the individual node updates2 are considered to be elem entary operations. 

In particular, we show th a t the perfect synchrony of the classical CA’s node updates causes the 

interleaving semantics, as captured by the SCA and NIC A sequential CA models (Section 4.2), to 

fail ra ther dram atically even in the context of the simplest (nonlinear) CA node update rules.

4.2 P arallel and Sequentia l C ellu lar A u to m a ta  and T heir  

C onfigurations

We will introduce CA by first considering a kind of ( d e te r m in is t i c )  F in i t e  S ta te  M a c h in e s  (FSMs) 

th a t receive input bu t produce no output, and th a t are also known as D e te r m i n i s t i c  F in i t e  A u to m a t a  

(DFA). An FSM has finitely many states, and is capable of reading the input signals coming from 

the outside and, based on its current state  as well as the currently read input, of changing its state. 

Namely, the machine is initially in some starting  state; upon reading each input signal, the machine 

changes its state  according to a pre-defined and fixed rule. In particular, the entire memory of the 

system is contained in what cu rre n t  s ta te  the machine is in, and nothing else about the previously 

processed inputs is remembered. Hence, the probabilistic generalization of determ inistic FSMs leads 

to (discrete) Markov chains. It is im portant to notice th a t there is no way for a FSM to overwrite, 

or in any other way affect, the input d a ta  stream . Thus in d iv id u a l  FSMs are com putational devices 

of ra ther lim ited power.

Now let us consider many such FSMs, all identical to one another, th a t are lined up together in 

some regular fashion, e.g., on a straight line or a regular 2-D grid, so th a t each single n ode  in the grid 

is connected to its imm ediate neighbors. Let’s also eliminate any external sources of input stream s 

to the individual machines a t the nodes, and let the current values of any given node’s neighbors 

be th a t node’s only in p u t  data. If we then specify a finite set of the possible values held in each 

node, and we also identify this set of values with the set of each node’s in te r n a l  s ta te s ,  we arrive at 

an informal definition of a classical cellular autom aton. To summarize, a cellular autom aton is a 

finite or infinite regular grid in one-, two- or higher-dimensional space, where each node in the grid

2It is tacitly assumed here th a t a complete node update operation, in addition to com puting the local update 
function on appropriate inputs, also includes the necessary reads of the neighbors’ values preceding the local rule 
com putation, as well as the writes of one’s new value following the local com putation. These points will become clear 
once the necessary definitions and terminology are introduced in Section 4.2.
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is a FSM, and where each such node’s input da ta  a t each tim e step are the corresponding internal 

states of the node’s neighbors. Moreover, in the most im portant special case -  the Boolean case, 

this FSM is particularly  simple, i.e., it has only two possible internal states, labeled 0 and 1. All 

the nodes of a classical CA execute the FSM com putation in unison, i.e., ( logically)  s im u ltan eou s ly .  

We note that infinite CA are capable of universal (Turing) com putation. Moreover, the general 

class of infinite CA, once arb itrary  starting  configurations are allowed, are actually s t r i c t l y  m o re  

p o w e rfu l  than  the classical Turing machines -  in particular, infinite CA are capable of solving the 

so-called d y n e t ic  p ro b le m s  th a t may not be Turing-computable. The subject of com putation beyond 

the Turing limit is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but for more on dynetic problems and 

related m atters an interested reader is referred to, e.g., C h a p te r  5 of [63] .

We will follow [63] and formally define classical (that is, synchronous and concurrent) CA in 

two steps: we first define the notion of a ce llu lar  space , and, subsequently, we define a ce llu lar  

a u to m a to n  over an appropriate cellular space.

D efin itio n  4 .1 . A  C e llu la r  Space, T, is  an ordered  p a i r  (G , Q ), where

-  G  is a regular u n d ire c ted  C a y le y  graph th a t  m a y  be f in i te  o r  in fin ite ,  w i th  each node labeled  

w ith  a d is t in c t  in teger;  an d

-  Q  is  a f in i te  s e t  o f  s ta t e s  th a t  has a t  leas t  tw o  e lem e n ts ,  one o f  which  being the specia l  

q u iesc en t  s ta te ,  d en o te d  by 0.

We denote the set of integer labels of the nodes (vertices) in F by L. T hat is, L  may be equal 

to, or be a proper subset of, the set of all integers.

Two kinds of o n e - d im e n s io n a l  (ID) cellular spaces most popular in the CA literature are (finite 

as well as infinite) l ine  graphs  and finite rings; see F igure  f . l .
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O ne-dim ensional cellular space: infinite line

T Tw
One-dim ensional cellular space: finite ring (circular boundary conditions)

Figure 4.1: One-dimensional cellular spaces: an infinite line graph (top) and a finite ring (bottom )

D efin itio n  4 .2 . A  Cellular A utom aton (CA) A  is  an ordered  tr ip le  ( T , N , M ) ,  where

-  T is  a cellular space;

-  N  is a fundam ental neighborhood; and

-  M  is a finite sta te  machine such  th a t  the in p u t  a lphabet o f  M  is a n d  the local

tra n s i t io n  f u n c t io n  (u pda te  ru le)  f o r  each node is o f  the f o r m  6 : QljVl+1 —>• Q  f o r  the C A  with 

memory, an d  8 : —>• Q  f o r  the memoryless CA.

The fundam ental neighborhood N  specifies what nearby nodes provide inputs to the update 

rule of a given node. In the classical CA, V is a regular graph th a t locally “looks the same 

everywhere”; in particular, the local neighborhood N  is the same for each node in T.

The local transition  rule S specifies how each node updates its state  (tha t is, value), based on 

its current state  (value), and the current states of its neighbors in N .  By composing together the 

application of the local transition  rule to each of the CA ’s nodes, we obtain the global m a p  on the 

set of (global) configurations of a cellular autom aton.

We observe th a t there is plenty of parallelism  in the CA “hardw are” , assuming, of course, a
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sufficiently large num ber of nodes3. Actually, classical CA defined over infinite cellular spaces 

provide u nbou nded  p a ra l le l i sm  where, in particular, an infinite am ount of information processing 

is carried out in a finite tim e -  in fact, even in a single parallel step. In particular, the notion of 

independence between p a ra l le l i sm  and c o n c u rre n c y  as defined in [164] seems inappropriate to apply 

to CA: without the parallel h a rd w a re , th a t is, multiple interconnected nodes, a CA is not capable 

of a n y  concurrent com putation. Indeed, a single-node CA is ju st a f ixed  determ inistic finite state 

machine -  an entirely sequential com puting model.

Insofar as the CA c o m p u te r  a rch itec ture  is concerned, one im portant characteristic is th a t the 

memory and the processors are not tru ly  distinguishable, in stark contrast to Turing  m a c h in e s , 

(P j R A M s , and other standard  abstract models of digital computers. Namely, each node of a 

cellular autom aton is bo th  a processing unit and a memory storage unit; see, e.g., the detailed 

discussion in [187]. In particular, the only m e m o r y  c o n te n t  of a cellular autom aton is a tuple of the 

(current) states of all its nodes. Moreover, as a node can read  (but not w rite )  the states or “values” 

of its neighbors, we can view the architecture of classical CA as a very simplistic, special case of 

d is t r ib u te d  shared  m e m o r y  parallel model, where every p ro c e s so r  (that is, each node) “owns” one 

cell of its local m e m o r y , physically separated from other similar local memories -  yet this local 

memory is d irect ly  accessib le  (for the read  accesses) to some of the other processors .  In particular, 

the reads to any m e m o r y  cell (or equivalently a shared  var iab le  stored in such a memory cell) 

are restricted to an appropriate neighborhood of th a t shared value’s “owner processor” , while the 

w r i te s  are restricted to the owner processor alone.

Since our m ain results in this Chapter perta in  to a comparison and contrast between the clas

sical, concurrent threshold CA and their sequential counterparts, we formally introduce two types 

of sequential CA next. F irst, we define SCA with a f ixed  (but arbitrary) sequence specifying the 

order according to which the nodes are to update. We then introduce a kind of sequential au tom ata 

whose purpose is to capture the in te r lea v in g  se m a n t ic s ,  th a t is, where all possible sequences of node 

updates are considered at once.

D efin itio n  4.3. A Sequential Cellular A utom aton (SCA) S  is  an ordered  qu adrup le  (T , N , M , s ),

wh ere  T, N  an d  M  are as in  Definition 4.2, a n d  s is an a rb i t ra ry  sequence, f in i te  o r  in fin ite ,  all

3See the discussion in Section 4.1, and, in particular, the definition of the relationship between concurrency and 
parallelism in reference [164].
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o f  w h o se  e le m e n ts  are draw n  f r o m  the s e t  L  o f  in teg e rs  used  in labeling the v e r t ic e s  o f  T. The  

sequence  s  is spec ify ing  the sequ en tia l  o rd er in g  according to which the S C A ’s n odes  u pda te  th e ir  

s ta te s ,  one at a t im e .

However, when comparing and contrasting the concurrent CA w ith their sequential counter

parts, rather than  m aking a comparison between a given parallel CA w ith a p a r t i c u la r  SCA (that is, 

a corresponding SCA with some particular choice of the update sequence s), we compare the par

allel CA com putations w ith the com putations of the corresponding SCA for all possible sequences 

of node updates. For th a t purpose, the following class of sequential au tom ata  is introduced:

D efin itio n  4 .4 . A  Nondeterm inistic Interleavings Cellular A utom aton (NICA) I  is defined  to  

be the u n io n  o f  a ll s e q u e n tia l  aut.om.ata S  w h ose  f i r s t  three co m pon en ts ,  T, N  an d  M  are fixed. 

T h a t  is, I  =  U s ( T , N , M , s ) ,  where the m e a n in g s  o f  T , N , M ,  a n d  s  are the s a m e  as before, an d  

the u n io n  is taken  o v e r  all (f in ite  a n d  in f in i te )  sequ en ces  s  : {1 ,2 ,3 ,...}  —> L ,  where  L  is  the s e t

o f  in te g e r  labels o f  the  n odes  in  T.

4.2.1 Types of Cellular A utom ata Configurations

We now change the pace and introduce some terminology from physics th a t we find useful for 

characterizing all poss ib le  c o m p u ta t io n s  of a parallel or a sequential cellular autom aton. To this 

end, a (d is c r e te )  d y n a m ic a l  s y s t e m s  view of CA is helpful.

A configuration  space  or p h a se  space  of a dynamical system is a directed graph where the vertices 

are the global con figura tion s  (or global s ta te s )  of the system, and directed edges correspond to the 

possible direct transitions from one global state  to another.

As for any other kind of dynam ical systems, we can define the fundam ental, qualitatively 

distinct types of global configurations th a t a cellular autom aton can find itself in. We first define 

these qualitatively distinct types of dynamical system configurations for the parallel CA and then

briefly discuss how these definitions need to be modified in case of SCA and NICA.

The classification below is based on answering the following question: starting  from a given 

global CA configuration, can the autom aton retu rn  to th a t same configuration after a finite num ber 

of parallel com putational steps?
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D efin itio n  4 .5 . A  fixed point (FP) is a configuration  in  the p h a se  space o f  a C A  such  that,  

once the CA reaches th is  configuration , i t  s ta y s  there  fo rev er .  A  cycle configuration (CC) is  a 

s ta t e  that,  once reached, w il l  be re v is i te d  in f in i te ly  o f ten  w ith  a fixed, f in i te  te m p o ra l  p e r io d  o f  2 o r  

grea ter .  A  transient configuration (TC) is  a s ta t e  that,  once reached, is  n e v e r  g o in g  to  be r e v is i ted  

again .

In particular, a fixed point is a special, degenerate case of a recurrent sta te  w ith period 1. We 

rem ark th a t recu rren t  con figura tion s  are also sometimes simply referred to as cy c l ic  in the literature; 

however, we shall consistently make the distinction between the fixed points on one hand, and the 

p r o p e r  cycle configurations, namely, those recurrent configurations th a t are not FPs, on the other. 

Due to determ inistic evolution, a configuration of a classical, parallel CA is either a FP, a p ro p e r  

CC, or a TC.

On the other hand, if one considers SCA so th a t a rb i t ra ry  node update orderings are perm itted, 

then, given the underlying cellular space and the local update rule, the resulting phase space con

figurations, due to nondeterm inism  th a t results from different choices of possible sequences of node 

updates ( “sequential interleavings”), are more complicated. In a particular SCA, a cycle configu

ration is any configuration revisited infinitely often -  bu t the period between different consecutive 

visits, assuming an arb itrary  sequence s  of node updates, need not be fixed. We call a global 

configuration th a t is revisited only finitely many times (under a given ordering s) qu asi-cyc lic .  

Similarly, a quasi-fixed  p o in t  is an SCA configuration such tha t, once the SCA’s dynamic evolution 

reaches this configuration, it stays there “for a while” (i.e., for some finite num ber of sequential 

node update steps), and then leaves. For example, a configuration of an SCA can simultaneously 

be bo th  an FP and a quasi-CC, or bo th  a quasi-FP and a CC.

For simplicity, heretofore we shall refer to a configuration C of a NICA as a (weak) f ixed  p o in t  

if there exists some infinite sequence of node updates s such tha t C is a FP  in the usual sense 

when the au tom aton’s nodes update  according to the ordering s. A s tro n g  f ixed  p o in t  of a NICA 

autom aton is a configuration th a t is fixed (stable) with respect to all possible sequences of node 

updates. Similarly, we consider a configuration C  to be a cycle state, if there exists an infinite 

sequence of node updates s' such tha t, if the NICA’s nodes update according to s', then C' is a 

cycle sta te  of period 2 or greater in the usual sense (see Definition 4.5). In particular, in case of
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the NICA autom ata, a single configuration can simultaneously be a weak FP, a CC and a TC; see 

Subsection 4.3.1 for a simple example.

4.3  1-D  S im ple T hreshold  P arallel vs. Sequentia l CA:

C om parison  and C ontrast

After the introduction, m otivation and the necessary definitions, we now proceed with our main 

results and their meaning. Technical results (and some of their proofs) are given in this section. 

Discussion of the implications and relevance of these results, as well as some possible generalizations 

and extensions, will follow in Section 4.5.

We shall compare and contrast the classical, concurrent CA with their sequential counterparts, 

SCA and NICA, in the context of the simplest nonlinear local update rules possible, namely, the CA 

in which the nodes locally update according to l in ear  threshold  fu n c t io n s  [68, 69, 205]. Moreover, 

we will choose those threshold functions to be s y m m e tr ic ,  so th a t the resulting (S)CA will be also 

to ta l i s t i c  (see, e.g., [63] or [226]). We will show the fundam ental difference in the configuration 

spaces, and therefore possible com putations, between the parallel threshold cellular au tom ata  and 

the sequential threshold autom ata: while the former can have tem poral cycles (of length two), the 

com putations of the la tte r always either converge to a fixed point, or otherwise they fail to finitely 

converge to any recurrent pa tte rn  whatsoever.

Second, we will also fully characterize all the possible configurations, as well as their relative 

frequencies, for the 1-D CA with short-range interactions th a t update according to perhaps the 

single most interesting totalistic threshold rule, namely, the M A JO R ITY  function.

For simplicity, bu t also in order to indicate how dram atically the sequential interleavings of 

NICA fail to capture the concurrency of the classical CA based on perfect synchrony, we restrict 

the underlying cellular spaces to o n e - d im e n s io n a l  T. We formally define the class of 1-D (S)CA 

of a finite radius below:

D efin itio n  4 .6 . A  1 -D  (sequ en tia l)  ce llu lar  a u to m a to n  o f  rad iu s  r  (r  >  1)  is  a ( S ) C A  defined  

o v e r  a o n e - d im e n s io n a l  s tr in g  o f  nodes, such  th a t  each n o d e ’s n ex t  s ta t e  dep e n d s  on the cu rre n t
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s ta t e s  o f  i ts  neigh bors  to  the left  a n d  r igh t th a t  are no m o re  th an  r  n odes  aw ay .  In  case o f  the  

( S ) C A  w ith  m e m o r y ,  the n e x t  s ta te  o f  a node also d epen ds  on the cu rre n t  s ta t e  o f  th a t  node  itself.

Thus, in case of a Boolean (S)CA w ith  m e m o r y  defined over a one-dimensional cellular space 

T, each node’s next state  depends on exactly 2r +  1 input bits, while in the m e m o r y le s s  ( S ) C A  

case,  the local update  rule is a function of 2r  input bits. The underlying 1-D cellular space is 

a string of nodes th a t can be a finite line graph, a ring (corresponding to the “circular boundary 

conditions” ), a one-way infinite string, or, in the most common case, T is a two-way infinite string 

(or “line”).

We establish the following conventions and terminology. Throughout this Chapter, only B oolean  

CA, SCA and NICA are considered; in particular, the set of possible states of any node is {0,1}. 

Also, due to a te rm in o lo g ic a l  d iv e r s i ty  found in the literature, and the fact tha t, originally, different 

pieces of our work as summ arized in this dissertation have appeared in different kinds of venues 

and with different audiences in mind, we warn the reader th a t several im portant concepts used 

in this Chapter and, indeed, throughout the dissertation, are referred to by two or, in a couple 

of instances, even more different names. The most notable examples of this “polym orphism ” are 

listed below. The phrases “monotone sym m etric” and “simple (linear) threshold” functions/update 

ru les/au tom ata  are used interchangeably. Similarly, “(global) dynamics” and “(global) com puta

tion” , when applied to any kind of autom ata, are used synonymously. Unless sta ted  otherwise, 

C A  denotes a classical, concurrent cellular autom aton, whereas a cellular autom aton where the 

nodes update sequentially is always denoted by S C A  (or N I C A , when appropriate). Also, unless 

explicitly stated  otherwise, ( S ) C A  w ith  m em ,ory  are assumed. The default infinite cellular space T 

is a two-way infinite line. The default finite cellular spaces are finite rings. The term s p h a se  space  

and configuration  space  are used synonymously throughout, as well, and sometimes abridged to P S  

for brevity.

4.3.1 Synchronous CA vs. Sequential Interleavings CA: An Exam ple

There are many simple, even trivial examples where not only are concrete com putations of the 

para l le l  CA from particular initial configurations different from the corresponding com putations 

of any of the se q u e n t ia l  CA, but actually the entire configuration spaces of the parallel cellular
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autom ata  on the one, and the corresponding SCA and NICA on the other hand, tu rn  out to be 

ra ther different.

As one of the simplest examples conceivable, consider a trivial CA with more than  one node 

(so th a t talking about parallel computation makes sense), namely, a two-node CA where each node 

computes the logical X O R  of its two inputs. The two phase spaces are given in Figure 4-2.

2

2 1,2

(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Configuration spaces for the two-node (a) parallel and (b) sequential cellular au tom ata 
w ith S = X O R ,  respectively

In the example in Figure 4-%, each node computes the logical X O R  function of its own current 

state , and tha t of the other node. In particular, each node’s update rule is Boolean XOR function 

of two inputs. In (b), the integer labels next to the transition  arrows indicate which node, v\ or 

t>2 , is updating and thus causing the indicated two-node joint state  transition.

In the parallel case, the sta te  00 is the “sink” , and the entire configuration space is as in Figure 

4-2 (a). So, regardless of the starting  configuration, after at most two parallel steps, a fixed point 

“sink” state, th a t is, in physics term s, a stable global a ttrac to r, will be reached.

Insofar as the sequential node updates are concerned, the configuration 00 is still a FP  but, this
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time, it is not reachable from any other configuration. Also, while all three states, 11, 10 and 01, 

are t ra n s ie n t  s ta t e s  in the parallel case, sequentially, each of them , for a ty p ic a l  (infinite) sequence 

of node updates, is going to be revisited in f in i te ly  often. In fact, for some sequences of node updates 

such as, e.g., (1,1, 2, 2, 2,1, 2, 2 ,1 ,...) , configurations 01 and 10 are both  quasi-fixed-point states 

and cycle states.

The phase space capturing all possible sequential com putations of the two-node autom aton with 

5 =  X O R { x 1, 2:2 } for each node is given in F igure  4 -2  (b). This NICA has three configurations, 

01, 10 and 11, each of which is sim ultaneously a weak FP, a CC and a TC; it is a trivial exercise to 

find particular update  sequences for which each of these configurations is of a desired nature (weak 

FP, CC or TC). In contrast, configuration 00 is a FP  for e v e r y  sequence of node updates4.

Some observations are in order. F irst, overall, the configuration space of the X O R  NICA is 

richer than  the configuration space of its parallel counterpart. In particular, due to determinism , 

any F P  state  of a parallel CA is necessarily a stable a ttrac to r. In contrast, in case of different 

possible sequential com putations on the same cellular space, the (weak) fixed points clearly need 

not be stable. Also, whereas the phase space of a parallel CA is tem poral cycle-free (recall th a t we 

do not count FPs among tem poral cycles), the phase space of the corresponding NICA has non

triv ial finite tem poral cycles. On the other hand, the union of all possible sequential com putations 

( “interleavings” ) cannot fully capture the concurrent com putation, either: consider, for example, 

the (u n )re a ch a b il i ty  of the state  00, which, in the sequential case, clearly depends on the in i t ia l  

s ta te .

All these properties can be largely a ttribu ted  to a relative complexity of the X O R  function as 

the update  rule, and, in particular, to X O R ’s n o n - m o n o to n ic i ty .  They can also be a ttribu ted  to 

the idiosyncrasy of the example chosen. In particular, tem poral cycles in the sequential case are 

not surprising. Also, if one considers CA on say four nodes w ith circular boundary conditions (that 

is, a CA ring on four nodes), these X O R  CA do have nontrivial tem poral cycles in the parallel case, 

as well. Hence, for the X O R  CA with sufficiently many nodes, the types of com putations tha t the

4In [200] we refer to such FPs of NICA as proper or strong fixed points, in order to contrast them  with respect to 
those configurations th a t are fixed with respect to some but not all sequences of the node updates. We also remark 
th a t, in a given com putation, if the starting  configuration of this NICA, or any corresponding SCA, is different from 
00, then this FP configuration is also an example of a Garden of Eden (GE) configuration, as it cannot ever be 
reached irrespective of the sequence s of node updates. For more on GEs in discrete dynamical systems, the reader 
is referred to [16, 17, 194],
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parallel CA and the sequential SCA and NICA are capable of, are quite comparable. Moreover, in 

those cases where one class is of a richer behavior than  the other, it seems reasonable th a t the NICA 

autom ata, overall, are capable of more diverse com putations than  the corresponding synchronous, 

parallel CA, given the nondeterm inism  of NICA arising from all different possibilities for the node 

update  sequences.

This detailed discussion of a rather straightforw ard example of the CA and NICA phase spaces 

has the main purpose of m otivating what is to follow: an entire class of CA and SCA/NICA, 

w ith the node update functions simpler than  X O R , yet for which it is the concurrent CA th a t are 

p ro v a b ly  capable of a kind of com putations th a t no corresponding (or similar, in the sense to be 

discussed in Subsection 4.3.3 and Section 4.5) SCA and, consequently, NICA, are capable of.

4.3.2 Linear Threshold and Simple Threshold Cellular A utom ata

We shall now compare and contrast the classical, th a t is, parallel and perfectly synchronous CA, 

w ith their sequential counterparts, SCA and NICA. The comparison and contrast will be done in 

the context of the simplest nonlinear local update rules possible, namely, the CA in which the 

nodes locally update  according to a restricted kind of l in ea r  threshold  f u n c t io n s .  This will be done 

by studying the configuration space properties, th a t is, the possible com putations, of the s im p le  

threshold cellular au tom ata  in both  parallel and sequential settings.

F irst, we define ( s im p le )  l in ea r  threshold  f u n c t io n s ,  and the corresponding types of (S)CA.

D efin itio n  4 .7 . A  B o o lea n -va lu ed  linear threshold function o f  m  in pu ts ,  x \ , . . . , x rn, is  an y  

fu n c t io n  o f  the f o r m

L i f  J 2 i w i ' x i > 8 
f ( x  i , . . . , x m ) =  < (4.3)

0, o th erw ise

where 6 is an a p p ro p r ia te  threshold constant, a n d w \ ,  . . . , w m are a rb i t ra ry  (bu t f ixed)  real n u m b e rs5

5In general, Wi can be both positive and negative. This is especially common in the neural networks literature, 
where negative weights Wi indicate an inhibitory effect of, e.g., one neuron on the firings of another, nearby neuron. 
In most studies of discrete dynamical systems, however, the weights Wi are required to be nonnegative -  th a t is, only 
excitatory effects of a node on its neighbors are allowed; see, e.g., [16, 17, 224, 225]. One consequence of insisting 
th a t all weights of a linear threshold function be positive is th a t the resulting function is then also monotone in the 
usual theory of Boolean functions sense [217].
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called  weights.

D efin itio n  4 .8 . A  threshold (sequential) cellular autom aton (T(S)CA) is  a para lle l  (a l te rn a tive ly ,  

se q u e n tia l)  ce llu lar  a u to m a to n  w h ose  local u pda te  rule 8 is  a Boolean-valued linear threshold 

function.

Therefore, given an integer k, a k-thresh o ld  fu n c t io n ,  in general, is a Boolean-valued function 

of the form as in Definition 4.7 w ith 8 — k and an appropriate choice of weights Wi, where 

i = 1 Heretofore we consider m o n o to n ic a l l y  n ondecreas in g  Boolean threshold functions

only; this, in particular, implies th a t the weights Wi are always nonnegative. We also additionally 

assume 8 to be a s y m m e t r i c  f u n c t io n  of all of its inputs. (In particular, if all the weights Wj are 

positive and equal to one another, then, without loss of generality, we may set them  all equal to 1; 

obviously, this norm alization of the weights Wj may also require an appropriate adjustm ent of the 

threshold value 8 .)

T hat is, the (S)CA we analyze have s y m m e tr ic ,  m o n o to n e  B oo lean  fu n c t io n s  for their local 

update  rules. We refer to such functions as to s im p le  th resho ld  f u n c t io n s , and to the (S)CA with 

simple threshold node update  rules as to s im p le  threshold  (S)CA.

D efin itio n  4 .9 . A  simple threshold  ( S ) C A  is a (sequ en tia l)  ce llu lar  a u to m a to n  w h ose  local upda te  

ru le 8 is a m o n o to n e  s y m m e t r i c  B oo lean  ( thresh o ld )  fu n c t io n .

E xam ples: We provide some examples of (i) simple threshold functions and (ii) linear threshold

functions tha t are n o t  s im p le .  Both kinds of functions clearly belong to the class of (arbitrary) 

linear threshold functions. Examples of simple threshold functions are Boolean AND, Boolean OR,

and the M a j o r i t y  function on an appropriate num ber of inputs. For example, the Boolean AND

on three inputs can be w ritten  in the “simple threshold form” as

{
1, if X\ +  X2 +  X3 > 3

(4.4)

0, otherwise

An example of a function on three Boolean-valued inputs th a t is linear threshold, bu t not simple 

threshold, is given by
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1, if 2xy + X2 +  -X.3 >  3 
f { x  i , x 2 , x 3) =  { (4.5)

0 , otherwise

Clearly, the dependence of function /  on variable x \  is different from the dependence on variables 

X2 and X3 . We observe th a t the function g below, w ritten in a “non-simple threshold” way,

1 , if 3x\ + 2x 2 +  2:3 >  1
g(x i , x 2 , x 3) = { (4.6)

0 , otherwise

is actually simple threshold, as the actual dependence on all three variables is the same; in fact, 

g (xi ,  X2 , £ 3 ) =  OR, and it can be w ritten  as

1, if X \  +  X2 + X 3 > 1
g{x i , x 2 , x 3) =  <( (4.7)

0, otherwise

Thus, in particular, one should th ink of simple threshold functions as those Boolean-valued 

functions of an appropriate num ber of Boolean variables th a t can be w ritten in the form given 

in Definition 4.7, w ith the additional requirem ent th a t all weights wi be equal to one another. 

Needless to say, every m athem atical function has an infinite num ber of different representations. 

However, it is the essence of the function itself (i.e., what is the actual dependence of the output(s) 

on the input(s)), and not of its one particular representation or another, th a t we are interested in, 

and with respect to which we want to classify the update rules of cellular and network au tom ata 

of our interest.

Throughout, whenever we say a threshold automaton or a threshold (S)CA, we shall by default 

mean a simple threshold automaton (simple threshold (S)CA)), unless explicitly stated  otherwise. 

T ha t is, the 1-D threshold (S)CA studied in the rest of this Chapter will have the node update 

functions of the general form
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where k  is a fixed integer from the range { 0 ,1 , 2r  +  1 ,2r +  2}. For example, if the autom aton 

rule radius is r  =  2, and if k = 2, then a k - th resh o ld  (S)CA with a specified num ber of nodes is 

a 1-D (S)CA w ith the node update rule 8 =  “a t leas t  2 ou t  o f  5 ”, meaning th a t the update rule 

evaluates to 1 if and only if at least two out of five of its inputs are currently equal to 1.

For our purposes, the most im portant example of a simple threshold function as a cellular or 

network autom aton update rule, beside the Boolean A n d  and O r  functions, is the Boolean-valued 

M a j o r i t y  function:

D e f in itio n  4 .10 . The B oo lean  M a j o r i t y  f u n c t io n ,  d e n o te d  S =  M A J ,  is  a s im p le  threshold  

f u n c t io n  on an  a rb i t ra ry  odd n u m b e r  o f  in p u ts  2r +  1 g iv en  by

Jl, if Y fj= -r  x i+i  ̂ r + 1
r  5 % i—r + 1  ? •• > • * ■ ? 3 + + r  — 1 1 ) — \  ( 4 * 9 )

0, o th erw ise

The definition of 5 =  M A J  can be extended to even arities if one specifies how to break the 

tie when the num ber of zeros and the num ber of ones among the input variables are equal. In the 

sequel, we shall refrain from applying the M A J  update rule so that the num ber of inputs is even. 

T ha t is, we will consider CA with 8 =  M A J  so th a t the neighborhood size is always odd. In the 

most frequent case, the underlying cellular space will be either a one-dimensional (possibly one-way 

or two-way infinite) line, or a finite ring, and the rule radius r  > 1 will mean th a t the update rule 

at each node is a Boolean function of exactly 2r +  1 inputs,6 so that the problem of applying the 

M A J  rule to an even num ber of nodes’ values does not arise.

4.3.3 On the E xistence of Temporal Cycles

Due to the nature of the node update  rules, cyclic behavior intuitively should not be expected 

from the simple threshold cellular autom ata. This is, generally, (almost) the case, as will be shown 

below. We argue th a t the im portance of the results in this subsection largely stems from the 

following three factors:

6We again remind the reader th a t, unless we specifically say otherwise, we consider CA with memory, so th a t a 
node’s current sta te is one of the inputs to  th a t node’s update rule.
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-  the local update  rules are the simplest nonlinear to ta l is t i c  (that is, symmetric) rules one can 

th ink of;

-  given the rules, the cycles are not to be expected -  yet they exist, and in the case of parallel 

(i.e., synchronous) CA only; and, related to th a t observation,

-  it is, for th is class of cellular autom ata, the parallel CA th a t have the more diverse possible 

dynamics, and, in particular, while qualitatively there is nothing among the possible sequential 

com putations th a t is not present in the parallel case, the classical parallel threshold CA do exhibit 

a particular qualitative behavior -  they may have nontrivial tem poral cycles -  th a t cannot be 

reproduced by any threshold SCA.

The results below hold for the two-way infinite 1-D (S)CA, as well as for the finite (S)CA with 

the circular boundary conditions (i.e., for the (S)CA whose cellular spaces are finite rings). We 

rem ind the reader tha t, unless explicitly stated  otherwise, all the C A /SC A /N IC A  in the sequel are 

w ith  m e m o ry .

Lemma 4.1. T he fo l lo w in g  d ic h o to m y  holds f o r  (S)CA w ith  S =  M A J  a n d  r  =  1:

( i)  All f in i te  p ara lle l  1-D CA w ith  r  =  1, the M a j o r i t y  u pdate  rule, an d  an even  n u m b e r  

o f  nodes,  have f in i te  tem p o ra l  cy c les  in  th e ir  p h a se s  spaces (P S);  the s a m e  holds f o r  the tw o -w a y  

infinite 1-D M a j o r i t y  CA.

( i i )  The 1-D sequential CA w ith  r  =  1 a n d  the 5 — M A J  u pdate  rule do n o t  have  a n y  tem pora l  

c y c le s  in  th e ir  p h a se  spaces, irrespective of the sequential node update ordering s .

Remark: In case of the infinite sequential SCA as in the Lemma above, a n o n tr iv ia l  tem poral

cycle configuration -  one th a t is not a fixed point -  does not exist even in the limit. We also note 

th a t s  can be an arb itrary  sequence of an SCA nodes’ indices, not necessarily a (possibly infinitely 

repeated) perm utation, or even a function th a t is necessarily on to  L .

Proof. To show (i), we exhibit an actual two-cycle. We consider both an infinite 1-D CA and a 

finite one, with the circular boundary conditions and an even number of nodes, 2n. Then the 

configurations (10)w and (01)w in the infinite case, where uj stands for the smallest infinite ordinal 

num ber, constitute a tem poral two-cycle. Likewise, configurations (10)n and (01)n in the finite ring 

case also form a 2-cycle.
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To prove (ii), we m ust show th a t no cycle is ever possible, irrespective of the starting  configu

ration. We consider all possible 1-neighborhoods (there are eight of them: 000, 001, ..., I l l ) ,  and 

show that, locally, none of them  can be cyclic yet not fixed. The case analysis is simple: 000 and 

111 are stable (fixed) sub-configurations. The sub-configuration 010, after a single node update, 

can either stay fixed, or else evolve into any of {000,110, 011}; since we are only interested in non- 

FPs, in the latter case, one can readily show by induction th a t, after any num ber of steps, the only 

additional sub-configuration th a t can be reached is 111, i.e., assuming th a t 010 does not stay fixed, 

010 —>■* {000,110,011,111}. However, 010 ^  {000,110,011,111}. By symmetry, similar analysis 

holds for the sub-configuration 101. On the other hand, 110 and 011 either rem ain fixed, or else at 

some tim e step t evolve to 111, which subsequently stays fixed. A similar analysis applies to 001 

and 100. Hence, no local neighborhood x i x 2Xs, once it changes, can ever “come back” . Therefore, 

there are no proper cycles in Sequential 1-D CA with r =  1 and S = M A JORITY. □

An astute reader may have noticed th a t the above case analysis in the proof of (ii) can be 

somewhat simplified if one observes tha t, for r  =  1, the sub-configurations 11 and 00 are always 

stable w ith respect to the M a j o r i t y  node update function, irrespective of the left or right neighbors 

of the node performing its update, or the updating sequential order.

We rem ark th a t, in the finite ring case, if the num ber of nodes is odd instead of even, then 

the resulting CA is tem poral cycle-free both  when the boundary conditions are made circular and 

when they are held fixed. In case of the circular boundary conditions, since the num ber of nodes 

is odd, there m ust exist two adjacent7 nodes tha t are in the same state. Therefore, th a t pair of 

nodes will never “flip” ; those two nodes are therefore stable. L et’s say, the two stable nodes are 

x t and Xi+\. Moreover, if another neighbor of the two stable adjacent nodes ever changes its state 

into the same state  as th a t of xi and x i+\, then th a t other node will also become a stable node, 

i.e., a part of an enlarged block of consecutive nodes in the same state (namely, either Xi-\XiXi+\ 

or x tx i+\ x l+2).

A formal proof based on this informal reasoning and an exhaustive case analysis can be readily 

constructed to establish the impossibility of tem poral cycles in the scenario where n  is odd and 

the boundary conditions are circular. A similar argum ent can be provided for the fixed boundary

7By  this we mean, adjacent in the extended sense where x n is adjacent to x\.
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condition case. The formal proofs are fairly elementary and will therefore be om itted.

P art (ii) of Lemma 4.1 above can be readily generalized: even if we consider local update rules 

8 other than  the M A JO R ITY  rule, yet restrict 8 to m o n o to n e  s y m m e t r i c  (B oo lean )  f u n c t io n s  of 

the input bits, no such sequential CA can have any proper cycles.

Theorem 4.1. F or e v e r y  Monotone Symmetric Boolean 1-D Sequential CA A  w ith  r  =  1, a n d  

e v e r y  sequence s o f  node upda tes ,  the p h a se  space P S  (A )  o f  the ce llu lar  a u to m a to n  A  is  cycle-free.

Proof. Since r  =  1 and 2 r + l  =  3, there are only f ive  M o n o to n e  S y m m e tr i c  B oo lean  (MSB) functions 

(equivalently, simple threshold functions) on three inputs. Two of these MSB functions are u tterly  

trivial (the constant functions 0 and 1). The “at-least-l-out-of-3” simple threshold function is the 

Boolean O R  on three inputs; similarly, the “at-least-3-out-of-3” simple threshold function is the 

Boolean A N D .  It is straightforw ard to show that the CA (sequential or parallel, as long as they 

are w ith  m e m o r y ) w ith <5 e  { O R ,  A N D }  cannot have tem poral cycles. The only rem aining MSB 

update  rule on three inputs is 8 =  M A J ,  for which we have already argued th a t the corresponding 

parallel CA may have tem poral two-cycles, whereas, in contrast, all the corresponding SCA -  and 

therefore NICA -  have cycle-free configuration spaces. □

Similar results to those in Lemma 4.1 and Theorem  4.1 also hold for 1-D CA with radius r  = 2:

Lemma 4.2. The fo l lo w in g  d ic h o to m y  holds f o r  (S)CA w ith  8 =  M A J  a n d  r  — 2:

( i)  There are 1 -D  p ara lle l  C A  w ith  r  = 2 a n d  8 =  M AJ th a t  have  f in i te  cy c les  in  the ph a se  

space.

( i i )  E v e r y  1 -D  S C A  w ith  r  = 2 a n d  8 — M AJ, f o r  a n y  sequ en tia l  o rd e r  s  o f  the node u pda tes  

w h a tso e ve r ,  has a cycle-free  configura tion  space.

Proof, (i) For r  — 2, consider configurations (1100)^ and (0011)^; it is easy to verify th a t these 

two configurations form a tem poral two-cycle for the parallel CA defined over a two-way infinite 

line.

The argum ent in (ii) is similar to tha t of Lemma 4.1 part (ii), except th a t now there are 

25 =  32 fundam ental neighborhoods of the form x[l]...x[5] to consider. We notice tha t, for r  =  2, 

the sub-configurations 000 and 111 are stable; this observation simplifies the case analysis.
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□

Generalizing Lem m ata 4.1 and 4.2, part (i), we have the following

C orollary  4.1. F or a ll r  >  1, there ex is ts  a CA  w ith  a monotone symm etric B oolean  upda te  

ru le ( th a t  is, a simple threshold cellular automaton,) A  such  th a t  A  has f in i te  te m pora l  cy c les  

in  the p h a se  space.

Namely, given an arb itrary  r  > 1, a (classical, concurrent) CA with 8 = M A J  and T =  in fin ite  

l in e  has a t least one two-cycle in the configuration space: {(0r l r )“ , ( l r 0r )“ }. If r  > 3 is odd,

then  such a threshold cellular autom aton has a t least two distinct two-cycles, since {(01)“ , (10)“ } 

is also a two-cycle. Analogous results hold for the s im p le  threshold  CA defined on f in i te  1-D 

cellular spaces, provided tha t those CA have sufficiently many nodes, th a t the num ber of nodes is 

appropriate (see [200] for more details), and assuming circular boundary conditions (i.e., assuming 

th a t T is a sufficiently big finite ring). Moreover, the result extends to many finite and infinite CA 

in the higher dimensions, as well; in particular, the simple threshold CA with 8 =  M A J  th a t are 

defined over tw o - d im e n s io n a l  C a r te s ia n  g r id s  and H ypercubes  have two-cycles in their respective 

phase spaces.

More generally, for any underlying cellular space L th a t is a (finite or infinite) b ip a r t i te  graph , 

the corresponding (nontrivial) parallel CA with 8 — M A J  have tem poral two-cycles. We rem ark 

th a t bipartiteness of T  is sufficient, bu t it is not necessary, for the existence of tem poral two-cycles 

in this setting.

It tu rns out th a t the two-cycles in the configuration spaces of concurrent CA with d =  M A J  are 

actually the only type of (proper) tem poral cycles such cellular au tom ata  can have. Indeed, for any 

s y m m e t r i c  l in ear  th resho ld  u pda te  rule 8 , and any f in i te  regular Cayley graph as the underlying 

cellular space, the following general result holds [63, 68]:
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P ro p o sitio n  4 .1 . [68] L e t  a classical,  para lle l  s im p le  threshold  C A  A  =  (F , N , M ) be g iven ,

where T is  an a rb i t ra ry  finite ce llu lar  space, a n d  le t  this ce llu lar  a u to m a to n ’s global map be 

d e n o te d  by F .  T h en  f o r  a ll con figura tion s  C E P S  ( A) ,  there ex is ts  a f in i te  t im e  s te p  t  > 0 such  

th a t  F t + 2 (C) =  F t (C).

In particular, this result implies th a t, for every f in i te  simple threshold cellular autom aton, and 

for every starting  configuration Co, there are only  tw o  poss ib le  k inds o f  orb its :  upon repeated

iteration, the com putation either converges to a fixed point configuration after finitely many steps, 

or else it eventually arrives a t a two-cycle.

It is almost im m ediate tha t, if we allow the underlying cellular space T to be infinite, if 

com putation from a given starting  configuration converges after any finite num ber of steps a t all, 

it will have to converge either to a fixed point or a two-cycle (but never to a cycle of, say, period 

three -  or any other finite period). The result also extends to finite and infinite S C A , provided 

th a t we reasonably define what is meant by a single com putational step in a situation where the 

nodes update one at a time. The simplest notion of a single com putational step of an SCA is 

th a t of a single node updating its state. Thus, a single parallel step of a classical CA defined 

on an infinite underlying cellular space T  includes an infinite amount of sequential com putation 

and, in particular, infinitely many elementary sequential steps. Discussing the implications of this 

observation, however, is beyond the scope of this work.

Additionally, in order to ensure some sort of convergence of an arb itrary  SCA (especially when 

the underlying T is infinite), and, more generally, in order to ensure th a t all the n odes  get a chance 

to update  their states, an appropriate condition th a t guarantees f a i r n e s s  needs to be specified. 

T ha t is, an appropriate restriction on the allowable sequences s  of node updates is required. As a 

first step towards th a t end, we shall allow only in fin ite  sequences s  of node updates through the 

rest of this Chapter.

For the SCA defined on finite cellular spaces, one sufficient fairness condition is to impose a 

fixed upper bound on the num ber of sequential steps before any given node gets its tu rn  to update 

(again). This is the simplest generalization of the fixed perm utation assum ption made in the work 

on sequential and synchronous dynamical systems; see, e.g., [16, 17, 19, 20]. In the infinite SCA 

case, on the other hand, the issue of fairness is nontrivial, and some form of d o v e - ta i l in g  of
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sequential individual node updates may need to be imposed. In the sequel, we shall require from 

the sequences s of node updates of the SCA and NICA threshold au tom ata to be fair in a simple 

sense to be defined shortly, w ithout imposing any further restrictions or investigating how are such 

fair sequences of node updates to be generated in a physically realistic d istributed setting. For our 

purposes herein, therefore, the following simple notion of fairness will suffice:

Definition 4.11. A n  in fin ite  sequence s  : N  —t L  is  fair i f  ( i)  the d o m a in  L  is  f in i te  or  

coun tah ly  infin ite ,  a n d  ( i i )  e v e r y  e le m e n t  x  E L  appears  in f in i te ly  o f ten  in  the sequence  o f  va lues  

s ( l)  =  Si, s ( 2)  =  s 2 , s ( 3 )  =  s 3 , ...

Let s '. N  —y L  be an arb itrary  infinite sequence of elements from some dom ain L .  Let 

denote the g-tail of s,  i.e., =  s q + i- , s q + 2 -, sq+3 > •••

For the future reference, we state  the following alternative characterizations of fair sequences:

Observation 4.1. L e t  an in f in i te  sequence s : N  -A L  be g iven , where the s e t  L  is  countable.

T h en  the fo l lo w in g  f o u r  p ro p e r t ie s  are all equ iva len t to  on e  another:

( i)  s is  fair;

( i i)  Vn E N , is fair;

(Hi) ( \ /x  E L)(Vn E N ) ( 3 r i '  6 N ) ( n '  >  n  A s ( n ' )  =  x)

( iv )  Vn 6 N ,  sM : { n  +  1, n  +  2,...} —> L  is  onto.

The proof th a t the four statem ents in Observation 4.1 are indeed equivalent is elementary, and

is therefore om itted.

Now th a t we have defined what we mean by a sin g le  s te p  of a sequential CA, as well as adopted 

some reasonable notion8 of fa irn e s s ,  we can establish the generalizations of Proposition 4.1 for 

bo th  finite and infinite 1-D (parallel) CA and 1-D SCA. We s ta rt w ith the (S)CA defined on f in i te  

cellular spaces:

Proposition 4.2. L e t  a para lle l  C A  o r  a se q u e n tia l  S C A  A  w ith  a s im p le  threshold  u pda te  rule  

o f  rad iu s  r  > 1 be defin ed  o v e r  a f in i te  onc-dimensional ce llu lar  space. L e t ’s also a ssu m e ,  in  the

se q u e n t ia l  cases, th a t  the f a i r n e s s  c o n d it io n  f r o m  D e f in i t io n  f . l l  holds.

8Our notion of fairness in Definition 4.11 need not be the most general, or most suitable in all situations, such 
a notion. However, it is appropriate for our purposes and, in particular, sufficient for the results on threshold SCA 
and NICA th a t are to follow; see Proposition 4.3 in the main text.
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Then for every starting configuration Co £ P S  (A) there exists a time step t >  0 such that

F t+2 (C) =  F ‘(C) (4.10)

where, in the case of  fair SCA, the Eqn. (4.10) above can be replaced with

F t+l{C) = F \C )  (4.11)

A similar claim holds for the CA and fair  SCA defined on infinite cellular spaces, provided tha t 

we confine our a tten tion  to compactly supported sub configurations.

D efin itio n  4 .12 . A global configuration of a cellular automaton defined over an infinite cellular 

space T is said to be finitely supported or compactly supported [68] if  all except for at most 

finitely many of the nodes are quiescent (i.e., in the state 0) in that configuration.

P r o p o sitio n  4 .3 . Let a parallel CA or a fair sequential SCA A  with a simple threshold update 

rule of radius r >  1 be defined over an infinite one-dimensional cellular space.

Then for every starting configuration C o £ P S  (A) and every finite subconfiguration9 C C Co, 

there exists a time step t >  0 such that

F t+2 (C) = F \C )  (4.12)

where again, in the case of fair SCA, the Equation (4.12) can be replaced with

F t+1(C) =  F l (C) (4.13)

In the special case of S = M A J  (S)CA, a com putation starting  from any finitely supported 

initial configuration necessarily converges to either a FP  or a two-cycle [68]:

P r o p o sitio n  4 .4 . Let the assumptions from  Proposition f . 3  hold, and let the underlying threshold 

rule be 6 =  M A J .  Then for  all configurations C £ P S  (A) in the finite cases, and for all 

configurations C £ P S  (A) that are finitely supported when T(A) is infinite, there exists a finite

9In this case, the subconfiguration need not necessarily be made of consecutive nodes.
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t im e  s te p  t  >  0 such  th a t  F t +2 (C)  =  F l (C).  M o reo ver ,  in  the se q u e n tia l  cases  w ith  fair node  

u pda te  sequences,  there  ex is ts  a f in i te  t  >  0 such  th a t  F t + 1 (C) =  -F*(C).

Furtherm ore, if a rb i t ra ry  infinite initial configurations are allowed in Propositions 4-3~4-4i and 

the dynamic evolution of the full such global states is monitored, then the only additional possibility 

is th a t the particular (S)CA com putation fails to finitely converge altogether. In th a t case, and 

under the fairness assum ption in the case of SCA, the lim iting configuration l i m t ^ o o F 1^ )  — Chm 

can be shown to  be a (stable) fixed point.

To summarize, if the com putation of a SCA starting  from some configuration C° converges at 

all (that is, to a n y  finite tem poral cycle), it actually has to converge to a fixed point.

To convince oneself of the validity of Proposition 4.3, two basic facts have to be established. One, 

convergence to finite tem poral cycles of length three or higher is not possible. Indeed, Propositions

4.1 and 4.2 establish th a t the only possible long-term behaviors of the finite threshold (S)CA are 

(i) the convergence to a fixed point and (ii) the convergence to a two-cycle. If infinite cellular 

spaces are considered, it is straightforw ard to see th a t the only new possibility is tha t the long

term  dynamics of a (S)CA fails to (finitely) converge altogether. In some cases with infinite T 

such divergence indeed takes place -  even when the starting  configuration is finitely (compactly) 

supported: consider, e.g., the O R  autom aton and the starting  configuration ...00100... on the 

two-way infinite line. Two, in the sequential cases (that is, for the simple threshold SCA and 

NICA), tem poral two-cycles are not possible. T hat is, a generalization of Lem m ata 4.1, 4.2 and 

Theorem  4.1 to arb itrary  finite r  >  1, and arb itrary  symm etric threshold update  rules, holds. This 

generalization is provided by an appropriate specialization of a similar result in [16] for a class of 

sequential network au tom ata  called S eq u en tia l  D y n a m ic a l  S y s t e m s  (SDSs), w ith possibly different 

simple ^-threshold update  rules a t different nodes, and a node update ordering given by repeating 

ad  in f in i tu m  a (fixed) perm utation of the nodes. In particular, part (ii) in the Theorem 4.2 below 

and its proof are based on a similar result in [16]:

T h eorem  4.2. The fo l lo w in g  d ic h o to m y  holds:

( i)  A l l  1-D (parallel) CA ivith an a rb i t ra ry  odd r  >  1, the local ru le 8 =  M A J ,  a n d  ce llu lar  

space  T th a t  is  e i th e r  a f in i te  r in g  w ith  an even  n u m b e r  o f  n odes  o r  a tw o -w a y  in fin ite  line, have
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f in i te  cy c les  in  th e ir  p h a se  spaces. The s a m e  holds f o r  arb itrary  (even  o r  odd) r  >  1 p ro v id e d  th a t  

r  is  e i th e r  a f in i te  r in g  w ith  a n u m b e r  o f  n odes  d iv is ib le  by 2r ,  or  a tw o -w a y  in fin ite  l in e 10.

( i i )  A n  a rb i t ra ry  1-D SCA w ith  a s im p le  threshold  B oo lean  upda te  rule 8 , an a rb i t ra ry  but 

f ixed  f in i te  r  >  1, defin ed  o v e r  a f in i te  o r  in f in i te  1 -D  ce llu lar  space, an d  f o r  an arb itrary  sequence  

s ( f in ite  o r  in fin ite ,  f a i r  o r  u n fa ir )  as the node u pda te  order ing , has a cyc le-free  p h a se  space.

Proof. P art (i): For the special case when r  =  2, consider the configurations (1100)“ and (0011)“ ; 

it is easy to verify th a t these two configurations form a cycle for the corresponding parallel CA. 

Similar reasoning readily generalizes to arb itrary  r  >  2. The “canonical” tem poral two-cycle for 

1-D M A JO R ITY  CA defined over an infinite line with r  > 1 is { ( lr 0r )}“ , (0r l r )“ , w ith the obvious 

modification for the finite CA with n  nodes, where n  is even and sufficiently large (with respect to 

r), and assuming as before the circular boundary conditions.

P art (ii) (proof sketch): The proof of this interesting property is based on a slight modification 

of a similar result in [16] for a class of the sequential network au tom ata  called S eq u en tia l  D y n a m ic a l  

S y s t e m s  (SDSs) th a t we shall study in detail in Chapters 5 and 6.

The central idea of the proof of part (ii) of the theorem  is to assign nonnegative integer p o te n t ia ls  

to bo th  nodes and edges in the fu n c t io n a l  graph  of the given SCA. In this functional graph, for any 

two nodes X{ and Xj, unordered pair {xi, x j}  is an edge if and only if those two nodes provide inputs 

to one another, i.e., in the 1-D SCA case, if and only if d is ta n c e  (xi, X j )  < r  (that is, assuming 

the canonical labeling of the nodes, so th a t consecutive nodes always get labeled by consecutive 

integers, iff |i — j \  <  r ) .  The potentials are assigned in such a way tha t, each tim e a node changes 

its value (from 0 to 1 or vice ve rsa ) ,  the overall potential of the resulting configuration is strictly less 

than  the overall potential of the configuration before the node flip. Since all individual node and 

edge potentials are initially nonnegative, and since the to ta l potential of any configuration (that is, 

the sum of all individual node and edge potentials in th a t configuration) is always nonnegative, the 

fact th a t each f l ip  of any node’s value strictly decreases the overall potential by an integer amount 

implies that, after a finite num ber of node flips (and, therefore, a finite num ber of sequential steps),

10There are also CA defined over finite rings and with even r >  2 such th a t the num ber of nodes in these rings 
is not divisible by 2r yet tem poral two-cycles exist. However, a more detailed discussion on what properties the 
num ber of nodes in such CA has to  satisfy is required; we leave this discussion out, for the sake of clarity and space 
constraints.
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an equilibrium  where no nodes can further flip is reached; th a t equilibrium  will be a fixed point 

configuration.

For a full formal proof of part (ii), see Appendix to this Chapter. □

To summarize, simple linear threshold CA, depending on the starting  configuration, may con

verge to a fixed point or a tem poral two-cycle; in particular, they may end up looping in finite yet 

nontrivial tem poral cycles. In contrast, the corresponding classes of SCA (and therefore NICA) 

can never cycle. We also observe tha t, given an arb itrary  sequence of node updates of a finite 

threshold SCA, if th a t sequence satisfies an appropriate fairness condition, then it can be shown 

th a t the com putation of such a threshold SCA A  is guaranteed to converge to a stable fixed-point 

(sub)configuration on any finite subset of nodes in T(A).

The tem poral cycle-freeness of the threshold SCA and NICA holds irrespective of the choice of 

a sequential update ordering (and, extending to infinite SCA, tem poral cycles cannot be obtained 

even in the limit11). Hence, we conclude th a t no choice of a sequential interleaving can adequately 

capture the perfectly synchronous parallel com putation of the parallel threshold CA. Consequently, 

the interleaving semantics of NICA fails to capture the synchronous parallel behavior of the classical 

parallel CA even for this, simplest nonlinear and nonaffine class of totalistic update rules.

4 . 4  C onfiguration  Spaces o f (S )C A  w ith  S =  M a j o r i t y

Next, we specifically focus on 5 = M A JO R ITY  1-D C A , and completely characterize the configuration 

spaces of such threshold cellular autom ata. In particular, in the T =  infinite line case, we will show 

th a t the cycle configurations are rather rare, th a t the fixed point configurations are quite numerous 

(there are uncountably many of them) yet still relatively rare in a precise m athem atical sense to 

be discussed below, and th a t almost all configurations of these threshold cellular au tom ata  are 

transient. We rem ark th a t we use the term  ‘almost all’ in a m athem atically precise, measure- 

theoretic sense.

Throughout, unless explicitly stated  otherwise, one-dimensional (S)CA will be assumed (either

11 T hat is, via infinitely long com putations, obtained by allowing arbitrary  infinite sequences of individual node 
updates.
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finite or infinite). In finite cases, c ircu la r  bou n dary  c o n d i t io n s  will be assumed by default. T hat is, 

the cellular spaces in this section are either infinite lines or finite rings.

Also, in all the results to follow in the rest of this section, whenever we refer to a su bcon figura tion , 

unless explicitly sta ted  otherwise, we will mean a subconfiguration th a t is made of some number 

(two or more) of co n se cu tiv e  nodes.

Insofar as in fin ite  SCA are concerned, the fa i r n e s s  c o n d it io n  from Definition 4.11 is assumed. 

For the finite SCA, an appropriate fairness condition is assumed that ensures th a t each node gets 

its tu rn  to update w ithin a f ixed  finite num ber of discrete time steps. Also, when we refer to FPs 

in case of SCA (or NICA), we mean quasi-fixed points such th a t there exists an infinite sequence 

of individual node updates th a t satisfies the fairness condition and such tha t, w ith respect to tha t 

sequence, the particular configuration is a “proper” F P  (but this configuration may be, for example, 

a CC or a TC with respect to other sequences of node updates).

We begin w ith some elementary observations about the nature  of various configurations in the 

(S)CA with d =  M A J  and r  =  1. We shall subsequently generalize several of those results to 

arb itrary  r  >  1.

We first recall th a t, for such (S)CA with r  =  1, two adjacent nodes of the same value are 

stable. T hat is, 11 and 00 are stable subconfigurations. Consider now the starting  subconfiguration 

Xi-iXiXi+i =  101. In the parallel case, at the next tim e step, Xi —>• 1. Hence, no FP  configuration 

of a parallel CA can contain 101 as a subconfiguration. In the sequential case, assuming fairness, 

Xi will eventually have to update. If, at tha t time, it is still the case th a t Xi_i =  Xi+\ = 1, then 

x i  —>• 1, and X i - \ X i X i + \  — >■ 111, which is stable. Else, at least one of X i - i , x l + 1 has already 

“flipped” into 0. W ithout loss of generality, le t’s assume Xi-\  =  0. T hen x t^\X{ — 00, which is 

stable; so, in particular, x^ iX iX i+ i  will never go back to the original 101. By symm etry of <5 =  

M a j o r i t y  w ith respect to 0 and 1, the same analysis applies to the subconfiguration X i - \ X i X i + \ 

—  010. In particular, the following properties hold:

L em m a 4.3. A  f ixed  p o in t  configura tion  o f  a 1D-(S)CA w ith  S = M AJ a n d  r  — 1 ca n n o t  

c o n ta in  subcon figura tions  101 o r  010. S im ila r ly ,  a cyc le  configuration  o f  such  a 1D-(S)CA ca n n o t  

c o n ta in  subcon figura tions  00 or 11.
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Proof. In any configuration th a t contains 101 as a subconfiguration, at the very next parallel update 

the 0 in between the two Is will flip to 1, regardless of how many other nodes are present, and what 

are their current states. Analogous argum ent applies to configurations th a t contain 010. Hence, 

FPs of CA with 8 — M A J  and r =  1 are solely made of consecutive blocks of two or more Is 

an d /o r similar blocks of two or more Os.

As for the claim about the cycle configurations, notice th a t 00 and 11 are stable (sub)configurations. 

W ithout loss of generality, assume a CC contains a block of two or more consecutive 0s. Consider, 

say, the node adjacent to the rightm ost 0 in the block. This node is, by the assum ption, in the 

sta te  1. We denote th a t node by ay. There are two cases to consider. If its right neighbor ay+i is in 

the state  0, then, a t the very next step, ay will flip to 0, and, since it will be adjacent to ay_\ — 0 

to the left, it will rem ain at 0 thereafter. Hence, the starting  configuration cannot be a CC. The 

other possibility is tha t the left neighbor of the first 1 to the right from the block of zeros is also 

in sta te  1; th a t is, the configuration is of the form 00...0011.... Then the block of (at least) two Is 

is stable, and so is the block of two or more 0s to the left from it.

T h a t such a configuration cannot be a cycle state  now follows by induction: proceeding moving 

along the line (or ring) of nodes from the assumed block of zeros to the right, either eventually a 

block of the form ...010 or ...101 is encountered, in which case this configuration is transient, or 

else no such a subconfiguration exists, in which case the entire configuration is made solely of the 

stable blocks of two or more 0s and similar stable blocks of Is, and thus is a fixed point. E ither 

way, the assum ption th a t this configuration was actually a cycle configuration is violated.

□

Insofar as the parallel CA with 8 = M A J  are concerned, by virtue of their determinism, a 

complete characterization of each of the three basic types of configurations (FPs, CCs, TCs) is now 

alm ost immediate:

L em m a 4.4. The FPs of the 1D-(S)CA with 8 = M AJ and r — 1 are precisely of the fo rm 12 

(000* +  111*)*. The CCs of such 1D-CA exist only in the parallel case, and the temporal cy

cles are precisely of the form  {(10)*, (01)*}. The TCs of CA are all the rest, that is, precisely 

the configurations that contain both (i) 000* or 111* (or both), and (ii) 101 or 010 (or both) as

12We use the standard  notation for regular expressions-, in particular, V  stands for the Kleene star (e.g., [169]).
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th e ir  su bconfigurations.  In  a d d it io n ,  the C C s  in the p ara lle l  case become T C s  in all co rrespon d in g  

seq u e n t ia l  cases.

Proof. The claim of the Lemma follows from the result of Lemma 4.3 and an elem entary case 

analysis. □

We observe tha t, for r  >  2, there exist cycle configurations th a t actually contain s tab le  su bcon 

f igu ra t ion s .  Similarly, there exist FPs th a t are characterized by spa tia l  p er io d ic i ty ,  and are not 

made of the consecutive stable blocks of Os an d /o r Is. Such FPs will be discussed again in Chapters 

5 and 6, in the context of e n u m e r a t io n  of fixed points in certain classes of SDSs and threshold CA. 

Likewise, giving a similar characterization for the higher dimensional cellular spaces is also not as 

straightforw ard as the results in the Lem m ata above.

Therefore, the partition  of the configurations into FPs, CCs and TCs obtained in this section 

is a ttribu tab le  to the peculiarity of the 1-D cellular spaces as well as the assum ption th a t the rule 

radius r  =  1.

However, some generalizations to arb itrary  (finite) rule radii r  can be readily deducted. For 

instance, given any such r  > 1, the finite subconfigurations 0r+1 and l r+1 are stable with respect to 

S =  M A J  update rule applied either in parallel or sequentially; consequently, every configuration 

of the form (0r+10* -I- l r+1l*)*, for a finite or infinite CA w ith an appropriate num ber of nodes, is 

a fixed point. This characterization, only with a considerably different notation, has been known 

for the case of configurations w ith co m p a c t  su p p o r t  for a relatively long time; see, e.g., C h a p te r  4 

in [68]. On the other hand, fully characterizing CCs (and, consequently, also TCs) in case of finite 

or infinite parallel CA is more complicated than  in the simplest case w ith r  =  1. For example, 

for r  >  1 odd, {(10)*, (01)*} is a two-cycle, whereas for r  > 2 even, each of (10)*, (01)* is a fixed 

point. However, for all r  > 1, the corresponding infinite (parallel) CA are guaranteed to have some 

tem poral cycles, namely, given r  > 1, the set of states { ( lr0r )w, (0r l r )“ } forms a two-cycle.

L em m a 4.5. G iv e n  a ( f in ite  o r  in f in i te )  s im p le  threshold  ( S ) C A  w ith  the ru le rad iu s  r  — 1, one  

o f  the fo l lo w in g  tw o  p ro p e r t ie s  m u s t  hold:

( i)  th is  s im p le  th resho ld  ce llu lar  a u to m a to n  does n o t  have  p ro p e r  te m p o ra l  cy c les  a n d  cycle  

con figura tion s  a t  all; o r  else
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( i i)  i f  there are cyc le  con figura tion s  in  the configuration  space o f  th is  ( S ) C A ,  th en  n on e  o f  th ose  

cyc le  con figura tion s  has a n y  in c o m in g  tra n s ie n ts .

Proof. L et’s assume a threshold CA with r  =  1 has a cycle configuration. Then the update rule 

8 of this CA cannot be either Boolean A N D  or Boolean O R  and, consequently, since r  =  1, it 

follows th a t it m ust be the case th a t 8 =  M A J .

Now, if a cycle configuration of this CA actually had an incoming transient, then there would 

exist a predecessor configuration of this cycle configuration such tha t this predecessor configuration 

is transient. Let C' denote th a t transient configuration, and let C  denote the cycle configuration 

in question (so th a t F(C ')  = C  where F  stands for this cellular au tom aton’s global map). By 

Lem m ata 4.3 and 4.4, configuration C  must contain bo th  stable and unstable subconfigurations. 

In particular, C' contains either a stable block of the form 00... or of the form 11...; however, 

this implies th a t F (C ')  also contains such a stable block and, consequently, by Lemma 4.3, F(C ')  

cannot be a cycle configuration. Therefore, it follows th a t any predecessor of a cycle configuration 

cannot be a TC; hence, such a predecessor itself also has to be a cycle configuration, and the claim 

of the Lemma follows. □

We strongly suspect th a t the property in Lemma 4.5 actually holds for a rb i t ra ry  rule radii r  >  1, 

bu t do not have a rigorous proof (or know of a counterexample) as of yet:

Conjecture 4.1. G iv e n  a ( f in ite  o r  in f in i te )  s im p le  threshold  para lle l  o r  s e q u e n tia l  C A  w ith  an  

a rb i t ra ry  rule rad iu s  r  >  1, i f  there  are cyc le  con figura tion s  in  the configura tion  space o f  tha t  

ce llu lar  a u to m a to n ,  th en  n on e  o f  those  tem pora l  cy c les  has a n y  in co m in g  tran s ien ts .

Next, we will show th a t the fixed points of simple threshold au tom ata can be quite numerous 

when 8 =  M A J .  Infinite sequential and parallel M A JO R ITY  CA alike have infinitely many FPs, 

and this property holds for every rule radius r  >  1. Moreover, the cardinality of the set of FPs, in 

case of 8 — M a j  and the (countably) infinite cellular spaces, equals the cardinality of the entire 

configuration space:

Theorem 4.3. A n  in f in i te  1-D(S)CA w ith  8 — M a j o r i t y  a n d  an y  r  > 1 has  uncountably many 

f ixed  p o in ts .
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Proof.  For the notational convenience, let us consider o n e -w a y  in fin ite  (S)CA. Similar proof can 

be constructed for the usual, two-way infinite (S)CA.

Let us consider the FPs of the form \ r+ kH)r+ k-i\r+ ki ... w ith all ki being integers such th a t 

— 2, 3 ,...). We shall identify a string of r  +  ki con secu tive  Is or Os as above with decimal

digit ki — 1 (mod  10). We now construct a m apping from a subset of the set of all FPs of such 

an autom aton to the real numbers in the unit interval [0,1] C  R . Let the length of the m -th  

block of consecutive Os or Is be denoted by L rn. Then L m > r + 1 is going to be m apped into 

L m — 2 (mod 10). To give some examples, if r = 1, then  11100111110000111111... =  1302150411... 

gets m apped to 0.1032..., and 11502817... gets m apped to 0.365..., etc.

It is imm ediate th a t this m apping is constructed so th a t it is on to  the real line unit interval 

[0,1], which has u n c o u n ta b ly  m a n y  points (i.e., real numbers), th a t is, this interval is of cardinality 

2^°. Since the set of infinite ID (S)CA configurations th a t includes all configurations made of 

stable blocks only (and no other configurations) is, in general (for arb itrary  r  >  1) a subset of the 

set of all fixed points of such an infinite (S)CA, it follows th a t every such (S)CA w ith 8 = M A J  

has a t least as many FPs as there are real numbers in the unit interval on the real line.

Therefore, an infinite 1D-(S)CA with <5 =  M a j o r i t y  and any r  > 1 has u n c o u n ta b ly  m a n y  

fixed points. □

The above result is another evidence th a t “not all threshold (S)CA are born equal” . It suffices 

to consider only ID, infinite CA to see a rather dram atic difference. Namely, in contrast to the S =  

M A JO R ITY  CA, the CA with memory and with 8 € {OR, A N D }  (i) do not have any tem poral 

cycles, and (ii) have ex a c t ly  tw o  FPs, namely, CP and 1A O ther threshold CA may have tem poral 

cycles, as discussed in the previous subsection, bu t they still have only a finite num ber of FPs.

4.4.1 Some Statistical Properties

We continue the analysis of the configuration spaces of the one-dimensional infinite simple threshold 

(S)CA. We shall now focus on their s ta t i s t ic a l  p ro p e r t ie s .  The two results in this subsection hold 

for all simple threshold update rules. Presently, we will sketch proofs for 8 = M A J  only; th a t the 

results hold for arb itrary  fc-threshold rules will follow from the discussion in Section 6.4 which fo-
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cuses the structural properties of the fixed point configurations of simple threshold one-dimensional 

(S)CA, in the context of cou n tin g  those FPs in various simple threshold (S)CA.

We have ju st shown in the previous subsection th a t there are u n c o u n ta b ly  many FPs of the 

M a j o r i t y  sequential and parallel cellular autom ata. However, the FPs are, when compared to 

the transient states, still bu t a f e w  an d  f a r  between. To convince oneself of th a t fact, the basics 

of probability and m easure theory are needed. In particular, le t’s assume th a t a ra n d o m  global 

configuration is obtained by “picking” each bit (or site’s value) to be either 0 or 1 a t random , with 

equal probability, and so th a t assigning bit-value to one site is independent of the b it assignment 

to any of the other sites. Then the following result holds:

L em m a 4.6. I f  a global configura tion  o f  an in fin ite  s im p le  threshold  ce llu lar  a u to m a to n  is se lec ted  

at random , th a t  is, by a ss ig n in g  each n o d e ’s value in d e p e n d e n t ly  an d  accord ing  to  a to s s  o f  a f a i r  

coin, then, w ith  p ro b a b il i ty  1, th is  ra n d o m ly  p ic k e d  configura tion  w il l  be a tra n s ie n t  s ta te .

W hen 8 = M A J  and given the rule radius r  >  1, the claim of the Lemma follows from the 

observation th a t a random  infinite configuration C  will contain with probability p u n s ta b le  =  1 an 

u n stab le  block of consecutive nodes, such as r  or fewer consecutive nodes all in the state  0. Therefore, 

w ith probability 1, such random  configuration cannot be a fixed point. Likewise, the probability 

of random  C  being a cycle configuration is also zero, and therefore this random  configuration must 

be transient w ith probability 1.

Moreover, the u n b ia se d  ra n d o m n e ss ,  while sufficient, is certainly not necessary. In particular, 

assigning bit values according to outcomes of tossing a coin w ith a fixed bias also yields transient 

states being of probability P r ( T C )  =  1.

P r o p o sitio n  4 .5 . L e t  p  be a n y  real n u m b e r  such  th a t  0 <  p  <  1, a n d  le t  the probab il i ty  o f  a s i te  

in  a global configuration  o f  an in f in i te  I D  s im p le  threshold  ce llu lar  a u to m a to n  being in s ta t e  1 be 

equal to  p  (so th a t  the p ro b a b il i ty  o f  th is  s i t e ’s s ta te  being 0 is equal to  q =  1 — p ) .

I f  a global configura tion  o f  th is threshold  ce llu lar  a u to m a to n  is se lec ted  a t  ra n d o m  according to  

p ro b a b il i ty  p ,  a n d  so  th a t  each s i t e ’s s ta te  is  ch osen  in d e p e n d e n t ly  o f  the o th e r  s i te s ,  then, w ith  

p robab il i ty  1, th is  configura tion  w ill  be a t ra n s ie n t  s ta te .
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Proof. We formally establish the claim of the Proposition for the most interesting special case, 

namely, when S = M A J .  T ha t the claim holds for all simple threshold rules will follow from the 

results and discussion in Section 6.4.

Since the cellular space is assumed infinite, and since the probability p  of a random ly selected 

node being in sta te  1 is fixed (and hence bounded away from both  0 and 1), the following properties 

hold for a random ly selected configuration, where this configuration is a random  (according to p) 

infinite sequence of Os and Is:

-  any finite subsequence of Os and Is appears somewhere in this infinite sequence with proba

bility 1;

-  in particular, stable blocks \ r+k and 0r+; (for some k , l  > 1) appear with probability 1 

somewhere in the infinite configuration;

-  the same holds of any unstable finite subconfiguration.

Examples of unstable sub configurations of consecutive nodes include, e.g., 1010101 or 01010101 

when the radius r is odd. Again, a canonical example of an unstable subconfiguration, for an arbi

tra ry  r >  1, is a block of a t most r  0s (alternatively, Is) squeezed in between some Is (alternatively, 

0s) -  for instance, the subconfiguration C[r +  1] =  X i X i + i X i ± 2 . . . X i + T- ] X i + r  =  100...01 with exactly 

r  — 1 consecutive 0s, where r > 2, is an example of such an unstable subconfiguration.

Consequently, since such a random ly selected (infinite) configuration contains unstable subcon

figurations with probability 1, it follows tha t, w ith probability 1, it cannot be a fixed point.

T ha t it likewise cannot be a cycle configuration follows from the argum ent we outline below. 

Namely, for any fixed integer m  >  1, each of the binary strings from {0 +  l} m of length m  appears 

infinitely often13 in this infinite configuration. In particular, with probability 1, somewhere in 

the configuration, a finite unstable subconfiguration Cu is squeezed in between two finite stable 

subconfigurations, Cs\ and Cs2 -

Therefore, regardless of whether the nodes update  synchronously in parallel, or sequentially 

according to an a rb itrary  fair sequence s, the nodes in Cu will eventually get their tu rn  to update, 

and at least one of them  is going to flip so tha t it joins the (expanded) stable block, either Cs\ 

or Cs2 - It is now imm ediate, by the argum ent along the lines of proofs of Lem m ata 4.3 and 

13But certainly not equally often, which is imm aterial for our argum ent here.
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4.4, th a t the overall CA configuration tha t contains the concatenation Cs\ • Cu ■ C s2 as its finite 

subconfiguration, cannot be a cycle configuration. □

We rem ark tha t, since each node’s state  is an independent, identically distributed (i.i.d) random  

variable, this selection of a random, configuration of an infinite (S)CA cannot be accomplished via 

finite means (unless one allows for a physically unjustifiable infinite parallelism  where infinitely 

many nodes are assigned a value according to p  at once, i.e., instantly  in parallel).

Insofar as the simple threshold (S)CA defined on finite cellular spaces are concerned, the follow

ing property holds: as the num ber of nodes, n, grows, the fraction of all 2n global configurations

th a t are transient will grow, as well. In particular, Tinder the same assum ptions as in Lemma

4.6 and Proposition 4.5 above, in the limit, as n —> 0 0 , the probability th a t a random ly chosen 

configuration, C, is a transient state  approaches 1:

l im n^oo Pr(C is t ra n s ie n t) — 1 (4-14)

Thus, a fairly complete characterization of dynamics of simple threshold (S)CA over infinite 

cellular spaces can be given. In term s of theory of probability and m easure theory on infinite 

spaces, it can be said tha t, in the infinite threshold (S)CA case, almost every configuration is a 

transient configuration. However, the striking contrast between S = M A JO R ITY  on the one, and all 

other simple threshold rules, on the other hand, remains: the former has uncountably many FPs 

(besides uncountably many TCs, of course), whereas all other simple threshold update rules only 

yield finitely many FPs [205].

4.4.2 On the R ates of Convergence

In order to make the study of simple threshold CA and SCA defined on one-dimensional finite 

or infinite cellular spaces th a t has been undertaken in this Chapter complete, the issue of con

vergence, th a t is, the REACHABILITY o f  F P  configurations, needs to be addressed. There are two 

closely related but distinct questions th a t rem ain to be answered. One, starting  from an arb itrary  

configuration, can one predict which fixed point (or, perhaps, which tem poral two-cycle) will be 

eventually reached? And two, how long can this convergence to the appropriate limit take, be tha t
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lim it an F P  or a 2-cycle? The first question has been addressed in the literature in several different 

contexts, including the classical finite cellular au tom ata  [179, 181], as well as the sequential dynam 

ical systems [16] whose properties will be studied in detail in much of the rest of this dissertation, 

starting  with C hapter 5. We address the second of the two questions above in the context of simple 

threshold CA next.

Before we proceed to the results, we introduce some additional notational conventions, as well 

as rem ind the reader of some of the already established conventions. We will use superscripts to 

indicate the time step (equivalently, the iteration) of a parallel CA’s evolution. Thus, given a 

configuration C, we use Cl to denote the t-th  iteration of a parallel CA A  starting  from C as the 

initial configuration; th a t is, we denote by what we have been also denoting as F t (C) whenever 

we wanted to emphasize the (iterated) global map view of a CA ’s evolution in time. However, we 

need to avoid the confusion between the tim e step pertaining to the evolution of a configuration 

(or even of a single node’s state), and the num ber of nodes in a (sub)configuration. To that 

end, ’[...]’ associated w ith a CA configuration will be used to denote the num ber of nodes in a 

(sub)configuration; for instance, C[m} will denote a subconfiguration of C th a t is made of a block 

of m  consecutive nodes: C[m] = x[i +  1 ]x[i +  2]...x[i +  m] C C, where it is tacitly  understood tha t 

the CA in question has at least m nodes. We use the notation x[i\ to denote the i-th  node of a 

cellular autom aton, as well as the state  of the «-th node in a particular configuration. Throughout 

the rest of this dissertation, both  the node itself and its state  are normally denoted as Xi. (That 

the same notation is used for a node of a cellular or graph autom aton, and for its state, w ith the 

intended meaning being provided by a given context, is a practice we use throughout this work.) 

In summary, if used to index (a part of) a configuration, ‘[q]’ stands for the num ber of consecutive 

nodes of a subconfiguration, whereas the same notation, when used to index a single node of a CA 

(or, alternatively, a node’s state), refers to the g-th node according to some ordering of the nodes. 

As we continue working with one-dimensional cellular autom ata, a linear ordering and appropriate 

indexing of its nodes will always be assumed, whether th a t ordering is explicitly stated  or not.

We now address the speed of convergence of an arb itrary  com putation of a parallel 1-D MA

JORITY CA: how long can the transient chain of configurations be, before the dynamics of such 

a cellular autom aton converges to a fixed point (or, when applicable, a tem poral two-cycle)? By
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the length of a transient chain we simply mean the num ber of (parallel) iterations, or, equivalently, 

the num ber of interm ediate TCs, tha t a CA takes starting  from a given transient configuration, to 

reach a fixed point or a two-cycle.

In general, the speed of convergence depends on the node update rule radius, r: the greater the 

radius, the faster a typical M a j o r i t y  CA com putation “settles” to one of its (possibly exponen

tially many -  see C hapter 6) FPs.

Lemma 4.7. Given an arbitrary configuration C°, a 1-D M a j o r i t y  Boolean cellular automaton 

on N  nodes with an arbitrary rule radius r > 1 and with circular boundary conditions, i f  started 

from C° as the initial state, will converge (typically, to a fixed point) in at most  y  parallel steps.

Proof. If C° is actually a cycle configuration for the M A J  rule and a particular value of the rule 

radius r > 1, then, by Proposition 4.2, C° belongs to a 2-cycle; this property can be verified in only 

two parallel transition  steps. Otherwise, C° is either already a FP, or else a transient state. The 

former can be verified in a single parallel step. So, let’s assume C° is transient. Since the underlying 

cellular space is one-dimensional, C° can be viewed as a concatenation of alternating stable and 

unstable “blocks” of consecutive nodes (see Section 4.3.3). Let m  <  N  — 2 be the maximal length of 

any unstable block of consecutive nodes in C°, and le t’s call this unstable subconfiguration C'°[m], 

where C°[m] C  C°. Since this unstable block is in between two stable blocks14, as the com putation 

progresses, the size of the unstable block C°[m\ will decrease by at least two after each parallel 

iteration. Namely, it can be readily seen tha t, at the very least, the leftmost and the rightm ost 

nodes of C°[m] (that are bordering stable blocks to the left and to the right, respectively), will 

a t the next iteration (parallel node update) “flip” to the value of their respective stable one-sided 

neighborhoods. Since now they will have the same value as their (at least) r neighbors -  namely, r  

out of a t least r  +  1 nodes belonging to the stable one-sided neighborhood -  they themselves will 

each join the stable block adjacent to them. Thus, C1 = F(C°) will have at most m  — 2 nodes 

in any unstable subconfiguration, and it is therefore im m ediate (by induction) th a t a stable full 

configuration, th a t is, a fixed point, will be reached in no more than  y  +  1 parallel steps. Since

14We assume herein circular boundary conditions, so th a t, even if there is only a single stable block in C°, due 
to “wrap-around effect’, it actually can be viewed as two, i.e., it neighbors the remaining unstable part of the 
configuration both from the left and from the right.
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rn < N  — 2, the claim of the Lemma follows. □

E xam ple: Let us consider the case where there are n — 17 nodes in total, and r — 2, so tha t

subconfigurations made of three or more consecutive Os or three or more consecutive Is are stable. 

Let Ct=0 — 11110100110101000. The four leftmost Is and the three rightm ost 0s are stable. The 

subconfiguration in between, Ĉ =0 =  0100110101, is unstable. The evolution of this configuration, 

at parallel discrete tim e steps t, = 1, 2, 3 is as follows:

Ct=0 = 1111 0100110101,000

c ^ 1 =  11111001011100000 =  u m o o i r ' T r r  ooooo 

ct=2 = l m  lo o i l r r o o o o o

ct=3 = 1111 l m  i n  ooooo =  l i i i i n i i i i o o o o o

Since Ct=3 =  1111111111100000 is a FP, the convergence from C° =  Ct=0 was achieved in three 

steps, while the size of the largest (and, in this example, the only) maximal unstable block in C° 

was of size ten. An example where the convergence to a FP  takes the maximal num ber of steps, 

f , is provided by r  =  1 and, e.g., C° = 11101010101...01000.

We rem ark th a t there is a considerable am ount of literature dedicated to characterizing the 

possible com putations of the M a j o r i t y  cellular and network autom ata. In particular, character

izations of the speed or rate  of convergence, th a t is, the appropriate upper bounds on possible 

lengths of transient chains for 1-D CA with 5 = M A J , can be found in [68]. We emphasize tha t 

our results were obtained independently of those in [68] and its references, and th a t the proofs we 

provide are different from the ones found in the litera tu re .15

L et’s consider a 1-D finite or infinite CA with 5 =  M A J , and le t’s assume th a t the CA’s nodes 

are labeled with integers from an appropriate finite subset S  of Z =  {..., —3, —2, —1, 0,1, 2, 3,...} 

in case of a finite cellular space, or th a t the set of labels is S  — Z if the underlying cellular space 

is infinite. Let’s assume that the initial configuration C t=0 =  (x°[i])je5- is not made of all 0s; 

otherwise, we know that the all-zeros configuration is already a fixed point. If the cellular space is 

infinite, le t’s also assume th a t only finitely supported starting  configurations are allowed.

15At the tim e we originally established the results summarized in this subsection, we were not aware of some of 
the already existing literature, and, in particular, of the results found in [68] th a t we sta te in a re-phrased form in 
the sequel.
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We introduce the following additional short-hand notation: given a configuration C, define 

rnin(C)  =  m in { i  : i E S  and x[i] = 1}, and m ax(C )  =  m a x { i  : i 6 S  and x[i\ = 1}. Given 

a global configuration C  we define n c  — m ax(C ) — m in (C ) + 1. Then, for a given (fixed) rule 

radius r > 1, and an arb itrary  nonzero starting  configuration C°, we have the following bound on 

the transient chain length r  starting  from C° (see Chapter 4 of [68]):

t (C°) <  r  • (r +  Uqo +  1) (4-15)

In particular, for the M a j o r i t y  1-D C A th a t has a finite num ber of nodes IV, since r  is assumed 

constant, and since for every configuration A  certainly ua  =  O (N ),  it follows immediately tha t 

t {A) = O (N).

Insofar as the y  bound on r  for 5 — M A J  th a t we have established in Lemma 4.7 above, it 

tu rns out tha t bo th  th a t result of ours, and the bound provided by the inequality (4.15), are but 

special cases of what has been known since the early 1980s [68].16 Namely, the upper bound on the 

num ber of parallel iterations until convergence to a F P  for 5 =  M A J  as a function of the starting 

configuration given in Proposition 4.2 in [68] is always at least as good as, and can be strictly 

sharper for appropriately chosen starting  configurations than , either of the two bounds discussed 

above. For details and a rigorous proof, we refer the reader to Chapter 4 of [68] and the relevant 

references found in the bibliography of tha t book.

The alluded to result establishes an upper bound on r(C) as a function of the number of blocks of 

one or more consecutive Is th a t appear in configuration C, as opposed to onr proof th a t is based on 

the size of the largest such block. In particular, it can be easily shown th a t our uniform bound r  <  y  

(which holds for all possible starting  configurations, irrespective of how many blocks of consecutive 

Is they have) is a special case of the bound provided by the aforementioned Proposition 4.2 in [68], 

when th a t Proposition is applied either to finite 1-D cellular spaces with N  nodes, or to the infinite 

line when the only starting  configurations C allowed are the finitely supported ones, whose size of 

finite support satisfies max(C)  — m in(C ) +  1 <  N .

16Needless to say, we were not aware of this fact at the tim e we proved our upper bound on r ; we do point out 
th a t our proof is different from the one found in the quoted reference.
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4.5 D iscu ssion  and Future D irections: Towards G e n u i n e l y

A s y n c h r o n o u s  C A

Among other things, the results in Subsection 4.3.3 show that, even for the very simplest (nonlinear 

and nonaffine) totalistic cellular au tom ata  [222, 223], th a t is, the CA whose update  rules are 

symmetric  in the precise sense tha t will be discussed in detail in C hapter 5, nondeterministic 

interleavings dram atically fail to capture the perfectly synchronous parallelism  th a t characterizes 

the classical CA. It is not particularly  surprising th a t one can find a parallel CA such th a t no 

sequential CA w ith the same underlying cellular space and the same node update rule can reproduce 

the identical, or even an isomorphic com putation. However, we find it ra ther interesting tha t 

very profound differences (a possibility of looping vs. a guaranteed convergence to a fixed point 

configuration when T is finite) can be observed in the simplest nonlinear, nonaffine 1-D parallel 

and sequential CA -  namely, those with simple threshold functions  as the node update rules, and 

th a t this profound difference does not apply merely to the individual (S)CA, but to all possible 

com putations of the entire class of (simple) threshold CA.

Moreover, the differences in parallel and sequential com putations in the case of the Boolean 

X O R  update rule, for example, can be largely ascribed to the properties of the X O R  function (see 

Subsection 4.3.1). For instance, given th a t X O R  is not monotone , the existence of tem poral cycles 

is not at all surprising. In contrast, monotone functions such as M a j o r i t y  are intuitively expected 

not to have cycles, i.e., for all converging com putations, to always converge to a fixed point. This 

in tuition about the monotone symm etric sequential CA is shown correct. It is actually, in a sense, 

“almost correct” for the parallel CA as well, in th a t the actual non-FP cycles can be shown to be 

very few and without any incoming transients [200, 205]. Thus, in this case, the very existence of 

the (rare) nontrivial tem poral cycles can be ascribed directly to the assum ption of perfect synchrony 

of the parallel node updates.

In the actual engineering, physical or biological systems th a t can be modeled by cellular au

tom ata, however, such perfect synchrony is usually hard to justify. In particular, when CA are 

applied to modeling various complex physical, biological or social phenomena (be those the crystal 

growth, the forest fire propagation, the information or gossip diffusion in a population, or the signal
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propagation in an organism ’s neural system), one ought to prim arily focus on the underlying CA 

behaviors th a t are, in some sense, dynamically robust. This robustness may require, for instance, a 

low sensitivity to small perturbations in the initial configuration. From this standpoint, tem poral 

cycles in the parallel threshold CA are, indeed, an idiosyncrasy of the perfect synchrony, th a t is, a 

peculiarity th a t is anything but robust. Likewise, it makes sense to focus one’s qualitative study 

of the dynamical systems modeled by the threshold CA to those properties th a t are statistically 

robust (see, e.g., [8]). It can be readily argued in a rigorous, probabilistic sense tha t, again, the 

typical, statistically  robust behavior of a simple threshold CA com putation is a relatively short 

transient chain, followed by the convergence to a stable state  (i.e., a fixed point). In particular, 

the non-fixed-point tem poral cycles of the simple threshold CA are statistically  negligible for all 

sufficiently large finite, as well as for all infinite CA.

After these digressions on the meaning and implications of our results on the 1-D threshold 

parallel and sequential threshold (S)CA, we now discuss some possible extensions of the results 

presented thus far. In particular, we have considered extending our study to non-homogeneous 

simple threshold CA, where not all the nodes necessarily update according to one and the same 

threshold update rule. The goal of th a t study would be to identify those properties of large- 

scale d istributed inform ation systems th a t are solely due to heterogeneity of the individual agent 

behaviors. W hen bo th  the heterogeneity of the local behaviors and the nonuniformity of the inter

agent interaction patterns are allowed, as discussed in the introductory Chapters of this dissertation, 

one arrives at various graph or network au tom ata  models. The REACHABILITY problems for a class 

of such network au tom ata  when the update rules are restricted to simple threshold functions is 

addressed in [16]. We will address the problem of counting the fixed point configurations of simple 

threshold network au tom ata  in C hapter 6 of this dissertation.

Another direction for future inquiry is to consider linear threshold (S)CA defined over 2-D and 

other higlier-dimensional regular grids, as well as the (S)CA defined over regular Cayley graphs 

th a t are not simple C artesian grids.

One of the more challenging future directions, th a t have already been explored in other contexts, 

is to consider CA-like finite au tom ata  defined over arbitrary (rather than  only regular) graphs. Some 

results on phase space properties of such finite au tom ata  with threshold update rules can be found,
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e.g., in [16, 17].

Another possible extension is to consider classes of the node update rules beyond the simple 

threshold functions. One obvious candidate are the monotone functions th a t are not necessarily 

sym m etric (that is, such th a t the corresponding CA need not be totalistic or semi-totalistic). A 

possible additional twist, as m entioned above, is to allow for different nodes to update according 

to different monotone (symmetric or otherwise) local update  rules. At what point of the increasing 

au tom ata  complexity, if any, do the possible sequential com putations “catch up” w ith the concur

rent ones, is an interesting problem  to consider. Some partial answers to this general problem can 

be found in the two C hapters of this dissertation immediately following the present Chapter.

Yet another direction for further investigation is to consider other models of (a)synchrony in 

cellular autom ata. We argue th a t the classical concurrent CA can be viewed, if one is interested 

in node-to-node interactions among the nodes th a t are not close to one another, as a class of 

com putational models of bounded asynchrony. Namely, if nodes x  and y are at distance k (i.e., k 

nodes apart from each other), and the radius of the CA update rule 5 is r , then any change in 

the sta te  of y can affect the state  of x  no sooner, bu t also no later than  after about £ (parallel 

node update) com putational steps.

We rem ark th a t the two particular classes of network au tom ata  defined over arb itrary  (not 

necessarily regular, or Cayley) finite graphs, namely, the sequential and synchronous dynamical 

systems (SDSs and SyDSs, respectively), and their various phase space properties, have been ex

tensively studied; see, e.g., [16, 17, 20, 148, 189, 190, 204, 196, 204, 206] and references therein. It 

would be interesting, therefore, to consider asynchronous cellular and network automata, where the 

nodes are no longer assumed to update  in unison and, moreover, where no global clock is assumed. 

We again emphasize th a t such au tom ata  would entail what can be viewed as communication asyn- 

chrony, thus going beyond the kind of mere asynchrony in com putation at different nodes th a t has 

been studied since a t least 1984 (e.g., [89, 104, 198]).

W hat are, then, such genuinely asynchronous cellular au tom ata like? How do we specify the 

local update rules, th a t is, the com putations at different nodes, given the possible communication 

delays in what was originally a multiprocessor-like, rather than  d istributed system-like, parallel 

model? In the classical, parallel case where a perfect communication synchrony is assumed, any
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given node X{ of a 1-D CA of radius r  >  1 updates according to

x*+ 1 = / ( x ( , < , . . . , x ^ )  (4.16)

for an appropriate local update rule <5 =  / ( x i , x q ,  . . . , X i 2 r ),  whereas, in the asynchronous case, the 

individual nodes update according to

x<+1 =  / ( 4 ^ , . . . , x £ )  (4.17)

We observe th a t t in Eqn. (4.16) pertains to the global time, which of course in this case also 

coincides with the node x^’s (and everyone else’s) local time. However, in case of equation (4.17), 

each tj pertains to an appropriate local time , in the sense th a t each denotes the node X y ’s value 

th a t was most recently received by the node x t . T ha t is, x-j is a local view of the node X y ’s state, 

as seen by the node Xj. Thus, the nonexistence of the global clock has considerable implications. 

How to meaningfully relate these different local times, so th a t one can still m athem atically analyze 

such ACA -  yet without m aking the ACA description too com plicated17? Yet, if we want to 

study genuinely asynchronous CA models (rather than  the arb itrary  sequential models where the 

existence of global clocks is still tacitly assumed), these changes in the definition seem unavoidable.

We point out tha t this genuine, th a t is, communication asynchrony in cellular au tom ata  (see 

equation (4.17)) can also be readily interpreted in the nondeterm inistic terms: a t each time step, 

a particular node updates by using its own current value, and also nondeterm inistically choosing 

the current or one of the past values of its neighbors. Such a past value of a node Xy used by 

the node Xj would be only required not to be any older than  tha t value of Xy th a t Xj had 

used as its input on its most recent local com putation, i.e., on the node Xj’s most recent previous 

tu rn  to update. T ha t is, from the viewpoint of what are the current inputs to any given node’s 

update  function 6 , there is a natu ral nondeterm inistic in terpretation of the fact th a t the nodes 

have different clocks.

Many interesting questions arise in this context. One is, what kinds of the phase space properties 

rem ain invariant under this kind of nondeterm inism ? Given a triple it can be readily

17T hat is, while staying away from introducing explicit message sends and receives, (un)bounded buffers, and the 
like.
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shown th a t the fixed points are invariant w ith respect to the fair  node update orderings in the 

(synchronized) sequential CA, and, moreover, the FPs are the same for the corresponding parallel 

CA. On the other hand, as our results in Section 4.3.3 indicate, neither cycle configurations nor 

transient configurations are invariant w ith respect to whether the nodes are updated sequentially 

or concurrently (and, in case of the former, in what order).

It can also be readily argued tha t, indeed, the (proper, stable) FPs are also invariant for the 

asynchronous CA and network autom ata, as well -  provided th a t all the nodes have reached their 

respective states corresponding to the same fixed point global configuration, and th a t they all 

locally agree what (sub)configuration they are in, even if their individual local clocks possibly 

disagree with one another. Therefore, earlier results in [17] on the FP  invariance for the sequential 

and synchronous network au tom ata  are ju st special cases of this, more general result.

T h e o re m  4.4. Given an arbitrary asynchronous cellular or graph automaton, every fixed point 

configuration of such an automaton is invariant with respect to the choice of a node update ordering, 

provided that each node X{ has an up-to-date knowledge of the current state of its neighborhood, 

N t .

By up-to-date knowledge of one’s neighborhood, we mean tha t, while there may be communi

cation delays, those delays are bounded so tha t, by the tim e a node’s tu rn  comes to update  its 

state, th a t node will have obtained the current values of all the neighbors its update depends on. 

This assum ption is highly nontrivial and it may or may not be possible to guarantee th a t it holds 

in a particular d istributed com puting context; however, it is certainly less restrictive than  assum 

ing the existence of a global clock. Further elaboration on the issues such as network delays and 

(bounded) asynchrony of communication, and how to adequately capture them  in an ACA-based 

abstract model, however, are left for the future work.

In addition to studying various invariants under different assum ptions on asynchrony and con

currency, we also consider qualitative com parison-and-contrast of the asynchronous CA th a t we 

propose, and the classical CA, SCA and NICA. Such a study would shed more light on those 

behaviors tha t are solely due to (our abstracted  version of) network delays.

More generally, the comm unication asynchronous CA, i.e., the various nondeterm inistic choices 

for a given cellular autom aton th a t are due to asynchrony, can be shown to subsume all possible
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behaviors of the classical and sequential (S)CA with the same corresponding ( T ,N ,M ) .  In partic

ular, the nondeterm inism  th a t arises from (unbounded) asynchrony subsumes the nondeterm inism  

of a kind studied in Subsection 4.3.3; bu t the question arises, exactly how much more expressive 

the former model really is th an  the latter.

4.6 C hapter Sum m ary

We present herein some early steps in studying cellular au tom ata  when the unrealistic assum ptions 

of perfect synchrony and instantaneous unbounded parallelism are dropped. M otivated by the well- 

known notion of the sequential interleaving semantics of concurrency, we try  to apply this m etaphor 

to parallel CA and thus m otivate the study of sequential cellular autom ata, SCA, and the sequential 

interleavings autom ata, NICA. In particular, we undertake a comparison and contrast between 

the SC A /N IC  A and the classical, parallel CA models when the node update rules are restricted 

to simple threshold functions. Concretely, we show that, even in this, very simple setting, the 

sequential interleaving semantics of NICA fails to capture concurrency of the classical, parallel CA.

One imm ediate lesson is tha t, simple as they may be, the basic local operations (i.e., node 

updates) in the classical CA cannot always be considered atomic. T hat is, the fine-grain parallelism  

of CA turns out not to be quite fine enough for our purposes. It then appears reasonable -  indeed, 

necessary -  to consider a single local node update to be made of an ordered sequence of the finer 

elem entary operations:

(i) Fetching all the neighbors’ values ( “Receiving” ? “Reading shared variables” ?)

(ii) U pdating one’s own state  according to the update rule 5 (tha t is, performing the local 

com putation)

(iii) Informing the neighbors of the update, i.e., making available one’s new sta te /value to the 

neighbors (“Sending”? “W riting a shared variable”?)

M otivated by the early results on the sequential and parallel simple threshold CA, and some 

of the implications of those results, we next consider various extensions. The central idea is to 

introduce a class of genuinely asynchronous CA, and to formally study their properties. This would 

hopefully, down the road, lead to some significant insights into the fundam ental issues related 

to bounded vs. unbounded asynchrony, formal sequential semantics for parallel and distributed
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com putation, and, on the cellular au tom ata  side, to the identification of many of those classical 

parallel CA phase space properties tha t are solely or prim arily due to the (physically unrealistic) 

assum ption of perfectly synchronous parallel node updates.

We also find various extensions of the basic CA model to provide a simple, elegant and useful 

framework for a high-level study of various global qualitative properties of distributed, parallel 

and real-tim e systems at an abstract and rigorous, yet comprehensive level. The usefulness of 

this formal framework for modeling and analyzing large-scale multi-agent systems is discussed in 

much more details in [191, 206]. The related discussion th a t specifically pertains to the network or 

graph au tom ata  extensions of the finite classical (both parallel and sequential) CA will follow in 

the introductory parts of C hapter 5.

A p p en d ix  to  C hapter 4: Form al P ro o f o f T heorem  4 .2 , P art (ii)

As outlined in the m ain text, the idea behind the proof of this result is well-known: assigning 

an appropriate potential function  (also referred to in the literature as energy function) to each 

global configuration according to a pre-specified rule, and then showing that, as the nodes update 

sequentially, this potential can either decrease, or else stay the same, with each such update -  but 

can never increase. In particular, whenever a node changes its state, the configuration’s potential 

strictly  decreases by a bounded-from-below amount. This monotonicity property will ensure that 

cyclic behavior is, indeed, impossible in such sequential cellular autom ata. Variants of this basic 

idea have been successfully applied to various (discrete) Hopfield Network and (sequential) Network 

Automata  models; see, e.g., [16, 68, 81, 137, 139]. Thus, while the proof idea utilized below is not 

original, the potential function we shall use nicely utilizes the idiosyncracy of simple threshold 

update  rules, and, in particular, is considerably simpler than  the similar potential functions tha t 

can be found, for instance, in the Hopfield networks literature (e.g., [68]).

We start w ith two easily verifiable observations. F irst, it suffices to consider integer values of 

threshold k only. Second, if k < 0, then the resulting simple threshold rule is the constant function 

f ( x i - r , . . . , X i , . . . , X i + r ) = 1, for all choices of inputs X i - r , ..., .x*,..., X i + r . A fair 1-D SCA with n  

nodes and this degenerate update  rule will converge to the fixed point l n regardless of the starting
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configuration; the speed of convergence depends only on after how many sequential update sub

steps has each node got its tu rn  to update. (The fairness condition ensures th a t each node will get 

a chance to update after finitely many sub-steps.) Similar argum ent applies to the situation where 

the threshold k > 2r  +  2, except th a t this time the FP  to which all com putations are guaranteed to 

converge is 0n . Hence, it suffices to consider k E { 1 , 2r  +  1}. We will assume th a t the threshold 

k  is an integer from {1, 2 ,..., 2r, 2r  +  1}.

We shall first establish the claim of the theorem  for finite  SCA, and then extend the result to 

infinite one-dimensional cellular spaces. To prove the claim for the finite 1-D cellular spaces, we 

will consider the circular boundary conditions; we rem ark tha t other types of boundary conditions 

can be treated  very similarly.

We define a potential function of a configuration of an SCA defined on a ring T made of n 

nodes as follows. Each node has a potential assigned to it th a t measures w ith how many of its 

neighboring nodes this node (dis)agrees in term s of having different current states. Each edge has 

a potential assigned to it th a t equals 1, if the two nodes incident to this edge are in different states, 

and 0, otherwise. The to tal potential of a global configuration is then defined to be the sum of all 

individual node and edge potentials.

T ha t is, for each node

{Ti, if Xi = 1
(4.18)

T0, if x t =  0

where T\ =  k — 1 is the m inimal num ber of neighbors Xj 6 N (x i)  th a t need to be in sta te  1, in 

order for x t = 1 to evaluate to 1 at the next time step. Similarly, To =  2r +  1 — k is the m inimal 

num ber of neighbors th a t currently need to be in state  0, so th a t it is ensured tha t, if x\  =  0, then 

also j;-+1 =  0.

For each pair of nodes { x i , x j } ,  the edge potential is given by

{1, if \i — j \  <  r  and x\ ^  x\
(4.19)

0, otherwise 
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Let us assume that, at the time step t +  1, node Xj flips: x\  =  0 —> x ^ 1 =  1. In order for 

this to happen, it must be the case at time t th a t P ( { x i , X j } )  > k. Since x\  =  0, also

P( x \ )  =  To — 2r +  I — k. By the assum ption on sequentiality of the node updates, no node except 

for xi  has changed its sta te  a t this tim e step. Hence, the to ta l potential of the entire configuration 

at tim e step t  satisfies

p t  =  p t ( x J ) +  p t ( x i ) +  £ {e: n o t  x f i  p t { e )  +  T,  { e .X j } P t (e)

— £ L W d  p t (x j ) +  2r +  1 — A: +  H |e. not Pf ie)  +  k

— p t (Xj)  +  £ {e: n o t  x t } P l(e) +  2r +  1

where the shorthand {e : not x-i} means th a t the edge e is not incident to the node Xj, whereas

{e : Xi} stands for the edge e being incident to the node Xj. Hence, P l — P t (x j ) +

£ {e: n o t  x t ] p t (e) +  2r +  1.

On the other hand, at tim e t +  1, P t+1(xi)  =  T\ = k — 1 and H{e. j..} P t+1(e) < 2 r — k and, 

consequently,

P t+l = Ub) +  +  £ {e:n0 t .xl} ^ +1(e) +  S {e: Xj} P t+l  (e)

-  p t (xj )  + k  — 1 +  P 4(e) +  2r — k

— p t (Xj ) +  £ {e: not x;} +  2r — 1

T h a t is, A P  =  P t+1 -  P l <  —2, i.e., each sequential node update th a t changes the state  of the 

updating node from 0 to 1 decreases the overall potential of the entire configuration by at least 2.

Hence, starting  from an arb itrary  global configuration, once any node flips from 0 to 1, there 

is no going back, and cycling behavior is impossible.

Similar case analysis shows th a t no cycling is possible if some node flips from 1 to 0. Therefore, 

no tem poral cycles are possible in (finite) Simple Threshold SCA, irrespective of the choice of a 

node update sequence. Hence, no tem poral cycles are possible in Simple Threshold NICA, either.

W hile the shown construction applies to the finite one-dimensional cellular spaces only, it is 

im m ediate that, by assigning potentials to appropriate finite subconfigurations, it can be proven 

th a t the tem poral cycles are also impossible in case of the infinite Simple Threshold SCA and, 

therefore, infinite Simple Threshold NICA, as well.
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CHAPTER 5

Some Configuration Space Properties 
of Sequential and Synchronous 
Dynamical Systems

In this Chapter, we continue w ith addressing the general problem of determ ining and predicting 

the long-term and emerging system behavior in complex, large-scale and d istributed com putational 

and comm unication infrastructures from a general, abstract complex systems perspective. Certain 

classes of network or graph automata will be defined th a t can be used as an idealization of the clas

sical networked distribu ted  systems, as well as of various software or robotic m ulti-agent systems, 

social networks and ad hoc communication networks, and as a theoretical model for the computer 

sim ulation of a variety of engineering, social, and socio-technical distributed infrastructures. These 

network au tom ata  will be defined so th a t they appropriately generalize the parallel and sequential 

finite  cellular au tom ata  in two im portant respects. One, the netw ork/graph au tom ata  discussed 

in the sequel will be defined over more general interconnection topologies than  the highly regular, 

grid-like underlying graphs of the classical CA. Two, the individual agents in the models studied 

in the rest of this dissertation will be allowed to behave differently from one another. Thus, the 

graph au tom ata  in this C hapter and the next will be characterized by heterogeneity bo th  in terms 

of the individual agents’ behaviors and the interaction patterns among different agents [192, 196].

We will study in detail several fundam ental configuration space properties of such graph or 

network autom ata: what are the possible global behavior patterns of the entire system, given the 

simple local behaviors of its components, and the interaction (that is, coupling) among those 

components. We shall specifically focus on the problem of determ ining how many  global stable 

configurations such network au tom ata  have, and how hard is the com putational problem  of counting 

those stable configurations. We shall also address some other counting problems, such as the 

problem  of enum erating all unreachable global configurations or all predecessor configurations of 

a given configuration of a network autom aton. As corollaries to our results on the com putational
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complexity of counting, we will establish several complexity theoretic results about some of the 

closely related decision problems, as well.

In the present Chapter, we shall argue th a t all fundam ental counting problems about Boolean 

Sequential and Synchronous Dynamical Systems are com putationally intractable [194, 196, 204, 

206]. Moreover, we will show th a t this in tractability  of counting holds when the local update rules 

of the nodes in these network au tom ata  models are restricted to either symm etric or monotone 

functions. As corollaries to the (weakly) parsimonious reductions used to establish these results on 

the com putational in tractability  of counting, we will also show th a t several im portant decision prob

lems originally addressed in [17], and some of their variants, are also com putationally intractable; 

see also [190, 194] for more details. In the next Chapter, we shall make the complexity of counting 

results even sharper, by further restricting the instances of Sequential and Synchronous Dynamical 

Systems we consider, chiefly in term s of the uniform sparseness of their underlying graphs. These 

restricted instances will appear rather close to the ordinary (finite) cellular autom ata, yet, as we 

will show, these structu ra l sim ilarities tu rn  out to be misleading insofar as the resulting dynamics, 

th a t is, the behavioral properties, are concerned.

The rest of this C hapter is organized as follows. We first m otivate the network au tom ata 

based approach to abstracting large-scale MAS and other d istributed infrastructures, and briefly 

discuss what kind of insights about the MAS collective dynamics behavior one can hope to acquire 

via a formal study of the corresponding network au tom ata’s configuration space properties [206]. 

We then introduce the two classes of such network au tom ata  tha t will be the central subject of 

the rest of this Chapter, as well as the next Chapter; these two models are called Sequential and 

Synchronous Dynamical Systems  (SDSs and SyDSs, respectively). We then summarize our main 

results, and survey the most relevant literature on both  the classical cellular autom ata, and their 

various network or graph au tom ata  generalizations.

The original technical results about the Boolean SDSs and SyDSs with arbitrary local update 

rules are stated  and proved in Section 5.4. W hile the central them e is the com putational complexity 

of counting special types of configurations such as the fixed points, we also discuss in th a t Section 

some other consequences of our constructions used to establish the hardness of counting; those 

consequences include several corollaries about the related decision problems.
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We then  pursue studying Boolean SDSs and SyDSs th a t are appropriately restricted in term s of 

their (i) underlying graphs an d /o r (ii) update rules. We s ta rt w ith establishing th a t counting fixed 

point and garden of Eden configurations remains # P -co m p le te  even if an S(y)DS’s underlying graph 

is planar, b ipartite  and very sparse on average; these results can be found in Section 5.6. Moreover, 

these hardness results are shown to hold even if, sim ultaneously with the sta ted  restrictions on the 

structure  of the underlying graphs, the local update rules are restricted to monotone Boolean 

functions given as negation-free formulae, and where the encoding of these formulae is considered 

to be a part of the overall description of a problem  instance . 1

After that, in Section 5.7 we establish the in tractability  of counting the fixed point configurations 

for the SDSs and SyDSs w ith their update rules restricted to symmetric  Boolean functions.

Last but not least, the final Section summarizes and briefly discusses the im portance of the 

results established earlier in the Chapter, as well as sets the stage for C hapter 6 .

5.1 In trod u ction  and M otivation

In order to be able to predict the long-term behaviors of various decentralized engineering, social 

and socio-technical systems and networks, one may want to, first, abstract those infrastructures and 

translate  them  into formal dynamical systems, and, second, answer questions about those complex 

system s’ collective dynamics [192, 206]. The com putational hardness of the resulting problems 

about the configuration space properties of interest would then provide lower bounds on analyzing 

the dynamics and emergent behavior of the actual d istributed com putational and communication 

networks and other decentralized infrastructures, and on how predictable their long-term behavior 

can be expected to be. T ha t is, a formal com putational intractability  of an idealized configuration 

space problem defined for an appropriate class of cellular or network au tom ata  would certainly 

imply tha t, in general, the long-term behavior of the corresponding actual d istributed infrastructure 

cannot be reliably predicted, i.e., th a t there is no short-cut to a step-by-step system execution2

^ o r  a detailed discussion on the implications of the size of a problem ’s description, and in particular whether the 
local update rules “count” as a part of th a t description -  and, if they do, how exactly are they encoded -  we refer 
the interested reader to our paper [190].

2Or, at least, step-by-step com puter simulation; see the motivation of the SDS model below for a more detailed 
discussion and references.
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[17, 189, 206],

We study certain classes of network or graph automata th a t can be used as an abstraction of 

the classical networked d istributed systems, as well as of various m ulti-agent systems and ad hoc 

communication networks, and as a theoretical model for the computer sim ulation of a broad variety 

of com putational, physical, social, and socio-technical d istributed infrastructures [12], In several 

research papers th a t are either related to or have de facto contributed portions of this dissertation 

(see, e.g., [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 132, 198, 192, 196, 200, 204, 206]), the general approach 

has been to study m athem atical and com putational configuration space properties of such network 

autom ata: what are the possible global behavior patterns of the entire system, given the simple 

local behaviors of its components, and the interaction pa tte rn  among those components.

In this Chapter as well as the next one, the emphasis will be given to the problems of determ ining 

how many  configurations of a particular kind these network au tom ata  have, and how hard are the 

com putational problems of counting (that is, enumerating) those various types of configurations. 

Among several different types of configurations th a t are of interest, stable or fixed point configura

tions have been particularly  prom inent, both  in our own work [189, 190, 192, 196, 204, 206], and in 

the related literature on cellular and network au tom ata  in general (e.g., [55, 56, 63, 159]). We will 

also study the complexity of counting in the context of several other types of configurations, in

cluding the unreachable global states (also called gardens of Eden  [133]), as well as the predecessor 

and the arb itrary  ancestor configurations of a given global state  [70].

In a nutshell, the contributions of our research summ arized in the rest of this C hapter are as 

follows. We prove th a t bo th  exact and approxim ate counting of the num ber of the fixed point 

configurations in Sequential and Synchronous Dynamical Systems  w ith Boolean update rules are 

com putationally intractable. This intractability  holds even when each node is required to update 

according to either a symmetric  Boolean function or a monotone  function. We also show that 

the problems of exact counting of the garden of Eden  configurations, as well as of all transient 

configurations, and all predecessors of a given configuration, are in general also com putationally 

intractable. Moreover, all these counting problems rem ain hard, in case of the general as well 

as m onotone Boolean update  rules, when the underlying graphs of Sequential or Synchronous 

Dynam ical Systems are required to be planar, bipartite, and very sparse on average [188, 194].
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The Sequential and Synchronous Dynamical Systems (SDSs and SyDSs), as the network au

tom ata  models of our choice, are introduced next.

5.2 Sequentia l and Synchronous D yn am ica l S ystem s

Sequential Dynamical Systems  (henceforth referred to as SDSs) were originally proposed in [19, 20, 

21] as an abstract model for com puter simulations. This model has been successfully applied in 

the development of large-scale socio-economic sim ulation systems such as the T R A N SIM S  project 

at the Los Alamos National Laboratory [24].

A Boolean SDS S  — (G , IF, n) consists of three components. G(V, E)  is an undirected graph with 

n  nodes with each node having a 1-bit state. F  =  { / 1, / 2 , .. ■, f n }-, w ith f t  denoting a symmetric 

Boolean function associated with node w;. n  is a perm utation of (or a to ta l order on) the nodes in 

V. A configuration of an SDS is an n-bit vector (b\, 62 , . . . ,  bn), where is the value of the state 

of node Vi (1 <  i <  n). A  single SDS transition  from one configuration to another is obtained 

by updating the state  of each node using the corresponding Boolean function. These updates are 

carried out in the order specified by n. If the perm utation n  is om itted, and all the nodes update 

synchronously in parallel (the way the nodes of classical cellular automata update), we arrive at 

the definition of Synchronous Dynamical Systems  (SyDSs).

SDSs and SyDSs are closely related to the classical Cellular A utom ata (CA), a widely studied 

class of dynamical systems in physics and complex systems. SDSs generalize finite sequential CA 

[198, 200] in th a t they allow arbitrary (finite) underlying graphs, as opposed to restricting cellular 

spaces to regular Cayley graphs only [63]. SDSs are also closely related to another extension of the 

classical CA called graph automata [135, 119] and to one-way cellular automata studied by Roka 

[153]. The main difference between the graph au tom ata  in [135] and the SDSs is the sequential 

ordering aspect. In fact, the graph au tom ata of [135] are equivalent w ith SyDSs with arb itrary  

finite domains.

Several other researchers (e.g., [60, 83, 153]) have also considered this particular aspect of the 

node update ordering. In particular, Huberm an and Glance [83] discuss experimentally how certain 

sim ulations of n-person games exhibit very different (but probably more realistic) dynamics when 

the cells are updated  sequentially as opposed to when they are updated in parallel. The issue of
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sequential ordering has been also discussed in [19, 13, 132] in the context of developing a theory of 

large-scale simulations, as well as in our prior work [191, 198, 200], in the context of investigating 

appropriate cellular au tom ata  based abstractions for studying the collective dynamics of large-scale 

m ulti-agent systems.

5.2.1 Formal D efinitions of SDS and SyDS M odels

D efin itio n  5.1. A  Sequential Dynamical System (SDS) S  is a triple (G , F, IT), whose components 

are as follows:

1. G (V ,E )  is a connected undirected graph without multi-edges or self-loops. G =  G g  is 

referred to as the underlying graph of S .  We often use n to denote \V\ and m  to denote 

\E\. The nodes of G (V ,E )  = G g  are enumerated v\, v? , . . . ,  vn .

2. Each node is characterized by its state. The state of a node v^, denoted by Si, takes

on a value from some finite domain, T>. In this dissertation, we shall primarily focus on 

V  — {0,1}. We use d{ to denote the degree of the node iq. Each node V{ has an associated 

node update rule f i  : V d'+l —> V , for  1 <  i < n. We also refer to f t as the local transition 

function. The inputs to f i  are Si and the current states Sj of the neighbors of vl . We use 

F  =  Fg to denote the global m ap of S ,  obtained by appropriately composing together all 

the local update rules f i ,  i — 1 , ...,n .

3. Finally, II is a permutation of V  =  {tq, i q , . . . ,  vn } specifying the order in which the nodes

update their states using their local transition functions. Alternatively, II can be envisioned as

a total ordering on the set of nodes V. In particular, we can view the global m,ap as a sequential 

composition of the local actions of each f i  on the respective state Sj, where the node states 

are updated according to the order II; that is, F g  =  ( / n - q ^ p  / n - q ^ q  • • • > /n -q « n))-

The nodes are processed in the sequential order specified by the perm utation II. The processing 

associated with a node consists of com puting the new value of its sta te  according to the node’s 

update  function, and changing its state  to this new value. In the sequel, we shall often slightly 

abuse the notation, and not explicitly distinguish between an SDS’s or SyDS’s node itself, vt , and
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its state , s ; . 3

We shall discuss in more detail several possible interpretations of the global map F  = Fg,  and 

how this map acts on the (global) configurations of an S(y)DS S ,  in Subsection 5.2.2.

D efin itio n  5.2. A Synchronous Dynamical System (SyDS) S '  =  (G , F ) is an SD S  w ithout the 

node permutation. In an SyDS, at each discrete time step, all the nodes perfectly synchronously in 

parallel compute and update their state values.

Thus, SyDSs are sim ilar to the finite classical parallel cellular automata (CA) [63, 6 8 , 70, 75, 

225, 226], except th a t in an SyDS the nodes may be interconnected in an arb itrary  fashion, whereas 

in a classical cellular autom aton the nodes are interconnected in a regular fashion (such as, e.g., 

a line, a rectangular grid, or a hypercube). Another difference is tha t, while in classical CA all 

nodes update according to the same rule, in an SyDS different nodes, in general, may use different 

update  rules [196].

In the sequel, we shall often slightly abuse the notation, and not explicitly distinguish between 

an SDS’s or SyDS’s node itself, Vi, and its state, sp The intended meaning will be clear from the 

context. We shall discuss in more detail several possible interpretations of the global map F  — Fg,  

and how this m ap acts on the (global) configurations of an S(y)DS S , in Subsection 5.2.2.

Most of the early work on sequential dynamical systems has focused prim arily on the SDSs with 

symmetric Boolean functions  as the node update rules [12, 18, 13, 14, 17, 19, 20]. By symmetric  

is m eant tha t the future sta te  of a node does not depend on the order in which the input values of 

this node’s neighbors are specified. Instead, the future state  depends only on Xj (where

N (i)  stands for the extended neighborhood of a given node, i, th a t includes the node i itself), 

i.e., on how many of the node’s neighbors are currently in the state 1. Thus symmetric Boolean 

SDSs correspond to totalistic (Boolean) cellular automata  of Wolfram [225, 226].

The assum ption about symmetric  Boolean functions can be easily relaxed to yield more gen

3This we do in the constructions where there are different types of nodes involved; for instance, in several situations 
in this Chapter as well as the next, an SDS will have those nodes corresponding to  variables of a Boolean formula 
from which we are constructing th a t SDS, the nodes corresponding to clauses in the formula, and possibly some 
additional, auxiliary nodes th a t do not correspond to  either variables or clauses in the formula. Since we do want to 
distinguish those different types of nodes, having a separate symbol for a given kind of a node and its current state 
would double the num ber of symbols used and make the notation rather cumbersome. We will ensure, however, th a t 
the intended meaning -  th a t is, when we say, e.g., Lx'i, whether we mean a variable in the formula, a node of an SDS, 
or this node’s sta te -  will always be clear from the context.
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eral SDSs [17]. We give special a tten tion  to the symm etry condition for two reasons. F irst, our 

com putational complexity theoretic lower bounds for such SDSs imply stronger lower bounds for 

determ ining the corresponding configuration space properties4 of the more general classes of net

work au tom ata  and comm unicating finite sta te  machines (CFSMs). Second, symm etry provides 

one possible way to model the mean field effects frequently encountered in statistical physics and 

studies of other large-scale systems. Similar assum ptions are made in [33, 204, 206].

Insofar as other restricted classes of Boolean update  rules th a t we shall consider in the sequel, 

the strongest results of this Chapter are shown in the context of Boolean S(y)DSs defined on the 

star graphs and w ith the node update  rules restricted to monotone functions.

D efin itio n  5 .3 . Given two Boolean vectors, X  = ( x i , . . . , x n) and Y  =  ( y \ , . . . , y n), define a 

binary relation “Y  ” as follows: X  Y  Y  i f  x% <  yi for  all i, 1 <  i < n, where the partial order < 

on the Boolean domain {0,1} is defined by 0 <  1 and 1 ^ 0 .  A Boolean function of n  variables 

f  = f ( x  i , . . . , x n) is m onotone i f  X  < Y  implies that f { X )  < f ( Y ) .

Notice th a t the notion of monotonicity given in Definition 5.3 above allows us to compare only 

Boolean vectors of the same length.

S(y)DSs w ith finite domains are a generalization of S(y)DSs w ith Boolean domains. In the 

most general class of the S(y)DSs w ith arb itrary  finite domains, denoted (F in ,  NoNE)-SDSs(or 

F i n - S ( y ) D S s  for short), there are no restrictions on the local transition  functions. All the hardness 

results in this dissertation, explicitly shown for the Boolean S(y)DSs, clearly also hold for the more 

general, non-Boolean finite domains -  as long as those dom ains’ sizes are 0 (1 ), which we will 

assume throughout. For th a t reason, as well as in order to elucidate the comparison and contrast 

w ith the binary-valued discrete Hopfield networks (DHNs) and the finite Boolean-valued cellular 

au tom ata  in the later parts of the next Chapter, we shall focus on the Boolean SDSs and SyDSs -  

those whose local update rules are Boolean-valued functions of an appropriate num ber of Boolean 

variables as inputs.

An example of a very simple Boolean SDS, with three nodes tha t take turns and each node 

updates its state according to the Boolean OR rule applied to the current states of itself and the 

other two nodes, is given in Figure 5.1.

C onfiguration  spaces of sequential and synchronous dynamical systems will be defined in Subsection 5.2.2.
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Figure 5.1: A Boolean SDS with three interconnected nodes. Each node locally updates its state 
according to the Boolean OR  function. The sequence of node updates is I P  =  (x , y ,  z ) u .

In Figure 5.1, if the SDS is with memory , then each node’s future state  depends on its own 

current state, as in the equations given below the diagram. If, however, the SDS is memoryless , 

then  each node’s future sta te  depends on the current states of its two neighbors only, bu t not on 

its own current state; for instance, for the node x,  instead of x t+l  =  x l V y t V z l , in the 

memoryless case we would then  have x t+l  =  y l V z l . The (slight) difference in behavior between 

the memoryless and the memorizing 3-node OR  SDS will be shown in the next subsection.

5.2.2 SDS and SyDS Configuration Space Properties

A configuration of an SDS or SyDS S  — (G , F, ft) is a vector (b\,b2 ,. ■ ■ , bn ) 6  V n . A configuration 

C can also be thought of as a function C : V  —> V.

The function com puted by SDS S , denoted by F$, specifies for each configuration C the next 

configuration C' reached by S  after carrying out the updates of the node states in the order given 

by II. Thus, the function Fg : T>n —» T>n is a to tal function on the set of global configurations. This 

function therefore defines the dynamics of the SDS S.  We say tha t S  moves from a configuration
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C to a configuration F${C) in a single transition  step. Alternatively, we say th a t SDS S  moves 

from a configuration C a t tim e t to a configuration Fg(C) = C  at tim e t + l. Assuming tha t 

each node update function f i  is com putable in tim e polynomial in the size of the description of 

<S, clearly each transition  step will also take polynomial tim e in the size of the SDS’s description. 

The initial configuration of an SDS S  will be often denoted by C° in the sequel. Given an SDS S  

w ith the initial configuration C°, the configuration of S  after t  time steps is denoted by C(S, t), 

or, more succinctly, Cl ; hence, in particular, C(«S, 0) =  C°.

The configuration space} V s  of an SDS or SyDS S  is a directed graph defined as follows. 

There is a vertex in V s  for each global configuration of S.  There is a directed edge from a vertex 

representing configuration C to tha t representing configuration C  if F${C) =  C'. Since every 

SDS or SyDS is a deterministic  dynamical system, each vertex in its configuration space has the 

out-degree of 1. Since the dom ain V  of state  values is assumed finite, and the num ber of nodes 

in the SDS is finite, the num ber of configurations in the phase space is also finite. If the size of 

the dom ain (that is, the num ber of possible states of each node) is \V\, then the num ber of global 

configurations in V $  is \V\n.

D efin itio n  5 .4 . Given two configurations C and C  of an SDS or SyDS S ,  configuration C 

is a p red ecessor  of C1 i f  F$(C) — C , that is, i f  S  moves from C to C  in one global 

transition step.

D efin itio n  5.5. Given tivo configurations C and C  of an S(y)DS S ,  C is an an cestor  of C

if  there is a positive integer t such that F<D(C) =  C , that is, if S  evolves from C to C' in

one or more transitions.

In particular, a predecessor of a given configuration C  is trivially also its ancestor.

D efin itio n  5 .6 . A configuration C of an S(y)D S S  is a garden o f  E d en  (G E ) configuration 

i f  C has no predecessor.

D efin itio n  5.7. A configuration C of an S(y)D S S  is a fixed  p o in t (F P ) configuration if

Fg{C) = C , that is, i f  the transition out of C is to C itself.

5 A 1 so  s o m e t i m e s  c a l l e d  phase  space  i n  t h e  l i t e r a t u r e ;  w e  s h a l l  t r e a t  t h e  tw o  t e r m s  a s  s y n o n y m o u s  a n d  u s e  t h e m  
i n t e r c h a n g e a b l y .
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Note th a t a fixed point is a configuration tha t is always among its own predecessors; in general, 

a configuration can have zero, one or more predecessors.

D efin itio n  5.8. A configuration C of an S(y)D S is a cycle  configuration  (C C ) i f  there exists 

an integer t > 2 such that

(i) F g t (C )= C ;  and

(ii) F g q{C) 7  ̂C, for any integer q, 0 < q < t.

Integer t above is called the p eriod  or len g th  of the temporal cycle.

In other words, C is a cycle configuration if it is reachable from itself in two or more transitions,

but not in a single transition. Equivalently, C is a cycle configuration i f  and only i f  it is its own

ancestor, but not a predecessor.

D efin itio n  5.9. A configuration C of an S(y)D S is a tran sien t con figu ration  (T C ) i f  C is

neither a fixed point nor a cycle configuration.

As their name suggests, transient configurations, unlike fixed points or cycle configurations, are 

never revisited. We note th a t a GE configuration is a special case of a transient configuration; a 

GE configuration is not reachable from any configuration including itself [17]. We observe th a t a 

configuration in the phase space of an SDS may have multiple predecessors. This means th a t the 

tim e evolution m ap F  of an SDS or SyDS is in general not invertible bu t is contractive. The 

existence of configurations w ith m ultiple predecessors also implies th a t certain configurations have 

no predecessors. A configuration with no predecessors is called a garden of Eden  configuration (see 

Definition 5.6). Such configurations can occur only as the initial states and can never be generated 

during the time evolution of an SDS or SyDS.

The configuration space of the triangle SDS from Figure 5.1 is given in Figure 5.2 below.

The configuration space in the upper part of Figure 5.2 pertains to the corresponding X O R  

SDS with memory , where the future state  of a node depends on the node’s own present state. The 

configuration space at the bottom  is th a t of the corresponding memoryless SDS or SCA, where each 

node computes the Boolean OR of the current states of its two neighbors only, th a t is, excluding 

its own current state.
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Figure 5.2: Configuration space of the Boolean SDS given in Figure 5.1.

5.3 Sum m ary o f R esu lts  and R ela ted  W ork

Given an SDS or SyDS S ,  let |<S| denote the size of the representation of S.  In general, this 

includes the num ber of nodes, the num ber of edges, and the description of the local transition 

functions. W hen V  =  {0,1} and the local transition  functions are given as the tru th  tables, 

|<S| =  0 ( m  + \T\n), where |T | denotes the maximum size of a table, n  is the num ber of nodes and 

m  is the num ber of edges in the underlying graph. By the size of the truth table we shall throughout 

the paper mean, for simplicity, ju st the num ber of rows in th a t tru th  table. Thus, for a node Vi 

of degree di, the size of the tru th  table specifying an arb itrary  Boolean function is 0 ( 2 di), and 

actually, for every sufficiently large positive integer di, most Boolean functions on d{ +  1 inputs 

cannot be encoded substantially  more succinctly than  via a tru th  table of size for some

polynomial p{di).

In contrast, the size of the optim ally succinct tru th  table fully specifying an arb itrary  symmetric  

Boolean function is only O(di) [17, 189, 206].

Another, more common way of specifying the local transition  functions is via Boolean formulae.
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Unless explicitly sta ted  otherwise, we shall assume th a t the local update rules of non-symmetric  

SDSs and SyDSs considered in the sequel are indeed given as (reasonably succinct6) Boolean 

formulae of appropriately restricted kinds. It follows from the discussion above that, for symmetric 

Boolean update rules, the exact way these update rules are encoded in an S(y)DS is inconsequential, 

as long as this encoding is reasonably succinct (see the footnote). We shall also assume that 

evaluating any local transition  function /j,  given its input values, can be done in polynomial time. 

T hat will ensure th a t a full global update of an SDS or SyDS, where each of the \V\ nodes gets to 

update  its state exactly ones, is also done in polynomial time. Since we are m ainly interested in 

establishing the boundary between those S(y)DS configuration space properties th a t can determ ined 

in (deterministic) polynomial time on the one hand, and those tha t, under the usual assum ptions in 

com putational complexity theory, th a t cannot, this coarse-grain view of the resource requirem ents 

of an SDS’s or an SyDS’s com putations will suffice for our purposes.

As already rem arked in the introduction to this Chapter, we study the problems of counting 

the fixed point (FP) and other types of configurations of Boolean SDSs and SyDSs. In particular, 

we prove the following results:

• the problems of counting FPs and GEs in the general Boolean (and, consequently, also in any 

other finite domain) SDSs and SyDSs are #P -com plete ;

• these two, as well as some other, related counting problems rem ain # P -co m p le te  even when 

the underlying graphs of Boolean S(y)DSs are required to be bo th  planar and bipartite;

•  these hardness results still hold when the node update  rules of these S(y)DSs are restricted 

to monotone Boolean functions;

• moreover, the results rem ain valid even when only two different monotone update rules are 

used, and when the average node degree in the underlying graph is bounded by 2 -  th a t is, 

when the underlying graph is very sparse on average;

•  counting FPs of Boolean SDSs and SyDSs is also intractable when the node update rules of 

these S(y)DSs are restricted to symmetric Boolean functions.

6 B y  reasonably succinct Boolean formulae w e  m e a n ,  t h e  f o r m u l a e  w h o s e  s iz e s  a r e  n o t  a r t i f i c i a l l y  b lo w n  u p  b y , e .g . ,  
r e p e a t i n g  t h e  s a m e  c l a u s e ( s )  o v e r  a n d  o v e r  a g a i n .
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We will also show th a t several other interesting configuration space properties of Boolean SDSs 

and SyDSs are, in the worst-case, com putationally intractable to determine. Those properties will 

include both  several other counting problems beside the problem of counting the fixed points, and 

some decision problems about the existence of particular types of configurations in an S(y)DS’s 

phase space.

5 .3 .1  A  S u m m a r y  o f  R e la te d  W o rk  o n  G ra p h  a n d  N e tw o r k  A u to m a ta

Various com putational (including but not lim ited to com putational complexity) aspects of cellular 

au tom ata  have been studied by a num ber of researchers; see for example [40, 39, 72, 75, 130, 179, 

224, 225, 226]. Much of th a t work addresses decidability of various properties for infinite CA. 

Insofar as the com putational complexity of fundam ental problems about finite  CA are concerned, 

we single out the following. The first N P-com plete problems for CA are shown by Green in [72]; 

these problems are of a general reachability flavor, i.e., they address the properties of the forward 

dynamics of CA. Sutner addresses the backward dynamics problems, such as the problem  of an 

arb itrary  configuration’s predecessor existence, and their com putational complexity in [179]. In 

the same paper, Sutner establishes the efficient solvability of the predecessor existence problem 

for any CA w ith a fixed neighborhood radius. In [48], D urand solves the injectivity problem for 

arb itrary  2-D CA but restricted to the finite configurations only; th a t paper contains one of the 

first results on coN P-com pleteness of a natu ral and im portant problem about CA. Furtherm ore, 

D urand addresses the reversibility problem in the same, two-dimensional CA setting in [49].

As already m entioned in the introductory chapters of this dissertation, a considerable variety 

of generalizations of the classical cellular au tom ata can be found in the literature. We point 

out, however, th a t the variety of different names used, and motivations behind, those various 

generalizations considerably exceeds the num ber of fundam entally different models. Perhaps the 

most obvious dimension along which CA can be generalized, and the most widely exploited one, 

is th a t of allowing more general underlying graphs or cellular spaces. The other most frequently 

encountered generalization of CA is w ith respect to homogeneity vs. heterogeneity of the node 

update  rules, i.e., whether all the nodes behave the same, or, in contrast, different nodes are 

allowed to update according to different update rules. The most common names for the graph or
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network au tom ata models th a t generalize the classical CA in those two respects th a t one finds in 

the literature are network automata , random (Boolean) networks and automata networks [63]. The 

terminology, as well as what m otivation is behind generalizing the cellular spaces an d /o r allowing 

for the heterogeneous update  rules, typically depends on the particular research community. For 

instance, Kauffman’s networks in theoretical biology may be elsewhere (say, among the complex 

dynam ical systems research community) simply referred to as random networks. In our own work, 

the m otivation prim arily stems from our interest in the collective dynamics of large-scale m ulti

agent systems made of autonom ous robotic, software an d /o r hum an agents. We provide some 

m otivation for the cellular and network au tom ata  based approach to studying behavior of large 

agent ensembles in [191, 206], as well as in the introductory Chapters of this dissertation.

Among a variety of network au tom ata  models and their applications found in the literature, 

Sequential and Synchronous Dynamical Systems have been most prom inent in the context of com

puter sim ulation of various large-scale socio-technical systems and decentralized infrastructures

[12]. SDSs and SyDSs investigated in this dissertation are also closely related to the Graph A u 

tomata (GA) models studied in [119, 135] and the One-Way Cellular Automata  studied by Roka 

in [153]. In fact, the general finite-domain SyDSs exactly correspond to the G raph A utom ata of 

Nichitiu and Remila as defined in [135].

B arrett, M ortveit and Reidys [19, 20, 132, 148] and Laubenbacher and Pareigis [110] inves

tigate the m athem atical properties of sequential dynamical systems. B arrett et al. study the 

com putational complexity of several phase space problems for SDSs. These include REACHABIL

ITY, P r e d e c e s s o r  e x i s t e n c e  and P e r m u t a t i o n  e x i s t e n c e  [14, 16]. Problem s related to the 

existence of garden of Eden  and fixed point configurations are studied in [17]. In particular, the 

basic N P-com pleteness results for the problems of the fixed point, garden of Eden and non-unique 

predecessor existence in various restricted classes of Boolean S(y)DSs are proven in th a t paper. 

Algorithms for efficiently finding an FP  in certain other restricted classes of S(y)DSs can be also 

found in [17]. Our results in this C hapter can be viewed as a natural partial extension of the work 

in [17]: instead of the appropriate decision problems about the fixed points and gardens of Eden in 

SDSs and SyDSs, we shall focus in the sequel on studying the related counting problems.

Among various restricted classes of Boolean SDSs and SyDSs, those w ith the local update rules
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restricted to s y m m e t r i c  fu n c t io n s  have received particular attention (e.g., [20, 110, 132, 204, 206]). 

Com putational complexity of the reachability-related problems in the context of, among other 

restricted types, the symm etric Boolean SDSs and SyDSs is investigated in [16]. We will show in 

this C hapter th a t, in contrast to the com putational feasibility of the problem  of their reachability

[16], the problem of cou n tin g  the stable configurations (i.e., our FPs) in symm etric SDSs and 

SyDSs, under the usual assum ptions in com putational complexity theory, is intractable; see also 

[204, 206]. We will also show th a t counting various types of configurations, such as FPs and GEs, 

is com putationally intractable in the context of m o n o to n e  Boolean SDSs and SyDSs; we originally 

established those results on m onotone S(y)DSs (that will be summarized later in this Chapter) in 

[190, 188, 196].

5.4 On th e  C om p u tation a l C om p lex ity  o f C ounting

Our results in this C hapter constitute an im m ediate extension of the work presented in [16] and

[17]. In particular, the com putational complexity of dec is ion  p ro b le m s  about the fixed point and the 

garden of Eden configurations in Boolean S(y)DSs is studied in [17]. Once the N P-com pleteness of 

these decision problems has been established, a natu ral next step is to determ ine the com putational 

complexity of the related cou n tin g  p r o b le m s : how many FPs, GEs, or other configurations of interest 

an SDS or SyDS of a given type may have.

One would intuitively expect tha t, for instance, counting the FPs of an arb itrary  Boolean SDS 

or SyDS is no easier than  counting the satisfying tru th  assignments of an arb itrary  instance of the 

S a t i s f i a b i l i t y  problem  [62, 140]. The intuitive notion of com putational hardness of counting 

problems is formalized via the definition of the class # P  (read: “sharp-P” or “num ber-P” ).

D efin it ion  5.10. A  cou n tin g  p ro b le m  T belongs to  the c lass  # P  i f  there  ex is ts  a p o ly n o m ia l  t im e  

bounded  nondeterm inistic Turing machine (NTM) such  that,  f o r  each in s ta n ce  I o / f ,  the n u m b e r  

o f  n o n d e te r m in i s t i c  c o m p u ta t io n a l  p a th s  th is  N T M  takes  th a t  lead to accep tan ce  o f  th is  p ro b le m  

in s ta n c e  equals the n u m b e r  o f  so lu t io n s  o f  I('P).

For an alternative but equivalent definition of the class # P  in term s of p o ly n o m ia l ly  balanced  

r e la t io n s , we refer the reader to [140] or [32].
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The hardest problems in the class # P  are the # P -co m p le te  problems. We define # P -  

completeness w ith respect to T uring  redu c ib il i ty  applied to counting problems as a special case 

of f u n c t io n  p ro b le m s  (in contrast to d ec is io n  prob lem s) .

D efin it ion  5.11. L e t  £  be a f in i te  alphabet.  A  f u n c t io n  / : £ * —>■ No w h ose  range is  the s e t  

o f  n o n n eg a t ive  in teg e rs  N 0 is  s a id  to  be polynomial tim e Turing reducible to a n o th e r  f u n c t io n  

g : £* —> No i f  there ex is ts  a p o ly n o m ia l  t im e  a lgor i th m  f o r  f  which has access to  an oracle f o r  g, 

wh ere  the s ize  o f  the in p u t  to  g is bounded by a p o ly n o m ia l  in  the s ize  o f  the in p u t  to f .

T hat is, Turing reducibility captures the notion tha t, if g has a polynomial time algorithm , 

then so does / .  Turing reducibility is a transitive and reflexive relation.

D efin it ion  5.12. [32] A  cou n tin g  p ro b le m  T is # P -c o m p le te  i f  an d  on ly  i f

( i)  T E # P , an d

( i i )  T is hard f o r  th is  class, i .e . ,  every o th e r  cou n tin g  p ro b le m  in f f iP  is  Tur ing  reducible  to  T.

Thus, if we could solve any particular # P -co m p le te  problem  in determ inistic polynomial time, 

then all the problems in class ffiP  would be solvable in determ inistic polynomial time, and the 

entire class # P  would collapse to P .7 For more on the class P , we refer the interested reader to 

C h a p te r  18  of [140] and references therein.

As one would expect, the counting versions of the standard  decision N P-com plete problems, 

such as S a t i s f i a b i l i t y  or H a m il t o n  c i r c u i t , are # P -co m p le te  [140]. W hat is curious, however, 

is th a t the counting versions of some tractable decision problems, such as B i p a r t i t e  M a t c h in g  

or M o n o t o n e  2C N F S a t i s f i a b i l i t y , are also # P -co m p le te  [211, 212].

If we could reduce the problem  of counting the satisfying tru th  assignments of an instance of, say, 

Boolean 3C N F-SA T  or P E 3S A T  formulae [62] to counting the fixed points of a corresponding SDS, 

this would establish the #P -com pleteness of the latter. However, for instance, the reduction from 

O dd- P E 3SAT th a t is used in [17] to establish the N P-com pleteness of the Fixed Point Existence 

(FPE) problem for SDSs would not suffice, since it does not map the satisfying assignments of an

7Strictly speaking, since # P  is a class of function problems (as opposed to classes of decision problems and 
hence the formal languages associated with those decision problems, such as the familiar language classes P , N P  
or P S P A C E ), if any # P  -complete problem turns out to be solvable in determ inistic polynomial time, this would 
imply th a t P #p  =  P .
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instance of O D D-PE3SAT to the fixed points of the corresponding SDS in a one-to-one fashion. 

T ha t is, in order to prove the in tractability  of counting FPs of Boolean SDSs and SyDSs, not any 

p o ly n o m ia l  t im e  reduction from a known # P -co m p le te  problem  suffices. W hat is required is a 

kind of an efficient reduction th a t p r e s e r v e s  the n u m b e r  o f  so lu tion s .  We define this special kind of 

efficient reductions next:

D efin it ion  5.13. G iv e n  tw o  dec is ion  p ro b le m s  II a n d  II , a PARSIMONIOUS REDUCTION f r o m  

n  to  n  is a p o ly n o m ia l - t im e  t ra n s fo rm a t io n  g th a t  p r e s e r v e s  the n u m b e r  o f  so lu t ion s;  th a t  is, 

i f  an  in s ta n ce  I o f  II has n j  so lu tion s ,  then  the correspon d in g  in s ta n c e  g(I) o f  II also has  

n g ( i ) =  n l  so lu tion s .

In practice, one often resorts to reductions th a t are “almost parsimonious” , in a sense that, 

while they do not ex a c t ly  preserve the num ber of solutions, n /  in the previous definition can be 

efficiently recovered from n fl(/) ■

D efin it ion  5.14. G iv e n  tw o  d ec is io n  p ro b le m s  II an d  II*, a WEAKLY PARSIMONIOUS REDUCTION 

f r o m  II to  n ' is  a p o ly n o m ia l - t im e  t r a n s fo r m a t io n  g such  that, i f  an  in s ta n c e  I o f  II has  

n j  so lu tion s ,  a n d  the correspon d in g  in s ta n ce  g(I) o f  II has n g^  so lu t ion s ,  th en  n j  can be 

co m p u te d  f ro m  n g(i) in  p o ly n o m ia l  t im e.

We observe th a t every p a r s im o n io u s  reduction is also, trivially, w eakly  p a r s im o n io u s .

All of our results on the com putational complexity of counting various kinds of configurations 

in SDSs and SyDSs will be obtained by reducing counting problems about certain types of Boolean 

formulae tha t are k n o w n  to be # P -co m p le te  to the problems about S(y)DSs. T ha t this suffices 

follows from the well-known property of any problem  th a t is hard  for a given complexity class; for 

the record, we sta te  th a t property in the Proposition below.

P ro p o s it io n  5.1. [140] G iv e n  tw o  dec is ion  p ro b le m s  II a n d  II , i f  the correspon d in g  cou n tin g  

p ro b le m  f fH  is k n o w n  to be # P - h a r d ,  a n d  i f  there ex is ts  a (w eak ly)  p a r s im o n io u s  redu c tion  f ro m  

II to  II , then  the cou n tin g  p ro b le m  ^ I I ’ is # P -hard, as well.
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5.4.1 Approxim ate Counting and Random ized Approxim ation

It has been observed tha t most counting problems of interest, insofar as the ex a c t  e n u m e ra t io n  is 

concerned, are com putationally intractable, i.e., # P -h a rd . Finding a feasible algorithm  for exactly 

enum erating the solutions of a # P - h a rd  problem is extremely unlikely -  in particular, the existence 

of such an algorithm  would imply the collapse of the entire p o ly n o m ia l  h ierarch y  to the class P ). 

Consequently, since the mid 1980s researchers have been seeking alternatives to solving the counting 

problems of interest ex a c t ly  and d e te rm in is t ic a l ly .

Relaxing the task of the exact enum eration tha t is com putationally feasible and works well for 

all problem  instances has taken place along two main lines [32]. One line is to seek an a p p ro x im a te  

(as opposed to exact)  solution to a counting problem. The other line is to seek r a n d o m ize d  (as 

opposed to d e te r m in is t ic )  algorithm s for counting. The greatest success in th a t endeavor, insofar as 

p o s i t iv e  results are concerned, combine the two ideas; thus, over the past two decades, approxim ate 

random ized algorithm s have been devised for a num ber of im portant counting problems. However, 

we warn the reader th a t there are still quite a few counting problems, however, th a t defy even 

satisfactory approxim ate solutions (with or without the use of random ization).

Studying r a n d o m ize d  a lg o r i th m s  for the enum eration problem of interest is beyond the scope of 

this dissertation. However, in the sections to follow, in addition to our m ain results th a t address the 

com putational complexity of ex a c t  e n u m e r a t io n , we will also establish several results on the hard

ness of a p p ro x im a te  counting .  Those results of ours will be, for the most part, straightforw ard corol

laries to  the hardness of approxim ation results about various static  combinatorial structures, such 

as those about a p p ro x im a te ly  cou n tin g  the satisfying tru th  assignments of appropriately restricted 

types of Boolean formulae [157, 210]. For the sake of completeness, we include in this subsection 

the basic definitions pertaining to the hardness of approxim ate counting. For much more details on 

approxim ate counting, we refer the interested reader to references [32, 92, 93, 94, 101, 102, 167, 168].

Work on finding approxim ate solutions to # P - h a rd  problems was initiated  by K arp and Luby 

in 1985 [101]. The idea of fruitfully combining approxim ation and random ization to tackle hard 

counting problems originates in [102], where Fully P o ly n o m ia l  R a n d o m iz e d  A p p r o x im a t io n  S c h e m e s  

(FPRA S), as a more realistic model of tractab ility  for the counting problems, were originally pro

posed. In a nutshell, FPRA S provide satisfactory -  tha t is, com putationally feasible -  randomized
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approxim ate algorithm s for counting problems th a t are hard to solve exactly [32], Again, while 

many im portant and natural # P - h a rd  problems do adm it FPRAS algorithm s, some counting 

problems defy a satisfactory solution even in the loose sense as provided by the FPRAS model of 

(probabilistic) approximability.

The notion of approxim ation most frequently encountered in the research literature, and the 

one we have in m ind in each of a handful of the (non)approxim ability results in this dissertation, is 

th a t of re la tive  a p p ro x im a t io n  [94, 176]. Following [157], we define what we mean by saying tha t 

one positive num ber provides a good relative approxim ation of another:

D efin it ion  5.15. L e t  M  a n d  M '  be tw o  p o s i t iv e  in teg e rs  o r  ra t io n a l  n u m bers ,  an d  le t  A > 0. Then  

M '  a p p ro x im a te s  M  w i th in  A i f  a n d  on ly  i f

— l—  <  M  < M ' • (1 +  A) (5.1)
1 +  A “  “  v '

Thus re la tive  a p p ro x im a b i l i t y  refers to whether one can approxim ate the desired num ber (typi

cally, of solutions to a com binatorial problem ’s instance) to w ith in  a c o n s ta n t  m u l t ip l ic a t iv e  fa c to r .

Approximate counting is closely related to ra n d o m  g e n e r a t io n  from an (almost) uniform prob

ability distribution [168]. For concreteness, le t’s say we are given a cellular or network autom aton 

with n  binary-valued nodes. If the probability distribution of random ly selecting a configuration 

is uniform, then the probability th a t a random ly selected configuration is, say, a fixed point equals 

, where |# F P |  denotes the to ta l num ber of fixed points. Based on a similar observation, 

which was originally in the context of approxim ately counting the satisfying assignments of various 

types of Boolean formulae, and relating th a t problem to the problem of approxim ating the degree  

o f  bel ief  in a propositional statem ent represented by an appropriate Boolean formula, Roth defined 

in [157] a decision problem  of the following general form:

L e t  a configuration  space w ith  2n e le m e n ts  be g iven ,  a n d  a ssu m e  th a t  each configura tion  is  

equally  l ikely to  be se lec ted  a t  ran dom . G iv e n  an e >  0, h ow  hard is the p ro b le m  o f  a p p ro x im a t in g  

the probab il i ty  th a t  p r o p e r ty  P  holds  f o r  a ra n d o m ly  se lec ted  configuration  to  w i th in  2”1 ' ?

The details of how one arrives a t this problem form ulation starting  from the standard  definition 

of relative approxim ability (see Definition 5.15) is given in the proof of Theorem, f . 2  in A p p e n d ix
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of [157]. The version of the above decision problem on the hardness of approxim ation, as applied 

to SDSs and other network au tom ata  of interest, can be re-phrased as follows:

G iv e n  a ce llu lar  o r  n e tw o rk  a u to m a to n  w ith  n  b in a ry -va lu e d  nodes, a n d  g iv en  an e > 0, how  

h ard  is the p ro b le m  o f  a p p ro x im a t in g  the n u m b e r  o f  con figura tion s  th a t p o s s e s s  p r o p e r ty  P  to  w i th in  

2n1-E ?

Some examples of p r o p e r ty  P  above th a t are of our interest include being a f ixed  p o in t  configu

r a t io n , being a ga rd en  o f  E d e n , and similar. All our (non)approxim ability results in this Chapter, 

as well as in C hapter 6, will be sta ted  with respect to the generic problem form ulation given above, 

which is an imm ediate adap tation  of a similar problem definition from [157] discussed earlier in this 

subsection. Needless to say, each of those results will have a specified con cre te  property th a t all 

configurations th a t are p o s i t iv e  in s ta n c e s  of the particular problem  being addressed will be required 

to share (see examples above).

5.5 C oun ting  F ixed  P o in ts o f G eneral B oo lean  S D Ss and SyD S s

We sta rt the presentation of our original research on the com putational complexity of counting the 

fixed point configurations and other dynamical structures in Boolean SDSs and SyDSs with the 

least surprising (and least difficult) result, namely, th a t counting the fixed points of an a rb i t ra ry  

Boolean SDS or SyDS is, in the worst case, com putationally intractable.

We shall use reductions from the known # P -co m p le te  problems, such as the counting version of 

P o s i t i v e - E x a c t l y - O n e - in - T h r e e - S a t i s f i a b i l i t y , to the problems of counting FPs in certain 

classes of Boolean SDSs and SyDSs. These reductions will formally establish the #P -com pleteness 

of those counting problems about S(y)DSs. We define the variants of S a t i s f i a b i l i t y  [62, 140] 

th a t we shall use in the sequel:

D efin it ion  5.16. E x a c t l y - O n e - i n - T h r e e - S a t i s f i a b i l i t y  ( o r  E 3S A T  f o r  sh o r t) ,  is  a v e r s io n  

o f  3CNF-SAT [6 2 ]  such  that,  f ir s t ,  each c lause in  a g iv en  3CNF f o r m u la  co n ta in s  exac t ly  three 

l iterals ,  and, second, where  a tru th  a s s ig n m e n t  is co n s id e red  to  sa t i s fy  the g iv e n  3CNF f o r m u la  i f  

a n d  o n ly  i f  exactly one of the three literals is true in  each clause. P o s i t i v e - E x a c t l y - O n e -  

i n - T h r e e - S a t i s f i a b i l i t y  (PE3SATJ is f u r th e r  re s tr ic te d :  no c lause in the  3CNF f o r m u la  is
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allowed to contain a negated literal.

Hunt et al. show in [85] th a t the counting versions of bo th  E3SA T and P E 3S A T  are # P -  

complete. To establish #P -com pleteness of counting the fixed points of an SDS or SyDS, le t’s 

consider the following reduction from PE3SAT to #FP-SD S, where #FP -S D S  denotes the problem 

of counting the fixed point configurations of an arb itrary  Boolean SDS.

Let an arb itrary  instance I of P E 3S A T  be given. We construct the corresponding instance of 

an SDS S  =  S ( I )  as follows. We rem ark th a t S  in this subsection will be “nearly sym m etric” ; we 

will modify our construction to a fully symm etric Boolean SDS (or SyDS) in the next subsection.

Assume that I has n  variables and m  clauses. The underlying graph of S  has a distinct node 

for each variable ay, 1 <  i < n, and for each clause Cj ,  1 <  j  < m. The node labeled ay is

connected to the node labeled Cj if and only if, in the Boolean formula I, variable ay appears 

in clause Cj .  In addition, our graph has one additional node, labeled y, th a t is adjacent to the 

nodes Cj  for all indices j  — 1,..., m. Hence, each Cj  has exactly four neighbors, and node y has 

m  neighbors.

The node update  functions of our SDS S  are as follows:

-  Each node Cj  evaluates the logical A N D  of the current value of node y, the value evaluated 

by the PE3SAT function of the three variables { x J 1 , xj2, X j 3 }  th a t appear in the corresponding 

clause Cj  of I, and the current value of itself; th a t is, the node update  function Cj  evaluates 

to 1 if and only if:

(i) exactly one out of the three neighboring nodes Xjl ,Xj2,Xj3 currently holds the value 1; and

(ii) the node y currently holds the value 1; and

(iii) the current value of C3 itself is 1.

-  The “special” node y evaluates the A N D  of its own current value and the entire set of current 

values held in the clause nodes Cj, 1 <  j  <  to. This will enable us to argue tha t the node y, 

in effect, evaluates the Boolean formula for the specified tru th  assignment {ay, . . . , x n }, provided 

th a t the initial value stored in node y is yt=0 =  1, and, likewise, th a t C j=0 =  1, for all j ,  

1 < j  <  to.

-  Each node ay evaluates the logical A N D  of itself and the current values stored in the clause 

nodes Cj y )  such tha t, in the original formula I, variable ay appears in clause C3y y
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The order of the node updates is ( C i , C m , y , x \ ,  . . . , x n ).

Since S  has n  +  m  +  1 nodes, the corresponding phase space will have 2n+m+1 configurations.

We now claim th a t the reduction from #PE 3S A T  to #FP-SD S based on the above SDS 

construction from an instance I of PE3SAT is weakly parsimonious; it will then immediately follow 

th a t

T h eo r e m  5.1. The p ro b le m  o f  cou n tin g  the f ixed  p o in ts  o f  an a rb i t ra ry  B oo lean  S D S  (a n d  therefore  

also o f  a n y  m o re  g en era l  f in i te  d o m a in  S D S )  is  f f iP -c o m p le te .

Proof.  T hat #FP -S D S  is a member of the class # P  is im m ediate from the definition of SDS and 

the assum ptions sta ted  in Section 5.3. The # P -h a rd n e ss  will follow from the # P -h a rd n e ss  of the 

corresponding counting version of PE3SAT, once we establish tha t the reduction from #PE 3S A T  

to #FP-SD S is, indeed, (weakly) parsimonious.

F irst, assume we pick an initial configuration C° such th a t its sub-configuration ( x ® , x ® )  

is an unsatisfying tru th  assignments for the variables ( x i ,  . . . , x n ) in the corresponding instance of 

PE3SAT. Then, a t the first step, at least one of the clause nodes will evaluate to 0, and hence 

the node y  will subsequently evaluate to 0. Once the node y  holds the value 0, at the next step 

all clause nodes Cj  will evaluate to 0, and subsequently they will force all the variable nodes 

Xi to evaluate to 0, as well8. Thus, it follows that, if initially the sub-configuration { x \ , . . . , x ) l ) 

corresponds to a falsifying tru th  assignment for I, then the fixed point configuration 0n+m+1 is 

reached in (at most) two global transition  steps.

Let us assume now th a t the initial configuration C t= 0 of S  has a sub-configuration (x 5,..., x°) 

th a t corresponds to a satisfying tru th  assignment to the corresponding Boolean variables in the 

instance I of PE3SAT and, in addition, th a t y t=0 =  1 and C j=0 =  1. Then each Cj  will evaluate 

to 1, thereby causing the node y  to rem ain evaluated to 1, as well. Since all Cj  — 1, each node 

X{ will keep its original value: x \  =  x ) .  Since these values form a satisfying tru th  assignment, 

a t the next step of the dynamic evolution of S , again each Cj  will evaluate to 1, causing y  to 

re-evaluate to 1, and all of Xi to rem ain the same; in other words, a fixed point configuration has 

been reached. Hence, if the initial configuration C° has y °  =  1 and C °  = l m , and it encodes

8We shall assume in this and all other constructions in this dissertation th a t each Boolean variable in any given 
formula I appears in at least one clause.
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a satisfying tru th  assignment (x^, •••, x^)  of I, then C =  C° already is a fixed point, given 

by ( C i , Cm , y ,  x \ , ..., x n ) =  ( 1 , 1 , 1 ,  x9, x 9 ). Thus, it follows th a t each satisfying tru th  

assignment (x i , . . . ,x n) of I gets m apped into a d is t in c t  fixed point ( 1 , 1,1, x i , x n ) of the 

corresponding SDS S  = S ( I ) .

Finally, it is easy to see tha t, if y° = 0, then S  reaches the fixed point 0"+m+1 in a single 

step, and if there exists a t least one index j  such th a t initially C® = 0, then the sink 0n+m+1 

is reached in a t most two steps. Since each initial configuration th a t encodes a falsifying tru th  

assignment (x i, ...,x n ) to I yields the fixed point configuration 0n+m+1 in a t most two steps, we 

conclude tha t there cannot be any fixed points of S  except for 0"+m+1 and those fixed points 

th a t correspond to the satisfying assignments to I. Therefore, if I has L  satisfying assignments, 

where 0 <  L  <  2” , then the SDS S  as constructed above will have exactly L  +  1 fixed points.

This reduction establishes that, in general, counting fixed points of an arb itrary  Boolean SDS 

is no easier than  counting satisfying tru th  assignments of instances of PE3SAT formulae, and the 

# P  -hardness of #F P -S D S  follows, thereby establishing the claim of the theorem.

□

Similarly, by a straightforw ard modification of the given SDS construction, the problem  of 

exactly enum erating FPs of general Boolean (and therefore any finite domain) SyDSs is # P -  

complete, as well:

C orollary 5.1. The problem, # F P - S y D S  f o r  the gen era l B oo lean  a n d  o th e r  f in i te  d o m a in  S y D S s  

is  f f iP -c o m p le te .

We rem ark th a t the underlying graph in the construction above is b ip a r t i te , as there are no 

lateral edges among the variable nodes or among the clause nodes, and hence only even-length closed 

pa th s9 are possible. Moreover, by the results of Hunt e t  al. in [85] on the com putational complexity 

of counting problems for the planar graphs, the underlying graph G g  in our construction can be also 

made p la n a r , while still preserving the hardness of the counting problem #FP-S(y)D S. Likewise,

as a straightforw ard corollary to the complexity results by Vadhan on counting in sparse graphs

9We purposefully avoid using the word “cycle” here, even though it is the more common term  in the graph theory 
literature, in order to avoid possible confusion between closed paths, or cycles, in the underlying graph of an SDS 
on one hand, and the tem poral cycles characterizing this dynamical system ’s behavior (tha t is, the directed cycles in 
the resulting configuration space), on the other.
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and sparse Boolean formulae [210], a 0 (1 ) bound on the maximum node degree for the variable 

nodes can be imposed, while preserving the #P -com pleteness of #FP-S(y)D S.

Therefore, when all these restrictions on are imposed simultaneously, the conclusion is

th a t the #FP-S(y)D S problem is # P -co m p le te  even when the underlying graph is (i) planar, (ii) 

b ipartite, and (iii) w ith only one node of degree greater than  0 (1 ).

We will elaborate more on the restrictions on an SDS’s or SyDS’s underlying graph th a t still 

m aintain the hardness of counting FPs in the next Chapter. In the rest of this Section, however, 

we will explore several other consequences of the basic SDS construction preceding the statem ent 

of Theorem  5.1.

5.5.1 Com putational C om plexity of Several Other Configuration Space 

Properties o f General Boolean SDSs and SyDSs

The construction of an SDS from a Boolean formula in Theorem 5.1 resembles of how one constructs 

a Boolean circuit from a Boolean expression. T ha t is, not only is the construction preserving the 

number of solutions but, furtherm ore, one can view it as a very literal translation from a Boolean 

formula into an SDS. Additionally, the resulting SDS has a rather simple configuration space: every 

initial configuration th a t encodes a satisfying tru th  assignment of I, and initially has y° =  1 and 

all C j — 1, is already a fixed point, whereas all initial configurations th a t encode falsifying tru th  

assignments of I, as well as those th a t have y° — 0 or a t least one Cj = 0, reach the “sink” fixed 

point 0n+m+1 within two steps. These scenarios are, indeed, the only possible evolutions of S: its 

configuration space has no tem poral cycles whatsoever, no chains of transient configurations longer 

than  two, and no fixed points except for on+m+1 and those th a t are of the form (1,..., 1,1, x \ ,..., x n ), 

where (a q ,..., x n) E {0, l} n is a tru th  assignment th a t satisfies the original Boolean formula I.

We summarize the implications of the construction in Theorem  5.1 in the Lemma below:

L e m m a  5.1. Let an arbitrary instance I of  PE3SAT be given, and let the corresponding SDS  

S  — S ( I )  be constructed from it as in Theorem  5.1. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(i) I is satisfiable, i.e., there exists a truth assignment to the variables appearing in I so that 

the underlying PE3SAT formula evaluates to t ru e .

(ii) SDS S  has a fixed point configuration C ^  0"+m+1.
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( ii ’) S  has two or more fixed points.

(Hi) S  has a configuration C such that C /  Q^+m+i anc[ q foas a 2 -ancestor, that is, 

pred(pred(C)) exists.

(Hi’) S  has a configuration C 7  ̂ o71+m+1 such that, for any k > \ ,  C has a k-ancestor.

Proving the claims of Lemma 5.1 is ra ther straightforward, and will be om itted.

We recall the definition of A m b ig u o u s -S A T , sometimes also called DOUBLE-SAT (see, e.g., 

[62]): Given an instance of a Boolean CNF formula, does it have two or more solutions, i.e., are 

there two or more satisfying tru th  assignments? One of the consequences of Lemma 5.1 is tha t 

determ ining whether an SDS has more than  one fixed point is no easier th an  determ ining whether 

an instance of P E 3S A T  has a satisfying tru th  assignment. We notice the sim ilarity between the 

problem  of non-uniqueness of FPs in an SDS or SyDS, and the A m b ig u o u s -S A T  problem, which 

can also be viewed as the problem of non-uniqueness of satisfying tru th  assignments.

We recall th a t A m b ig u o u s -S A T  is N P-com plete in general [62],

D e f in it io n  5 .17. The AMBIGUOUS-FPE problem: Given an arbitrary Boolean-valued SD S or

SyDS S ,  does it have more than one fixed point?

It is now imm ediate from Lemma 5.1 th a t the following result holds:

C o ro lla ry  5.2. For general Boolean and other finite domain SDSs and SyDSs, the AMBIGUOUS- 

F P E  problem is N P -complete.

We conclude this section by establishing two more results on the hardness of exact enumeration

in the context of arb itrary  Boolean SDSs and SyDSs. Those two results will follow from the

construction used to establish Theorem 5.1, and from the discussion at the beginning of this 

subsection.

The first of the two results is a direct corollary to Theorem  5.1. Namely, since the S(y)DSs 

constructed from the P E 3S A T  CNF formulae in Theorem  5.1 do not have any cycle configurations, 

it is imm ediate th a t |#T C '| =  2m+n+1 — \# F P \ .  Since the class of function problems # P  is 

closed under taking the complement, it follows th a t exactly counting all transient configurations 

of Boolean and other finite domain S(y)DSs is #P -com ple te .
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T h e o re m  5.2. The problem f f TC of exactly counting all transient configurations of an arbitrary 

Boolean (or any other finite domain) SDS or SyDS is # P -complete.

We next focus on the complexity of enum erating only those transient configurations th a t are 

gardens of Eden. The sequel of lem m ata th a t follows has the purpose of establishing two facts. 

One, SDSs and SyDSs constructed as in Theorem 5.1 have many  GE configurations. Consequently, 

approxim ating of the num ber of those gardens of Eden, denoted \# G E \,  to w ithin a constant 

m ultiplicative factor is trivial for such S(y)DSs. (This fact, however, by no means implies the 

easiness of the problem  of approxim ate enum eration of GEs for Boolean S(y)DSs in general.) Two, 

and more im portantly  for our purposes, determ ining \# G E \ exactly is intractable.

L e m m a  5.2. Let an SD S S  be constructed from an instance I of P E 3S A T  as in Theorem 

5.1. Assume that I contains n  Boolean variables and m  clauses, ivhere each clause contains three 

unnegated variables. Let C =  (C , y , x ) denote a generic global configuration, where C  £ {0,1}™, 

y 6 {0,1} and x E { 0 , l } " .  Then

(i) Every configuration C of the form  (C , y , x ) =  (C, l . x )  with C  E {0,1 }m — { lm} and any 

x  E {0,1}" is a GE.

(ii) Every configuration C of the form (C ,y ,x )  = (1?" ,0 , x) with x  E {0,1}" is a GE.

Proof. Recall th a t the node update ordering is II =  ( C i , ..., Cm, y , x \ , ..., x n ).

Assume there exists a configuration C =  (C , y , x ) =  ( C , l , x )  w ith C /  l m th a t actually is 

not a GE. Then this configuration must have a predecessor. Let C' =  pred(C). Since the node 

y  updates according to Boolean A N D  th a t includes its own old value, y ( C )  =  1. Assume there 

exists j* E { l,...,m }  such th a t C j f i C)  =  0. Then, a t the next tim e step, the node Cj, has to 

reevaluate to 0: Cj, (C) =  0. Consequently, since y t+1 <— y l ■ IIjL 1C j+1, it follows th a t y(C) = 0, 

a contradiction. Therefore, it m ust be th a t Vj E { l,...,m }  : Cj(C')  =  1, i.e., D  is of the form 

{C ',y ' ,x ')  = ( l m, 1, x'), for some x '  E {0,1}".

Let TRU E  C {0,1}" denote the set of those Boolean n-vectors tha t, if used as a tru th  

assignment to x  =  { x \ , . . . , x n ), make the given P E 3S A T  formula I evaluate to true : I(x)

=  1. Let the set FALSE  be defined analogously. For any of the 2" (m + n + l)-vectors of the 

form (C , y , x ) =  ( l m, l ,x ) ,  there are two exhaustive and m utually exclusive possibilities: either
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x G T R U E , or else x  G F A L S E .  If x G T R U E , then  C* =  ( lm, l , x SQj) is a fixed point; 

th a t is, F(C*) = C* C, so this C* cannot be a predecessor of C. On the other hand, if 

x G F A L S E ,  then there exists j* such th a t the clause C j t of formula I is falsified for this tru th  

assignment x = ( x i , x n ). Hence, the corresponding clause node in the SDS S  constructed 

from I will evaluate to zero at the next tim e step, thereby coercing the node y  (that gets its 

tu rn  only once all the nodes Cj  have already updated their respective states) to update to zero, 

as well. This, however, contradicts our assum ption th a t y(C)  =  1. Hence, a configuration of the 

form C — (C , y , x ) =  (C , l , x )  cannot possibly have a predecessor, i.e., all such configurations are 

gardens of Eden.

To show th a t any configuration of the form C — (C ,y , x ) =  ( l m,0 ,x )  also m ust be a GE, we 

observe that, since each node Cj  updates according to Boolean A N D  on several inputs including 

this node’s own current state, a candidate predecessor C  of C must satisfy C  =  (1 m ,y ,x ')  for 

some Boolean n-vector x ' . If y{C') =  1, then, since also C(C) =  l rn, a t the next time step the 

node y would update  to 1 again; hence, F(C') cannot be of the form (C , y , x ) =  ( lm,0, x). But if 

y(C') =  0, th a t would force C(C) <— 0m, thereby violating the assum ption th a t C — (C , y , x ) is of 

the form (1 m,y ,x ) .  Hence, each configuration of the form (C , y , x ) = ( l m ,0 ,x )  is a GE. □

An imm ediate consequence of the above result is th a t the GE configurations are, indeed, abun

dant in those SDSs th a t are constructed from the P E 3S A T  formulae as in Theorem  5.1:

L e m m a  5.3. Let an SDS S  be constructed from an instance of a P E 3S A T  formula with 

n  variables and m  clauses, as in Theorem 5.1. Then S  has a number of garden of Eden  

configurations that is exponential in both n and m.

Proof. There are (2m — 1) • 2" configurations of S  th a t are of the form (C , y , x ) =  ( C , l , x ) ,  

where x  G {0,1}" is arbitrary, and C  G {0, l} m -  { lm}. By Lemma 5.2, each of these 0 (2 m+n) 

configurations is a GE. □

Since there are also 2n GE configurations th a t are of the form (C , y , x ) =  ( lm,0, x), the next 

result is immediate.
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C o ro lla ry  5 .3 . Let an SD S S  be constructed from an instance of a P E 3S A T  formula with n  

variables and m  clauses, as in Theorem 5.1. Then at least a half of all global configurations in the 

phase space of S  are gardens of Eden.

As already mentioned, we would like to argue th a t the problem  ^G E -SD S of exactly counting 

the gardens of Eden in an SDS constructed from an instance of PE 3S  AT is, in general, intractable. 

To th a t end, we establish a one-to-one correspondence between the falsifying tru th  assignments 

of a P E 3S A T  formula, and the GE configurations in the corresponding SDS of the general form 

('C , y , x ) =  ( lm, l , 00f aise), where Xfa[se E F A L S E .  It will follow from th a t correspondence that, 

in order to determ ine \#G E \  exactly, we need to be able to exactly enum erate all falsifying tru th  

assignments to the underlying P E 3S A T  Boolean formula; the latter com putational task, however, 

is known to be #P -com ple te .

L e m m a  5.4. Let an SD S S  be defined as in the construction of Theorem 5.1. Then every 

configuration that is of the form  (C , y , x ) = ( lm, 1 ,X faise), with x j aise E {0, l} n corresponding 

to a falsifying truth assignment of the underlying P E 3 C N F  Boolean formula, is a garden of Eden 

of S .

Proof. Let C = (C , y , x ) =  ( l m, 1, Xfa[se) and le t’s assume there exists a configuration C  such tha t 

pred(C) =  C'. Since the node y  updates according to Boolean AN D  th a t includes its own current 

value, y(C') =  1 m ust hold. Similarly, for all j  6 { l ,...,m } , Cj(Cr) =  1 must also hold. Hence, 

the assumed predecessor configuration itself must be of the form C  — (C ' ,y ' ,x ' )  = ( lm, l , x ' ) ,  for 

some x'  E {0,1}” . Now, ju st like in the proof of Lemma 5.2, there are only two possibilities: either 

x' E T R U E ,  or else x' E F A L S E .  E ither possibility clearly leads to a contradiction. Hence, C 

cannot have a predecessor, i.e., it m ust be a garden of Eden. □

The stage has now been set for the second im portant result on the complexity of the exact 

enumeration of GEs and TCs in Boolean and other finite dom ain SDSs and SyDSs:

T h e o re m  5.3. The following two problems are ffP-complete: Given an arbitrary Boolean or

other finite domain SD S or SyDS S  ’ with n  nodes, an integer k such that 1 <  k < n, a subset of 

nodes W  C V  such that \W\ — k, and an arbitrary k-vector b = (b \ , ..., &&) E V k , how many
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— garden of Eden configurations, or

— arbitrary transient configurations

C' such that W(C') = b does S(y)D S S ’ have?

We shall show in Section 5.6 th a t the problem # G E  remains intractable when no restrictions 

on the allowable states of any of the SDS’s or SyDS’s nodes are imposed -  th a t is, when k — 0 and 

W  =  0 in Theorem  5.3 above. T ha t is, the exact analog of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 holds for the 

problem  of enum erating the garden of Eden configurations, as well. Moreover, the intractability  of 

exactly enum erating FPs, GEs and all TCs of a Boolean S(y)DS will be established even when the 

underlying graphs are required to be simultaneously planar, b ipartite  and w ith \E\ =  0 ( |V j).

5.6 Som e P ro p ertie s  o f B oo lean  SD Ss and S yD S s D efined  on  

P lanar B ip a rtite  G raphs

We show in this section th a t the problems of counting FPs and GEs in Boolean SDSs and SyDSs 

rem ain intractable, when these discrete dynamical systems are defined over very restricted un

derlying graphs -  in particular, when these underlying graphs are required to be both planar and 

bipartite. W hile the hardness of these counting problems can be obtained from Theorem 5.1 by 

imposing appropriate restrictions on the instances of P E 3S A T  formulae and then using the work 

of other researchers on the complexity of counting in planar, b ipartite  an d /o r sparse graphs (see 

discussion at the end of Subsection 5.5), we prefer to prove the desired properties in an alternative 

m anner, th a t is both  simpler and independent of the prior work. To th a t end, we now focus on 

the star graphs [188]. We observe th a t ju st about any interesting graph-theoretic problem is trivial 

to solve on a star graph. Hence, the com putational hardness results on various problems about 

general planar, b ipartite  an d /o r sparse graphs, such as those in [85, 210], cannot be conveniently 

translated  into the context of com putational complexity of determ ining various configuration space 

properties of SDSs and SyDSs tha t are defined on the star graphs.

Star networks are a very simple and broadly studied class of communication topologies among 

com putational agents, processes or processors. The star networks capture the simplest possible way
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of coupling m ultiple entities such th a t one designated entity has the central, leader or “m aster” 

role, whereas the rem aining entities are the followers or “slaves” . In particular, in a star graph, the 

central node is connected to all other nodes, yet no two peripheral (non-central) nodes are connected 

to each other. If the edges in such a graph correspond to communication links, the immediate 

im plication is th a t no pair of peripheral nodes can communicate directly: all the communication 

among different nodes has to go through the central node.

We will first show th a t counting FPs and GEs of a Boolean SDS or SyDS defined on a star 

graph is, in general, # P -co m p le te  -  as long as the local update  rule of the central node is not 

given as a truth table. Moreover, we will then prove th a t counting these configurations in the star 

graphs remains intractable even when the central node’s update rule is given as a monotone Boolean 

formula  of a modest size. This is in stark  contrast to the proven tractability  of bo th  resolving the 

fixed point existence (the F P E  problem), and actually finding a fixed point, in every Boolean SDS 

or SyDS all of whose nodes update according to the monotone Boolean functions  [17].

5.6.1 Counting FPs and GEs of SDSs and SyDSs Defined on Star Graphs

We now consider SDSs and SyDSs with arb itrary  Boolean update rules, bu t such th a t the underlying 

graphs of these S(y)DSs are required to be the star graphs.

If the node update  functions are encoded as the tru th  tables, then for general Boolean S(y)DSs 

defined on the star graphs, we argue th a t essentially any com putational problem about the con

figuration space properties is solvable in tim e polynomial in the size of the S(y)DS’s description. 

However, if we allow the node update rules either to be considered “black boxes” (i.e., oracles), or 

else be given as sufficiently succinct Boolean formulae, then the counting problems of interest will 

be shown to become intractable.

Let us first consider SDSs and SyDSs whose node update functions are given as the tru th  tables.

Assume node y  is the center of the star, and th a t it is adjacent to n  periphery nodes x \ ,  . . . ,xn . 

Since each node xi has only one neighbor and therefore depends on only two inputs (i.e., the current 

values of y and itself), the table size for each Xi is only 0 (1 ), and any local update  rule com putation 

via a table search will only take 0 (1 ) time. However, the central node y  has n  neighbors; therefore, 

assuming an arb itrary  Boolean function f y = g{x \ , ..., x n , y) as the node update rule of y, the
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tru th  table for f y will have 0 (2 ” ) rows. Hence, for an S(y)DS defined on a star graph, and 

assuming an arb itrary  Boolean function at the central node, the size of the overall description is 

0 (2” ).

W hen the node update  functions are given as the tru th-tables, then, for arb itrary  Boolean 

SDSs and SyDSs defined on the star graphs, counting fixed points and gardens of Eden can be 

easily accomplished in tim e polynomial in the size of the S(y)DS representation. This is due 

to the exponential (in the num ber of nodes) amount of storage that the central node needs for 

representing its update  rule as a tru th  table. It is fairly straightforw ard to convince oneself that, 

in th a t case, virtually every configuration space property of interest, including the problems of 

exactly determ ining \# F P \ ,  \ # G E | or |#T C '|, can be done in a num ber of steps th a t is polynomial 

in the size of the S(y)DS’s encoding, 0 (2 ” ).

These observations about arb itrary  Boolean SDSs and SyDSs defined on the star graphs that 

include the tru th  tables for each node as a part of their description can now be contrasted with the 

scenario where the tru th  tables are not a part of the description of an SDS or SyDS. In this latter 

case, the S(y)DSs are represented much more succinctly, and it turns out th a t (unless P  =  P # p ) 

the fundam ental counting problems for such S(y)DSs become intractable. Throughout the rest 

of this subsection, therefore, we assume the size of the S(y)DS’s encoding is 0 (n ) ,  where n  is 

the num ber of nodes, i.e., th a t the central node does not need to store the tru th  table (and then 

com pute by searching th a t table).

Clearly, if the central node has its update rule given as a “black box” , i.e., an oracle th a t does 

not contribute to the overall (size of) the S(y)DS’s description, the overall size of the au tom aton’s 

encoding is indeed going to be O (n), as desired. We will first establish the hardness of counting 

results under th a t assum ption; subsequently, we will show th a t counting remains intractable in the 

worst case if the central node’s rule is given as a Boolean formula, where the size of the formula is 

considered a part of the overall SDS’s or SyDS’s encoding.

Let f y denote the update rule of the central node. We assume that f y is an entirely arb itrary  

Boolean function on n  +  1 inputs. We also assume (for now) that the central node, y, has an 

oracle for evaluating f y in a single unit of time.

T h e o re m  5.4. When the truth tables are not a part of the S(y)D S description, the following
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counting problems about Boolean SDSs and SyDSs: given an S(y)D S S ,

(i) the problem # F P  of determining the number of fixed point configurations of S ;

(ii) given an arbitrary configuration C, the problem of determining the number of predecessors 

of C (abbreviated as # P R E D );

(in) the problem # T C  of determining the number of all transient configurations of S ;  and

(iv) the problem # G E  of determining the number of garden of Eden configurations of S

are all # P  -complete, even when the underlying graph of S  is required to be a star.

Proof. We construct an SyDS <S’ tha t, in essence, emulates an unbounded fan-in  Boolean circuit 

th a t evaluates an arb itrary  Boolean-valued function f  of n  Boolean variables.

-  The underlying graph G g  = G ( V ,E ) has n  +  1 nodes, tha t is, one node for each input 

variable Xi, and one special node, y, th a t will, under appropriate circumstances, store the value of 

f i x  i, . . . ,x n );

-  Node y is adjacent to all nodes Xi (that is, the graph G g  is a star), and it updates its state 

according to the rule y t+ 1 =  y l ■ f  {x\ ,..., x ln );

-  Each node X{ is adjacent only to the central node y, and updates its value according to

x \+1 = x\ ■ y l .

If y° =  0, then the node y will rem ain holding the value 0 after all future updates, regardless 

of whether the tru th  assignment (x\,...,x°n) satisfies the Boolean formula /  or not. Since each 

x) = x )  • y° =  x)  ■ 0, it follows tha t all X{ values will be updated  to 0, regardless of their initial 

values. Hence, if y° =  0, then  S '  collapses to the “sink” 0n+1 in a single step of its evolution.

On the other hand, if y° =  1, then y 1 — y° ■ f ( x ®,..., x 1) ) =  f { x \ , . . . , x ) l ), i.e., the node y will 

update  to 1 iff [x \ , . . . ,x ) t)  is a satisfying tru th  assignment for / .  Insofar as the nodes X{ are 

concerned, they will evaluate to their previous values a t tim e t — 1, whereas at tim e t =  2 they will 

reevaluate to the same value iff y has evaluated to 1 a t t =  1, and to 0, otherwise. Thus, after two 

steps, the configuration reached will either be 0n+1, if the initial choice of ■■■,x)l) corresponds 

to a falsifying tru th  assignment of / ,  or it will be of the form (y2, x \ , ..., x(f) =  (1, X®,..., x^), if 

(x j, ...,a;^) is a satisfying tru th  assignment of / .  E ither way, 5 ’ will stay a t the configuration it 

has reached after two transitions.
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To summarize, the configuration space of <!?’ has no cycles or long transients, and its fixed 

points are precisely 0n+1 and those configurations th a t are of the form (y° =  1, X®,..., x ®n), where 

(x®, ■■■1x Qn) is a satisfying tru th  assignment of the corresponding Boolean function / .

It is almost im m ediate tha t, if the node values are updated sequentially instead of synchronously 

in parallel, i.e., if we consider an SDS corresponding to the SyDS described above, our analysis of 

the fixed points rem ains valid. Namely, the fixed points are invariant w ith respect to the choice 

of a node update ordering. For the sake of definiteness, bu t also in order to be able to show the 

hardness of counting configurations other than  fixed points for SDSs defined on the star graphs, 

we convert the above SyDS S '  into a concrete SDS S  by specifying the node update ordering 

II =  ( y , x i, . . . , ,xn ). Thus the node update  functions of S  are

y i + i  y t  . .

f o r  i — 1,..., n

x \+1 •(- x\ ■ y t+1 ;

end fo r

We omit a detailed analysis of this SDS’s behavior (the analysis is rather similar to th a t for 

the corresponding SyDS), and summarize what the configuration space of S  looks like. The fixed 

points of S  are precisely the “sink” CP+1 and the configurations of the form (y° = 1, X®,..., x ^ ) 

where f (x ® , ..., x^)  =  1. Thus S  has T  +  1 fixed points i f  and only if  the corresponding Boolean 

function /  has T  satisfying tru th  assignments. We also observe tha t the fixed point configurations 

of the form (1, x ? , ..., x Qn) have no incoming transients, simply because all transients lead to the 

sink 0n+1. Furtherm ore, the configuration space of S  has no cycles and no transient chains longer 

than  one.

Since the convergence from any transient configuration to the sink 0n+1 takes exactly one 

step, every TC is necessarily also a garden of Eden. We recall th a t every configuration C with 

y{C) =  0 and different from the sink 0TI+1 is a transient state. Thus, if the function /  has T  

solutions, then the corresponding SDS S  has exactly \# F P \  = T  +  1 fixed points and exactly 

|# T C | =  \#G E \ = (2n — 1) +  (2" — T) — 2n+1 — T  — 1 transient configurations, each of which is 

also a garden of Eden.

We also observe tha t, since the transition  from every transient configuration leads to the sink
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FP  On+1, this fixed point configuration has the num ber of predecessors equal to \# T C \  +  1 =  

\# G E \  +  1 =  2n+l - T .

We rem ark th a t the construction described above establishes only the hardness part for the 

counting problems (i) -  (iv) in the theorem. It is easy to see, however, th a t all these counting 

problems belong to the class # P ,  since the corresponding decision problems can be readily seen to 

be in the class N P . □

W hile our prim ary goal in this section is to establish the hardness of (exactly) enum erating 

the fixed point and the garden of Eden configurations for the Boolean and other finite domain 

SDSs and SyDSs whose underlying graphs are severely restricted, the given constructions also have 

some implications for the decision problems about certain S(y)DS configuration space properties of 

interest. We next list a few of those properties. The hardness of the configuration space properties 

below follows directly from the hardness of appropriate satisfiability problems for Boolean functions, 

and the constructions in the proof of Theorem  5.4.

L e m m a  5.5. When the truth tables are not a part of an S D S ’s or S y D S ’s description, the following 

decision problems about Boolean SDSs and SyDSs are N P -complete, even when the underlying graph 

is required to be a star:

(i) The A m b ig u o u s - F P E  PROBLEM: Given a Boolean S(y)D S S ’, does it have more than

one fixed point?

(ii) Given a Boolean S(y)D S S ’, a subset of nodes W  C V  such that \W\ = k with k > 1,

and an arbitrary Boolean vector b = {b\, ...,bk), does S ’ have a fixed point configuration C  such

that W (C )  = b ?

(in) Given a Boolean S(y)D S S ’, a subset of nodes W  C V  such that \W\ — k where k > 1,

a Boolean vector b = (6j, ...,bk), and a configuration C, does C have any predecessors that satisfy

W(pred{C )) =  b ?

We recall th a t the t a u t o l o g y  p r o b l e m  for Boolean functions ( “Given an arb itrary  Boolean 

function / ,  does /  evaluate to true for all tru th  assignments to its variables ?” ) is a paradigm atic 

coN P-com plete problem. The SDS S  in the proof of Theorem 5.4 will have no more than  2” — 1 

transient configurations or gardens of Eden (out of 2n+1 configurations in total) i f  and only if
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S  does not have any TC or GE configurations w ith y — 1 i f  and only i f  f  is a tautology. 

Hence, another corollary to our construction in the proof of Theorem 5.4 is th a t determ ining 

whether an SDS defined over a star graph will have any nontrivial general transient or garden of 

Eden configurations is N P -h a rd  (where, in our example, nontrivial configurations would be those 

configurations C such th a t y(C) =  1). One can view this corollary as an extension of the already 

known result on N P-com pleteness of the GARDEN OF E d e n  EXISTENCE problem  for Boolean and 

finite range SDSs [17]. Likewise, complexity results about the existence of GEs and TCs analogous 

to the claims in parts (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 5.5 also hold:

C o ro lla ry  5.4. When the truth tables are not a part of an S (y )D S ’s description, the following 

decision problems are N P  -complete, even when the underlying graph is required to be a star: given 

a Boolean S(y)DS S ’, a subset of nodes W  C V  such that \W\ — k, and an arbitrary Boolean 

vector b = {b\, ...,bk), does S ’ have (i) a GE configuration, or (ii) a transient configuration C  

such that W(C') — b ?

5 .6 .2  C o u n t in g  F P s  a n d  G E s  o f  M onoton e  S ( y ) D S s  D e f in e d  o n  S t a r  G r a p h s

All results in the previous subsection have been shown under the unrealistic assum ption tha t 

the central node updates its sta te  by using an oracle. Moreover, all the hardness of counting 

results in this C hapter thus far have been shown for the SDSs and SyDSs for which the nontrivial 

corresponding decision problems, such as A m b ig u o u s - F P E ,  are intractable in general.

We shall now drop the oracle assum ption, and assume th a t the central node is given its update 

rule /  as a Boolean formula th a t is a part of the S(y)DS’s description. Furtherm ore, we will also 

choose /  to be from a class of Boolean formulae for which the corresponding satisfiability problem 

is tractab le  -  thereby assuring th a t the related decision problems about the resulting SDS or SyDS, 

such as F P E  and A m b ig u o u s - F P E ,  are also tractable.

The purpose of this exercise is twofold. One, we show th a t counting configurations of S(y)DSs 

over the star graphs is, indeed, intractable -  as long as the central node’s update  rule is encoded 

reasonably succinctly [194]. Two, ju st like what has been known for the Boolean formulae and 

many other com binatorial problem  domains, we show in the context of discrete dynamical systems
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of our interest th a t there is an intrinsic aspect of com putational hardness th a t is peculiar to the 

counting problems, and th a t does not have an analog among the corresponding decision problems.

We now re-state Theorem  5.4, only without the artificial “black box” assum ption about the 

nodes’ update rules:

T h e o re m  5.5. Exactly enum erating each of the following types of configurations:

(i) all fixed points;

(ii) all predecessors of an arbitrary configuration;

(Hi) all transient configurations; and

(iv) precisely those transient configurations that are gardens of Eden 

of Boolean and other finite domain S(y)DSs is, in general, # P - complete, even when the underlying 

graph is restricted to a s tar graph, and each node updates according to a m onotone Boolean-valued 

function, where the local update rules are considered a part of the S(y)DS description, and are given 

as negation-free Boolean 2CNF formulae.

Proof. Consider the class of MON-2CNF Boolean formulae: each clause has exactly two literals, 

and no negated variables are allowed. These formulae are a classical example where the problem of 

existence of a  solution (i.e., a satisfying tru th  assignment) is trivial, yet enum erating all satisfying 

assignments is, in general, # P -co m p le te  [212]. Moreover, it has been shown much more recently 

th a t the counting problem  # M o n -2 C N F  rem ains # P -co in p le te  even if no variable appears in 

more th an  four clauses [210]. In particular, if no variable appears in more than  0 (1 ) clauses, it 

immediately follows th a t, given such a M ON-2CNF formula th a t contains n  Boolean variables and 

some num ber of 2CNF clauses w ith those variables, the length of the entire formula is 0 (n ) .

Now consider an SyDS or SDS as constructed in the proof of Theorem 5.4, except tha t, instead 

of the central node’s update rule being treated  as an oracle, this node, y, is given its update rule 

f y as a M ON-2CNF formula with each variable Xi appearing in only 0 (1 ) clauses (say, at most 

four). Similarly, for the sake of consistency, assume th a t the update rules for the peripheral nodes 

Xi (which are ju st the Boolean A N D  functions of two variables) are also given as formulae, and 

considered a part of the problem  instance’s description. Now the size of such an S(y)DS’s encoding 

is a t most \E\ +  | / max| ■ \V\, where \ fmax\ stands for the maximum size of an update rule formula.
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Under the stated  assum ptions, and since \E\ =  0 ( |V |)  holds for the star graphs, in our case a 

straightforw ard substitu tion  shows th a t this encoding is of a size tha t is a t most 0 ( n 2). In fact, a 

more careful analysis shows th a t the size is only @(n). Consequently, incorporating the encodings 

of the local update  rules into the description of such an S(y)DS does not affect much the size of 

th a t dynamical system ’s overall description. The rest of the argum ent is identical to the proof of 

Theorem  5.4. □

We summarize the main results of this section in the following

C o ro lla ry  5 .5 . Exactly enumerating each of the following types of configurations: (i) the fixed 

points, (ii) the gardens of Eden, (Hi) the predecessors, and (iv) the transient configurations of 

finite domain SDSs and SyDSs is, in the worst case, computationally intractable, even when all of 

the following restrictions on the underlying graph and the local update rules simultaneously hold:

— the underlying graph is planar, bipartite, and with \E\ <  \V\;

— all local update rules are monotone Boolean functions;

— these update rules are considered a part of the S D S ’s or S y D S ’s description, and are 

given as (monotone) Boolean formulae: and

— SDS or SyDS uses only two different update rules from the given class of functions.

5.7 C ounting  V arious C onfigurations o f S ym m etric  B oo lean  

S D Ss and S yD S s

The hardness results for symm etric Boolean SDSs and SyDSs will be based on an appropriate 

reduction from the PE2-IN -3SA T problem. We define PE2-IN-3SAT similarly to how we defined 

PE3SAT, only this time we require each clause to have exactly two true variables (rather than 

exactly one as was the case in PE3SAT). We observe tha t, since PE3SAT is N P-com plete, so 

is PE2-IN -3SA T, and moreover the #P-com pleteness of the counting version of the former, le t’s 

denote it #PE 3SA T , also implies the #P -com pleteness of the counting version of the latter, # P E 2 -  

IN-3SAT.
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Let an instance I of PE2-IN -3SA T be given. Assume th a t there are n  Boolean variables, 

denoted x \ , ..., x n , and m  clauses, C \ , ..., C m , in I. We recall th a t each clause Cj  contains exactly 

three unnegated variables, X j 1 , x ] 2 , X j 3 . An instance I is a positive or satisfying instance of PE 2- 

IN-3SAT if and only if there exists a tru th  assignment to x \ , ..., x n such th a t exactly two variables 

in each clause are true.

We now prove th a t counting the fixed point configurations of a sym m etric Boolean SyDS or 

SDS is #P -com ple te . We recall tha t fixed points are invariant under the node update ordering; 

th a t is, regardless of whether the nodes update synchronously in parallel, or sequentially according 

to an arb itrary  ordering II, the fixed points of the underlying dynamical system as specified by its 

graph and the local node update functions rem ain the same (see [132] for a proof).

T h e o re m  5.6. The problem of counting fixed points of a symmetric Boolean Synchronous Dynam

ical System, abbreviated as # F P -S y m -S y D S , is # P -complete.

Proof. To show # P -h a rd n e ss , we reduce the problem of counting the satisfying tru th  assignments 

of an instance of PE2-IN-3SAT to counting the fixed points of a sym m etric Boolean SyDS. We 

construct an SyDS, S ,  from an instance of PE2-IN-3SAT as follows. (We recall th a t such a Boolean 

formula is assumed to have n  variables, labeled x \ ,  . . . ,x n , and m  clauses, labeled C \ , ..., Cm .) We 

let the underlying graph of S  have m  + n  +  1 vertices: one for each variable, one for each clause, 

and one additional vertex, denoted by y. Next, we define the edges of the underlying SyDS 

graph. Each vertex node X{ is adjacent to those and only those clause nodes C j ^  such th a t the 

corresponding variable X{ appears in the corresponding clause C j ^  of formula I. Each clause 

node Cj is adjacent to all other clause nodes Ck (for all k, 1 <  k <  m , k ^  j ) ,  to the special 

node y, and to the three nodes x J1 , Xj . 2 , X j 3 corresponding to the Boolean variables th a t appear in 

the clause Cj in the formula. Finally, by symmetry, the node y  is adjacent to all the clause nodes 

Cj, 1 <  j  <  m.

We define the node update functions as follows:

x i =  x i A

=  A ll -B u t -O n e  { x lh , x fj2, x ln , C \ , ..., C fm , y 1}; 

y t+1 = y t  a  (A f= 1 C j) ,
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w here th e  B oolean function  A ll-B u t -O n e  {z i,  ..., zq} =  1 if and  only if exactly one of its  in p u ts  

zi is 0, an d  all the  rest are Is (for 1 < I < q).

The underlying graph of the SyDS we have ju st described looks as in Figure 5.3 below:

C, m

X, X,
2

Figure 5.3: The graph of a symm etric Boolean SyDS in the construction of Theorem  5.6.

We now claim th a t the constructed synchronous dynamical system has |Tj +  2 fixed points if 

and only if the corresponding instance of PE2-IN-3SAT has |Tj satisfying tru th  assignments.

To prove the claim, we will carefully analyze all possible scenarios of the dynamic behavior 

of S ,  based on its initial configuration. We shall adopt the notation tha t x  and C  w ithout 

any subscripts denote Boolean n- and m-vectors, respectively, the former being a shorthand for 

(2:1 ,..., x n ) and the la tte r for (C \ , ..., Crn). Hence, using this abridged notation, we can now write 

arb itrary  configurations of S  as ordered triples (x ,C ,y ) .

We start w ith a simple observation tha t, since the node update  functions a t the variable nodes 

Xi, as well as the special node y, are conjunctions of inputs th a t include the old value of the node 

in question itself, once any Xi or the node y evaluates to 0, it remains 0 thereafter. We split the 

analysis of the dynamic behavior of S  into two parts.
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C a se  1: y° = 0. F irst consider the case when, initially, x® =  1 for all i, 1 <  i <  n, and also

Cj — 1, for all j ,  1 <  j  < m. At tim e t = 1, all the variable nodes x t will rem ain in the state 

1. Also, since each clause node update function Cj at tim e t — 1 will have all inputs equal to 1 

except for a single one (namely, the input y° =  0), Cj — 1. On the other hand, clearly y t — 0 for 

t = 1 ,2 ,..., irrespective of the rem aining inputs C j” 1. Hence, we conclude th a t the configuration 

( x ,C ,y )  = ( ln , l m,0) is a fixed point of S.  Notice, however, tha t this configuration does not 

correspond to a satisfying tru th  assignment of the corresponding instance I  of PE2-IN-3SAT, 

since, if all Xi — 1, then no clause Cj of I will be satisfied, as each clause requires exactly two 

inputs equal to 1 and one input equal to 0.

Now consider a s ta rtin g  configuration w here th ere  exists an  index j* such th a t Cj^ — 0. T hen , 

a t tim e t =  1, all the  clause nodes Cj  will have a t least two 0 in p u ts  (namely, y° and  C j J ,  and, 

since they  evaluate the  A l l - B u t - O n e  function  of th e ir inpu ts , they  will all evaluate to  0: Cj  =  0, 

for all j ,  1 < j  < m. Hence, a t th e  next step , x j  = x \  A (A j ( i )C j^ )  =  0 for a l i i ,  1 <  i < n, 

and  it is easy to  see th a t ,  for t > 2 , (x ^ C ^ O ) =  0n+m+1, i.e., the fixed po in t 0n+m+1 is swiftly 

reached -  in a t m ost two tran s itio n  steps. S im ilar analysis, and  the  sam e conclusion, hold if we 

assum e th a t  there  is a t tim e t — 0 a t least one index i* such th a t  x® =  0. We observe th a t, 

ju s t  like the  fixed po in t ( l n , l m ,0 ), the  fixed po in t (0 " ,0 m ,0) =  0n+m+1 does no t correspond to  

a satisfy ing t ru th  assignm ent (aq, . . . ,xn ) of form ula I. T his com pletes th e  analysis of all possible 

scenarios when y° — 0.

C a se  2: y° =  1. There are two sub-cases to consider. The first sub-case is when there exists

an index j* such th a t Cjjt = 0. The second sub-case is when, initially, C j  =  1, for all 1 <  j  < m.

We shall first assume th a t there exists j* such th a t Cj^ =  0. Then y t = 0 for all t >  1, 

and, furtherm ore, the three variable nodes Xjt)2 , ^ , 3}, corresponding to the variables tha t

appear in the clause CJt, will also evaluate to 0 at tim e t = 1 , and rem ain 0 thereafter. At time 

t — 2, all Cj will have more than  one input equal to 0. Consequently, all C j  =  0, 1 <  j  < n.

Thus, a single Cjt — 0 assures the quick collapse to the sink stable configuration on+m+1.

Next, we examine the most interesting scenario, when the initial configuration (x ° ,C ° , y °) is 

of the form (x t=0, l m , 1); th a t is, we assume that, initially, all C j  =  1 as well as y° = 1 . There 

are two possibilities: either x° is a satisfying tru th  assignment of the PE2-IN -3SA T instance I ,
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or it is not a solution of I. If I (x°)  = false, then there must be at least one index j  such th a t 

the clause Cj  — 0. If so, then the corresponding clause node Cj  of our SyDS will evaluate to 

zero, as well: C j  =  0. Hence, at tim e t = 2, y 2 — 0, and also x j  x = x j 2 =  =  0. Thus,

the resulting SyDS dynamics is the same as in case of an initial configuration with C j = 0, only 

beginning one tim e step later. In particular, after three time steps, (x 3, C 3,y 3) =  on+m+1, and, of 

course, (V , C^,?/) =  0n+m+1 for all t > 3.

Finally, we now assume th a t x° = (xj ,  ■■■,xj) is a satisfying tru th  assignment of the PE2-IN- 

3SA T formula. Then, a t tim e t  = 1, all the clause nodes C j  will re-evaluate to 1, since each 

clause Cj  in the Boolean formula will have exactly two true inputs if and only if each clause node 

Cj  of the corresponding SyDS has exactly rn +  1 +  (3 — 1) =  m  +  3 (i.e., all but one) of its inputs 

equal to 1. Similarly, y 2 =  y 1 =  y° — 1. Since all the nodes Cj  satisfy C j  =  C j — 1, it follows 

th a t each variable node Xi will retain  its old value: x \  =  x j  A ( ^ j { i )Cj ^ )  — x j  A 1 =  x j ,  and,

similarly, also x j  = x \  A 1 =  x j  = xj .  It is now im m ediate tha t any starting  configuration of 

the form (rr°, l m, 1), where the Boolean n -vector x° is a satisfying tru th  assignment of the given 

PE-2-IN-3SAT instance / ,  is a fixed point of S.

By the above analysis, we see th a t the phase space of S  has a rather simple structure: no 

cycles whatsoever, only short transients (the longest chains of transient states are of length 3), and 

the fixed points of S  are precisely the sink 0n+m+1, the configuration (x , C, y) — ( l n , l m, 0), and 

those configurations (x, C, y) such th a t C  = l m, y — 1, and the Boolean n-vector x  =  (so, x n ) 

is a satisfying tru th  assignment of / .  In particular, if I has |T | satisfying assignments, then S  

will have exactly |T| +  2 fixed points, and the claim of the theorem follows.

□

By the aforementioned invariance of fixed points with respect to the node update ordering, the 

next result on the hardness of counting FPs in symm etric Boolean SDSs is not a t all surprising.

T h e o re m  5.7. The problem of counting fixed point configurations of symmetric Boolean SDSs 

(abbreviated as # F P -S y m -S D S J  is # P -complete.

Proof. In order to prove the theorem explicitly, as well as establish several other complexity- 

theoretic counting results for symm etric Boolean SDSs, we consider the following construction of
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an SDS S ’ from the SyDS S  used in the proof of the previous theorem.

• The underlying graph and the local node updating functions are as in the SyDS construction 

in the previous theorem.

• Let the node ordering be given by II =  (y, C \ , ...., Cm , a q , .... x n ). Thus, 

y i+ l  =  y l A(Af=1C7j),

Cj +1 = A L L -B U T -O N E  {y t+ \ C [ + \ . . . , C j t \ , C j , C j + v ...,C}n, x tj l , x tj 2, x tja}, 

and, for any i such th a t 1 <  * <  n,

^ + 1 = x * A ( A  i(i)C'j+1),

where, as before, C j ^  denotes precisely those clause nodes tha t correspond to the clauses in 

the original Boolean formula in which the variable aq appears.

We will only sketch the analysis of what the phase space of 5 ’ looks like, since much of the case 

analysis coincides with th a t for SyDS S  in the previous theorem.

C a se  1: C t=0 ^  l m. Since y 1 =  y° A (A'jLl Cj ) ,  and at least one of Cj  (say, C jJ  is 0, the

node vertex y  will evaluate to y l = 0. Hence, each Cj  will have at least two zero inputs, namely 

y  and C j t , and hence the A L L -B U T -O N E  function at node C j  will evaluate to zero a t time t = 1, 

for all j .  Hence, if not all C j  are initially equal to 1, <S’ will collapse to the sink on+m+1 in a 

single step. We observe th a t there are exactly (2m — 1) x 2n+l =  2m+n+l — 2n+1 configurations 

C such th a t C° yt l m, all of which except for the sink on+m+1 are transient configurations and, 

moreover, each of these TCs is also a garden of Eden.

C a se  2: C t=0 = l m . This is the more interesting case w ith several sub-cases to consider. F irst,

if (y°, C 0^ 0) =  (0, l m, l n ), then it is straightforw ard to verify tha t this configuration is a fixed 

point th a t DOES NOT correspond to a solution of the corresponding instance /  of PE2-IN-3SAT. 

If, on the other hand, y° = 0 and x° ^  1” , then at time t  =  1, there are at least two nodes holding 

the value 0; in particular, there exists Cj0 such th a t C j" 1 =  0 since the node update function at 

C j 0 has at least two zero inputs a t tim e t —  1. Consequently, a t time t =  2, every clause node Cj  

will have at least two zero inputs, namely, y t=2 and either Cj^ 1 (if j  < j 0), or Cj=2 (if j  > j 0). 

Therefore, Cj=2 =  0 for all j  = 1, and subsequently x j  = 0, for all i = 1, ...,n . Thus, in
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this case, the collapse to the sink 0n+m+1 takes (at most) two steps. Furtherm ore, the convergence 

from an initial sta te  (0, l m ,x°  ^  l n) to 0"+m+1 takes two steps i f  and only i f  C [=1 =  1 (and 

only one step, otherwise).

Finally, the rem aining sub-cases to consider correspond to the initial configurations of S ’ of 

the form (y ° ,C ° . x °) =  ( l Jl m ,x°) .  In this case, if x t=0 =  x sat is a satisfying tru th  assignment 

for the PE2-IN-3SAT formula 7, then  the configuration (1, l m, a:0) will be a fixed point of S ’. If, 

however, x Q =  x j aise is a falsifying tru th  assignment for 7, then, at tim e t = 1, at least one of the 

C j=l will evaluate to 0, and consequently, at time 7 =  2, first the node y will update  to y t=2 =  0, 

and, since each C j=2 will have at least two zero inputs, all the clause nodes will then evaluate to 

0, and subsequently so will all the variable nodes x*=2; i.e., S ’ will converge to the sink 0n+m+1 

in a t most two steps. We observe tha t, in the case of an initial global configuration of the form 

(1,1 m ,x°faise), the convergence to Qn+m+l will always take exactly two steps: th a t it cannot take 

more than  two steps follows from the discussion above, whereas th a t it cannot take only one step 

stem s from the observation th a t y l =  y° A (A — 1, implying th a t (y1, C l , x l ) ^  on+m+1.

Given the above analysis, it is im m ediate th a t S ’ will have \T\ +  2 fixed points if and only if 

the corresponding PE2-IN -3SA T formula has |T| satisfying tru th  assignments. Hence, the # P -  

hardness of counting the fixed points of this restricted class of symmetric Boolean SDSs follows 

from the # P -h a rd n e ss  of counting the satisfying tru th  assignments of instances of PE2-IN-3SAT 

formulae. Since the m em bership of # F P -S y m -S D S  in the class # P  is easy to show, the claim 

of the theorem  follows. □

5.7.1 Discussion: Estim ating the Num ber of GEs and TCs

The configuration space of SDS S ’ constructed in the proof of Theorem  5.7 above looks as follows. 

Since there are n  +  m  +  1 nodes, there are 2rt+m+1 global configurations in total. Among these, 

there are precisely |T | +  2 fixed points, where |T | is the num ber of solutions of the corresponding 

PE2-IN -3SA T formula I. The num ber of these solutions is in the range {0 ,1 ,..., 2n }. All of the \T\ 

fixed points corresponding to the solutions of I, as well as the fixed point (y = 0, C = l m, x  =  1” ), 

are isolated fixed points , in a sense th a t they do not have any in-coming transients. In other words, 

each such configuration has a unique predecessor, namely, itself. The sta te  0"+m+1 is the “sink”
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for S ’, in tha t all transient chains eventually end in 0n+m+1. All the rem aining configurations are 

transient states, and, in particular, S ’ does not have any tem poral cycles. Furtherm ore, all the 

transient chains are very short, since every transient configuration is either a garden of Eden, or 

its predecessor is a garden of Eden; this is imm ediate from the fact th a t every convergence to the 

sink 0n+m+1 takes a t most two steps.

How many transient configurations, then, does SDS S ’ have? Let |F | =  2 n  — |T| denote the 

num ber of falsifying tru th  assignments for the PE2-IN -3C N F formula I. Since there are |T| +  2 

fixed points and no tem poral cycles, it is im m ediate th a t there are exactly 2 m + n + l  — |Tj — 2 =  

2m+n+i +  |F | — 2” — 2 transient states; we denote the num ber of transient configurations by \ f fTC\ .  

Since 0 < \T\ < 2 n , it follows th a t 2 m + n + l  -  2 >  \# T C \  >  2m+n+1 -  2” -  2. Therefore, in 

order to determ ine the exact num ber of transient states of S ’, one has to determ ine the num ber 

of satisfying tru th  assignments of the corresponding PE2-IN-3SAT formula I; but, even without 

knowing anything about the num ber of solutions of I, one can always readily estim ate |# T C j, since 

the fraction of all global configurations of S ’ th a t are TCs lies, roughly, between 1 — 0 (2 -m ) 

and 1. Hence, determ ining \ f fTC\  for this class of symm etric Boolean SDSs exactly is hard, but 

approximating this num ber in a sense discussed earlier in this C hapter is relatively easy, and it gets 

easier as the num ber of clauses rn grows with respect to the num ber of variables n.

To determine the num ber of gardens of Eden is more involved, but we can estim ate \# G E \  as 

follows. Since any garden of Eden is also a transient state, one approach is to a ttem pt to estim ate 

the num ber of those transient states th a t are not gardens of Eden, i.e., th a t do have a predecessor. 

We recall that, in the phase space of S ’, the longest transient chains are of length two; hence, 

by determ inism  of SDSs, it is imm ediate th a t at least a half of all transient states will actually be 

gardens of Eden. We argue th a t the fraction of the transient states th a t are actually also gardens 

of Eden can be (and, assuming a uniform distribution over the set of PE2-IN -3C N F instances, 

most often will be) considerably larger than  ju st a half of all TC.

First, recall th a t any sta te  of the form (y , C , x ) =  (1,1 m , X f aise), where Xf aise stands for a 

choice of Boolean n-vector x  th a t corresponds to a falsifying tru th  assignment for formula I ,  is 

necessarily a garden of Eden; and the num ber of these configurations is exactly \F\ =  2n — |T |, the 

num ber of unsatisfying tru th  assignments for the PE2-IN -3SA T formula I. Likewise, any state  of
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the form (y, C , x) = (0, l m, x),  where x  7  ̂ l n , is also necessarily a garden of Eden, and there are 

2 n — 1 such configurations.

The situation is more complicated w ith the configurations of the form (y, C, x),  where C =£ l m , 

whereas y E {0,1} and x  E {0,1}” are arbitrary. W hile each of these 2m + n + 1  — 2n+1  — 1 

configurations, except for 0 n + m + 1  (as already discussed), is a transient configuration, it is not 

obvious at all which ones are gardens of Eden and which have a predecessor. A configuration of 

the form (1 , C , x )  w ith C  ^  l m is either a GE configuration or else it has a predecessor among 

the |F | =  2" — |T| configurations of the form (1,1 m , x f aise). Similarly, each of the configurations 

(0, C  /  l m,x) either is a GE or else has a predecessor among the 2” — 1 configurations of the 

form (0, l m ,x)  such th a t x  /  l n . However, we recall tha t, while a transient chain th a t starts 

in a configuration of the form (1 , 1 m , X f aise) has to pass through an interm ediate configuration of 

the form (1 . C , x )  (where C  7  ̂ l m), before it reaches the sink 0 " +m+1, for the configurations of 

the form (0 , l m,x ) such th a t x  7  ̂ 1", it is possible th a t they immediately yield 0 ”+m+1, without 

having to pass through an interm ediate transient configuration (0, (7, x)  (where C  7  ̂ l m); thus, it 

is possible th a t all configurations of the form (0, C , x )  such th a t C /  l m are not only transient, 

bu t also gardens of Eden.

In the sequel, we will often use the abbreviated notation whereby, for instance, the standard  

and formal (but quite long) ‘(0, C, x) such that C  7  ̂ l m’ is abbreviated to ‘(0,(7 7  ̂ l m,x ) ’.

To provide rigorous upper and lower bounds on the to ta l num ber of GE configurations, let us 

consider the two extreme cases. At one extreme, le t’s assume all of the configurations (1 ,1TO, xfalse) 

lead to the same state  (1,(7* 7  ̂ l m,a;*), and th a t all the configurations (0, l m , x  7  ̂ 1” ) yield the 

sink 0” +m +1  immediately. If this is the case, then all the transient states, except for (1,(7*, 2;*), 

are also gardens of Eden. This gives an upper bound on the num ber of GE states: |# G i? | < 

|# T (7 | — 1. At the other extreme, we consider the scenario where each sta te  (1,1 m , X f ai s e ) yields 

a distinct configuration (1,(7 7  ̂ l m ,x) ,  and each state  (0, l rn, x  ^  l n) evolves after one step 

into a distinct state  (0, C  7  ̂ l m ,x)  7  ̂ 0n+m+1. Then the to tal number of garden of Eden states 

is only |F | +  2” -  1 +  ((2 m + ” +1 -  2n+1  -  1) -  \F\ -  (2” -  1)) =  2m+n+1 -  2n+1 -  1 . Hence, 

|# T C | -  1 > \# G E \ > 2m+n+l -  2n+1  -  1 . Since |# T G | =  2m+n+l + \F\ -  2n -  2 is maximized 

when the corresponding instance of PE-2-IN -3C N F SAT is not satisfiable, i.e. |F | =  2n , the general
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bound on the num ber of garden of Eden states becomes 2m+n+1 — 3 > \# G E \ > 2rn+n+1 — 2n+1  — 1.

It is possible to make the given bounds on \ # T C | and |# .F P | sharper, if we notice th a t 

the nontrivial instances of the CN F-type Boolean formulae in general, and our PE2-IN -3SA T in 

particular, are never tautologies, and furtherm ore one can use combinatorial argum ents to come 

up w ith lower bounds for the num ber of falsifying tru th  assignments. We shall not dwell upon 

a detailed combinatorial analysis based on various features of the underlying instance of PE2-IN- 

3SA T. Instead, we will only establish a crude lower bound for the num ber of falsifying assignments, 

\F\. F irst, we observe th a t both  0” +m + 1  and l n+m+] are always falsifying tru th  assignment, 

for any nonempty  instance of PE2-IN-3SAT. Second, consider any satisfying tru th  assignment, 

x sat £ { 0 ;l}n - By definition of PE2-IN-3SAT, if we assign Boolean values to aq , .... x n according 

to x sat, then each clause of the given instance will contain exactly two variables equal to 1. Hence, 

the component-wise negation of this Boolean vector will yield exactly one out of three variables 

being true in each clause, and therefore it will be a falsifying tru th  assignment of this PE2-IN- 

3SA T formula. These two facts th a t hold for any nontrivial PE2-IN-3SAT formula together imply 

th a t the number of falsifying tru th  assignments for any instance of PE2-IN-3SAT m ust satisfy 

|F | >  2n - 1  +  l, or, equivalently, 0 <  |T| <  2n ~ 1 — 1. This enables us to sharpen the previously given 

bounds on the num ber of fixed points, transient states and gardens of Eden of an SDS constructed 

from a PE2-IN -3SA T formula the way we constructed S ’. Concretely,

2 <  |# F P |  =  |T | + 2  < 2n ~ 1 +  1;

2m+n+1 _  2 n - i  _  x <  |# T C | =  2m+n+l + \F\ -  2n -  2 < 2m+n+1 -  2; and

2m+n + l _  2n + l _  1 <  \# G E \ < \# T C \  ~  |P | <  2m+n + 1 -  2n~ l ~  1.

Thus, for the restricted class of symm etric Boolean SDSs constructed from the PE2-IN-3SAT 

instances as described above, approximating the num ber of fixed points is as hard as approxim ating 

the num ber of satisfying tru th  assignments of the corresponding instances of PE2-IN-3SAT, but 

estim ating the approxim ate num ber of transient states and gardens of Eden, i.e., the fraction of all 

configurations th a t happen to be TC (GE), is tractable, and gets easier as the num ber of clauses 

m  in the corresponding PE2-IN-3SAT formula grows.

In summary, enum erating the fixed points of Symmetric Boolean SDSs and SyDSs exactly is

#P -com ple te , and approxim ating the num ber of FPs to w ithin, say, 2̂ v ^~c is N P -hard , for any
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e >  0. Similarly, counting exactly all TCs or all GEs of a Symmetric Boolean S(y)DS is # P -  

complete, as well. The complexity of counting GEs and TCs in symm etric S(y)DSs approximately, 

however, cannot be deduced from our constructions herewith and, to the best of our knowledge, is 

still open.

W hile these results do establish th a t counting fixed points of symm etric Boolean SDSs/SyDSs 

is hard  in both  exact and approxim ate settings, the question of how hard in general is the ap

proxim ation problem  for the num ber of TC and GE for this basic general class of SDSs/SyDSs 

rem ains open. In particular, we are yet to encounter an interesting, nontrivial subclass of sym m et

ric Boolean SDSs (or SyDSs) th a t would have some transient states (and garden of Eden states), 

i.e., th a t is not invertible, yet such th a t the num ber of these TC (GE) would be relatively small, 

and, in particular, possibly hard to approxim ately count. Thus, a possible conjecture, yet to be 

proved or disproved, could be tha t approxim ating the num ber of gardens of Eden for non-invertible 

SDSs and SyDSs is inherently easier than  approxim ating the num ber of fixed points. From the 

formal dynamics perspective, if this conjecture is true, it would imply th a t for determ inistic dy

namical systems such as SDSs and SyDSs, there are nontrivial properties of the backward dynamics 

of those systems th a t are easier to  predict than  similar properties of the forward dynamics. From a 

d istribu ted  computing perspective, being able to estim ate the number of GEs would provide some 

insight into what fraction of the system ’s configurations are unreachable, which, in turn , may have 

some implications for the (hardness of) safety properties of distributed inform ation systems tha t 

can be abstracted  as an appropriate kind of Sequential or Synchronous Dynamical Systems.

For arb itrary  Boolean symm etric S(y)DSs, distinguishing between zero T C /G E  states and more 

th an  zero such states is as hard as determ ining whether the given SDS is invertible; we recall tha t 

the garden of Eden existence problem (which is equivalent to the transient state  existence problem) 

for this class of SDSs and SyDSs is N P-com plete.

Several other consequences of the reductions in Theorems 5.6 and 5.7 follow immediately from 

the N P-com pleteness of the corresponding decision problems for PE2-IN-3SAT:

C o ro lla ry  5.6. The following problems for  symmetric Boolean SDSs/SyDSs are N P -complete:

(i) Given a symmetric Boolean SD S/SyD S  S ,  does it have more than two fixed point configura

tions ?
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(V) Given a symmetric Boolean SD S /SyD S  S ,  does it have any fixed points different from the 

pre-specified 0 (1 ) given fixed points?

(ii) Given a symmetric Boolean SD S /SyD S  S , does it have more than one configuration with a 

non-unique predecessor?

( i i ’) Given a symmetric Boolean SD S/SyD S  S ,  does it have any configurations different from  

a given set of 0 { 1 ) pre-specified configurations that have more than one predecessor?

(ii”) Given a symmetric Boolean SD S /SyD S  S ,  does it have any configurations whatsoever with 

more than one predecessor?

(in) Given a symmetric Boolean SD S/SyD S  S ,  does it have any garden of Eden configurations?

Notice that we obtain  (i’) immediately from (i), and likewise w ith deducing (ii” ) from (ii’). 

Similarly, once (ii’) is established, (iii) then becomes im m ediate from (ii’), since, whenever the 

underlying graph and consequently the configuration space are finite, the global m ap of an SDS or 

SyDS is injective if and only if it is surjective.

5.8 C hapter Sum m ary

Large-scale d istributed com putational and communication systems are often characterized by the 

property that, while the individual components may be relatively simple and their behavior well- 

understood, due to the interaction among those components and the interdependencies among 

different processes taking place at different components, the overall system behavior can become 

extremely complex. This, in particular, makes the design of reliable such systems rather challenging. 

Equally im portantly, formal verification of various properties of such systems, as well as the forecast 

of their likely future behavior patterns, become very difficult.

As a step towards understanding the kind of emerging complexity in such large-scale decentral

ized infrastructures, as well as towards developing a general theory of their com puter simulation, 

we have adopted two particular classes of graph or network au tom ata models, and a discrete dy

namical systems perspective on those models. The prim ary methodological approach to studying 

properties of a dynamical system is to study its behavior, i.e., its configuration space. In this Chap

ter, we have considered those network au tom ata as abstract discrete-time, discrete-state dynamical
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systems. We have specifically focused on the problems of counting how many stable configurations 

(FPs) and unreachable configurations (GEs) such dynamical systems have in their configuration 

spaces, when each of their nodes has only two distinct states, and updates according to a fairly 

simple Boolean function of the states of its neighboring nodes.

We have established th a t these (and some other, related) counting problems about Sequential 

and Synchronous Dynamical Systems are # P -com ple te , even when the following constraints on 

the structure of an SDS or SyDS simultaneously hold:

• the underlying graph of this SDS or SyDS is planar, bipartite, cycle-free and very sparse on 

average -  in particular, this graph can be restricted to be a star;

• each local update  rule is required to be a monotone Boolean function; and

• the nodes of the S(y)DS use only two different update  rules (e.g., for the star graphs, one

rule for the central node, and the other rule for everyone else).

In particular, we have shown in this work th a t im portant counting problems about d istributed

discrete dynamical systems are intractable when two im portant restrictions simultaneously hold. 

One, insofar as the inter-agent local interactions are concerned, we restricted the communication 

topology, th a t is, the underlying graphs of an SDS or SyDS, to the star graphs. Two, insofar as each 

agent’s individual behavior is concerned, we lim ited the node update rules to monotone Boolean

valued functions encoded as Boolean formulae. The im portance of our results for the SDSs and 

SyDSs defined on the star graphs stems from the fact tha t almost any com putational graph-theoretic 

problem  of interest is trivial when the graph instances are restricted to the (ordinary, static) star 

graphs. The im portance of the results for the restricted local update rules lies in the fact th a t the 

corresponding decision problems for the monotone Boolean S(y)DSs (as well as for the monotone 

Boolean formulae in general) are tractable.

T h a t there are im portant configuration space properties of Boolean SDSs and SyDSs th a t re

m ain intractable even when those S(y)DSs are severely restricted in term s of both  the allowable 

underlying graphs and the allowable local update rules is an indication th a t a very complex and, 

in general, unpredictable global dynamics can be obtained by coupling together only ra ther sim

ple, m onotonically behaving local interactions. Indeed, we have formally shown that this general
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observation holds true as long as there exists a single agent in such a dynamical system th a t is 

allowed to interact with a large num ber of other agents.

We have also shown the in tractability  of counting the stable configurations (FPs) of Boolean 

SDSs and SyDSs whose nodes are required to update according to another widely studied class 

of restricted update rules, namely, symmetric  functions. The underlying graphs in the symmetric 

S(y)DSs for which we establish th a t hardness result, however, are also characterized by the existence 

of a node with a very large neighborhood. From a d istributed computing perspective, such a node 

can be viewed as an abstraction of central control. The natural question then arises, for symmetric 

as well as monotone SDSs and SyDSs: can im portant configuration space properties, such as the 

num ber of stable configurations, rem ain intractable even when there is nothing resembling of central 

control, i.e., when no node has more than  a handful of neighbors?

In the next Chapter, we will continue investigating the fundam ental configuration space prop

erties of various restricted classes of Boolean SDSs and SyDSs, and those problem s’ com putational 

complexity, under the uniform sparseness restriction on the underlying graphs. By uniform sparse

ness we simply mean th a t every node in the graph has only 0 (1 ) neighbors. We will establish that, 

for bo th  monotone and symm etric Boolean S(y)DSs, counting FPs remains hard even for A;-regular 

graphs where k = 0 (1 ) is a small constant. Moreover, we will prove similar results for simple 

threshold SDSs and SyDSs, whose node update  rules are simultaneously m onotone and symmetric. 

In contrast, we will show th a t enum erating the fixed points of a (finite) simple threshold cellular 

autom aton, where all the nodes update  according to the same rule, is in principle feasible. It will 

then  follow from these results th a t the collective dynamics of a large-scale m ulti-agent system  made 

of simple, determ inistically behaving reactive agents, in general, remains infeasible to predict even 

when bo th  the individual agents’ behaviors and the range of inter-agent interactions are severely 

restricted -  as long as at least some heterogeneity among the agents is allowed.
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CHAPTER 6

Counting Problems About Uniformly 
Sparse Network Automata

In C hapter 5, we have established a num ber of com putational hardness results about how difficult 

are the problems of determ ining several fundam ental configuration space properties of two closely 

related classes of graph and network autom ata, namely, Sequential and Synchronous Dynamical 

Systems. The focus of th a t C hapter is on enumeration or counting problems about Boolean SDSs 

and SyDSs. Moreover, some of the complexity of counting results have been established when 

considerable restrictions are imposed on the structure  of SDSs and SyDSs under scrutiny. The 

constraints have been imposed both  on the nature of the node update rules and on the structure 

of the underlying network topologies.

We continue the general line of inquiry from Chapter 5 in the present Chapter, as well. Insofar 

as the update rules are concerned, we further pursue the investigation of collective dynamics of 

Boolean SDSs and SyDSs whose nodes are required to update according to restricted update rules 

such as the symm etric functions, the monotone functions, and the simple threshold functions. 

In term s of the network topologies, the focus of the entire Chapter will be on uniformly sparse 

underlying graphs. Those are the graphs where every node’s neighborhood is of size c =  0 (1 ) for 

small values of constant c.

In particular, we shall show th a t perhaps the most fundam ental counting problem about discrete 

dynam ical systems in general -  th a t of enum erating the system ’s stable configurations -  remains 

com putationally intractable even for the Boolean SDSs and SyDSs w ith appropriately restricted 

update  rules, and defined on uniformly sparse graphs. In contrast, we shall also show th a t enumer

ating the fixed points of simple threshold cellular autom ata, where all nodes update according to 

the same update rule, is com putationally tractable. One imm ediate im plication is th a t the network 

topology sparseness, by itself, does not preclude the underlying dynamical system from a complex
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behavior; however, such network sparseness appears to require to be coupled with some degree of 

network nonuniformity , as well as at least a minimal heterogeneity insofar as the individual agent 

behaviors are concerned, in order to yield a complex resulting dynamics.

Sum mary of the results in this Chapter th a t specifically perta in  to the fixed point configurations 

is given in Table 6.1.

SDSs and SyDSs Binary-valued DHNs CA and Fair SCA

symmetric
# P -co m p le te  
for dmax >  3 

(incl. 3-regular)

(usually not defined for the 
update rules th a t are not 
at least linear threshold )

monotone
# P -co m p le te  
for dmax >  3 

(incl. 3-regular)

#P -co m p le te  
for dmax >  3 

(incl. 3-regular)
general
linear

threshold

# P -co m p le te  
for dmax >  3 

(incl. 3-regular)

#P -co m p le te  
for dmax > 3 

(incl. 3-regular)
monotone

linear
threshold

# P -co m p le te  
for dmax 3 

(incl. 3-regular)

#P -co m p le te  
for dmax 3 

(incl. 3-regular)
simple

threshold
(MSB)

# P -co m p le te  
for dmax > 4 

(incl. 4-regular)

# P -co m p le te  
for dmax > 4 

(incl. 4-regular)

in P  for every 
rule radius r >  1 

(1-D cellular spaces)

Table 6.1: Summary of results on the com putational complexity of counting fixed points in Chapter 
6 . For the hardness results, dmax denotes the maximum node degree in the underlying uniformly 
sparse graph of an SDS, SyDS or DHN.

Throughout this C hapter, the SDSs, SyDSs, CA and SCA we study are Boolean, th a t is, the 

sta te  space of a single node is {0,1}. The Hopfield networks we study are discrete bo th  in term s 

of their possible configurations and the nature  of time. In order to be consistent w ith the existing 

literature on discrete Hopfield networks, yet also make comparisons with the Boolean (and hence, 

in particular, binary-valued) S(y)DSs and (S)CA a “fair game” , we will exclusively consider the 

binary-valued discrete Hopfield networks (DHNs) such th a t the state space of a single DHN node 

is the set { — 1 , + 1 }.

Insofar as the restrictions on the underlying S(y)DSs are concerned, the focus of this C hapter 

is to establish several fundam ental com putational hardness of counting results for the network
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autom ata  whose underlying graphs are uniformly sparse. In particular, the hardness of counting for 

different restricted classes of Boolean-valued update rules (symmetric, monotone, linear threshold, 

etc.) is established to hold even when the m aximal node degree in the underlying graph is d,max; 

see Table 6.1.

Clearly, the property th a t counting FPs of a particular kind of Boolean SDS or SyDS is in

tractab le  even when the maximum node degree in the graph is dmax is a monotonic property: for 

example, if counting FPs of a symmetric Boolean SDS or SyDS (S y m -B o o l-S (y )D S ) is intractable 

when the maximum node degree in the underlying graph is equal to (or, alternatively, does not 

exceed) dmax =  3, then  certainly this in tractability  will still hold if the maximum node degree is 

equal to (alternatively, does not exceed) dmax =  4. Hence, the statem ents in the two columns in 

Table 6.1 pertaining to S(y)DSs and DHNs should be interpreted as follows: a given variant of 

the # F P  problem is hard  when the upper bound on the node degrees in the underlying graphs 

is db0unci, for every db0Und >  dmax, where dmax is as given in the appropriate field in one of the 

two middle columns of the table. As a concrete example, for the SDSs and SyDSs with symmetric  

Boolean update rules, this lowest upper bound for which we have proven th a t the problem # F P  is 

still # P -co m p le te  is dmtff71 =  3, whereas for Boolean SDSs and SyDSs with the simple threshold 

rules it is dff^x = 4, etc. So, in particular, for all dbOUnd >  3, the # F P  problem  for symmetric 

Boolean SDSs and SyDSs is, in the worst case, intractable when the underlying graphs have their 

node degrees bounded by <4 0«nd-

Moreover, as corollaries to the in tractability  of counting results by Vadhan [210] and Greenhill 

[73] in the context of (ordinary) sparse graphs and various restricted types of Boolean formulae, 

virtually  all the complexity of counting results tha t hold for all graphs w ith a uniform bound on 

the node degrees th a t is greater than  or equal to the appropriate dmax given in Table 6.1, also 

hold on the special case of /^-regular graphs, for all k >  dmax (where, again, dmax pertains to the 

particular smallest upper bound on the node degrees for the given class of update rules, for which 

the in tractability  of counting has been established).

Insofar as DHNs are concerned, various restrictions on the problem instances are usually im

posed in term s of restricting the types of the allowed weight matrices, as opposed to the underlying 

graphs; in fact, in much of the Hopfield nets literature, the underlying graph is assumed to be
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a clique (that is, a fully connected graph) with an appropriate number of nodes. In order to be 

able to make the statem ents about the hardness (of counting) in spite of the sparseness (of the 

underlying graphs), clearly, we need a different convention: we consider two nodes, and Xj, of a 

DHN to be connected by an edge if and only if the corresponding weight is nonzero, /  0. More 

details will follow in Section 6.2.

Finally, insofar as the sequential and parallel CA are concerned, we will consistently use the 

notation and apply the conventions from C hapter 4. In particular, given th a t we are focusing 

on one-dimensional cellular spaces, the only param eter, beside the num ber of nodes and (when 

applicable) the nature of boundary conditions, is the rule radius, r. The results on the num ber 

of fixed points of a simple threshold cellular autom aton, as indicated in the rightm ost column of 

Table 6.1, hold for all finite rule radii r > 1.

The rest of this C hapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 addresses the complexity of counting 

the FPs when it comes to symmetric  Boolean S(y)DSs defined on uniformly sparse graphs. In 

Section 6.2, we address the problems of complexity of counting the fixed points, the predecessors 

and the ancestors of a given configuration for the Boolean S(y)DSs w ith monotone update rules 

th a t are defined over uniformly sparse graphs. We also address the related counting problems about 

discrete Hopfield networks in the second part of th a t section. Next, in Section 6.3, the problem of 

counting fixed points is addressed in an even further restricted setting: this time, we require the 

node update rules to be both monotone and symmetric. For the comparison and contrast purposes, 

we then show in Section 6.4 th a t the fixed points of one-dimensional cellular au tom ata  w ith simple 

threshold update rules actually can be effectively enum erated. Last bu t not least, in the final 

Section we briefly summarize the significance and implications of the C hap ter’s results, and outline 

some open problems.

6.1 C ounting  F ixed  P o in ts o f U n iform ly  Sparse S ym m etric  

B oo lean  S D S s and S yD S s

In C hapter 5, we have established th a t counting FPs of symmetric Boolean SDSs and SyDSs is, 

under the usual assum ptions in com putational complexity, intractable. The constructions there are
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only weakly parsimonious; see [189, 204] for more details. Perhaps more im portantly, the underlying 

graphs in those constructions have one or more nodes with an unbounded num ber of neighbors; 

those nodes would correspond to agents th a t can directly communicate with many other agents. In 

most large-scale MAS, however, an agent can directly communicate w ith only a handful of other 

agents, i.e., the underlying communication topology is sparse.

In the present Section, we show th a t enum erating FPs of symm etric Boolean S(y)DSs remains 

#P -com ple te , even when the underlying graph, th a t is, the communication network topology of 

the agents, is uniformly sparse [206]. T ha t is, the in tractability  of enum erating FPs of S y m -B o o l-  

S (y )D S s  still holds, even when each node of an SDS or SyDS has only 0 (1 )  neighbors.

We recall th a t the constructions of symmetric Boolean SDSs and SyDSs in the previous C hapter 

include a central control node, y, th a t has an unbounded degree. Also, the clause nodes Cj  in 

Theorem s 5.6 and 5.7 are forming a clique, thus also being of unbounded degree. We now transform  

the SyDS and SDS constructions from Section 5.7 so th a t the node y  is elim inated altogether, and 

so th a t each clause node Cj  has only 0 (1 ) neighbors. This reduction in the maximum allowed 

node degree is going to be accomplished at the expense of doubling the num ber of the clause nodes, 

so th a t the resulting symm etric Boolean S(y)DS will have n  + 2m  nodes in to tal, where, as before, 

n  is the num ber of variables and m  is the num ber of clauses in the original 3CNF Boolean formula.

Indeed, we shall eliminate the node y in the constructions in Theorems 5.6 and 5.7, and, 

instead, for each clause node Cj ,  introduce its cloned clause node, Cj .  We now connect each 

node Cj  to its clone Cj  and also to the clone of the successor clause node, C j +1 m̂od m y  We 

also delete all the edges among the original clause nodes Cj .  Thus, each original clause node Cj  

will now have exactly five neighbors: the three variable nodes, X j 1, X j 2 and X j 3 , and the two 

cloned clause nodes, C?  and C c . , , . v5 3 J +  l ( m o d  771)

We will also assume th a t the 3CNF SAT instance is from a restricted class of monotone  3CNF 

formulae where each variable X{ appears in at most five clauses. This restriction does not affect the 

#P -com pleteness of the underlying counting problem. In fact, counting satisfying tru th  assign

ments of the positive (also called monotone) 2CNF formulae, abbreviated as M ON-2CNF-SAT, is 

# P  -complete even when each variable appears in a t most five clauses [210]. Each of these M o n - 

2C N F formulae can be converted into a special case of the M a jo r i ty - M o n - 3 C N F  formulae, in
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w hich a clause is satisfied if and  only if at least two out of three unnegated  variables ( th a t is, th e ir 

majority) appearing  in  th a t clause are true.

Namely, le t’s in troduce  a fresh B oolean variable z, and expand each m onotone clause (xj1V x j 2) 

in  th e  M O N -2CN F form ula in to  {xjx V Xj2 V z), as well as add  a  new clause, ( z V z V z ) .  Clearly, 

th e  satisfy ing assignm ents of the  original M O N -2CN F form ula are m apped  in a one-to-one m anner 

to  th e  satisfying t ru th  assignm ents of the  resu lting  M AJORITY-M ON-3CNF form ula, while the 

num ber of appearances of each of th e  old variables X{ has rem ained the  sam e. Now, since only 

th e  new variable z  occurs in  a num ber of clauses th a t  is no t bounded  by 0 (1 ) ,  the  problem  of an  

u n bounded  num ber of appearances of a variable can be taken  care of by replacing the  single variable 

z w ith  a  sequence of d is tin c t new variables z i, Z2 , ..., zm , by m odifying each Cj  =  (xj1 V x j 2) from 

the  orig inal M o n -2 C N F  in to  Cj — (xj1V x j 2\/Zj), and  by adding  m  new clauses, Cj = (zjVzj-Vzj), 

to  th e  resu lting  M a jo r i ty - M o n - 3 C N F  form ula.

Since this, restricted type of the counting problem #M A JO R ITY -M O N -3C N F is equivalent 

to ^ M o n -2 C N F , and, therefore, # P -co m p le te  even when no variable occurs in more than  five 

different clauses, and since the general # M a jo r it y -M o n -3 C N F  is clearly in the class # P ,  we 

conclude tha t the general problem of counting the satisfying assignments of a m onotone 3CNF 

formula according to the M a jo r it y  rule is #P -co rnp le te  even when no variable appears in more 

than five different clauses, as well.

We now tu rn  to the construction of a bounded-degree symm etric Boolean SDS or SyDS from an 

instance of M a jo r it y -M o n -3 C N F .

The variable nodes in the S(y)DS constructed from such a 3CNF formula w ith a restricted 

num ber of appearances of each variable will update according to the Boolean A N D  rule on (at 

most) six inputs. Each variable node, as before, is connected to those, and only those, clause nodes 

such th a t the corresponding variable in the Boolean 3CNF formula appears in the corresponding 

clause. Hence, each of these variable nodes will have at most five neighbors. Since each of the 

original clause nodes has exactly five neighbors in total, the local update rule at each such node 

needs to be a symm etric Boolean function of six inputs. So, we define each node Cj  to update its 

sta te  according to the “a t  l e a s t  f i v e  o u t  o f  s i x ” rule.

F urtherm ore , we will also connect all th e  cloned nodes Cj  in to  a ring, so th a t  the  only neighbors
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o fC ?  (beside Cj  and C j _ l { m o d m ) ) are C Cj _ x {mod m) and Cj=+1 (mod m). Finally, each of the 

cloned clause nodes Cj  will update according to the Boolean A N D  function of its five inputs (the 

states of its four neighbors plus the current state  of itself).

Based on the described construction of a bounded-degree Sy m -B o o l -S (y )D S , we have the 

following strengthening of the results in C hapter 5 on the complexity of counting FPs of symmetric 

Boolean SDSs and SyDSs:

T h e o re m  6.1. The problem of counting the fixed points of a Symmetric Boolean SDS or SyDS is 

# P -complete, even when each node in the underlying graph of that S(y)D S is of a degree di — 0 (1 ), 

and the nodes of the S f y ) DS use only two different symmetric update rules.

Proof. We need to establish tha t the construction preceding the statem ent of the theorem  is indeed 

weakly parsimonious. To th a t end, we summarize the possible behaviors of the constructed S(y)DS.

If a single cloned clause node Cf i  at any point updates to 0, this node will eventually force 

all the rem aining cloned clause nodes Cj ,  and consequently also all the original clause nodes Cj ,  

to become Os, as well. Similarly, if one of the original clause nodes C j t ever evaluates to 0, this 

will first cause its clone, C ^ ,  to evaluate to 0 (and stay at 0 thereafter), and th a t will, in turn, 

subsequently force all the other cloned clause nodes to become Os. Since each of the original clause 

nodes Cj  will then have at least two neighbors stuck in the state  0, th a t will also ensure tha t 

eventually Cj  =  0 for all j  = 1,

Therefore, if any of the clauses in the original formula is not satisfied, the corresponding S(y)DS 

will converge to the sink fixed point 0"+2m.

In contrast, if initially all Cj  = Cj  = 1, and the original Boolean formula is satisfied, then all 

the cloned clause nodes will rem ain at 1, and the corresponding global S(y)DS configuration is a 

fixed point corresponding to a satisfying tru th  assignment of the original Boolean formula. Hence, 

the satisfying tru th  assignments x sat € {0, l} n of the original Boolean formula are in a one-to-one 

correspondence w ith the S(y)DS configurations of the form (x, C , C c) =  (xsat, l m , l m).

□

In fact, the upper bound on the maximum node degree in the underlying graph of a symmetric 

Boolean S(y)DS can be further reduced: the problem  of exactly counting FPs in such SDSs and
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SyDSs remains # P -co m p le te  even when each node degree is required not to exceed 4 (instead of 5 

as in the construction above). A weakly parsimonious reduction directly from M ON-2CNF-SAT, 

where each variable in the 2CNF formula appears in no more than  four clauses, can be used to 

establish tha t result. The details will follow in Section 6.3, in the context of simple threshold 

Boolean SDSs and SyDSs.

6.1.1 Sym m etric Boolean S(y)D Ss on 3-regular B ipartite Graphs

Theorem  6.1, th a t we have originally established in [189], shows tha t arguably the most im portant 

counting problem about Boolean SDSs and SyDSs with symm etric update rules, namely # F P , 

rem ains intractable when each node in the underlying graph has only 0 (1 ) neighbors. We have 

subsequently a ttem pted  to push the limits on the allowed underlying graphs even further.

As observed in [210] and further elucidated upon in [196, 206], the knowledge about the com

plexity of counting when the instances of Boolean logic or graph-theoretic or other combinatorial 

problems of interest are severely restricted has been rather limited. Following the work of Vadhan 

[210] and Greenhill [73], we wanted to fill th a t void when it comes to severely restricted models of 

graph automata [206].

In particular, one of the goals of our work following the early complexity of counting results 

found in [189, 190, 204] has been to determ ine the smallest upper bound on the node degrees in the 

underlying graphs for which counting problems of interest rem ain hard. In the case of symmetric 

SDSs and SyDSs, as well as their monotone counterparts, we have managed to push th a t degree 

down to 3, as will be shown below.

Furtherm ore, we have been investigating other restrictive assum ptions on the underlying graphs’ 

structure, such as regularity (i.e., when all nodes are required to have the same degree), planarity 

and bipartiteness. In th a t quest, the sharpest result on the hardness of counting in the context of 

symm etric Boolean SDSs and SyDSs is given in Theorem  6.2 below. T hat Theorem establishes the 

in tractability  of the F P  enum eration problem  even when the underlying graphs are simultaneously 

required to be bo th  3-regular and bipartite. Moreover, our construction used in the proof of this 

result is (strongly) parsimonious , in contrast to the weakly parsimonious reductions of C hapter 5 

and Theorem 6.1.
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T h e o re m  6.2. The problem of enumerating the fixed point configurations of symmetric Boolean 

SDSs is # P -complete even when the underlying graphs are simultaneously 3-regular and b ipartite.

Proof. We first establish the # P -h a rd n e ss  of the problem  of enum erating FPs of a symmetric 

Boolean SDS (S ym -B oo l-S D S ) when the underlying graph is b ipartite  and has all node degrees 

bounded by 3. A simple m odification will then yield the desired result for 3-regular graphs.

Let an instance of monotone  2CNF Boolean formula be given, such tha t no variable appears 

in more than  three clauses. We assume th a t each clause contains exactly two distinct unnegated 

Boolean variables. For the ease of the subsequent SDS construction, we do not allow any redundant 

clauses or variables in this monotone 2CNF instance; in particular, w ithout loss of generality, we 

assume that each variable appears in a t least one clause. None of these restrictions affects the 

com putational complexity of the underlying enum eration problem.

We recall once again th a t, by the results of Vadhan [210] and Greenhill [73], enum erating the 

satisfying assignments of such a m onotone 2CNF Boolean formula is still #P -com ple te . From 

this monotone 2CNF formula we parsimoniously construct a symmetric  Boolean SDS as follows. 

As before, we denote the num ber of variables by n  and the number of clauses by m. There is a 

node for each variable X{ in the 2CNF formula, and a node for each clause Cj  in the formula. As 

before, a variable node Xi is adjacent to a clause node Cj if and only if, in the 2CNF formula, 

the corresponding variable appears in the corresponding clause. Unlike our prior constructions, no 

auxiliary nodes or edges are needed. The node update rules are as follows. Each variable node, Xi, 

updates according to the Boolean AN D  of its own current state, and the current states of (up to 

three) clause nodes th a t this variable node is adjacent to. Each clause node, Cj ,  updates according 

to the following symmetric  (but non-monotone) update rule:

1, if Cj  +  Xj, +  Xj., /  1 
Cj < -  \ (6 . 1)

0, otherwise

where, in the 2CNF formula, the clause Cj  is given by Cj  — (xjx V Xj2). We rem ark tha t, in 

expression (6.1) th a t specifies the update  rule for the clause nodes Cj ,  the operation ‘+ ’ denotes 

the ordinary arithm etic addition.
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The node update ordering is any perm utation II such th a t first all the variable nodes update (in 

an arb itrary  sequential order), and then all the clause nodes update (again, in an arb itrary  order).

We claim th a t the given reduction from M o n -2 C N F  S a t is f ia b il it y  to # F P - S y m -B o o l - 

SDS is parsimonious. There are two m ain cases to consider. Let’s first assume that the SDS 

sta rts  from an initial configuration where there exists a clause node, Cj*, such th a t initially 

C j1* =  0. Consider the sub configuration ( C j * , X j i<l , X j i<2). If initially (x j *1, x ^ 2) =  (0,0), then 

this subconfiguration is already a part of a (local) tem poral two-cycle, i.e., ( C j * , x J+1,Xj-k2) will 

alternate  between (0,0, 0) and (1, 0,0) ad infinitum, irrespective of the states of other SDS’s nodes. 

If initially ix % ^ x %2) /  (0,0), then, a t time t — 1, (£'j*>2:}*1>3:j*.2) =  (1,0, 0), and the same 

local tem poral two-cycle {(1 ,0 ,0), (0 ,0 ,0)} is reached. Thus, if initially there exists a clause node 

th a t is in the sta te  0, such starting  configuration may be either transient or cyclic, bu t it cannot 

be a fixed point.

The second scenario to  consider is when, initially, Cj  =  1, for all j ,  1 < j  < m.  There are two 

subcases: one is when the Boolean vector (x\ ,  . . . ,x n) corresponds to a tru th  satisfying assignment 

of the underlying 2CNF formula, and the other is when this Boolean vector falsifies the formula. In 

the former case, each clause node will have at least two out of three of its inputs equal to 1 a t tim e 

t = 1, so it will evaluate to 1. Similarly, each variable node tha t updates according to Boolean AN D  

will have all its neighboring nodes in the state  1, so it will itself stay at its current value. Hence, it 

is imm ediate th a t each configuration of the form ( C \ , ..., C m , x \ , ..., x n) =  (1 , ..., 1, x \ , ..., x n ), where 

(x\ ,  ■■■,xn ) constitutes a satisfying assignment to the m onotone 2CNF formula, is a fixed point.

In contrast, if (x\ ,  . . . , xn ) falsifies the 2CNF formula, then there exists a clause node Ck  th a t 

has bo th  its neighboring variable nodes in the sta te  0, and, since this clause node is currently in 

the sta te  1, it will have exactly one of its three inputs equal to 1. Hence, this clause node will 

change its state to 0, i.e., the corresponding starting  configuration cannot be a FP.

M oreover, the  corresponding  variable nodes, x ^  and  x ^2, u p d a te  according to  B oolean AN D  

th a t  includes th e ir respective cu rren t s ta tes, and  hence for all tim e steps t >  0, x/Cl = Xk2 — 0 will 

hold. Hence, the  tr ia d  subconfiguration  (Ck,  x ^ , Xk2) will keep a lte rn a tin g  betw een (1 ,0 ,0) and 

(0 ,0 , 0), thereby  ensuring  th a t  no global configuration th a t  contains a  clause node such as Ck  (th a t 

is, one th a t  corresponds to  a  falsifying clause in the  B oolean M O N -2C N F form ula) can e ither be,
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or evolve to, a  fixed point.

Therefore, we conclude th a t the satisfying tru th  assignments of a given MON-2CNF formula 

are in a one-to-one correspondence with the fixed point configurations of the symmetric SDS con

structed  from th a t formula. The claim of the theorem  for the SDSs whose underlying graphs have 

the maximum node degree of 3 is now immediate.

Moreover, two straightforw ard modifications can ensure th a t the theorem  holds for 3-regular 

graphs, as well. F irst, we can construct an SDS from a m onotone 3CNF (instead of a monotone 

2CNF) formula; this m odification certainly does not make the corresponding problem  of enumer

ating the satisfying tru th  assignments any easier. Secondly, the monotone 3CNF formula can be 

required to be such th a t each variable Xj appears in exactly three clauses, as opposed to at most three 

clauses (for justification, see, e.g., [73]). These two modifications m aintain the #P -com pleteness 

of the underlying enum eration version of monotone CNF SAT (in this case, monotone 3CNF SAT). 

Thus, the resulting underlying graph in our SDS construction, in addition to being uniformly sparse 

and bipartite, can be made to be 3-regular, as well.

□

The claims of Theorem  6.2 have now been established for the symm etric Boolean SDSs. It 

is straightforw ard to verify th a t the same construction works for the corresponding B o o l -S y m - 

Sy D S s , where all the nodes update  synchronously in parallel, as opposed to sequentially according 

to  a perm utation II th a t satisfies the constraint discussed in the proof above.

C o ro lla ry  6 .1 . Enumerating the fixed point configurations of symmetric Boolean SyDSs is # P -  

complete even when the underlying graphs are required to be simultaneously 3-regular and b ipartite.

T he corresponding case analysis, th a t  establishes th a t  the  reduction  from  M o n - 3 C N F -S A T  to 

# F P - S y m -B o o l -S y D S  is parsim onious, is ra th e r sim ilar to  th e  analysis for th e  B o o l -S y m -S D S s ; 

we therefore leave o u t the  details.

To summarize, determ ining the num ber of stable configurations is # P -co m p le te  even for some 

very simple CFSM -based discrete dynamical systems, such as the sym m etric Boolean SDSs and 

SyDSs defined over uniformly sparse graphs. Moreover, as Theorem 6.2 shows, this intractability  

holds even when the underlying network topology is regular, b ipartite  and very sparse. In par-
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ticular, insofar as the sparseness aspect is concerned, our results for S(y)DSs defined on 3-regular 

graphs (and on more general sparse graphs whose node degrees do not exceed 3) are, to the best of 

our knowledge, the sharpest of their kind to date [206]. Namely, all previous results on the com

putational hardness of counting stable configurations for S(y)DSs (e.g., [189, 190, 204]), as well as 

for parallel and asynchronous Hopfield networks (e.g., [55, 57, 137]), are for the underlying graphs 

w ith the maximum node degree of 4 or higher.

6.2 C ounting  C onfigurations o f U n iform ly  Sparse M on oton e  

B oo lean  S D S s and S yD S s

Monotone  Boolean functions, formulae and circuits have been extensively studied in many areas of 

com puter science, from machine learning to connectionist models in AI to VLSI circuit design [217]. 

Cellular and other types of network au tom ata  w ith the local update rules restricted to monotone 

Boolean functions have also been of a considerable interest (e.g., [17, 200]). The problem of counting 

FPs in monotone Boolean SDSs and SyDSs is originally addressed in [188, 190]. It is shown there, 

and summarized in C hapter 5, tha t, in general, counting FPs of such S(y)DSs either exactly or 

approxim ately is com putationally intractable. This in tractability  holds even for the graphs th a t 

are simultaneously b ipartite, planar, and very sparse on average [188, 190]. In particular:

L e m m a  6.1. [190] Exactly enumerating the fixed points of a monotone Boolean SDS or SyDS  

defined over a star graph, and such that the update rule of the central node is given as a MONOTONE 

2C N F Boolean formula of size 0 ( n ) ,  where n is the number of nodes in the star graph, is # P -  

complete.

Moreover, by the results of D. Roth in [157], subsequently strengthened by S. Vadhan in [210], 

the problem of approximately counting FPs in the setting as in Lemma 6.1 above can be readily 

shown to be N P -h a rd  [190].

In summary, enum erating the fixed points of monotone Boolean SDSs and SyDSs defined on 

b ipartite, planar and sparse on average underlying graphs exactly is # P -com ple te , and for any 

e >  0, approximating the num ber of FPs in such m onotone S(y)DSs to w ithin 2\v ^ £ is N P - 

hard. Our next goal is to show th a t the hardness of the exact enum eration of FPs for monotone
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S(y)DSs holds even when the underlying graphs are required to be uniformly sparse. We will also 

argue tha t, as a consequence of our construction in the proof of Theorem 6.3 below, the problem 

of enum erating the stable configurations of certain other types of discrete dynamical systems, 

such as discrete Hopfield networks, is also in general com putationally intractable. Moreover, this 

in tractability  holds even for such systems tha t are defined on very sparse underlying graphs or 

networks.

Given the im portance of the num ber of stable configurations of a Hopfield network viewed as 

an associative memory  (e.g., [69]), we now informally introduce discrete Hopfield networks, and 

briefly summarize what has been known about the problem of counting their stable configurations.

A discrete Hopfield network (DHN) [81] is made of n  binary-valued nodes; the set of node states 

is, by convention, {—1,+1}. Associated to each pair of nodes [v{,Vj) is (in general, real-valued) 

weight, Wij E R . The weight m,atrix of a DHN is defined as W  =  [wij\rl 3=l. Each node also has a 

fixed threshold, /i, G R . A node vt updates its state  X{ from tim e step t  to step t + 1 according to

n
x \+l E- s g n ( ^ 2 w i j  ■ X j  -  hi) (6.2)

j = i

In the sequel, we will not bother to explicitly distinguish between an S(y)DS’s or DHN’s node, Vi, 

and this node’s state, x q the meaning will be clear from the context.

In the standard  DHN model, the nodes update synchronously in parallel, similarly to the 

classical cellular au tom ata  and the SyDSs as defined in Chapter 5. However, asynchronous Hopfield 

networks, where the nodes update  sequentially, one at a time, have also been studied [57, 81]. In 

these sequential DHNs, unlike SDSs, it is not required th a t the nodes update  according to a fixed 

permutation. However, these differences are inconsequential insofar as the fixed points are concerned 

[132].

In much of the Hopfield networks literature, the weight m atrix  W  is assumed symmetric, i.e., for 

all pairs of indices { i . j } ,  =  Wji holds. A DHN is called simple if w„ =  0 for all i = 1, ...,n

[57], Simple DHNs are thus a generalization of rnemoryless finite cellular au tom ata  with linear 

threshold update rules [63, 225].

In [55], Floreen and O rponen establish the following two interesting results:1

1W e  ( s l i g h t l y )  r e p h r a s e  t h e s e  r e s u l t s  f r o m  t h e  l a n g u a g e  o r i g i n a l l y  u s e d  in  [55] i n t o  t h e  d i s c r e t e  d y n a m i c a l  s y s t e m s
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(i) the problem of determ ining the num ber of fixed point configurations of a simple discrete 

Hopfield network, w ith a symm etric weight m atrix  W  = [Wij] such th a t all the weights Wij are 

integers (and w ith wtl =  0 along the m ain diagonal), is #P -com ple te ; and

(ii) the problem of determ ining the num ber of predecessor configurations of a given configuration 

of a simple discrete Hopfield network, w ith a symm etric weight m atrix  W  =  [wij\ such th a t all the 

weights are from the set { —1 ,0 ,+ 1} , is #P -com ple te .

For proving (i), Floreen and Orponen devise a Hopfield network th a t is relatively dense, i.e., 

with quite a few non-zero weights Wij. This would correspond to an SDS or SyDS where there are, 

informally speaking, a considerable num ber of nodes (in particular, more than  ju st 0 (1) of them) 

each of which has many neighbors. In contrast, our result in Lemma 6.1 allows only for a single

node th a t has a large neighborhood; see [188, 190] for more details.

P rior to proving the first main result of this Section, for the sake of completeness, we state  the 

following

L em m a 6.2. Counting the fixed points of an arbitrary SDS or SyDS all of whose nodes use Boolean

valued linear threshold update rules is ffiP-complete.

We shall show next th a t the result (i) from [55] can be considerably strengthened along several 

dimensions. T ha t is, the hardness of counting FPs will be proven to still hold even when the 

following restrictions on problem  instances are simultaneously imposed:

-  the underlying graphs will be required to be uniformly sparse, w ith no node degree exceeding

3;

-  all linear threshold update rules will be restricted to monotone functions by disallowing 

negative weights;

-  only two (positive) integer values for the weights will be allowed; and

-  each S(y)DS node will choose one from only two allowed monotone linear threshold functions. 

Since each node of an SDS or SyDS in the Theorem  below is required to have only 0 (1 )

neighbors, the issue of encoding of the local update rules, th a t is discussed in detail in [190], is 

essentially irrelevant here. In particular, even a tru th  table with one row for each combination of

language we use in [188, 189, 190] and this dissertation, in order to make the comparison and contrast with our 
results more transparent.
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th e  values of a  given n o d e’s neighbors is perm issib le [189, 190]. In  the  sequel, B o o l -M o n -S ( y )D S  

will s tan d  for a  monotone Boolean SDS or SyDS.

T h eorem  6.3. Counting the fixed points of B o o l-M o n -S (y )D S s  exactly is ffiP-complete, even 

when all of the following restrictions on the structure of such an S(y)D S  simultaneously hold:

— the monotone update rules are linear threshold functions -  in particular, monotonicity  

of the linear threshold update rules implies that all weights satisfy >  0;

— the S(y)D S is with memory, and such that, along the main diagonal, wn =  1 for all 

indices i, 1 <  i < \V\ (where \V\ denotes the number of the S (y )D S ’s nodes);

— at most two different positive integer weights are used by each local update rule;

— each node has at most three neighbors in the underlying graph of this S(y)DS;

— only tivo different monotone linear threshold rules are used by the S (y )D S ’s nodes.

Proof. We first describe the construction of a B o o l -M o n -S y D S from an instance of a Boolean 

monotone 2CNF  (M O N -2C N F) formula [62] such th a t no variable appears in more than  three 

different clauses. We then outline why is this reduction from the problem  of counting satisfy

ing assignments of such a formula to the problem of counting FPs in the resulting SyDS weakly 

parsimonious [62].

L et’s assume th a t a M O N -2C N F Boolean formula is given, such th a t there are n  variables, m  

clauses, each variable appears in a t least one clause, and no variable appears in more than  three 

clauses. In particular, these requirem ents imply th a t m =  0( n ) ,  but we shall keep m  and n  as two 

distinct param eters for clarity.

The corresponding SyDS S  is constructed as follows. To each variable in the formula corre

sponds a variable node, and to each clause, a clause node. In addition, a cloned clause node is 

introduced for each of the original m  clause nodes. Thus, the underlying graph of S  has exactly 

n  +  2m nodes. A variable node is adjacent to a clause node if and only if, in the Boolean formula, 

the corresponding variable appears in the corresponding clause. Each clause node is adjacent to its 

clone. Finally, the cloned clause nodes form a ring among themselves. Therefore, the underlying 

graph of this SyDS looks as in Figure 6 .1 .
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' m

Xj x2 x3 X4 x„

Figure 6.1: The underlying graph of a bounded-degree monotone linear threshold Boolean S(y)DS 
in the construction of Theorem  6.3.

The original clause nodes in the figure above are marked Cj ,  the cloned clause nodes are primed, 

as in Cj, and the variable nodes are denoted by X{.

We rem ark th a t we shall continue to slightly abuse the notation the same way we have done in 

the previous two Chapters. In particular, we will use X{ to denote both a variable in the Boolean 

formula, and the corresponding variable node in the S(y)DS or discrete Hopfield network we are 

constructing. Similarly, Cj  will denote both  clauses in the Boolean formulae and clause nodes in 

the S(y)DSs or Hopfield networks th a t are being constructed from those formulae. The intended 

meaning will be clear from the context.

W ith tha t convention in mind, we now define the update rules for the clause nodes, the cloned 

clause nodes, and the variable nodes of the SyDS th a t we are constructing from a MON-2CNF 

Boolean formula. The cloned clause nodes Cj and the variable nodes Xi will update according 

to the Boolean A N D  rule. The original clause nodes, Cj ,  will update according to the following
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m onotone linear threshold update  rule:

0, otherwise

1, if 2Cj  +  Cj  Xjl +  Xj2 >  4
(6.3)

where X j 1 , X j 2 is a shorthand for the two variable nodes th a t are adjacent to the clause node Cj; 

th a t is, in the Boolean formula, the j - th  clause is given by Cj  =  ( x j l V x j 2).

The given construction can be slightly rephrased, in order to emphasize th a t the resulting 

SyDS also satisfies the symmetry requirement as it is usually defined in the Hopfield networks 

literature, namely, so th a t the underlying m atrix  of weights is a symm etric m atrix. To th a t end, 

the Boolean A N D  rule used by the cloned clause nodes can be w ritten in an equivalent, bu t more 

linear-threshold-like, form:

1, and thus, indeed, the given formula is nothing but a linear-threshold-like way of writing the

are constructing S(y)DS, let Oj denote the number of clauses in which X{ appears; thus, under our 

assum ptions, for any i 6 {1,..., |F |} , we have a* 6 {1,2,3}. We now define the variable node 

update  rules as

|1> if r ;  • r ;  , • r ; . , >  5
(6.4)

0, otherwise

Notice th a t the function defined in equation (6.4) evaluates to 1 if and only if all of its inputs are

ordinary Boolean A N D  of four variables. If this la tte r convention on how we write the update 

rules a t the cloned clause nodes and the variable nodes is adopted, then the resulting S  can be also 

viewed as a discrete Hopfield network w ith parallel node updates; we will formalize this observation 

in the next subsection.

Similarly, the Boolean A N D  rule applied to the variable nodes can be w ritten in the required 

linear threshold form as follows. For each variable aq in the MON-2CNF formula from which we

x -i <

0, otherwise

1, if X t +  C j  ~  Qi  +  l
(6.5)
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One can easily verify tha t the resulting weight m atrix  of the constructed DHN, w ith the node 

update  rules represented as the three linear threshold rules in equations (6.3) -  (6.5), is, indeed, 

symmetric.

We now show th a t the reduction from the counting problem  # M o n -2 C N F -S A T  to the counting 

problem  # F P  for the constructed SyDS is, indeed, weakly parsimonious. To th a t end, we will just 

summ arize the case analysis. If, at any tim e step t, any of the cloned clause nodes Cj evaluates to 

0, th a t will ensure th a t, w ithin no more than  y  + 1  parallel steps, all the cloned clause nodes will 

become 0, and stay in state  0 thereafter. This will also cause all the original clause nodes’ states 

Ck- and, consequently, also all the variable nodes’ states X{, to become 0, as well. Thus, if at any 

point a single cloned clause node’s state  becomes 0, the entire SyDS will eventually collapse to the 

“sink” fixed point Qn+2m. Clearly, this sink FP  does not correspond to a satisfying assignment to 

the original Boolean formula.

Now, the only way th a t no cloned clause node ever evaluates to 0 is th a t the following two 

conditions simultaneously hold:

-  each C'k and Ck is initially in the state  1, for 1 <  k < m\ and

-  the initial states xi of the variable nodes are such th a t they correspond to a satisfying tru th  

assignment to the variables in the original Boolean formula.

If these conditions hold, then  each such global configuration (x11, C m, C'm) =  (x"at, l m, 1TO) 

is a fixed point of S,  where x™al £ {0, l} n is a short-hand for any n-tuple of Boolean values tha t 

corresponds to a satisfying tru th  assignment ( x i , . . . , x n ) to the original monotone 2CNF formula. 

Moreover, the satisfying tru th  assignments of the original Boolean formula are in a one-to-one 

correspondence w ith these non-sink FPs of S.

Since no variable in the M ON-2CNF formula from which we are constructing the SyDS appears 

in more than  three clauses, each variable node xi in the SyDS has at most three neighbors. Since we 

use 2CNF, each clause node Cj  has two variable node neighbors, plus one cloned clause neighbor, 

Cj,  for the to tal of three neighbors. Finally, each cloned clause node Cj  clearly has exactly three 

neighbors. In particular, by the result of C. Greenhill in [73], we can make the underlying graph 

of SyDS S  be 3-regular, and the #P -com pleteness of the counting problem  # F P  will still hold.

We also observe th a t only two different monotone linear threshold functions are used in the
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DHN construction above.2 Furtherm ore, at most two different integer weights are used in each of 

the (presentations of) linear threshold functions used as the update rules.. Hence, the claim of the 

Theorem  follows insofar as the monotone linear threshold SyDSs are concerned.

Finally, by the invariance of FPs w ith respect to the node update ordering [132], it follows tha t 

exactly enum erating the fixed point configurations of the monotone linear threshold SDSs defined 

on uniformly sparse graphs is #P -com ple te , as well. □

In the construction above, the SyDS dynamics from every starting  global configurations tha t 

is not of the form (xfat, l m, l m) will eventually converge to the sink state  on+2m. In particular, 

the basin of attraction of C = 0n+2m includes all configurations of the form {x™nsal, l m, l m), where 

x unsat is a shorthand for an ordered n-tuple of Boolean values th a t corresponds to an unsatisfying 

(i.e., falsifying) tru th  assignment to the corresponding variables x \ , . . . , x n in the original M o n - 

2C N F formula. The rest of the configurations in the sink’s basin of a ttrac tion  are such tha t 

(■C m, C'm) f  ( lm, l m) (and where x n e  {0,1}” is arbitrary).

Hence, in o rder to  determ ine exactly th e  size of th e  basin  of a ttra c tio n  for the  sink s ta te  C — 

0n+2m, th a t  is, th e  num ber of th is  configuration’s ancestors, we m ust be able to  exactly  determ ine 

th e  num ber of falsifying t ru th  assignm ents to  th e  original M o n - 2 C N F  B oolean form ula. I t is easy 

to  see th a t  one can find an  ordering  n  u nder w hich th e  sam e claim  holds for th e  corresponding 

B o o l -M o n -S D S . A s a  consequence, we have

C o ro lla ry  6.2. The problem of counting exactly all the ancestors of an arbitrary configuration of a 

B o o l -M o n -S ( y )D S , denoted # A n c , is #P -hard . Moreover, this intractability result holds even 

when all restrictions from  Theorem 6.3 are simultaneously imposed on the S (y )D S ’s structure.

6.2.1 Counting Various Configurations of D iscrete Hopfield Networks

We now tu rn  to the corresponding hardness of counting results for discrete Hopfield networks with 

appropriately restricted weight matrices. We s ta rt with the problem of fixed point enum eration in

2In term s of the update rules representation, there are three different such presentations in total, since the Boolean 
AND  is w ritten in two equivalent but different forms for the cloned clause nodes and the variable nodes, respectively. 
However, the to tal num ber of distinct functions used is indeed two, regardless of how many different representations 
of those functions are used.
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the context of Hopfield nets where each of the nodes has exactly one bit of memory -  namely, its 

own (binary-valued) current state.

Theorem 6.4. Determining the exact number of stable configurations of a standard (that is, par

allel or synchronous,) discrete Hopfield network is jfiP-complete even when all of the following 

restrictions on the weight matrix W  = [wif] simultaneously hold:

— the matrix is symmetric: Wij = Wjt for all pairs of indices i , j  £ {1 ,...,|H |}  (where 

\V\ denotes the number of nodes in the underlying graph of this DHN);

— wa =  1 along the main diagonal for  all i £ { 1 , \V\};

— Wij £ {0,1, 2} for  all pairs of indices i , j  £ { 1 , \V\};

— each row and each column of W  has at most three (alternatively, exactly three,) nonzero 

entries off the main diagonal.

The same claim holds for the sequential (also called asynchronous in the literature) discrete 

Hopfield networks, with the same restrictions on their weight matrices as for  the synchronous 

DHNs above.

Proof. In case of the DHNs whose nodes update  synchronously in parallel, the claim holds by

virtue of Theorem 6.3, since an SyDS th a t is constructed in the proof of th a t theorem can also

be viewed as a parallel discrete Hopfield network whose weight m atrix  satisfies all the above listed 

conditions.3 Insofar as the asynchronous DHNs whose nodes update in arb itrary  sequential orders 

are concerned, while indeed these sequences of node updates need not be repetitions of a fixed 

perm utation as in the corresponding SDSs, this difference can be easily shown to be im m aterial 

insofar as the fixed point configurations are concerned. Therefore, Theorem  6.4 about discrete 

Hopfield networks is nothing but rephrasing Theorem 6.3, w ith parallel DHNs in place of SyDSs 

w ith monotone linear threshold update rules, and asynchronous/sequential DHNs replacing SDSs 

w ith the same kind of update rules. □

3For simplicity of the argum ent, in this proof sketch we are ignoring the syntactic difference th a t the sta te space 
of a node in a Hopfield network is { — 1, +1}, not {0,1}.
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Next, we consider the problems of enum erating predecessors as well as all ancestors of a given

# P r e d -D H N  of enum erating all predecessor configurations of a given DHN configuration, we 

establish the following additional conventions. F irst, the reduction will be from the MON-2CNF 

Boolean formulae w ith each variable appearing in a t least one, and in at most (alternatively, exactly)

sense; as a consequence, the underlying graph of such a discrete Hopfield network will be undirected, 

which is also in accordance w ith our convention about S(y)DSs. Third, in the construction used 

in proving Theorem 6.3, we will eliminate the cloned clause nodes Cj and, instead, connect the 

ordinary clause nodes into a ring.

We recall th a t, in a DHN, the set of possible states of a node is traditionally  { — 1, +1} (instead 

of {0,1}); while not essential, we will adopt this common practice through the rest of this Chapter 

insofar as the Hopfield networks are concerned. W ith th a t in mind, we define the update rule of a 

clause node Cj  to be

For each variable xi in the M on-2C N F  formula from which we are constructing our DHN, 

let a-i denote the number of clauses in which Xi appears; thus, under our assum ptions, for any 

i 6  {1,..., | W|}, we have al € {1,2, 3,4}. We now define the variable node update rules as

Hopfield network configuration. We shall establish the com putational complexity of those two 

related counting problems in the context of simple DHNs, whose weight m atrices satisfy wu = 0

Before we proceed w ith a formal reduction from the problem  # M on-2C N F-SA T  to the problem

four clauses. Second, we will abandon the usual convention in the Hopfield networks literature th a t 

the underlying graph is fully connected (i.e., a clique), and instead consider those pairs of vertices 

{vi^Vj} such th a t = Wji — 0 not to be connected by an edge at all. We will require from the 

underlying DHN’s weight m atrix  W  to be symmetric  in the usual, Hopfield networks terminology

+1, if 2Cj —i +  2Cj-\-i +  Xj1 +  Xj2 >  3

— 1, otherwise
(6 .6 )

1, otherwise
(6.7)
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Thus a variable node x t updates to +1 if and only if all of the clause nodes C j ^  corresponding 

to those clauses in the formula in which variable Xi appears are currently in the sta te  +1.

Finally, we observe th a t the resulting weight m atrix  W ,  while sym m etric and with all entries

E {0,1,2}, also has wu = 0 along the m ain diagonal; therefore, the constructed Hopfield

network is simple (i.e., memoryless) [55, 57].

We are now ready to establish the second m ain result of this Section:

T h e o re m  6.5. The problem # P r e d  of determining the exact number of predecessors of a given

configuration of a discrete Hopfield network is ffiP-complete. Moreover, this claim holds even when 

all of the following restrictions on the Hopfield n e t ’s weight matrix W  = [w^] are simultaneously 

imposed:

— the matrix is symmetric: wtj =  Wji for all pairs of indices i , j  E {1 ,..., |H |} ;

— the Hopfield network is simple, i.e., wti =  0 along the main diagonal for all indices

i E {1 ,..., |H |} ;

— Wij E {0,1, 2} for  all pairs of indices i , j  E {1,..., \V\};

— each row and each column has at most /  exactly four nonzero entries.

Proof. The claim of the Theorem  will follow from the fact th a t the satisfying tru th  assignments 

to the Boolean variables x \ ,  . . . ,xn in the original M ON-2CNF Boolean formula are in a one-to-one 

correspondence w ith the set of all predecessors of the configuration ( + l ) n+m in the Hopfield net 

constructed from th a t formula. The case analysis is similar to th a t in the proof of Theorem 6.3. In 

particular, every configuration with at least one clause node Cj in the sta te  (—1) will eventually 

converge to the sink fixed point (xn, C m) = (( — 1)", ( —l ) m). Among the configurations of the form 

(xn , C m) = (xn , ( + l ) m), those and only those such th a t the n-tuple x n corresponds to a satisfying 

tru th  assignment to the original M ON-2CNF Boolean formula4 will evolve to the other fixed point 

configuration, (1", l m) =  ( + l ) n+m. Moreover, this convergence to ( + l ) " +m is easily seen to take a 

single parallel transition. T ha t is, the predecessors of ( + l ) " +m are precisely the configurations of 

the form (x™at, ( + l ) m). □

4Here, we identify the Boolean value F a l s e  of a variable in the M o n -2 C 'N F  formula with the corresponding 
discrete Hopfield network variable node’s state —1, whereas the Boolean value T r u e  of a variable is mapped to the 
state +1 of the corresponding DHN variable node.
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The discussion in the proof sketch above also shows th a t all ancestors of the configuration C = 

(_|_f )n+m are configuration’s predecessors; th a t is, the convergence from every configuration 

in the basin of a ttrac tion  of C takes exactly one global parallel step.

C o ro lla ry  6.3. The problem # A n c  of determining the exact number of all ancestors of an arbi

trary configuration of a simple discrete Hopfield network is, in the worst case, # P -hard. Moreover, 

this intractability holds even when all the restrictions from  Theorem  6.5 on the Hopfield network 

instances are simultaneously imposed.

6.3 C oun ting  F P s o f U n iform ly  Sparse S im ple T hreshold  

B oo lean  S D S s and SyD S s

After studying symm etric and monotone Boolean SDSs and SyDSs defined on uniformly sparse 

underlying graphs separately, we next tu rn  our a tten tion  to the intersection of those two re

stricted classes of Boolean S(y)DSs. T ha t is, we will now require each node’s update rule to 

be simultaneously monotone and symmetric. To be consistent with the existing literature (e.g., 

[16, 17, 198, 200]), we refer to such update rules as to simple threshold functions.

It turns out tha t, for the Boolean SDSs and SyDSs with simple threshold update rules, the 

problem  of counting their FPs remains com putationally intractable even when their underlying 

graphs are uniformly sparse with a small c =  0 (1 ) bound on the allowable node degrees:

T h e o re m  6.6. The problem of counting the fixed points of a Simple Threshold Boolean S(y)D S is 

ffV-complete, even when each node in the underlying graph of the S(y)D S is of a degree d{ <  4, 

and the nodes of this S(y)D S use only two different Boolean simple threshold update rules. In 

particular, the result also holds for the 4-regular underlying graphs.

Proof. We assume th a t an instance of a M O N -2C N F Boolean formula is given, such th a t there 

are n  variables and m  clauses in the formula, and each variable appears in a t least one clause. 

The construction of a simple threshold Boolean SDS or SyDS such th a t no node degree exceeds 

four from an instance of M O N -2C N F Boolean formula proceeds as follows. As before, there is a 

variable node for each variable X{ in the Boolean formula, and a clause node for each clause Cj  in
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the formula. For each clause node Cj ,  we introduce its clone, Cj .  Next, we connect each node 

Cj to its clone Cj and also to the clone of the successor clause node, C'l+1 m̂od my  Thus, now 

each original clause node C j  has exactly four  neighbors: the two variable nodes, X j l , X j 2 , and the 

two cloned clause nodes, Cj and C '+1 m̂od my

We also assume th a t the M ON-2CNF instance is from a restricted class of monotone 2CNF 

formulae where each variable X{ appears in at most four  clauses. This restriction does not affect the 

#P -com pleteness of the underlying counting problem. In fact, the counting version of the problem 

of monotone 2CNF satisfiability, abbreviated as M ON-2CNF-SAT, rem ains # P -co m p le te  when 

each variable appears in a t most four clauses [73, 210].

Furtherm ore, we define the S(y)DS’s underlying graph so th a t the cloned clause nodes C'j are 

connected into a ring. In particular, this implies tha t the only neighbors of node C'j , beside Cj  

and C j - x  {mod m), are the nodes C '._1 {rnod m) and C 'J+1 (mod m) .

Therefore, the resulting graph of this S i m p l e  T h r e s h o l d  B o o l e a n  S (y)D S  looks as in Figure 

6 .2  below:

m

X X X'

Figure 6.2: The underlying graph of a bounded-degree simple threshold Boolean S(y)DS in the 
construction of Theorem  6.6.
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Each node C j  will update  its sta te  according to the Boolean A t -LEA ST-f o u r -O U T -O F -f i v e  

simple threshold function; this update  rule is evaluated on exactly five inputs. We define the 

variable nodes’ update  rule in the constructed SDS or SyDS to be the Boolean A n d  function on 

at most five inputs. Finally, we define the update rule of all cloned clause nodes C'j to be the 

Boolean A n d  function on exactly five inputs -  namely, the states of such a node’s four neighbors 

plus the current state  of th a t cloned clause node itself. We observe th a t both  A t -LEAST-FOUR- 

O U T-O F-FIV E and A n d  update rules are, indeed, sim ultaneously m onotone and symmetric, i.e., 

they are of a simple threshold variety.

Since we are presently interested in the fixed point configurations only, there is no necessity 

to explicitly specify the perm utation II for the SDS case: the properties of FPs discussed in the 

sequel hold for all the SDS node perm utations, as well as for the corresponding SyDS where the 

nodes update synchronously in parallel.

W hat remains to be established is tha t the given construction of a simple threshold Boolean 

SDS or SyDS from an instance of M on- 2C N F formula with no variable appearing in more than 

four clauses, insofar as a m apping from the satisfying assignments of the formula to the fixed points 

of the resulting S(y)DS is concerned, is actually weakly parsimonious.

We summarize the possible behaviors of the constructed simple threshold S(y)DS. If a single 

cloned clause node Cj^ at some point updates to 0, this node will eventually force all the remaining 

cloned clause nodes, and consequently also all the original clause nodes, to subsequently become 

Os, as well. Therefore, every configuration C th a t contains a t least one cloned clause node in state 

0 will eventually converge to the sink F P  on+2m.

In contrast, if initially all C ' = C j  = 1, and the original Boolean formula is satisfied, then 

all the cloned clause nodes will rem ain at 1, and the corresponding global S(y)DS configuration is 

a fixed point corresponding to a satisfying tru th  assignment of the original Boolean formula. If, 

however, even a single one of the original clause nodes Cjt ever evaluates to 0, this will first cause 

its clone, Cj_, as well as th a t cloned clause node’s right neighbor C ^ +1, to evaluate to 0 (and 

stay a t 0 thereafter). This will, in turn , subsequently force all the other cloned clause nodes C[ to 

eventually update to 0, and then  stay stuck at zero, as well. In particular, since each of the original 

clause nodes C3 will then have at least two neighbors stuck in the sta te  0, this will also ensure
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th a t eventually C j  — 0, for all j  =  1, Thus, the FPs of this SDS or SyDS are precisely the

sink sta te  0n+2m and those configurations (xaat, l m, l m) such that the n-tuple of Boolean values 

x sat = ( x i , ..., x n ) corresponds to a satisfying tru th  assignment to the original M ON-2CNF Boolean 

formula.

Moreover, one can make the underlying S(y)DS graph 4-regular, by requiring th a t each variable 

in the M on-2C N F  Boolean formula appears in exactly four (as opposed to at most  four) clauses; 

indeed, it has been shown in [73] th a t, under th a t additional constraint, the resulting # M o n - 

2C N F problem rem ains #P -com ple te . Hence, the problem  of exactly enum erating all FPs of the 

resulting simple threshold SDS or SyDS defined on a 4-regular underlying graph is #P -com ple te , 

as well.

□

W hen it comes to sparseness of the underlying S(y)DS graphs, we recall from the earlier sections 

of this Chapter th a t the #F P-S (y)D S  problem is # P -co m p le te  both  for the symmetric Boolean 

SDSs and SyDSs th a t are not necessarily monotone, and for the monotone linear threshold Boolean 

SDSs and SyDSs th a t are not necessarily symmetric, even when those S(y)DSs are defined on graphs 

of m axim al node degree equal to 3 (alternatively, on 3-regular graphs). W hether the m aximal node 

degree in Theorem 6.6 can be reduced from 4 to 3 (alternatively, whether the graph can be made 

3-regular), so th a t the hardness of counting still holds w ith the update rules th a t are simultaneously 

sym m etric and m onotone linear threshold, remains an open problem.

6.4 C ounting  F ixed  P o in ts o f S im ple T hreshold  C ellular  

A u to m a ta

We now state the m ain results on fixed points of simple threshold cellular autom ata. The results 

are essentially identical for parallel and sequential CA, so we won’t bother making the explicit 

distinction between the two in the sequel. We shall provide a complete characterization of the 

possible types of F P  configurations, and state  the basic results on how many FPs simple threshold 

CA w ith different monotone symm etric update rules can have; these results will be in the context 

of 1-D cellular spaces. Moreover, to be consistent w ith C hapter 4, we shall assume the CA with
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memory.

Among all simple threshold rules, th a t is, all /c-threshold Boolean-valued functions on 2r +  1 

inputs where k € {0 ,1 ,.... 2r +  2}, we have argued in [200] th a t the most interesting one is the 

M a j o r i t y , S =  M A J , rule, for which k — r +  1. The M A J  rule is the only rule among the 

fc-threshold rules th a t trea ts Os and Is equally. Some consequences of th a t property are discussed 

in C hapter 4; in the sequel, we will specifically focus on the implications of tha t property on the 

num ber of stable configurations.

Namely, it will be shown below th a t the M A J  CA have much m,ore numerous fixed point 

configurations than  any other simple /c-threshold rules, for k € {0,1, ...r, r  +  2,..., 2r +  2} [200]. 

Before we quantify ju st how numerous the FPs of M A J  1-D CA are, and how th a t num ber compares 

w ith the corresponding numbers for other simple threshold update rules, we first address the 

following question: what are the possible structures of FPs of the 1-D M A J  CA? We characterize 

these structures next.

Lemma 6.3. Any fixed point configuration C of a finite or one-way infinite 1-D M A J  CA belongs 

to one of the following three types of configurations:

(i) a global configuration made of all 0s or all Is; or

(ii) a spatially periodic configuration with the spatial period that depends on r, but not on the

number of nodes n (where the rule radius r > 1 is a fixed positive integer) [39]; or

(Hi) C is made of some positive number of  stable blocks of sufficiently many consecutive 0s and 

sufficiently many consecutive Is; i.e., there exist positive integers li,l,2 ,h , . . .  such that C is either

of the type C = 0r+lll r+l20r+l3... or of the type C = l r+(l0r+(2l r+/3... [68].

Notice tha t the configurations of type (i) are ju st a special case of the type (iii) configurations, 

such th a t there is exactly one block of consecutive nodes in the same state  (either each node is 0 

or each is 1). We rem ark th a t the O R  CA (where Boolean OR is viewed as “1-threshold” function) 

and the AN D  CA ( “(2r+ l)-th reslio ld”) have fixed points of type (i) only, whereas other A;-threshold 

rules (for k r  +  1), in general, may have FPs of both type (i) and type (ii). For example, spatially 

periodic configuration on 4m nodes given by (001)m is stable for the 3-threshold function with 

r =  3 (that is, a node updates its sta te  to 1 iff a t least 3 out of 7 of its inputs are currently in state  

1) and assuming the circular boundary conditions.
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The nontrivial fixed point, non-spatially-periodic configurations of type (iii), w ith an arb itrary  

num ber of stable blocks (the only restrictions being imposed by the radius r >  1 and the total 

num ber of nodes in the underlying cellular space), however, are unique to the 6 = M A J  rule, tha t 

is, in the 1-D case, the simple A;-threshold rule with k = r +  1.

How many FPs do different simple threshold CA have? For all the rules other than  M AJ, this 

num ber of FPs is small and can be determ ined by examining a constant num ber of neighborhood 

(sub)configurations of at most 0 (r) nodes, where we recall th a t r  >  1 is an arb itrary  but fixed 

positive integer. For example, for the AN D  cellular au tom ata  as well as the OR cellular autom ata, 

the only two FPs are the configuration made of all Os and the one made of all Is. For (k , r) =  (3, 3) 

CA, in addition to these two, the only other FPs are the ones of type (ii), and the only such 

configurations are of the type5 (001)m where m  is a positive integer, or (001)N° in the infinite 

at-least-3-out-of-7 CA case.

For the special case of the S = M A J  update rule, we sta te  the following result:

L e m m a  6.4. Let a S = M A J  parallel or sequential CA be given on a finite 1-D cellular space, 

and let n  be the total number of nodes. Then this M A J  CA has a number of fixed points that is 

exponential in n  and that can be effectively estimated.

We rem ark th a t the estim ation of the to ta l num ber of type (iii) FPs in such M A J  CA is based 

on a conceptually straightforw ard, bu t non-trivial combinatorial counting argum ent. Only a few 

more FPs are then to be added to obtain the to ta l FP  count -  those th a t are of type (i) (there 

are exactly two of them ) and of type (ii) (there are still only a handful of those, where the exact 

num ber of type (ii) FPs depends on r , as well as the residue n (mod r) and the details of the 

boundary conditions).

Proof. To establish the claims of the Lemma, we will first outline the com binatorial argument 

tha t, when carried out in detail, would enable one to determ ine the exact num ber of FPs of type

(i) and (iii). We will then provide an asym ptotic lower bound on the to ta l num ber of FPs of a 

one-dimensional M A J  CA th a t is exponential in the to tal num ber of nodes, n.

5The exact form of the type (ii) FP depends on the details of the boundary conditions; e.g., 1001001 is a FP for 
appropriate fixed boundary conditions bu t not for the periodic boundary conditions, and vice versa in the case of 
configuration 001001.
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Assume a 1-D MAJORITY CA has n  nodes, and let its rule radius r >  1 be fixed. W ithout loss 

of generality, assume th a t n  is even and much larger than  r .6 Consider all fixed point configurations 

th a t are made of exactly I stable blocks, where I >  1 and each block is of length at least r +  1. 

How many such FPs are there?

If the CA dom ain is Boolean, then there are exactly two such FPs made of exactly one block 

(namely, 0” and l n). Similarly, assuming the circular boundary conditions, it tu rns out th a t there 

are exactly n ( n — (2r + 1)) such FPs made of exactly two stable blocks. To see why, consider the FPs 

made of a block of exactly r  +  1 consecutive Os and exactly n  — (r + 1) consecutive Is. Those FPs 

are 0r+1l n - r - 1, io r+ 1l n“ r^ 2, ..., l n - r - i o '+ i ,  0 1 " -r~ 10r , ..., 0r l n- r - 10. Due to the wrap-around 

effect (courtesy of the circular boundary conditions), there are exactly n  such FPs. Similarly, there 

are exactly n FPs made of exactly r  +  2 consecutive Os and n  — r — 2 consecutive Is.

The possible values of the num ber of consecutive Os, th a t we denote bs(0) (for the block size of 

a block of consecutive Os), range from r  +  1 to n  -  r  — 1, i.e., there are n  — 2r — 1 of them. For 

each of those values, and assuming circular boundary conditions, there are exactly n  FPs made of 

a block of bs(0) consecutive Os and a block of bs( 1) = n — bs(0) consecutive Is. This gives the to tal 

of n (n  — 2r — 1) fixed points made of exactly one stable block of zeros and exactly one stable block 

of ones,for the to tal of two blocks, and when one takes into account the effects of circular boundary 

conditions.

One can proceed with a similar analysis for the exact num ber of FPs made of exactly I stable 

blocks, for each I > 2. In doing so, one has to be careful not to count certain configurations two or 

more times. For instance, is the fixed point 0r+2l 7I_(2r+4)()r+2 to be considered as a configuration 

made of two stable blocks, one of length 2r +  4 and the other of length n  — (2r  +  4), or is it to be 

treated  as an F P  made of three stable blocks, since each sub-block of r + 2  consecutive Os is, by itself, 

stable? We observe th a t the stability of a block of r  +  2 consecutive nodes in the same state  holds 

regardless of the nature of boundary conditions. Thus, a careful application of the combinatorial 

inclusion-exclusion principle is required, in order to count every FP  of type (iii) (including the two 

of type (i)) exactly once. However, the somewhat involved combinatorics does not change the fact 

th a t this calculation can be done efficiently. Similar argum ent holds for enum eration of the type

6We recall tha t, while arbitrary, r  is fixed, i.e., it is a positive integer constant.
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(ii) FPs, and a careful consideration of all candidate spatially periodic configurations. The bottom  

line is tha t, from the com putational complexity standpoint, exactly determ ining the num ber of FPs 

of M A J  (S)CA is in (the functional analogue of)7 the class P.

Our second goal is to establish th a t this num ber of fixed points, denoted — # F P — , is exponential 

in n .  To that end, we again proceed with analyzing how many FPs made of I stable blocks there 

are for each eligible value of the param eter I. This time, we are interested in lower bounds th a t 

are, however, “safe” from the asym ptotic analysis standpoint, in a sense th a t no overlaps between 

different values of I are possible (see the discussion in the previous paragraph).

For I = 2, if we ignore the boundary conditions and treat the n nodes in the ring as a linearly 

ordered array, there would be (at least) two FPs for each permissible size of the first block -  one 

for the first block being made of Os, and the other for the first block being made of Is. The possible 

sizes of the first of the two stable blocks range from r  +  1 t o n  — r  — 1, i.e., there are n  — 2 r  — 1 

possibilities. Hence, there are a t least 2(n — 2r — 1) FPs made of exactly two stable blocks of 

consecutive nodes, where the configuration is treated  as a linear array, and no boundary conditions 

effects are taken into account.

More generally, given /, it can be shown using the com binatorial technique of generating func

tions th a t there are at least

 ̂(,-V-w1̂), (6-8)
fixed points made of exactly I blocks. A lower bound on the total num ber of FPs can now be 

obtained by summing over all values of I (where 1 <  I < fy-j). T hat is, such a lower bound on the 

to ta l num ber of FPs of type (iii) (including the two configurations of type (i) as the special case -  

see Lemma 6.4) is given by

i # - i  * > |
To establish the claim of the Lemma about an exponential num ber of those fixed points, it 

suffices to consider I = ^  and prove th a t there are exponentially many FPs made of exactly ^

7The class of function problems (as contrasted to decision problems) th a t are solvable in determ inistic polynomial 
tim e is often referred to as F P  in the literature; for more, see, e.g., [140].
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blocks. Namely, using Stirling’s formula, it can be shown th a t the num ber of FPs made of I = ^  

blocks is asym ptotically greater than  64?. In particular, there exists an e =  e(r) >  0 such tha t

\# F P \  =n( ( l  + e)n )-

The argum ent above applies to the Boolean (that is, binary-valued) 1-D M a j o r i t y  CA. The 

essence of the argum ent readily generalizes to those CA whose nodes have more than  two possible 

states. In fact, establishing the claim of the Lemma for the domains of sizes strictly greater than  

two is easier than  for the binary domain. In particular, if the number of possible states of each 

node (i.e., the size of the domain) is 3 or higher, then the exponential in n  num ber of fixed points 

is immediate. Namely, for the 3-valued such cellular au tom ata  the num ber of FPs with exactly I 

stable blocks w ith the fixed size of each block is 3 • 2(_1, which is exponential in n  for sufficiently 

large values of param eter I.

Again, to obtain the exact to tal num ber of FPs of type (iii) in the non-binary-valued M AJ 1-D 

CA cases, one first needs to consider all possible block sizes and combinations of different values 

assigned to different blocks for the fixed num ber of blocks I, and then to perform sum m ation over 

all permissible values of param eter I. However, we are not interested in the combinatorial details, 

bu t only in establishing the exponential in n  nature of the num ber of fixed points of the sequential 

and parallel CA with 5 = M A J .

□

In case of an infinite M AJ CA defined over a (one-way or two-way) infinite line, the following 

extension of Lemma 6.4 holds:

L e m m a  6.5. A n  infinite 1D-(S)CA with 8 =  M AJ and any r >  1 has uncountably many fixed 

points.

Proof. See Theorem  4.3. □

To summarize, the F P  configurations of simple threshold CA can be very few (e.g., only two 

for AND and OR rules) or a great many (the M AJ rule and a cellular space w ith sufficiently many 

nodes); yet, either way, their num ber can be com putationally efficiently calculated. This is in 

stark  contrast w ith respect to SDSs and SyDSs all of whose nodes update  according to (possibly
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different) threshold update  rules: in case of the SDS (SyDS) network autom ata, the exact and even 

the approxim ate enum eration of their FPs are com putationally intractable problem s.8

6.5 C hapter Sum m ary, D iscu ssion  and O pen P rob lem s

C hapter 5 introduced two relatively recent models of network automata called Sequential and 

Synchronous Dynamical Systems, and provided a num ber of com putational complexity results 

about the (in)tractability  of determ ining various configuration space properties of those network 

autom ata. The emphasis in th a t endeavor was on certain counting problems. This general line 

of inquiry is continued in the present Chapter. The common them e throughout C hapter 6 is 

the uniform sparseness of the underlying network topology of a multi-agent system abstracted  as 

an appropriately restricted type of a Sequential or Synchronous Dynamical System. The main 

lesson to be learned is th a t all fundam ental counting problems, in general, rem ain hard -  even 

when each agent can directly interact with only a small constant num ber of other agents. Thus, in 

particular, there are aspects of the sparsely networked m ulti-agent system s’ collective dynamics tha t 

are provably hard to predict, as long as some degree of the communication network’s nonuniformity 

and the heterogeneity among the individual agents of those systems are allowed.

The most fundam ental problem  th a t we see as the natural extension of the work presented in 

this Chapter, is to identify to what extent is this unpredictability of collective dynamics prim arily or 

solely due to the heterogeneity among the agents vs. the nonuniformity of the underlying network 

topology vs. the coupling between these two system param eters.

In particular, are there S(y)DSs w ith appropriately restricted node update  rules, yet such th a t 

all nodes update according to one and the same update rule, for which the counting problems 

of interest (such as # F P , # G E  or # P r e d ) are still intractable? If examples of such CA-like 

S(y)DSs can be found, is the homogeneity of the individual node behaviors equally affecting the 

forward dynamics counting problems such as # F P , and the backward dynamics problems such as 

# P r e d  and # A n c ? H ow  does the exact nature of the single update rule affect the com putational 

complexity of counting (and other configuration space) problems of interest?

8Of course, these intractability claims, ju st like all other similar com putational hardness results in this dissertation, 
hold under the usual assum ptions in com putational complexity theory, namely, th a t the classes # P  and N P  are 
strictly larger than  the class P  of the problems th a t are solvable in determ inistic polynomial time.
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Alternatively, can one find examples of SDSs and SyDSs defined on highly uniform CA spaces 

(such as the straight lines, rings, or discrete Cartesian 2-D grids), and such th a t their nodes use 

only two distinct update  rules from an appropriately restricted class of Boolean functions, yet so 

th a t the fundam ental counting problems -  and possibly other problems about various configuration 

space properties -  rem ain com putationally intractable, in contradistinction to the same problems 

in the context of the classical CA and SCA defined on the same underlying cellular spaces? If 

such examples exist, is it sufficient th a t a single node behaves slightly differently than  the rest of 

the nodes? If not, are there examples where only 0 (1 ) nodes update according to a rule different 

from the update rule of the rest of the nodes? Are there fundam ental com putational complexity 

differences among the counting and other problems of interest, depending on whether the update 

rules are restricted to symmetric, monotone, or simple threshold Boolean functions?

Insofar as the counting complexity of restricted instances [210] of problems about SDSs, SyDSs 

and DHNs is concerned, the focus of the present C hapter has been on the counting problems of 

interest when the underlying graphs are uniformly sparse, i.e., such th a t every node has a small 

neighborhood. However, there are other kinds of restrictions on the underlying graphs whose 

implications on the com putational complexity of the counting (and other) problems of interest 

are worth while further investigating. Among various such restrictions on the structure of the 

underlying graphs commonly found in the literature, in addition to uniform sparseness, we find 

bipartiteness and planarity to be particularly  interesting. Thus a possible directions for extending 

the work in Chapters 5 and 6 is to study the complexity-theoretic implications of the underlying 

graphs of S(y)DSs and DHNs being required to be bipartite an d /o r planar, especially when these 

restrictions are combined with sparseness.

The results in C hapter 5 about SDSs defined on star graphs indicate th a t most counting prob

lems of interest can be expected to rem ain hard for the underlying graphs th a t are simultaneously 

planar, b ipartite  and sparse on average -  as long as there are one or more nodes with large neigh

borhoods, tha t can therefore sim ulate central control. Moreover, the results in Section 6.1 of this 

C hapter suggest th a t the combination of bipartiteness and uniform sparseness of a discrete dy

namical system ’s network topology can still yield the global dynamics th a t is, in the worst case 

scenario, provably in tractable to predict. The least explored combination of restrictions on the
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network topology, therefore, is th a t of the underlying graphs being required to be both  planar and 

uniformly sparse.

P lanarity  is an im portant and frequently encountered restriction on the graph structure tha t 

naturally  arises in a variety of application domains. For example, in the VLSI circuit layout design, 

circuits made of logic gates and their interconnections often have to be embeddable in the plane. 

In statistical physics, the restriction of the general Ising model and spin glass models to the lattice 

s tructu re  where the pairwise interactions satisfy the p lanarity  constraint is of a m ajor im portance 

insofar as its physical meaning is concerned; incidentally, it has been shown relatively recently 

th a t the planar instances precisely correspond to the com putationally tractable instances of spin 

glasses [90]. Com putational complexity of the fundam ental counting problems on planar graphs 

is addressed in [85], whereas the related problems in the context of spin glasses are studied in 

[11, 90]. However, insofar as the combinatorial problems on graphs are concerned, to the best 

of our knowledge, there has been no system atic account of the interplay between planarity and 

(uniform) sparseness, and this interplay’s implications. Similarly, insofar as the discrete dynamical 

systems defined on planar network topologies are concerned, we are not aware of any attem pts to 

address the interplay of p lanarity  of the underlying graphs, possibly combined with other properties 

such as sparseness or bipartiteness, and various possible restrictions on the nature of individual 

agent behaviors, th a t is, the local update rules. For all these reasons, extending our results proven 

in the context of uniformly sparse graphs to planar graphs seems to be a potentially very rewarding 

future undertaking.

6.5.1 Some Open Problem s on the C om plexity of Counting

The discussion in the introductory part of this section addresses several promising directions for 

future work. The concrete open problems th a t our results in this Chapter leave unresolved include 

the following:

• Are the fundam ental counting problems about symm etric (alternatively, monotone) Boolean 

S(y)DSs com putationally tractable if the underlying graphs are restricted to those where every 

node has a t most /  exactly two (as opposed to three) neighbors? (W hat we know about the 

complexity of #C N F-SA T problems with the num ber of each variable’s appearances lim ited
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to two suggests so; however, S(y)DSs with the appropriate node degree restrictions can be 

constructed in more general m anners than  the ways we have done it from the appropriate 

types of Boolean formulae in our hardness proofs in this Chapter.)

• W hat is the com putational complexity of the problem  # F P  for simple threshold SDSs and 

SyDSs defined on the underlying graphs whose maximum node degree is 3 (alternatively, on 

the 3-regular graphs)? In particular, is there a complexi ty  gap  with respect to the allowed 

node degrees between the symmetric and the m onotone Boolean S(y)DSs on the one hand, 

and the simple threshold ones (that are both  monotone and symmetric), on the other?

• Are the counting problems # P R E D  and # A n c  about uniformly sparse  discrete Hopfield 

networks still hard, when the underlying weight matrices, instead of being simple,  are required 

to have wa =  1 (or, more generally, some or all wu >  0) along the m ain diagonal? We note 

th a t the nodes having (one bit of) m e m o r y  need not necessarily make the problems of interest 

ju st as hard  as, or harder than, in the memory les s  case.

• W hich of the com putational hardness results in this Chapter, established for the uniformly 

sparse underlying graphs -  th a t in some cases may also be required to be bipartite, bu t are 

in general non-planar  -  carry over to the uniformly sparse planar  graphs?
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CHAPTER 7

Dissertation Summary and Future 
Work

C hapters 4, 5 and 6 contain the au tho r’s main accomplishments in the realm of abstract discrete 

dynam ical system models for the large scale d istributed com puting and large-scale MAS. In Section 

1.4, a number of possible generalizations of the already obtained results, as well as several further 

extensions and open problems, have been identified. These various possibilities for the future work 

discussed therein include proposed problems in the context of both  the CA-inspired abstractions 

of distributed networked infrastructures and loosely coupled multi-agent systems, and the more 

concrete algorithm ic problems pertaining to m ulti-agent coordination and autonom ous action se

lection. For the sake of coherence, in this, final C hapter of this dissertation we will elaborate 

chiefly on those research plans th a t lie w ithin the realm  of cellular and network au tom ata models 

for d istributed and m ulti-agent computing.

This Chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 briefly summarizes the m ain contributions of 

this dissertation. It also outlines some of the main implications of our results in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. 

Section 7.2 addresses some possible directions for the future work. In particular, it discusses several 

open problems on (S)CA, S(y)DSs and related models th a t were initially tentatively proposed in 

Section 1.4. Section 7.3 addresses some more far-fetched, to be addressed farther into the future, 

research challenges. It focuses on the coordination problem in massively populated open distributed 

environments, and on different levels of abstraction at which the m ulti-agent coordination in general, 

and consensus problems such as the leader election and the coalition form ation in particular, can 

be tackled. In th a t context, some ideas on how to model and solve these coordination problems at 

different levels of an individual agent’s complexity will be outlined.
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7.1 D isserta tio n  Sum m ary

This dissertation attem pts to address some problems at the m athem atical and com putational foun

dations of large-scale m ulti-agent systems. The focus of our work is not on modeling, design or 

reasoning about a single agent th a t interacts with its outside world, pursues its tasks, etc. R ather, 

we focus on collective dynam ics  behavior of ensembles made of potentially a very large num ber of 

autonom ously executing agents. Given tha t focus, we abstract an individual agent’s behavior as a 

finite state  machine. Most of our work focuses on (abstractions of) individual agents where an agent 

is, a t each time step, in one of only two possible states, and the agent updates its state  according 

to a fixed determ inistic update  rule. This is essentially the simplest possible nontrivial model of 

an individual agent. The emphasis of our work, however, is on how complex can the collective 

behavior of the entire m ulti-agent system get, depending on the details of (i) the exact interaction 

pa tte rn  among the agents, and (ii) the exact nature  of the aforementioned simple update rules 

th a t capture the individual agents’ behaviors. Thus, in essence, the emphasis of our work is on the 

coupling between interaction  and heterogeneity among many simplistic reactive agents, and what 

are th a t coupling’s implications insofar as the (un)predictability of the overall m ulti-agent system ’s 

behavior.

O ur approach to studying the ensemble or collective dynamics of a m ulti-agent system is bor

rowed from physics and, more specifically, the study of complex dynamical systems. In th a t spirit, 

we formalize and then study the collective MAS behaviors in term s of configuration space properties 

of the communicating finite state  machine (CFSM) models such as the classical cellular autom ata, 

Sequential and Synchronous Dynamical Systems, and discrete Hopfield networks [192]. The kinds 

of questions we ask about these configuration spaces are inspired bo th  by physics and nonlinear 

dynamics on one hand, and by the theory of d istributed computing, on the other. In particular, we 

address the problems of existence and num ber of stable or fixed point  configurations, cycle configura

tions, unreachable or garden o f E den  configurations, and several other types of configurations of the 

appropriate CFSM -based discrete dynamical systems. A great deal of our results in th a t domain 

are computational hardness  results: they impose lower bounds on predicting the corresponding 

collective dynamics properties of the actual m ulti-agent systems made of many interactive agents, 

where those MAS are formally abstracted as appropriate cellular or network au tom ata  models.
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The model param eters with respect to which we a ttem pt to measure the complexity of possible 

collective behaviors of an underlying MAS include (i) the communication model and its implications,

(ii) the implications of the underlying communication network topology, and (iii) the diversity of 

the individual agent behaviors, th a t is, the implications of homogeneity vs. heterogeneity insofar 

as how individual agents update  their states.

C hapter 4 concentrates on the model param eter (i); it studies classical parallel/synchronous 

and sequential/asynchronous cellular au tom ata  where, insofar as param eters (ii) and (iii) above are 

concerned, the default assum ptions are complete uniformity of the inter-agent interactions (that 

is, the communication network topology), and complete homogeneity insofar as the individual 

agent behaviors are concerned. T ha t C hapter is the only core part of this dissertation where 

most results are providing explicit characterizations or predictions of what the possible short- and 

long-term  dynamic behaviors of the underlying system can be. T hat is, the message of C hapter 

4 is tha t, while the communication model may have considerable (and, at least in some cases, 

readily characterizable) implications for the overall system ’s behavior, the combination of network 

uniformity, agent homogeneity, and very restricted nature of the individual agent behaviors implies 

th a t, in principle, th a t behavior is, generally speaking, predictable.

In contrast, C hapters 5 and 6 focus on the coupling of model param eters (ii) and (iii); they 

address generalizations of the classical cellular au tom ata  in which, when it comes to param eter

(ii), some degree of nonuniformity is allowed in the underlying communication network topologies, 

and, moreover, insofar as param eter (iii) is concerned, some (however minimal) heterogeneity is 

allowed among the individual agents’ behaviors. Given these emphases, it turns out th a t those 

two Chapters mostly contain the com putational hardness results. Those results identify a number 

of fundam ental behavioral (tha t is, configuration space) properties of the underlying graph or 

network au tom ata  models tha t, under the usual assum ptions in com putational complexity theory, 

are provably impossible to predict w ithin reasonable bounds on com putational resources.

In fact, the only positive or “easiness” result in Chapter 6 is on the properties of the sim

ple threshold cellular au tom ata  tha t are characterized by the aforementioned network uniformity 

and the homogeneity of individual behaviors. T ha t result is included chiefly to provide a stark 

contrast with respect to what, a t the s tructural level, appear to be ra ther slightly more complex
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(restricted) SDS and SyDS models, where only the very m inimal degrees of network nonuniformity 

and individual agent behavior heterogeneity are allowed.

In summary, the details of bo th  the underlying pa tte rn  of agent-to-agent interaction, th a t is, 

the network topology, and the exact behavior of each agent (and, in particular, whether all agents 

behave the same or even the slightest individual differences are allowed) may have far-reaching 

and, in general, difficult to predict implications for the overall collective dynamics of a multi-agent 

system. The work summ arized in this dissertation is an early a ttem pt to identify and quantify the 

possible impact of those two as well as some other modeling param eters. This work also constitutes 

a rigorous and system atic, although certainly far from complete, effort to establish at least some 

fragm ents of the boundary between those collective MAS behaviors th a t are amenable to analytic 

characterization and therefore prediction, and those other behaviors th a t are provably hard or 

impossible to predict, a t least w ithin a feasible am ount of com putational resources.

7.2 Som e Ideas for F uture W ork on C A -based  M od els

Several concrete directions for extending the results presented in Chapter 4 have been outlined in 

Sections 1.4 and 4.5. A selected few will be discussed in some detail in the sequel.

As already emphasized in C hapter 4, one of the prim ary motivations for the comparative analysis 

of the parallel vs. sequential CA is to m otivate the introduction and a detailed subsequent study of 

genuinely asynchronous cellular automata (ACA). In the AC A model, asynchrony applies to both 

local com putations and inter-agent interaction (i.e., communication). W hile formally reasoning 

about and establishing formal properties of various subclasses of ACA can be readily predicted to 

be, in general, considerably more challenging than  reasoning about and proving properties of the 

corresponding subclasses of parallel CA as well as sequential SCA, the resulting ACA abstraction 

still represents a descriptively very simple CFSM -based model. For instance, describing an ACA 

and its dynamic evolution is still likely to be far simpler than  doing the same with other, better 

known abstractions for d istribu ted  com puting such as, e.g., the Petri Nets  model of C. A. Petri 

[143] or the I /O  Automata  of N. Lynch [115].

The questions to be asked insofar as the configuration space properties of various classes of 

ACA are concerned, in general, are of a similar flavor to the questions posed about the CA and
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the SC A /N IC  A models in Chapter 4. However, some care is advisable. For instance, it is not even 

meaningful to talk about a (fixed) length  of a tem poral cycle of an ACA. Given an outside observer 

w ith a discrete local clock ticking at a fixed rate, the same sequence of transitions in an ACA th a t 

leads to recurrent behavior can be interpreted as tem poral cycles of different lengths, depending 

on the ratio of the observer’s clock rate vs. all individual agents’ local clock rates. In fact, once 

different clock rates are allowed, the very notion of the length o f a (temporal) cycle becomes rather 

elusive. Therefore, while it is still reasonable to distinguish between recurrent configurations  and 

transient configurations in ACA, and, moreover, between the fixed points and the cycling states 

among the recurrent configurations, talking about cycle or recurrence lengths the way it is done in 

the context of the parallel CA (or, for th a t m atter, the SDSs and SyDSs) is meaningless.

Insofar as some prospective applications of the threshold SCA and ACA models are concerned, 

the desire is to form ulate and subsequently solve at least some special cases of distributed, consensus 

problems  in the abstract setting provided by those cellular au tom ata models. The two specific 

d istribu ted  consensus problems of our interest (see also Subsection 1.3) are those of leader election 

and group or coalition form a tion  [193]. Variants of these problems have already been formulated 

(but not completed or published as of yet) on some simple underlying network topologies such as 

rings, stars and wheels. In these prelim inary considerations, the cellular au tom ata  based model 

used is the (fair)  SCA model. The real feast (and challenge), however, is to use ACA instead. 

Namely, it is well known th a t many variants of distributed consensus  are provably more challenging 

in the asynchronous setting than  when the global clock and synchronous communication among 

the agents are assumed (e.g., [116]). Com paring sequential and genuinely asynchronous CA in the 

context of d istributed consensus problems appears an interesting direction to pursue. However, a 

thorough such inquiry lies beyond the scope of this dissertation.

A nother possible application of the cellular au tom ata  based formal models is in the general 

area of form al verification  of d istributed com puting systems. For instance, the FP  convergence 

can be seen as an abstraction of self-stabilization  of a d istributed protocol, and how long such a 

convergence takes in a given setting is a measure of how long the protocol takes before reaching 

an appropriate equilibrium  or stationary  state. On the other hand, sometimes reaching a FP  is 

undesirable, since it means th a t the d istributed system th a t is being abstracted  as an appropriate
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kind of a graph autom aton would get stuck. In many situations, it is desirable th a t some or all 

components of a system keep doing something.  In the CFSM -based abstract models, this means 

th a t at least some among the nodes should be capable of changing their states. Thus, avoiding 

the convergence to a F P  (if it is possible at all in a given CA or SCA or ACA setting) can be 

in terpreted as an abstraction of the appropriate liveness properties.

Similarly, the garden of Eden configurations can be readily interpreted as unreachable system 

configurations: they can only appear as the starting  configurations but, assuming the system starts  

from a non-GE configuration, it can never reach a GE [17, 133]. Determ ining whether configurations 

th a t satisfy certain properties are unreachable is an im portant problem in verification. If none of 

the appropriately defined dangerous  states is reachable, i.e., if they can all be shown to be GEs, 

then the system can be considered to be safe. Hence, gardens of Eden can be formally related to 

the safety  properties of d istribu ted  com puting systems.

Given an opportunity  in term s of tim e and resources, we would like to formalize and further 

exploit some of these verification-related ideas. The sequential and /o r genuinely asynchronous 

cellular au tom ata  based verification form alism s  are, in our view, not only a potentially interesting 

theoretical research project, bu t also a practically useful application of these abstract models to 

the analysis of large-scale d istributed com puting infrastructures.

Last bu t not least, all the results presented in this dissertation are on the deterministic  par

allel and distributed com puting models (and, in case of NICA, on their obvious nondeterm inistic 

extensions). Among the researchers in the areas of multi-agent systems, ad hoc and sm art sensor 

networks, and other d istribu ted  infrastructures, however, the stochastic or probabilistic models are 

of a m ajor interest.

One particular problem  of a considerable interest is th a t of comparing determ inistic vs. stochas

tic threshold CA and SCA, and, in particular, analyzing the ergodic properties of the stochastic 

models as the probability of random  sta te  flips approaches 0. It is known th a t the probabilistic 

M a j o r i t y  CA with any fixed probability p  (where 1 > p > 0) of a random  sta te  “flipping” are 

ergodic, i.e. th a t, whatever the initial configuration of such a CA may be, after a finite tim e they 

forget  the starting  configuration and become random , with the ratio of Os and Is according to 

probability p  [47]. In contrast, the determ inistic M AJ (S)CA are characterized by good stability
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properties: as we have shown in C hapter 4, there are, in general, exponentially many globally 

stable states (FPs), and, starting  from a random  state, it has been shown elsewhere th a t such a 

Fixed Point is reached relatively fast [68]. Exploring the ergodicity and mixing properties when 

the probability of random  flips in a stochastic model approaches zero appears to be an interesting 

problem  with considerable theoretical and practical implications.

7.2.1 Some Concrete Open Problem s about S(y)D Ss and (S)C A

In this subsection we briefly discuss some problems th a t are directly m otivated by the work pre

sented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

Insofar as the future work along the general lines of Chapter 4, there are three particular 

directions among the open problems outlined earlier th a t would be nice to pursue in the inter

m ediate and long terms. One is an appropriate completion of the results presented in C hapter 4. 

This would include a complete param etric characterization of the cycle configurations, fixed point 

configurations and transient configurations of the threshold (S)CA.

The second m ain direction is to study the genuinely asynchronous CA, and prove some theo

rems about the threshold ACA. The envisioned emphasis would be on comparing and contrasting 

the threshold ACA vs. the threshold CA, SCA and NICA. At the very least, our future goals 

would include providing some param etric characterizations of the ACA recurrent states, as well as 

some estim ates on the convergence rates when the appropriate fairness and communication delay 

assum ptions are required to hold.

We also intend to provide a t least some applications of the ACA model. In particular, for

m ulating and studying solvability of some consensus reaching type problems w ithin the abstract 

asynchronous environment framework of ACA is one direction to consider, especially given our de

sire to apply the CA-like formalisms to modeling and analyzing very large scale m ulti-agent systems 

where the communication asynchrony usually reigns. We have offered some general discussion of 

these CA- and ACA-based verification formalisms in the introductory part of Section 7.2.

The th ird  m ain direction we envision is th a t of characterizing the agent coordination capabilities 

and mechanisms in the general setting of hierarchical autonom ous agent models, where the hierarchy 

chiefly pertains to the lim ited memory storage of the agents. In tha t context, the Boolean CA-
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an d /o r GA-like models, where an agent has exactly one bit of memory for capturing the information 

about the current sta te  of the world (as well as the world’s history), is at one extreme of this 

hierarchy. Each agent being (equivalent to) an arb itrary  Turing machine with its unbounded 

memory would be on the other extreme. Given the emphasis of our research on MAS with severe 

resource lim itations [197, 199, 202, 203], only a portion of this whole spectrum  of the agent memory 

models will be studied -  namely, the part of the spectrum  close to the C A /G A  end where each 

individual agent possesses only a very lim ited am ount of memory storage.

Insofar as some candidate research directions on the work on SDSs and SyDSs and their config

uration space properties, we shall briefly outline the following two broad themes for future research.

One is the further com parison-and-contrast of the SDS and SyDS behaviors w ith respect to 

connectivity and other properties of the underlying graphs considered as the first-order param eters. 

In particular, we have established tha t most of the counting problems of interest in, say, monotone 

or symm etric S(y)DSs are provably com putationally intractable in both  uniformly sparse (that is, 

bounded node degree) graphs (C hapter 6), and in the simplest possible graphs where one node is 

allowed to have 0 (n )  neighbors (where n, as before, is the to ta l number of nodes in the underlying 

graph of an SDS or SyDS); see C hapter 5. In particular, counting fixed points in star or wheel 

graphs is shown in [188] to be # P -co m p le te  for several restricted classes of the node update rules.

The results in [188, 196, 204, 206] about the uniformly sparse graphs and the star graphs have 

considerable implications both  in com puter science and beyond. Concretely, the SyDSs defined 

on wheel-like graphs, and those SyDSs’ fixed points are highly reminiscent of the combinatorial 

problems underlying the spin glasses studied in statistical physics. More specifically, a spin glass 

model defined on a one-dimensional lattice of spins w ith the nearest-neighbor interactions and 

in the presence of an external magnetic held (which can be captured by the central node of the 

wheel) is quite similar to a Boolean-valued SyDS with (in general, non-monotone) linear threshold 

update rules defined over a wheel graph. The problems of finding the ground energy state  and the 

degeneracy (i.e., how many distinct spin configurations actually yield th a t minimum energy) in the 

context of spin glasses can be seen as special cases of the F ix e d  P o in t  E x is t e n c e  and F ix e d  

P o in t  C o u n t in g  problems respectively for the appropriate types of cellular au tom ata (regular 

Cartesian lattices, no external m agnetic held) or SyDSs (e.g., the aforementioned 1-D spin glasses
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w ith an external magnetic field). For more on the spin glass models, their special case known as 

the Ising model, and the interesting algorithm ic and com putational complexity theoretic problems 

th a t arise in their context, we refer the reader to [11, 90, 220].

There are many other analogies between the models and interesting problems in statistical 

physics, and the CA and S(y)DS models and the problems about their various configuration space 

properties. Some of these analogies have been already addressed in the literature, mostly by the 

statistical physicists; some references include [58, 59, 71, 111, 220]. Further analysis and exploitation 

of the commonalities between the two domains appear to be a promising endeavor.

Last bu t not least, there is a natu ral way of unifying the models and problems studied in Chap

ter 4 of this dissertation, and those in Chapters 5 and 6. Namely, in term s of their communication 

model, clearly SDSs are not the most general model of sequential, let alone asynchronous, network 

au tom ata. Therefore, the first extension is to keep the global clock, bu t allow more general se

quences of node updates. This would naturally  lead to Sequential Graph Automata  as the most 

appropriate generalization of the SCA studied in C hapter 4. Similarly, one can define Nondetermin-  

istic Interleavings Graph Automata  and Fair Sequential Graph Automata  analogously to how the 

NICA and Fair SCA models are defined in Chapter 4. Studying properties of thus generalized SDSs 

and SGA, and comparing them  with the sequential CA models from C hapter 4, would yield some 

insights into those aspects of these dynamical system s’ behaviors tha t have nothing to do w ith the 

assum ptions about the inter-agent communication, but, instead, would be directly a ttribu tab le  to 

heterogeneity of the agent behaviors an d /o r the non-uniformity  of the interaction patterns among 

the agents. Thus, in a sense, the future work along those general lines would be orthogonal but 

also complementary to what has been addressed in C hapter 4 (see the discussion in Section 1.1).

7.3 C oord in ation  in Large-Scale M u lti-A gen t D om ains

In this Section, we make an a ttem pt to relate the work on abstract parallel and d istributed com

puting models, based on CA-like discrete dynamical systems, and the other main them e of our 

research discussed in C hapter 1, namely, the problem  of coordination in large-scale m ulti-agent 

systems.

As briefly outlined in Section 1.3, one of the central themes of our personal research interests in
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the context of large-scale m ulti-agent systems is the problem  of inter-agent coordination. We have 

some interesting results in th a t context, chiefly on the problem  of d istributed coalition form ation in 

locally constrained collaborative m ulti-agent environments [193, 199, 202], The m ain contribution 

of th a t work is a fully decentralized, resource-aware, local algorithm  for dynamic set partitioning 

of an agent ensemble into clique-like groups or coalitions. W hile the individual agents in the 

proposed Maximal Clique based Distributed Coalition Formation (MCDCF) algorithm  are fairly 

simple -  they use strictly local inform ation and perform only very simple local com putations, as 

well as store only a small am ount of d a ta  about their nearby agents -  these agents are nonetheless 

still considerably more complex than  the extremely simplistic reactive agents as captured by the 

cellular and graph/netw ork au tom ata  based MAS models.

Consensus reaching problems can be abstractly  form ulated in the general setting provided by the 

appropriate CA- or GA-like models, given th a t each agent is endowed with ju st a modest additional 

am ount of knowledge (indeed, additional memory to store knowledge) about its neighbors.

One relevant question from bo th  inform ation-theoretic and practical design standpoints is, 

ju st how much memory  is necessary for an agent to be able to determine, based on its local 

knowledge only, whether certain properties are satisfied. A ppropriate abstract versions of liveness 

and safety properties are of our prim ary interest in th a t context. Another practical issue is, in what 

form should this inform ation about other agents be stored? In the context of totalistic (tha t is, 

symmetric)1 cellular or network au tom ata  such as those studied in C hapter 4 and much of Chapters 

5 and 6, a natural choice would be the appropriate counters w ith the purpose of keeping track, for 

each agent Xi, of how many  nodes in the agent’s neighborhood iVj currently agree or disagree with 

xi- Each agent may also need to keep record of how the value of this counter has been changing 

over time.

There are many im portant questions to ask once the agents are provided with even a very

’The term  to ta l is t ic  (update rule or cellular autom aton) was introduced by S. Wolfram; it has become a standard  
term  for w hat we refer to as s y m m e t r i c  throughout the dissertation. In the context of SDSs and SyDSs, the researchers 
who have introduced those two models, C. B arrett et a i ,  have been using s y m m e t r i c  the same way we use the term  -  
in particular, our terminology and conventions regarding S(y)DSs, for the most part, closely follow those introduced 
by B arre tt and collaborators in their foundational work on SDSs [12, 19, 21]. Last but not least, we rem ind the reader 
th a t both  to ta lis tic  (in the context of CA) and s y m m e t r i c  (in the context of SDSs) refer to the nature of update  rules; 
in contrast, in the Hopfield networks literature, the term  s y m m e t r i c  pertains to the nature of the underlying weight 
m atrix  and, in particular, the update rule of a DHN with a sym m etric weight m atrix, in general, need not be a 
sym m etric function as defined in the SDS literature and in C hapter 5 of this dissertation.
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m odest am ount of additional memory in comparison to the binary-valued communicating FSM 

based models such as Boolean (S)CA and S(y)DSs. For instance, under what circumstances does 

0( \ Ni \ )  additional storage about the history of an agent and its neighborhood suffice for the agent 

to be able to determ ine its present or predict its future sta tus insofar as the liveness an d /o r safety 

properties of interest are concerned? In what settings can appropriate versions of leader election 

and group form ation be solved by such agents? How do the assum ptions about the inter-agent 

communication (a)synchrony and possible random  fluctuations (i.e., occasional random  state flips 

of some agents) affect the agents’ degree of effectiveness an d /o r the am ount of necessary extra 

memory tha t they need in order to be able to reach consensus? We emphasize that, while more 

powerful than the binary-valued, 1-bit FSMs studied in the previous chapters, these agents would 

be still very restricted in term s of their com putational power, memory storage, and a simplistic 

abstract version of bounded rationality.

Our distributed coalition form ation algorithm  and its application to the large-scale MAS co

ordination assumes th a t each agent has sufficient memory to store a list of its neighbors, the 

neighborhood lists of those neighbors, and at least some of the potential coalitions, which are sub

sets of these neighborhood lists. Each agent also stores its program  and the necessary auxiliary 

da ta  needed for evaluating quality of various candidate coalitions. W hile, under appropriate as

sum ptions discussed at length in [193, 197, 202], the overall amount of memory storage per agent 

is fairly small from the general com puter science perspective, it is also considerably above the sug

gested binary F SM  + a few extra bits of memory (not accessible to other agents) model alluded 

to earlier in this Section. An interesting general problem to consider is, how do the ability and the 

effectiveness of an agent to locally act an d /o r coordinate with other agents change as the amount 

of knowledge th a t the agent is allowed to store about its environment increases?

One of the issues repeatedly alluded to in the introductory C hapter 1 of this dissertation is 

th a t of the granularity level at which an autonom ous agent and /o r a m ulti-agent system made of 

autonom ously executing agents is modeled. At the very fundam ental level, this im portant issue, 

along the lines of the present brief discussion, can be viewed as the questions of how much memory  

for storing knowledge about its environment is an agent to be allowed to have, and how much of this 

stored knowledge is an agent allowed to communicate to other agents? Addressing these questions,
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and showing how is the ability to coordinate enhanced as the agents are allowed to remember 

and communicate more da ta  about their environments, is a fundam ental theoretical problem in 

d istribu ted  AI with considerable practical implications.

One of the long-term research plans is to address at least some of the aspects of this gen

eral problem, and hopefully provide some answers. We also envision providing some concrete and 

verifiable mechanisms for the m ulti-agent coordination at different levels of individual agents’ com

putational power, chiefly in term s of how much knowledge are the agents allowed to store about 

the world. The proposed hierarchical approach to the correlation between the am ount of an agent’s 

memory and the richness of its internal structure on the one hand, and the capability of effective 

coordination on the other, is, however, an ambitious research project well beyond the scope of this 

dissertation.
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dit); applied functional analysis; m atrix  analysis w ith numerical exercises in M atlab; 

introductory probability and statistics; graduate-level probability theory; graduate lin

ear algebra w ith applications; nonlinear optim ization; graduate course on real analysis; 

special topics in m athem atical analysis: m easure theory; complex analysis; calculus of 

variations; graduate course on abstract algebra

— Computer science: independent study on quantum  computing and quantum  cryptog

raphy; interm ediate theory of computing; program m ing in C

— Physics: m odern physics and introductory quantum  mechanics; advanced undergradu

ate optics; advanced undergraduate electricity and magnetism; advanced undergraduate 

classical mechanics; introduction to special and general theories of relativity

Software Skills

— Program m ing experience in FORTRAN90/95, C, Perl

— Early program ming skills (1986-1992) acquired in Fortran77, Pascal, Basic

— Industrial experience w ith scientific com puting applications (cf. signal processing in

FORTRAN90)
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-  Working experience w ith Unix (including Irix, Solaris); Windows 1998/2000/XP

-  Extensive experience w ith M atlab, some experience w ith Maple, M athem atica packages

-  Seasoned user of Latex and PowerPoint for generating research papers, technical pre

sentations, and other professional documents

C o m m u n ic a t io n  S k ills

Teaching, technical writing, and public speaking experience

• Over 20 technical talks given at international research conferences, workshops and symposia

• A bout 60 technical talks and presentations at colloquia and seminars

• Considerable teaching experience (cf. m athem atics, some com puter science), including teach

ing my own classes

• Tutoring students on technical subjects at very different levels, from insufficiently prepared 

college freshmen to advanced undergraduate and even graduate students

• Passionate reader of bo th  technical and general-interest subjects in English, Serbian and 

Russian

Com m unicating w ith fellow research scientists

• Team research experience, broad scope of research-related interactions in academic setting:

-  Professor Gul Agha’s Open Systems Laboratory

-  Frequent interaction w ith Professor Sylvian R ay’s graduate students at University of 

Illinois (connectionist models in AI, language evolution)

-  Frequent interaction w ith graduate students and faculty in theoretical com puter science

-  Frequent research-related discussions with bo th  the faculty who are on my dissertation 

committee and several other faculty who are not (e.g., Jeff Erickson, Steve Levinson, 

Tom Anastasio), as well as w ith visiting faculty and fellow graduate students

• Team work experience in industrial and national lab settings:
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-  Year-long visiting scholar a t Los Alamos National Laboratory

* Daily interactions with supervisor, group leader, co-workers in my research group

* Weekly interactions w ith other junior and senior research scientists at LANL

-  Summer internship w ith the software division of Cray, Inc.:

weekly group meetings and daily collaborative interactions with supervisors, co-workers

Languages spoken/ w ritten / read :

-  Impeccable w ritten  and verbal English

-  Native Serbian (essentially the same language as Serbo-Croatian, Bosnian and Croatian)

-  Interm ediate spoken Russian w ith advanced reading skills

-  U nderstanding basic Bulgarian, Slavo-Macedonian, Ukrainian

Extra-curricular Interests and A ctivities

Active member of several clubs and student organizations, bo th  as an undergraduate and M.S. 

student a t UMBC, and as a graduate student at UIUC, including:

-  Chess club (involved both  a t UMBC and UIUC)

-  Orthodox C hristian Fellowship (UIUC)

-  Intram ural soccer, basketball, softball and volleyball (UMBC, UIUC)

-  Cham paign Ski Club (local community, east-central Illinois)

-  O utdoor Adventure Club (UIUC)

-  Recreational skiing, swimming, soccer, basketball, canoeing, running, walking, and hik

ing

Leisure tim e activities other than  sports and recreation:

-  Passionate reader of the classical literature, science and other fiction; a great Fyodor 

Dostoevsky and Philip K. Dick fan
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— Keen interest in world history, current affairs and politics, religion, world cultures, and 

travel

— Passionate reader of broad areas of scientific literature (any quality reading on artificial 

intelligence, evolution of cognition and language, game theory, quantum  mechanics and 

computing, exotic models of information processing, artificial life, complex systems at 

large)

— Enjoying classical music (personal favorites: M ozart, Tschaikovsky, and Rachmaninov), 

as well as some R&B, blues, jazz, rock, and ethnic music

— Regularly following, occasionally writing on the current affairs in native Serbia-Montenegro, 

the Balkans and the world

— Time and money perm itting: traveling to places old and new

Leadership Positions

— Chess club president at UMBC, 1994 -  1995

— Vice-president of Serbian American Student Organization (SASO) at UIUC, 1999 -  2000

— Actively involved in Graduate Students Advisory Council (GSAC) at UIUC, 1996 -  

2000

* Participant (as a GSAC representative) in two national annual conferences and one 

regional (Midwest) conference of National Association of Graduate and Professional 

Students (NAGPS) on graduate student issues and leadership, 1997 -  2000

— Involved in various com puter science graduate student organizations, activities 1998 -  

2000 and 2002 -  present

R esearch  P apers

Journals and Book Chapters

[1] Predrag Tosic. “On the Complexity of Counting Fixed Points and Gardens of Eden in Sequential and

Synchronous Dynamical Systems”, International Journal on Foundations of Computer Science (IJFCS), vol.

17 (5), pp. 1179-1203, October 2006 (World Scientific, Singapore)
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[2] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “Parallel vs. Sequential Threshold Cellular Automata: Comparison and 

Contrast” , revised and expanded version of the ECCS’05 conference paper; to appear in the post-proceedings 

book published by European Complex Systems Society

[3] Christopher L. Barrett, Harry B. Hunt III, Madhav V. Marathe, S. S. Ravi, Daniel J. Rosenkrantz, 

Richard E. Stearns, Predrag T. Tosic. “Gardens of Eden and Fixed Points in Sequential Dynamical Sys

tems”, Discrete Mathematics and Theoretical Computer Science (DMTCS), volume AA (Discrete Models: 

Combinatorics, Computation, and Geometry), pp. 95-110, 2001

URL: h ttp ://www.dmtcs.org/proceedings/html/dinAA0106.abs.html

LNCS/LNAI Volumes

[1] Predrag Tosic. “On Modeling and Analyzing Sparsely Networked Large-Scale Multi-Agent Systems with 

Cellular and Graph Automata” , in Computational Science ICCS 2006: The 6th International Conference -  

Proceedings, Part III; V. N. Alexandrov, G. D. van Albada, P. M. A. Sloot, J. Dongarra (editors); Lecture 

Notes in Computer Science, vol. 3993, pp. 272-280 (Springer)

[2] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “On Computational Complexity of Counting Fixed Points in Symmetric 

Boolean Graph Automata ” , in Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Unconventional Com

puting (UC’05), Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) series, vol. 3699, pp. 191-205, 2005 (Springer) 

dx.doi.org/10.1007/11560319J 8

[3] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “Maximal Clique Based Distributed Coalition Formation for Task Allocation in 

Large-Scale Multi-Agent Systems” , Springer-Verlag’s Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence (LNAI) series, 

vol. 3446, pp. 104-120, 2005 (post-proceedings of MMAS’04; see the list of conference proceedings papers 

below)

[4] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “Characterizing Configuration Spaces of Simple Threshold Cellular Au

tomata” , in Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Cellular Automata for Research and In

dustry (ACRI’04), Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) series, vol. 3305, pp. 861-870, 2004 (Springer) 

http://www-osl.cs.uiuc.edu/docs/ACRI04/acri04.pdf

Electronic Colloquium on Computational Complexity Papers

[1] Predrag Tosic. “Counting Fixed Points and Gardens of Eden of Sequential Dynamical Systems on Planar 

Bipartite Graphs” , Electronic Colloquium on Computational Complexity ECCC-TR05-091, August 2005 

http://www.eccc.uni-trier.de/eccc-reports/2005/TR05-091/index.html
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[2] Predrag Tosic. “On Complexity of Counting Fixed Point Configurations in Certain Classes of Graph 

Automata” , Electronic Colloquium on Computational Complexity, ECCC-TR05-051 (Revision 2), April 2005 

http://www.eccc.uni-trier.de/eccc-reports/2005/TR05-051/index.html

Conference Proceedings

All conference papers below were peer-reviewed, except for the SCI’03 paper which was invited.

[1] Predrag Tosic. “Computational Complexity of Some Enumeration Problems About Uniformly Sparse 

Boolean Network Automata”, Proceedings of the Second European Conference on Complex Systems (ECCS’06), 

September 2006 (15 pages; European Complex Systems Society)

[2] Predrag Tosic. “Computational Complexity of Counting in Sparsely Networked Discrete Dynamical 

Systems” , Proceedings of International Conference on Complex Systems (ICCS’06), New England Complex 

Systems Institute, Boston, Massachusetts, June 2006 (8 pages; New England Complex Systems Institute)

[3] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “Parallel vs. Sequential Threshold Cellular Automata: Comparison and Con

trast” , in Proceedings of the First European Conference on Complex Systems (ECCS’05), November 2005 (20 

pages; European Complex Systems Society) http://www-osl.cs.uiuc.edu/docs/ECCS05/ECCS05_final.pdf

[4] Predrag Tosic. “Cellular Automata for Distributed Computing: Models of Agent Interaction and Their 

Implications” , in Proceedings of IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics (SMC’05), 

pp. 3204-3209 2005 (IEEE) http://osl.cs.uiuc.edu/docs/SMC’05/SMC05_730.pdf

[5] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “On Computational Complexity of Counting Fixed Points in Symmetric 

Boolean Graph Automata ” , in Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Unconventional Com

puting (UC’05), Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) series, vol. 3699, pp. 191-205, 2005 (Springer) 

dx.doi.org/10.1007/11560319-18

[6] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “Characterizing Configuration Spaces of Simple Threshold Cellular Au

tomata” , in Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Cellular Automata for Research and In

dustry (ACRI’04), Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) series, vol. 3305, pp. 861-870, 2004 (Springer) 

http://www-osl.cs.uiuc.edu/docs/ACRI04/acri04.pdf

[7] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “Towards a Hierarchical Taxonomy of Autonomous Agents” , in Proceedings 

of the IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics (SMC’04), pp. 3421-3426, 2004 

(IEEE)

http: / /ieeexplore.ieee.org/iel5/9622/30424/01400871 .pdf ?arnumber=1400871
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[8] Predrag Tosic. “A Perspective on the Future of Massively Parallel Computing: Fine Grain vs. Coarse- 

Grain Parallel Models” , in Proceedings of the First ACM Conference on Computing Frontiers (CF’04), 2004 

(15 pages; ACM) http://portal.acm .org/citation.cfm?id=977160

The paper made it to the reading list of a graduate course ECE-572: Parallel and Distributed Com

puting at Rutgers University (2005): http://www.ece.rutgers.edu/ parashar/Classes/04-05/ece572/class-

readings.html

[9] Myeong-Wuk Jang, Smitha Reddy, Predrag Tosic, Liping Chen, Gul Agha. “An Actor-based Simulation 

for Studying UAV Coordination” , in Proceedings of the Fifteenth European Simulation Symposium (ESS’03), 

pp. 593-601, 2003 (Society for Modeling and Simulation International) 

http://www-osl.cs.uiuc.edu/docs/ESS2003/ESS_03.pdf

[10] Predrag Tosic, Myeong-Wuk Jang, Smitha Reddy, Joshua Chia, Liping Chen, Gul Agha. “Modeling 

a System of UAVs on a Mission” , invited session on agent-based computing, in Proceedings of the Seventh 

World Multi-conference on Systemics, Cybernetics, and Informatics (SCI’03), pp. 508-514, 2003 (Interna

tional Institute for Informatics and Systemics) http://www-osl.cs.uiuc.edu/docs/SCI2003/sci2003.pdf

W orkshop Proceedings and Pre-proceedings

All of the workshop papers below were peer-reviewed.

[1] Predrag Tosic. “On Modeling and Analyzing Sparsely Networked Large-Scale Multi-Agent Systems with 

Cellular and Graph Automata” , accepted to the workshop on Modelling of Complex Systems by Cellular 

Automata (MCSCA’06), within The International Conference on Computational Science ICCS’06; to appear 

in Springer’s Lecture Notes in Computer Science ICCS’06 post-proceedings volume (8 pages; Springer)

[2] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “On Computational Complexity of Predicting Dynamical Evolution of Large 

Agent Ensembles” , in Proceedings of the Third European Workshop on Multi-Agent Systems (EUMAS’05), 

pp. 415-426, Flemish Academy of Sciences, 2005 (copyright Predrag Tosic)

http://www-osl.cs.uiuc.edu/docs/EUMAS05/eumas05.pdf

[3] Predrag Tosic. “On Counting Fixed Point Configurations in Star Networks” , workshop on Advances 

in Parallel and Distributed Computing Models (APDCM), in Proceedings of the 19th IEEE International 

Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Computing (IPDPS’05), 2005 (CD-Rom; 8 pages; IEEE)

doi. ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/IPDPS. 2005.303

[4] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “A Fully Distributed Coalition Formation Algorithm for Collaborative Large- 

Scale Multi-Agent Systems”, in Proceedings of the Second European Workshop on Multi-Agent Systems 

(EUMAS’04), pp. 703-714, 2004 (copyright Predrag Tosic)
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[5] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “Maximal Clique Based Distributed Group Formation for Task Allocation in 

Large-Scale Multi-Agent Systems” , contributed paper in Pre-proceedings of the First International Workshop 

on Massively Multi-Agent Systems (MMAS’04), pp. 51-63, 2004 (copyright Predrag Tosic) 

http://www-osl.cs.uiuc.edu/docs/MMAS04/mmas04.pdf

[6] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “Maximal Clique Based Distributed Group Formation for Autonomous 

Agent Coalitions” , in Proceedings of Coalitions and Teams Workshop (W10), pp. 1-8, within The Third 

International Joint Conference on Agents and Multi Agent Systems (AAMAS ’04), 2004 (copyright Predrag 

Tosic)

http://www-osl.cs.uiuc.edu/docs/coalitions-teams-aamas04/maxxlique_aamas04.pdf

[7] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “Concurrency vs. Sequential Interleavings in 1-D Threshold Cellular Au

tomata” , workshop on Advances in Parallel and Distributed Computing Models (APDCM), in Proceedings of 

the 18th IEEE International Parallel and Distributed Processing Symposium (IPDPS’04), 2004 (CD-Rom; 8 

pages; IEEE)

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/iel5/9132/28950/01303188.pdf ?arnumber=1303188

[8] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “Understanding and Modeling Agent Autonomy in Dynamic Multi-Agent, 

Multi-Task Environments” , in Proceedings of the First European Workshop on Multi-Agent Systems (EU- 

MAS’03), 2003 (8 pages; copyright Predrag Tosic) osl.cs.uiuc.edu/docs/EUMAS03/eumas2003.pdf

[9] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “True Concurrency vs. Nondeterministic Sequential Interleavings in 1-D 

Cellular Automata” , in Work-in-Progress workshop, within Real-Time Systems Symposium (RTSS’03), 2003 

(4 pages; IEEE)

http://www.cs.virginia.edu/ zaher/rtss-wip/53.pdf

[10] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “Simple Genetic Algorithms for Pattern Learning: The Role of Crossovers” , 

presented within The Fifth International Workshop on Frontiers in Evolutionary Algorithms (FEA’03), in 

Proceedings of the Seventh Joint Conference on Information Sciences (JCIS’03), pp. 303-306, 2003 (Associ

ation for Intelligent Machinery) osl.cs.uiuc.edu/docs/JCIS-FEA03/fea03-final.pdf

Technical R eports

[1] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “On Configuration Space Properties of Parallel and Sequential Cellular 

Automata with Threshold Update Rules” , Department of Computer Science Technical Report, University 

of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Fall 2005 (23 pages)

[2] Predrag Tosic. “Some Challenges in Studying Resource-Bounded Autonomous Agents in Complex 

Multi-Agent Environments”, technical report, Fall 2004 (6 pages)
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[3] Predrag Tosic. “Some Models for Autonomous Agents’ Action Selection in Complex Partially Observable 

Environments” , technical report, Fall 2004 (6 pages)

R ecently Subm itted and W ork-in-Progress Papers

[1] Predrag Tosic. “Computational Complexity of Counting Various Types of Configurations in Sparsely 

Networked Discrete Dynamical Systems” , to be submitted to SIAM Journal of Computing (or similar journal) 

by the end of 2006

[2] Predrag Tosic, Gul Agha. “Computational Complexity of Counting in Sequential and Synchronous 

Dynamical Systems: Summary of Results”, Department of Computer Science Technical Report, University 

of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Summer 2006 (in preparation)

[3] Predrag Tosic. “Understanding and Classifying Autonomous Agents: A Functionalist, Cybernetics- 

Inspired Approach”, submitted to Connectionist Science, June 2006

[4] Predrag Tosic. “Computational Complexity of Enumerating Fixed Point Configurations in Uniformly 

Sparse Network Automata with Monotone Update Rules” , submitted to Discrete Mathematics and Theo

retical Computer Science (DMTCS), July 2006

Unpublished Scientific Papers (Critical Surveys, Position Papers, Independent 

Projects)

[1] Predrag Tosic. “Simple Genetic Algorithms for Pattern Learning: Investigating The Role of Crossovers”, 

2003 (10 pages)

[2] Predrag Tosic. “On Connectionist Models of Massively Parallel Computing” , 2002 (37 pages)

[3] Predrag Tosic. “Clustering in Data Mining: Issues, Paradigms, Challenges” , 2002 (28 pages + 8 figures)

[4] Predrag Tosic. “An Introduction to Theory of Parallel Computing: Critical Survey and Comparative 

Study of Parallel Models” , 2000 (90 pages)
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S elected  P resen ta tio n s

• Conferences

— New England Complex Systems Institute’s International Conference on Complex Systems (NECSI- 

ICCS’06), afternoon parallel session on Engineering; held on Wednesday, June 28, 2006. “Dis

tributed Coalition Formation for Sparsely Networked Large-Scale Multi-Agent Systems”

— New England Complex Systems Institute’s International Conference on Complex Systems (NECSI- 

ICCS’06), evening session on Artificial Life & Evolution; held on Tuesday, June 27, 2006. “Com

putational Complexity of Counting in Sparsely Networked Discrete Dynamical Systems”

— European Conference on Complex Systems (ECCS’05), Paris, France, November 14 -  18, 2005. 

Title: “Parallel vs. sequential threshold cellular automata comparison and contrast” ; session 

Complex Systems Methods 1, held on Monday, November 14

— IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics (SMC’05), Waikoloa, The Big 

Island of Hawaii, October 10 -  12, 2005. Title: “Cellular Automata for Distributed Computing: 

Models of Agent Interaction and Their Implications”; Wednesday, October 12

— SIAM Annual Meeting, New Orleans, Louisiana, July 11 -  15, 2005. Title: “Computational 

Complexity of Some Enumeration Problems about Discrete Dynamical Systems”; session C19 

(Applied Mathematics) on Friday, July 15

— The Sixth SIAM Conference on Control Theory and Its Applications, New Orleans, Louisiana, 

July 11 -  14, 2005. Title: “Computational Complexity of Enumerating Stable Configurations of 

Discrete Dynamical Systems”; session CP7 (Systems Theory III) on Wednesday, July 13 (as a 

substitute talk in place of a speaker who did not show up)

— The Sixth International Conference on Cellular Automata for Research and Industry (ACRI’04), 

Amsterdam, The Netherlands, October 25 -  27, 2004: poster presentation of the paper “Char

acterizing Configuration Spaces of Simple Threshold Cellular Automata”

— IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics (SMC’04), The Hague, The 

Netherlands, October 10 -  13, 2004. “Towards a Hierarchical Taxonomy of Autonomous Agents” ; 

Session VIII on Intelligence and Soft Computing

— The First ACM Conference on Computing Frontiers (CF’04), Ischia, Italy, April 14 -  16, 2004. 

“A Perspective on the Future of Massively Parallel Computing: Fine Grain vs. Coarse-Grain 

Parallel Models” ; presented on April 16
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-  Invited session on multi-agent systems within The Seventh World Multi-conference on Systemics, 

Cybernetics, and Informatics (SCI’03), Orlando, Florida, July 27 -  30, 2003. Title: “Modeling 

a System of UAVs on a Mission”

• Workshops and sym posia

-  The Sixth Understanding Complex Systems Symposium (UCS’06), Department of Physics, Uni

versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), Urbana, Illinois; held May 15 -  18, 2006. 

Title: “Computational Complexity Of Some Enumeration Problems In Sparse Boolean Network 

Automata”

-  The 52nd Midwest Theory Day, Department of Computer Science, Indiana University, Blooming

ton, Indiana; held on May 6, 2006. “Computational Complexity of Some Enumeration Problems 

in Sparse Boolean Network Automata”

-  The Fifth Understanding Complex Systems Symposium (UCS’05), Department of Physics, UIUC, 

Urbana, Illinois; held May 16 -  19, 2005. “Computational Complexity of Counting Fixed Points 

in Cellular and Graph Automata”

-  The 50th Midwest Theory Day, Department of Computer Science, UIUC, Urbana, IL; held on 

Sunday, May 8, 2005. “On Complexity of Counting in Certain Classes of Cellular and Graph 

Automata”

-  The 19th IEEE International Parallel and Distributed Processing Symposium (IPDPS’05) Den

ver, Colorado, April 4 - 8 ,  2005. Title: “Counting Fixed Point Configurations in Star Networks”; 

presented within Advances in Parallel and Distributed Computing Models workshop held on Mon

day, April 4

-  The First International Workshop on Massively Multi-Agent Systems (MMAS’04), Kyoto, Japan, 

December 10 -  11, 2004. Title: “Maximal Clique based Distributed Coalition Formation in 

Large-Scale Multi-Agent Systems”; presented on December 10

-  The 49t,h Midwest Theory Day, Department of Computer Science, De Paul University, Chicago, 

Illinois, December 4, 2004. Title: “Maximal Clique Based Distributed Group Formation in 

Large-Scale Multi-Agent Systems”; a preliminary version of the talk given at MMAS’04 (see 

above)

-  The Third International Joint Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems (AA- 

MAS’04), Columbia University, New York City, New York, July 19 -  23, 2004. “Maximal Clique
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Based Distributed Group Formation for Autonomous Agent Coalitions” ; presented in the Coali

tions and Teams workshop (W10) on Monday, July 19

— The Fourth Understanding Complex Systems Symposium (UCS’04), Department of Physics, 

University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, May 17 -  20, 2004. “Characterizing Configuration Space 

Properties of Symmetric Threshold Cellular Automata”

— The 18th IEEE International Parallel and Distributed Processing Symposium (IPDPS’04), Santa 

Fe, New Mexico (USA), April 26 -  30, 2004. “Concurrency vs. Sequential Interleavings in 1-D 

Threshold Cellular Automata” presented within Advances in Parallel and Distributed Computing 

Models (APDCM) workshop on Monday, April 26

— The 48th Midwest Theory Day, Department of Computer Science, University of Iowa, Iowa City, 

Iowa; held on April 24, 2004. Title: “On Configuration Space Properties of Concurrent and 

Sequential 1-D Threshold Cellular Automata”

— The First European Workshop on Multi-Agent Systems (EUMAS’03), Oxford, England, UK, 

December 18 -  19, 2003. Title: “Understanding and Modeling Agent Autonomy in Dynamic 

Multi-Agent, Multi-Task Environments” ; presented in the afternoon session on December 19

— Joint Conferences on Information Systems (JCIS’03), Cary, N. Carolina, USA, September 26 -  

30, 2003. “Simple Genetic Algorithms for Pattern Learning: The Role of Crossovers”; presented 

within The Fifth International Workshop on Frontiers in Evolutionary Algorithms (FEA’03) on 

Monday, September 26

— The Third Understanding Complex Systems Symposium (UCS’03), Department of Physics, UIUC; 

presented on Tuesday, May 20, 2003. Title: “On Modifying the Definition of Box-Counting Di

mension for Scale-Invariant Geometric Objects”

— The 46th Midwest Theory Day, Department of Computer Science, De Paul University, Chicago, 

Illinois, on Saturday, December 7, 2002. “On Graph Automata Models for Distributed Comput

ing”

— The 44th Midwest Theory Day, Department of Computer Science, UIUC, Urbana, Illinois, on 

Saturday, December 1, 2001. “Some Configuration Space Properties of Synchronous and Se

quential Dynamical Systems”

• Invited talks

— Department of Computer Science, University of Houston, June 28, 2005. Title: “Maximal Clique 

Based Distributed Coalition Formation for Large-Scale Multi-Agent Systems”.
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— DARPA TASK project workshop, Santa Fe Institute, Santa Fe, New Mexico, October 2002. Title: 

“Progress on Design and Analysis of Multi-Agent Systems: Optimization and Coordination of 

Systems of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles”

• Selected seminar and colloquium talks

— Applied and Industrial Mathematics Seminar (AIMS), Siebel Center for Computer Science, 

UIUC, on Monday, March 6, 2006. Title: “On the Computational Complexity of Counting 

in Certain Classes of Sparse Graph Automata”

— Artificial Neural Networks and Computational Brain Theory (ANNCBT) interdisciplinary sem

inar at Beckman Institute, UIUC, on Thursday, February 24, 2005. Title: “Threshold Cellular 

Automata as Abstract Parallel Distributed Computers and Some Implications of Their Commu

nication Model”

— Theory and Algorithms seminar, Department of Computer Science (DCS), UIUC, on Wednesday, 

February 23, 2005. Title: “On the Complexity of Counting Various Configurations in Certain 

Classes of Cellular and Graph Automata”

— Formal Methods seminar, Department of Computer Science, UIUC, on Monday, February 21,

2005. Title: “On the Computational Complexity of Counting Fixed Point Configurations in 

Cellular and Graph Automata”

— Formal Methods seminar, Department of Computer Science, UIUC, on Friday, September 23, 

2004. Title: “Characterizing Configuration Space Properties of Parallel and Sequential Simple 

Threshold Cellular Automata” (a practice talk for ACRI’04)

— Artificial Neural Networks and Computational Brain Theory (ANNCBT) seminar (Beckman In

stitute, UIUC) on February 12, 2004, and Open Systems Laboratory (OSL) seminar (Department 

of Computer Science, UIUC) on February 20, 2004. Title: “Modeling Autonomous Intelligent 

Agents’ Action Selection and Decision Making”

— Theory seminar, Department of Computer Science, UIUC, on Thursday, February 5, 2004: “On 

Configuration Spaces of Parallel and Sequential Threshold Cellular Automata”

— Theory seminar, Department of Computer Science, UIUC, March 2003: “Some Configuration 

Space Properties of Cellular and Graph Automata with Threshold Update Rules”

— ANNCBT seminar, Beckman Institute, UIUC, on Thursday, October 17, 2002: “Intelligent 

Agents and the Problems of Representation and Control”
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-  ANNCBT seminar, Beckman Institute, UIUC, on Thursday, April 18, 2002: “The Work of David 

Chalmers on the Problem of Consciousness” (discussion leader)

-  Theory seminar, Department of Computer Science, UIUC, March 2002: “Configuration Space 

Properties of Sequential and Synchronous Dynamical Systems: Some Preliminary Results”

-  Theory seminar, Department of Computer Science, UIUC, November 2001: “On the Compu

tational Complexity of Determining the Existence of Fixed Points and Gardens of Eden in 

Sequential Dynamical Systems”

-  Parallel Computing and Algorithms seminar, Department of Computer Science, UIUC, May 3, 

2000: “Automated Code Generation for Signal Processing Applications”

-  Theory seminar, Department of Computer Science, UIUC, April 26, 2000: “Register Allocation 

and Graph Coloring”

-  Theory seminar, Department of Computer Science, UIUC, October 26, 1999. Lecture title: 

“Linear Algebra, Signal Processing Algorithms, and Automated Code Generation”

-  Theory seminar, Department of Computer Science, UIUC, December 7, 1998: “Mathematical 

Framework and Methodology for Designing, Modifying and Implementing Fast Fourier Transform 

Algorithms”

-  Theory seminar, Department of Computer Science, UIUC, April 21 and 23, 1998: ”Complexity 

Hierarchies: Computational Complexity vs. Descriptive Set Theory”

-  Theory seminar, Department of Computer Science, UIUC, November 1997: “An Introduction to 

Quantum Computing” (a series of three one-hour lectures)

-  Computational Complexity seminar, Department of Mathematics, UIUC, on Thursday, February 

20, 1997. Lecture title: “Quantum Parallelism vs. Classical Nondeterminism”
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